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TO THE

RIGHT HONOURABLE

Sir JOSEPH BANKS, Bart. K. B.

ONE or HIS majesty's most honourable privy council,

PRESIDENT OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY, &C. Scd.

SIR,

TH E volume, which I have the honour to ofter to Your

notice, is intended as a. contribution towards the ad-

vancement of a plan for a Digest of Maritime Geographical

Discovery ; a work which has long been wanted, and which

every addition to the general stock renders more necessary.

Carefulness of arrangement is seldom to be found in the

early collections of travels. These collections are, in general,

to be regarded rather as valuable repositories, than as con-

taining any regular series of information. Our countryman,

Hakluyt, deserves to be excepted from this remark : perhaps

there is no general collection wherein the compiler has been

more studious of method. Indeed, the necessity for method

b did
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did not formerly exist in the same degree as at present. A
single volume miglit then have contained nearly all the pub-

lished relations worth preservation, of those who had travelled

' by land or by M^ater/ The words voj^age arid journey, were

then used as synonymous terms; and it is but of late, that

they have acquired sepai'ate and appropriate meanings. A
Spanish book is entitled, " A Diar}^ of the ^^oyages of King
" Philip V. from Versailles to Madrid, and his Journey to

" Naples'^ :" though King Philip "went by land to Madrid,

and by sea to 'Naples. At the present time, in France, every

traveller is called, tin voyageur. With books, as with men,

when the numbers of a community increase, distinctions be-

come necessary, and sometimes, as in this case, separation.

The most obvious and natural, was that marked by the ele-

ments : travels by land, and those by sea, we now scarcely

consider as undertakings of the same species ; the name of

journey is given exclusively to the former, and of voyage to

the latter ; and the distinction is become the more strongly

estalplished in Great Britain, from its being so peculiarly a

maritime country.

The accounts of voyages now in the possession of the

public, are alone sufficient, both in number and in quantitj^,

to form a considerable library. The length to which some of

the relations have been extended, especially those of a modem

date, and the want of any general arrangement, are become

* Dlario de Fiajes dc el Rej/ Philipe V., desde Versailles a Madrid; y Jornada

a Napoics,

vexatious
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vexatious obstructions to the acquisition of knowledge in

maritime geography.

The utihty of method and compression, to prevent irregular

exuberance in so important a branch of science, is evident

beyond contradiction. The manner in which the attempt

may be made with the best prospect of success, seems the

only object of enquiry. Various modes of reducing the

voj^ages into methodical order present themselves ; and pro-

bably each so far eligible as to possess some peculiar ad-

vantage.

To place the whole in the order of time, would be attended

with this great inconvenience, that to obtain a satisfactory

account of any one subject, it might be requisite to consult

every volume in the collection, however extensive.

To distinguish the discoveries of different nations, making

a distinct class of the voyages of each, is liable to the same

objection.

A third method, which seems to me to possess many, if

not the greatest advantages, is that of classing the voyages

according to some hj^drographical division of the globe. This

has been attempted, but in few instances with any tolerable

degree of success. If the divisions have been judiciously

allotted, they have not been strictly preserved. The same

irregularity has prevailed in collections which consist wholly

of republications, Avhere it is difficult to imagine tliat any

good reason could exist against an adherence to correct

anangement.

b 2 Amongo
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Among modern collections, one of the most full, and ihe

most rcgidar, is the Histuire General des Voyages of M.
Prevot, the foundation of which was laid by Astley. M. Prevot

undertook more than could be performed with accuracy, as

every man will discover who undertakes the whole. The earlier

volumes required to be supplied by additions and amend-

ments in those afterwards published, by which the subject is

much dispersed. The Hlstoire General des Voyages is neverthe-

less a most valuable work, and there is reason to be astonished

that so large a mass of geographical information should have

been so well compiled and published by the exertions of any

individual ; and the irregularities in the collection are much
atoned for by a copious and good index.

; To form a complete History of Voyages, is an undertaking

that would require, for. a great number of 3-ears, the labour and

united efforts of many able associates. In such an employ-

ment, a rapid progress is scarcely compatible with correctness,

and especially in those parts where it is thought necessary to

compress and consolidate many accounts into one. By com-

pression, is not to be understood the vicious practice of cur-

tailing, in the generality of what are called abridgements; a

practice ill adapted to works designed for information.

With respect to nautical remarks, some are involved with

the most interesting incidents of a voyage ; and some few are,

independent of all other circumstances, of more real impor-

tance, as well as more satisfactoiy to curiosity than auy inci-

dent of the narrative. But it must be acknowledged, that a

great part of the nautical remarks in many voyages are not

within either of the above descriptions; and the reader cer-

tainly



tainly has sufficient reason to complain, when he finds the

relation of a voj^age greatly swelled with minute accounts of

days works, lunar observations, &c. even in known seas, and

when far distant from land ; as if it were a matter of import-

ance to settle the exact geography of a spot in the middle of

the ocean, where no mark exists by which it can be ever re-

cognised.

To remedy this, by striking out any part of what is useful,

is to exchange superfluity for defect. Many have supposed

that to abridge, is a work of no labour ; that to read and re-

ject such parts as are disapproved, is nearly the whole that is

required : the consequence has been, that abridgements have

been undertaken by persons very inadequately skilled in the

subject of which their original consisted. Many things that

are justly objectionable, cannot be wholly omitted without

leaving a chasm : to furnish the necessary explanation on such

an occasion, may require both labour and experience ; for

where the task is carelessly or unskilfully performed, an

abridgement is of no use : when information shall be Avanted,

recourse must be had to the original authority.

To form a complete account of any voyage, it is necessary

that no incident, remark, or observation, in any former rela-

tion, shall be omitted which can be in tlie least serviceable to

science, which can excite interest, or satisfy curiosity : and to

state every thing remarkable or extraordinary, however use-

less or incredible ; with, occasionally, an observation on the

degree of credit to which it appears entitled. It is likewise

satisfactory, that many things, which appear of little use and

uninteresting, should be noticed, though only a single hue be

bestowed
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history of the discovery of New Holland. Other similar in-

stances must occur ; but such repetitions M^ould bear a very

small proportion to the whole. It might be necessaiy, how-

ever, in Ji complete collection, when a voyage of any class

contained information that also belonged and was material to

another class, to make a transfer ; substituting, in lieu of the

information transferred, a brief, but complete, abstract, with

a reference to the place where the fuller description was to

be found. For instance, the island of Madeira is described

in many voyages of a more distant class. All those descrip-

tions might be collected, and placed in regular order imme-

diately following the account of the discovery of Madeira ;

and in the part from wdiich the description is taken, the va-

cancy might be supplied by an abstract and reference, which,

as the incidents belong exclusively to the narrative, would

leave no chasm; the recapitulation so managed would occupy

too small a space to attract notice; each class would be ren-

dered entire, and the accounts of vo}'ages would not sustain

injury.

It is a material advantage in regular arrangement, that it

affords encouragement and facility to such an undertaking.

In a geographical division, each class forms of itself a com-

plete head of discovery ; and by being separately consi-

dered, the attention of the waiter is more concentrated to

one point.

For the subject of the present work, I have chosen the

discoveries made in the South Sea, to which my attention has

been principally directed, from having sailed with that great

discoverer and excellent navigator, the late Captain Cook ;

under
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under whose command I served as Lieutenant in his two

last voyages.

And here, Sir, it is proper to explain my motives for ad-

dressing you on this occasion.

Independent of the wish natural to an author to obtain

such countenance as he believes will stamp the most estima-

tion on his performance, I am desirous, on many accounts,-

to recommend my work particularly to your notice. You
have visited, and are well acquainted with the scenes I am
endeavouring, to describe. To you my plan was first com-
municated, and the encouragement it received from you,

determined me to the undertaking. You indulged me with the

most unrestrained use of your valuable library ; not merely

with access, but with permission to take away, for more de-

liberate consideration, whatever appeared connected with my
pursuit ; thus rendering it, to all purposes of utility, my own.
To these reasons I may justly add, that, next to His Majesty,

you have been one of the greatest patronisers and pro-

moters, in this or in any countiy, of Geographical Disco-

veries,

To Mr. Dalrymple I have been greatly indebted for-

assistance. From his large collection of scarce Spanish

books, I have been furnished with several original account* of

Spanish discoveries, Avhich I had no other means of procuring.

Much labour has likewise been saved me by his " Historical

" Collection of Voyages and Discoveries in the South Pacific

" Ocean " a work which, besides giving a clear outline of the

subject, has been extremely useful as an index to direct

c me
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me to original information. It has, indeed, been my Vade

Mecum.

• It is with gr-eat satisfaction I am enabled to state, that the

outline of my plan for a General History of Maritime Dis-

covery had the entire approbation of Major Rennel. Let it

not be supposed that in saying this, I intend to insinuate any

recommendation of the performance of that part which I now
submit to the public. The merits of a plan and of its exe-

cution are to be decided separately ; and very inexperienced

must be the reader who encourages himself to expect that

every work will fulfil the intention of its author.

I have been favoured by Mr. Arrowsmith with many useful

communications, which his knowledge in modern geography,

and the materials he has collected concernino- the more

recent navigations in the Pacific Ocean, so well enabled him
to impart.

It might be considered as an omission not to notice that

the Histoire dcs Navigations aus Terres Australes, by M. De
Brosses, is similar in plan, and still more so in the extent of

its design, to the work which I have undertaken. It is, how-

ever, "very evident, that the principal obje<;t of M. De Brasses,

was to explain the advantages of distant colonies, and to re-

commend the settlement of lands discovered in the Southern

hemisphere. His book, considered as a geographical work,

affords no proof of laborious research. His information in

this respect, appears to have been collected with haste, and
adopted without examination. His division of the Southern

discoveries into Magellanique, Australasie, and Poli/ntsie, is

methodical.
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"methodical, and clear for the purposes of description ; but

could not be preserved in narrative, as is evident from the most
cursory perusal of M. De Brosses's work. The names like-

wise are objectionable ; inasmuch as they give an appearance
of technical obscurity to his subject, keeping the reader at a

jmysterious distance.

His Table of Contents is well contrived to exhibit, in small

space, a general and comprehensive view of all the naviga-

.
tions performed in the different divisions of his subject. It

is to be regretted, that this author had so light an opinion

of the importance of the task of registering and methodizing

geographical information, and has not bestowed on it more of

his labour and attention.

The geography of the South Sea has much greater obliga-

tions to M. Fleurieu for his Treatise on the Discoveries to the

South East of New Guinea. Zeal for the reputation of France
has sometimes carried him into discussions not necessary to

his subject ; but in the more material parts of his work, there

is much diligent investigation and comparison, and his labours

in this, and in other publications, throw much light on the

discoveries made in that part of the globe.

The form of the ensuing History was not a matter of re-

flection or choice ; the subject Avithout premeditation fell into

that shape ; and, with a few slight deviations from chronolo-

gical order, it has been found capable of preserving the inte-

grity of each voyage distinct and unmixed with other matter.

How far the account I now ofter of the discoveries to the

time of Sir Francis Drake's circumnavigation may be defective,

c 2 I know
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I know not : I have searched all the materials within my
reach, and I have been fortunate in obtaining access to most

of the works from which I had reason to expect original in-

formation.

In digesting what I found, I have endeavoured to preserve

the most striking features of the different narratives I had

occasion to consult ; and have been especially careful that no

geographical notices of any value shouH be neglected.

Having thus explained my design, I submit my performance

to your judgment without further comment; assured as I am,

that every attempt to convey useful information, will expe-

rience from you favourable attention.

I have the honour^

SIR,

To subscribe myself.

With the most sincere

Respect and Esteem,

Your greatly obliged and

Obedient Servant,

James Burnet/^
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OFT a K

DISCOVERIES

INT H E

SOUTH S E A.

CHxlPTER 1.

Introductory ; containing a brief Account of the Discoveries made

in the South Sea, previous to the Voyage ofMAGALHANES.

MOST of the names which have been assigned to the chap. t.

different portions of the Ocean, are descriptive either

of the chmate, situation, or of fome quahty peculiar to the sea

they are intended to designate. The names, South Sea, and

Pacijic Ocean, are both of a characterising nature : but it will

appear that their application has been extended far beyond

everv signification of the words which the most liberal con-

struction can allow, and equally beyond the space for which

they were originally intended, to limits which, till within the

last thirty years, remained undiscovered. <

The line of boundary which fcems designed by nature for

•this great sea, is formed, on its Eastern part, by tlie Western

B coast



e IIlSTOllY OF DISCOVERIES

CHAP. 1.

3 4C)2.

coast of America, taken from its Southern extremity (Terra del

FuegoJ to tlie shore near mount St. Elias, in 60 degrees North

latitude. The northern Hmits are marked by the continuation

of the American coast from mount St. Elias towards the West,

with the chain of islands called the Fox and the Aleutian

islands. The western boundary may be described by a line

drawn from the Cape of Kamischatka (Cajie Lopatka) towards

the South, passing by the Kurili islands, and the Eastern

coast of the Japan islands; ft"om thence hy Formosa, and along

the East of the Philippines ; by Gilolo ; by the North and

eastern coast of Nez0 Guinea ; and by the East coast of Nem
Holland, to the South-east cape of Van Demen's land.

Considering the present state of science in our quarter of

the globe, it is scarcely possible to reflect, without aftonish-

nient, that the whole of this great expanse of ocean, and

even its existence, three centuries ago was unknown ta

Europeans: for though Marco Polo, in the 1 3th century,

gave notice of the existence of a sea Eastward of China,

his information did not reach within the limits above de-
*

scribed.

The expectation of being able to sail Westward from Europe

without interruption, to the Spice islands, appears to have

been the principal inducement of Columbus in undertaking,

and of the Spanish court in promoting, the celebrated voyage

which first marked the western limits of the Atlantic ocean,

and made known to Europeans another continent. The most

esteemed geographers of that time were of opinion, and have

so represented it in their maps, that from the AVestern shores

of Europe and Africa, to the eastern part of Asia, the whole

space was, with the exception of some islands, a continued open

sea; Asia beine; then believed to extend nmch more towards the

Eaft
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East than experience has since fliewn*. The discovery of < hap. i.

America opened a new field for enterprize, and with such

powerful attractions, as for a time to eclipse the original

obje6t, and wholly to engross the attention of the Spanish ad-

venturers. America, however, was not supposed to be of an

extent to obstruct entirely the sailing West from Europe to the

Eastern Indies ; and the attempt to accomplish that naviga-

tion was soon renewed.

Immediately after the discovery of what was then called a

New World, Pope Alexander the Vlth, to prevent disputes

between the Spaniards and Portuguese, respecting their titles

to the possession of so many new countries, and no doubt

partly in support of the maxim long inculcated, that the dis-

posal of earthly kingdoms was a right inherent in the Papal

See, issued a bull of donation, fixing as limits of partition, a ^Jendmnof
' ' » 1 ' Partition.

meridian to be drawn 100 leagues AVest of the Azores and

Cape cle Verd islands ; from which meridian, the bull granted

* Antonio de TIerrera, in the beginning of his history of the Western Indies,

has related the following anecdote of Columbus.
' Columbus reckoned, that as cosmographers had written of as much of the

* world as amounted to 15 hours, without having come to the eastern extremity,

' the end must consequently be yet farther ; and the more it extended to the

' east, the nearer it must approach to the Cape de f erd islands. He was con-

' firmed in this opinion by his friend Martin de Bohemia (i. e. Martin Beliaim).'

IJerrera, Dec. 1. lib. 1. cap. 2.

Major Hennel remarks, ' that the splendid discoveries of Columbus were

' prompted by a geographical error of most extraordinary magnitude;' the

extent of China, and its distance to the east from Europe, being both so much
magnified, that many at first imagined the new discoveries of Columbtis to be a part

of Asia.—-—Geographical System of Herodotus examined and explained, 3jX. p. 685.

Correspondent to the idea that Columbus, by sailing westward, had reached

India, his new discoveries obtained that name. It afterwards became necessary

to distinguish the India of the Ancients by the appellation of the Eastern India,

«nd to bestow the addition of Western on the Modern India.

B 2 to
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CHAP. 1. to the Spaniards dominion OA'er all lands newly discovered, and

to be discovered, as far as 180 degrees to the West: and to the

Portuguese the same distance Eastward. At the inflance of

1494- the Portuguese, with the consent of the Pope, in 1494, the

line of partition was by agreement removed 270 leagues more

to the West, that it might accord with tlieir possessions in the

Brasils^'. Notwithstanding the generosity of Alexander the

Vlth, thus exclusively exerted iu favour of Spain and Portugal,

M97. so early as the year l 497-t, an expedition was undertaken by

the English, which was conducted by the Cabots (John and

Sebastian, father and son) who sailed in search of a passage

to the North of the Spanish discoveries, but were stopped by

the continent.

-1500. In the year 1500,. Gaspar de Corte Real, a Portuguese,

obtained leave of king Emanuel to make a voyage for disco-

vering unknown lands. He departed from the Azores with a de-

* On the latter adjustment, the Spaniards afterwards rested their claim to the

Spice islands. The Spanish geographers reckoned from the island St. Jntonio,

the most western of the Cape de Verd islands. 370 Spanish leagues measured on

the same parallel, (which seems to be the proper construction of the bull) is equal

to G2 degrees of longitude, and would place the Meridian of Partition at 47° west

from Greenwich. Jrgensola says, according to the terms of agreement between

the monarchs of Spain and Portugal, the Meridian of Partition fell upon the

country of Brasil, at the western part of the entrance of the river Maragtian.

lierrtia, in the charts to his Descrip. de las Lid. Occidcntaks, has drawn it

above a degree to the east of the same liver. In Herrera's chart, the Meridian

of Demarcation is placed 30° west from the first meridian, and the first meridian

passes through Cape Verd. The opposite Meridian of Demarcation, supposed to

be 180 degrees from the former, has been drawn variously, according to the

opinions or views of the different geographers. Malacca was generally included

by the Spaniards in their half, which comprehended, as later observations have

shewn, not less than 213 degrees of the equator: a division to which the Portu-

guese did not subscribe.

•]- Ore account dates the expedition of Cabot in 1496.

Vide Uakhtyt, Vol. I. p. 6 and 7. edit. 1600,.
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sign similar to that of the Cabots, and pursued nearly the same
track. He fell in with the eastern coast of NezcfouncUaiid, and
sailed along that side of the island, till he arrived at its

northern extremity, where, finding an opening to the West, he
proceeded in that direction, till he came near the entrance of
the river now called St. Laurence. Finding, in fuch a length
of route, a clear sea before him, he concluded that he was*in
a passage or strait, which led to the Pacific Ocean ; and re-
turned to Lisbon, to communicate the news of his discovery,
giving to the supposed strait the appellation of Anian"^, it is

said, after three brothers so named.
Corte Real's navigation is briefly noticed by several au-

tliors, who almost all" vary from each other in the circumstances.
Antonio Galvaom, who was his countryman, and nearly his
contemporary, seems the best entitled to credit. He relates that
Caspar sailed a second time the same voyage, and was wreck-
ed

; but another ship that went in company with him, return-
ed to Portugal. Miguel Corte Real, brother to Caspar,
fitted out three ships at his own cost, and went in search of his
brother. They arrived at a part of the American coast,
where there were several entrances of rivers and inlets. Each'
vessel took a different route, having previously agreed that they
would meet again before the 20th day of August. Two of the
sliips rejoined each other at the appointed time : but the ship
in which was the unfortunate Miguel was not again seen or

The stmit of Anian, formerly the subject of mucli geograj.hica] discussion
iias by some been supposed to have been so named after a province of China oftbe name oi Jnia, mentioned in the travels of Marco Polo: but in the charts
of the ]6th century, a passage is given to tbe sea round the north of Jmerica
and Aman appears as a country on the north west part of that conUnent

CHAP. T.

heard
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THAI'. T. heard of*. On the retuni-of the two ships to Portugal, Joao

Vasques de Corte Real, the eldest brother, who was chamber-

lain to king Emanuel, Avould have undertaken a voj^age in the

Jiope of tracing his two brothers, but the king would not suffer

him to embark in so hazardous an enterprise. The land called

.Labrador was named likewise the land of Coi-te Real, and the

sea near the entrance of the river St. Laurence, was called the

Gulf of the Three Brothers f.
^50J' In 1501, Americus Vespucius, a Florentine, then in the

service of the king of Portugal, discovered along the coast of

South America (not then so named) according to his own
account :|:, 600 leagues to the South, and 150 leagues to the

AVest,

* Tratado dos T)escobnmentos,pclo Antonio Galvaom, p. 36. edit. 1731. I.isboa.

' t Description du Nouveau Monde, Tiree des Tableaux Geographiqiies de

Pctnis Be/tins.

J Letters oi' Americus T'espucius, in i2a;MHs/o's Collection, vol. i. fol. 128.

Americus ftspucius, a vain man, bnt an enterprising and good navigator, has

been accused of constantly appropriating to himself the ' glory' of being the

first European discoverer of the New Continent. Herrera, Dec. 1. 1. 4. c. 2.

Columbus saw the Continent in August 1498, not then suspecting it to be such 5

for havino- found so many large islands, this land was likewise supposed to be

of the same description. By I'espucius, it was not seen before June 1499, when
he was engaged in an c.vpedition, of which Alomo de Ojcda was the chief

commander.

In fact, the first Europeans viho saw the main land of America, were the

English, under the command of Cabot ; and certainly Cabot might have ad-

vanced a claim in every respect superior to that of Vespucius. To Columbus,

however, the great leader of the western navigation, and to him only, is Europe

indebted for the knowledge of America : the discovery of the Continent was a

necessary and certain consequence of the discovery of the West Indian islands
;

besides that he was the actual discoverer of South America.

In 1507 (the Admiral, Christopher Columbus, being dead) Americus Fespuciua

was taken into the service of the king of Spain, with the title of Pilot Mni/or

(chief pilot) and was emplo3-ed in making charts of the new discoveries, which
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C II A P. I.West, from Cape Saint Augustine : but it does not appear

that he kept sight of the coast to so great a distance. In an

edition of the geography of Ptolemy, printed at Rome in the

year 1608, there is a chart, an extract from which was lately

published by Mr. Dalrymple, in which it is said that ships of

the Portuguese had observed a continuance of the land to the

South, as far as to 50 degrees of South latitude, without its

there terminating. By this, it may be presumed, was meant

the voyage of Vespucius : it is not however probable, that he

followed the coast regularly so far as to Rio cle la Plata ; for

that river was not known to Europeans till several years after

his voyage. It is remarkable in this chart, that the name
America does not appear. The land of Brasil is there called

Terra Sonde Crucis, and is delineated as being separate from

the northern continent.

. Various attempts were likewise made by the Spaniards to

penetrate farther to the AVest : one in particular by Columbus
himself in 1502, who, with that view, examined 370 leagues i^o?.

along the coast of that part of the continent, since known by

the names of Terra Firma, and the Spanish Main.

In 1512, Juan de Solis, a Spaniard, discovered the great '5i2-

river de la Plata, which name was given to it on account of the

quantity of silver there seen.

The knowledge that the eastern paVt of China was washed

by the ocean, demonstrated the certainty of a sea to the west

of the newly discovered continent: but the first actual infor-

mation obtained by Europeans of this sea, was given to the

gave him opportunity to affix his own name to the land of South America. Do?)

Diego, the son of Columbus, remonstrated against the disingenuous conduct of

Americas Vespucius [Herrera, Dec. i. 7. 5.] : the name, nevertheless, not only

remained, but has been extended to the whole of tliat Continent.

Spanish
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CHAP. I Spanish conquerors b}- tlie native Americans. Basco Nunnez

de Balboa, a Spanish commander at Darien, to verify the in-

telhgence he had received, marched with a body of Spaniards,

513. and wiih Indian guides, across the isthmus, lie was opposedini",

J)iscoveiy in the passage by the natives. They demanded who the
of ihc sea 1 i i

to the West "eardccl strangers were, what they sought after, and whither
of Anienca.

j-jiey v/ere going ? The Spaniards answered *, ' they wfere

Christians, that their eirand was to preach a new rehgiou,

and to seek gold ; and that they were going to the southern

sea.' This answer not giving satisfaction, Balboa forcibly made
his way. On arriving at the foot of a mountain, from the top of

which he was informed that the sea he so anxiously wished to

discover was visible; he ordered his men to halt, and ascended

1513. alone. As soon as he had attained the summit, he fell on his

Sept. -j^. l^nees, and with uplifted hands returned thanks to Heaven, for

having bestowed on him the honour of being the first European

that beheld the sea beyond America. Afterwards, in the pre-

sence of his follo\i ers, and of many Indians, he walked up to his

middle in the water, with his sword and target ; and called on

them to bear testimony that he took possession of the South

Sea, and all which appertained to it, for the king of Castile and

Leon. Pietro Mart ire, in his Decades, (Dec. 3. lib. l.) men-
tions letters received by him from Nunnez, " written after his

" concise and warlike manner
f-,

by which Ave understand
" that he has passed over tlie mountains dividing the ocean
" known to us, from the sea on the south side of this land

" hitherto unknown." Erancisco Pizarro was an officer under

Nunnez in this expedition.

* Gomara. Istoria de las Lidias, 2,4 M. Folio edit. 1552.

t * Suo militaii stilo coinpactu$.'

The
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The particular position of the coast of that part of the chap. i.

American continent from -whence the sea on the other side

was first discovered, appears to have stamped on it the deno-
-pj^^ ^^^^

niination of the South Sea. The isthmus of Darien Ues nearly SouthSea.

East and West ; consequently, there the two seas appear

situated, the one to the North, and the other to the South. If

the new sea had been first discovered from any part to the

South of the bay of Panama, it would probably have received

some other appellation. A consequence resulting from the

name thus imposed has been, that the Atlantic ocean, by way

of contra-distinction, has occasionally been called the North

Sea, even in its most southern part. A ship sailing through

the strait of Magalhanes, has been said to have passed from

the North Sea into the South Sea, or vice versa : and in the

Diet. Encydopedique, we meet with the following article,

' Riviere de la Plata,—qui prend sa source a Perou Sj- va sejetter

dans la mer du Nord par le 35"' deg. de Lat. Merid.^. The

two seas nevertheless, relatively to each other, are North and

South only in the neighbourhood of the isthmus of Darien :

in their general extent they are East and West.

The discovery of the ' South Sea' immediately provoked,

or rather, stimulated afresh, the enquiry whether it communi-

cated with the Atlantic, and if so, by what means. As the

coast of America in extending to the South, was found to

recede westward, in like manner as the coast of iVfrica does

towards the East, it was natural by analogy to infer a similar

termination : and as the Portuguese were encouraged to pro-

secute the discovery round Africa, by a knowledge of the

* ' River de la Plata, whose source is in Peru, and which discharges itself

into the North Sea, in the 35th degree of south latitude.'

C sea
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THAP. J. sea to tlie East of that continent, so likewise were the

Spaniards strengthened in their opinion by the discovery of

Jialboa.

'515- In 1515, the king of Spain, Ferdiis'and,^ again sent Juan

y^"?-
^ Diaz de Solis, mIio was one of the most able navigators of

his time, to explore the Southern coast of America, and to

endeavour to discover a passage that way into the South Sea,

and to the Spice islands. This commander and several of his

followers were unfortunately killed in a quarrel with the natives

of Rio de la Plata, by which circumstance the accomplish-

ment of the undertaking was reserved for Magalhatves ; the

expedition being abandoned after the death of Diaz de

Solis, thofe Avho remained returning with the vessels to Spain.

A small island in Rio de la Plata, near tlie North shore, is yet

distinguished in some of the chaj'ts by the name of Solis, and

two rivers on the same shore, by the names of the greater and

lefs Rio de Solis.

The Spaniards at Darien in the mean time, in their pursuit

of plunder, continued to increase their knowledge of the coast

J5i<5- of the newly discovered sea. In 1516, Ilernan Ponce de

Leon sailed in small barks along the coast to the West from

the bay of Panama 140 leagues, and discovered a port to

which was given the name of San Lucar, but afterwards of

'Nicoya, from the Cazique M'ho then governed that part of the

country. The Spaniards cut timber near the shore, on the

North side of the isthmus, and with extraordinary labour con-

veyed it across the land to the other shore, for the purpose of

building vessels to prosecute greater enterprizes. The coi>-

Islands de quest of the islands, since named de las Perlas (the Pearl

islands) situated opposite to a small gulf in the isthmus,

now called the Gulf de San Miguel, was among their ear-

^ liest

las Peiias.
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licst e.^ploits in the South Sea. P. Martire*, speaking chap. i.

of the first of these islands visited by the Spaniards, says,
' "

'

" this island is now better known to our men, who have 1515.
*' also brought their fierce king to humanity, and converted
" him from a cruel tiger, to one of the meek sheep of Christ's

" flock." From these people the Spaniards took UOlbs., at

eight ounces to the pound, (lihras octunciales) of pearls, and
imposed on them an engagement to furnish 100 lbs. (of the

same weight) of pearls annually for the great king of Castile.

It is possible that for a short time such a tribute might be

collected, as the natives, it may be supposed, had in store a
stock that had been accumulating for ages : but it is not very

probable that the annual produce of the fisheries ^vould supply

such a demand. The pearls that Avere at first thus obtained,

had lost nmch of their primitive lustre, from the natives having

been accustomed to open the shells by means of fire.

Schemes were soon planned for attempting to sail from the

shore of the newly discovered sea, to the Spice islands. The
ideas then entertained of a Western navigation to the Moluccas,

and likewise how generally the subject Avas at that time

discussed, Avill appear from the following extract f.
" There

<' came to me," says P. INIartire, " the day before the ides

« of October this year, 1516, Rodriguez Colminares, and
*' Francisco de la Puente, who affirmed, one that he had
" heard of, the other that he had seen, divers islands in the

*' South Sea to the West of the Pearl islands, in which trees

" are engendered and nourished, Avhich bring forth aromatic

" fruits, as in India ; and therefore they conjecture that the

* Dec. 3. 1. 10. Eden's Translation.

t P. Martire, Dec, 3. lib. jo. Eden's Translation.

2 « land
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CHAP. I. " land where the fruitfulness of spice beginneth, cannot be
" far distant. And many do only desire that leave be granted

" them to search farther, and they will of their own charges,

" frame and furnish ships, and adventure the voyage to seek

" those islands and regions. And they think it better that

"ships should be prepared in the gulf de San Miguel, than

" to attempt the way by Cape St. Augustine (in BrasilJ,

*' Avhich is long, difficult, and full of dangers, and is said to

" reach beyond the 40th degree of latitude towards the pole

" Antartic."

1517. In 1517, the Spaniards founded Nata, on the Western side

of the bay of Panama, which was the first town built by them

on the coast of the South Sea ; and the folloM'ing year, they

established themselves at Panama. The design of prosecuting

discoveries thence towards the Spice islands, assumed a regu-

lar form ; a commander in chief being appointed by the

Spanish court, to direct the proceedings of the ships intended

to be fitted out in the South Sea for that purpose. Vessels

were constructed and equipped ; but the undertaking at this

time failed, in consequence of the wood, of which the ships

were built, becoming worm-eaten within a month after thej

were launched into the salt water *.

* Ihrnra, Hist, de las Ind, Occid, Dec, 2, lib. 4. cap. 1.
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CHAP. II.

Voyage of Fernando de Magalhanes.

ABOUT this time* Fernando de Magalhanes f, by

birth a Portuguese, and of a good family, who had

served five years with reputation in the East Indies, under the

celebrated Albuquerque, thinking his services ill requited

by the court of Portugal, banished himself % from his native

land, and solicited employment from the king of Spain. He was

accompanied by one of his countrymen, Ruy Falero, who Avas

esteemed to be a good astronomer and geographer. They

offered to prove that the Molucca islands fell within the limits

assigned by the Pope to the crown of Caple, and undertook

to discover a passage thither, different from the one used by

the Portuguese. It is said that they first presented their plan

to Emanuel, king of Portugal, who rejected it with displea-

sure ; probably, being of opinion that it would be prejudicial

to the interests of the Portuguese, who were then quietly suf-

fered by tlie rest of Europe to possess exclusively the advan-

• The Spaniards date the aiTival of Magalhanes at the court of Spain, in 1 51 7.

The Portuguese in 1518.

t The Spanish authors call him MagaUane^, and generally with the Christian

name Hernando. Galvaom, De Barros, and others of his countrymen, write the

name Fernando de Magalhanes, and this orthography has been adopted by Mr.

Dalrijmple. The strange practice (for it is one of those which custom cannot

familiarise) of translating proper names, even when composed of words which hare

no descriptive or second meaning, has not been neglected in that of Magalhanes.

In Spanish it is Magallanes ; in Italian, MugagUanes ; and the English of Ma-

galhanes has been Magellan.

% determino de desnaturalizar-se del Jiei/no. Herrera, Hist, de las Ind.

Qcc. Dec. 2. hb. 2. c. 10.

tages.'

C H A p. 2.
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CHAP. 2. tages of the East Indiaiv navigation, to encourage the disco-

very of a new route to those seas. An enterprize of such a

nature, undertaken by one of their countrymen, for the benefit

of foreigners, must naturally have excited great indignation in

the Portuguese ; and to this sentiment may be attributed

several anecdotes which the writers of that nation have related

to the disadvantage of Magalhanes.
Some authors have stated that Magalhanes had himself

been at the Moluccas : others, that Francisco Serrano, the

discoverer of the Moluccas, was the friend and relation of

Magalhanes, and in correspondence with him. Argen-

sola* says, that the Portuguese general, Albuquerque,

sent Antonio de Abreu, Francisco Serrano, and Hernando
DE Magallanes, from Malacca, in three ships, by dif-

ferent routes, to-seek for the il/o///cca5. The credit due to

these accounts, will best appear from the track pursued by

Magalhanes in the voyage about to be related. It is suf-

ficient here to remark, that Galvaom, who was governor for

the Portuguese at Ternafe (one of the Molucca islands) in the

year 1537, and therefore probably was well acquainted with

the facts, has named Antonio de Breu, and Francisco Ser-

rano, on this occasion, but not Magalhanes.
The emperor Charles V. received favourably the proposals

of Magalhanes and Falero, notwithstanding that strong re-

monstrances and opposition were made by the Portuguese am-
bassador, who exerted all his influence to prevent this under-

taking ; and who endeavoured, by large promises, to prevail on

Magalhanes to return to Portugal : but (says Fray Gas-

* Conquhta de las Malucas, lib. i.

par)
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par*) Magalhanes had too much regard for his own person

to trust to such promises. AflTurauces, however, were given,

that nothing should be attempted prejudicial to the rights of

Portugal. Magalhanes and his companion were made

Knights of St. Jago, and the title or rank of Captain was

given to them. The Emperor engaged to furnish five ships for

the voyage M-ith 234 men, and necessaries for two years: that

the chiefs should have the government of such islands as they

discovered, with the title of Adelantado -j-, to them and their

heirs born in Spain ; that they should receive a twentieth part

of the clear income and profits accruing from their discove-

ries : that in this their first voyage, the discoverers should re-

ceive one-fifth of what the ships brought home : that if either

Magalhanes or Falero died, the survivor should be en-

titled to the whole of the rights contracted for: and during

the space of ten years, that no other subject on his own jorivate

account was to be allowed, without their licence, to sail the

same course. To these grants were added, the privilege of

sending, in future, merchandize of the value of 1000 ducats

yearly in the king's ships, on condition of paying the king's

duty +

Herrera relates, that Magalhanes, on being questioned

by some of the Emperor's ministers, what course he proposed

to pursue, if he should not find a passage into the South Sea

on the American side, answered, that he would then go by

the Cape of Good Hope ; for as the Moluccas fell within the

* Cojiquista de las Philipinas.

•\ From Adelantar, to precede or excel : a title by which the king's governors

or lieutenants were frequeutly distinguished.

J Herrera, Dec. 2. lib. 2. c, iq.; and JVflj/ Caspar dt San Jugustin. Conq. de

hi Idas Philijjinas.

Spanish

CHAP. 2.
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CHAP. 2. Spanish limits, by so doing he could not prejudice the rights

of the Portuguese. This anecdote does not appear to be con-

firmed by any evidence, neither is it strengthened by the sub-

sequent proceedings of Magalhanes.

Orders for the equipment, according to the foregoing sti-

pulations, were sent to the India House at Seville.

Previous to entering upon the relation of a voyage so im-

portant both in itself and in its consequences to Geography,

and which it has been observed is not one of those which can

easily be traced step by step from any printed account, it may

be satisfactory to give a brief statement of the materials which

have been consulted.

There is reason to believe, that the most perfect and au-

thentic account of the voyage of Magalhanes was one

written by Pietro Martire, a Milanese, generally distinguished

by tlie appellation of P. Martyr de Angera, who was in the

service of the emperor Charles V., and at the time a com-

missionei" for the affairs of the Spanish Indies. He was

ordered by the emperor to repair to Seville, for the express

purpose of collecting all the information that could be ob-

tained, both oral and written, from those who returned, and

to draw up a history of the voyage. He completed his task,

and the manuscript was sent to Pope Adrian VI. at Rome,

under whose auspices it was to have been printed. But

Adrian dying soon after (as likewise did P. MartyrJ, the

work seems to have been neglected by his successor ; and, in

the sacking of the city by the ConnHahle de Bourbon, 1327,

the copy was unfortunately lost, probably consumed by the

flames, as it has never sinct; appeared. In Martii*e's 5tli De-

cade, cap. 7, which has for title De Orbe Amhito, and is ad-

dressed " Adriano Tontijico Maximo^' there is an abridged

account.
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account, or rather the author has recapitulated the heads of ^chap. 2.

the voyage.

A narrative by Antonio Pigafetta Vicentino, one of those

who performed the voyage, appears to have been the first de-

tailed account given to the public. The author relates, that,

immediately after his return, he presented to the Emperor a

journal, in which he had day by day recorded M'hatsoever passed

in the course of the vo3^age. The account he published is called

a copy of his Journal ; but the early part has the appearance of

having been composed from memory, probably Avith the as-

sistance of some notes he might have retained : and there is

reason to conjecture, that he did not begin to keep a regular

journal till the voyage was considerably advanced. Pigafetta

was a man of observation, but with very moderate literary

acquirements ; he was fond of the marvellous, and much ad-

tlicted to the superstitions of his time *.

In Ramusio's collection of voj'^ages, there is a very short ac-

count, said to have been written by a Portuguese seaman M'ho

sailed with JMagaluanes, which contains some particulars

worthy of notice respecting the track.

The same collection contains likewise a narrative in the

Italian language, in the form of a letter, addressed to cardinal

*Pigafelta's narrative was written in a mixed or provincial dialect of the Italian

language. He presented a copy to Louisa of Savoy, the mother of Francis I. when

she was regent of France during the minority of her son. A translation into the

French language^ in which the narration underwent some ahridgement, was made

and pubhshed by her order. Ramusio inserted an Italian version in his collection^

but what became of the originals of this and of two other copies (one presented by

Figafctta to the Pope, the other to fillers Lisle Adam, grand master of Rhodes)

is not known. A copy, however, has been lately discovered in the Ambrosian

library at Milan, translations of which into the French and Italian languages,

have been published by Jansen, printer and boolcseller at Paris.

D Salzu-
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CHAP. 2. Salzubrgense, written by Maximilian Transylvanus, one of the

secretaries of the Emperor Charles the Vth, composed fronv

information principally collected from the officers and mariners

who returned, with every one of whom Transylvanus professes

to have conversed.

That which has generally been regarded as the most re-

spectable authority in the possession of the public, concerning

the voyage ofMAOALHANEs, is the accouut of it which ap-

pears in Antonio Herrera's History of the Indies. As historio-

grapher to his Catholic Majest}-, Herrera had access to all the

documents and papers of the Royal Chamber, and of the

Council of the Indies. His relation, nevertheless, in common

with every other, is deficient in several important particulars.

Fortunately he is most full in the early part, Avhere Pigafetta's

account is most defective.

Respecting circumstances of equipment and plan, as Avell

as of several scattered articles of information concerning the

voyage itself, other good authorities might be mentioned ; but

for the most material facts, the works already named are to be

regarded, as forming the original source from whence all the

subsequent relations have been supplied,

a 519. When the fleet was nearly ready for sailing, a dispute arose

between Magaliianes and Falero, which of them should

enjoy the distinction of carrying the flag during the day, and

the light at night. To prevent the bad effects of a disagree-

ment between the commanders, the Emperor ordered that

. Ruy Falero, on the pretext of his not being in perfect health,

should remain behind, to be employed on a future occasion.

Some accounts say, that excess of study during the negotia-

tion, turned the head of Falero, and that the vexation of this

dismission caused his death. He is however mentioned in

the
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the history of Herrcra, fohciting the Emperor for employment chap. 2.

several years afterwards.

The Ships destined for the voyage were :

The Trinidad, of 130 tons and 62 men. In this ship

Magaliianes embarked.

The San Antonio, 130 tons and 55 men, commanded by

Juan de Cartagena, who was comptroller of the fleet.

The Vitoria, 90 tons and 45 men, commanded by Luys

de Mendoza, treasurer.

The Conception, 90 tons and 44 men ; Caspar de Quesada,

commander.

And the Santiago, of 60 tons and 30 men, commanded by

Juan Rodriguez Serrano, who Avas likewise chief pilot.

The other pilots in the fleet, were Estevan Gomez, a Por-

tuguese, Andres de San Martin, Juan Lopez de Carvallo,

Sebastian del Cano, Juan Rodriguez de Mafra, and Basco

Gallego.

Before their departure, the oath of fidelity was with public

solemnity administered to Magalhanes, as Captain General

of the expedition, in the church of S" Maria de la Vitoria

at Seville ; the captains and other principal ofiicers likewise

took an oath of fidelity and obedience to Magalhanes as

their commander ; and every one belonging to the fleet pub-

licly attended Mass on shore, and made confession. ' ^

August lOlh, 1519> the ships dropped down the river G«a- Departure

dalquiver, from Seville ; but they did not sail from San Liicar from Spain,

till the 20th of September, on Avhich day the voyage must be i^ig.

said to commence. The general established signals for both

night and day, and prescribed the order of sailing, according

to Avhich the Capitana (by which name it Avas customary Avith

i> 2 the
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1519-

September,

October.

December.
Brasil.

the Spaniards to distinguish the ship of the commander in

chief) was to take the lead.

September 26 th, the fleet arrived at Teneriff, where they

stopped to take wood and water.

Odlober 2d, in the night, they sailed from Teneriff, and

when clear of theland steered to the South West, till the next

day at noon, at which time the captain-general ordered the

covtrse to be changed, fleering South, and at times South by

West. This course being different from what had previously

been settled. in -a consnltation held with the principal officers

and pilots of the fleet, gave much discontent to the captains

of the other ships. Juan de Cartagena, commander of the

St. Antonio, remonstrated with the general for not steering

more towards the West. Mag a lha n e s made no other answer

to his representations, than that it was the business of those

under his command to follow his ship, and not to call him to

account. This course, however, carried them so near to the'

coast of Africa, that, after crossing the equinoctial line, they

were becalmed twenty days*, and met with unfavourable

winds and weather for a month more.

Pigafetta, in this part of his relation, has given strano^e

descriptions of birds seen by them ; some which never make
nests, and have no feet, but the female lays and hatches her

eggs on the back of the male in the middle of the sea, &c.

December 8th, they made the coast o^ Bvasil, in 20° South,

and on the 13th anchored in a port which they called the

Bay of aS'^" Lucia, the latitude of which, according to their

• Herrera, Dec. 2. Jib. 4. cap. 9, who saySjthat in twenty da^'S they did not
advance subove three leagues.

^ observations.
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observations, was 23° 45' South. This it was supposed was chap. 2,

the Baliia de Genero, or Rio Janeiro of the Portuguese*. ^-—""^
Immediately on their arrival, the natives in canoes came to

the ships, bringing various kinds of refreshments in oreat abun-
dance. As a proof of the plenty of provisions, as well as of
the simplicity of the natives, it is related, that for a kino- out
of a pack of cards, they gave in exchange fix fowls, and
thought they had made a good bargain. For a hatchet they
oftered a slave; but this traffic Magaliianes prohibited,

that cause of complaint might not be given to the Portuo-uese

nation, and that the number of the consumers of provisions

in the fleet might not be increased. In the sequel, never-
theless, it appears that they took at least one Brasilian Avitli

them.

The Brasilians are thus described by Pigafetta. ' They ai-e

without religion. Natural instinct is their only law. It is not
uncommon to see men 125 years of age, and some of 140.

They live in long houses or cabins they call hoc, one of which
sometimes contains a hundred families. They are cannibals,
but eat only their enemies. They are olive coloured, well
made, their hair short and woolly. They paint themselves
both in the body and in the face, but principally the latter.

Most of the men had the lower lip perforated in three places,

* In the port where they anchored, Andres dt San Martin observed, December
18th, the sun's meridian altitude 89" 40', which, by applying the dechnation 23°
25' South, gave for the latitude 23" 45' South. Herrera, Dec. 2. lib. 4. cap. lo.
If they were in Rio Janeiro, the sun, as it always is there at the Southern solstice,

must have been South of them, and the result of the observation; properly com-
puted, would have been 23° 05' South. If the sun was North of them, which in
their calculation they have supposed, they were not at Rio Janeiro, but in some
port farther South. Modern observations .place Rio Janeiro in 22° 54' South.

in
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CHAP. 2. j,^ which they wore ornaments, generally made of stone, of a

cylindrical form, about two inches in length. Their chief had

the title of Cacique. They are of a good disposition, and

extremely credulous. When they first saw us put out our

boats, and that they remained close to the sides of the ships,

or followed, they imagined them to be the children of the ships."

Part of this description seems borrowed from Vespucius.

Whilst the fleet remained in the Bay of S'". Lucia, Andres

de San Martin, avIio Mas styled the cosmographer, observed

altitudes of the moon and of Jupiter for determining the lon-

gitude: but the results did not prove satisfactory*.

December 27th, the fleet proceeded towards the South.

1520. January 1 1th, they made Cape S". Maria, on the North side

Riode la of the entrance into Rio de la Plata f, which may be known by

three hills, that at a distance appear like islands : and on the

1 3th, they entered that river, and sailed up two days, when

the shoalness of the water obliged them to anchor. Here they

took in fresh water and wood, and caught plenty of fish. Tiiis

was the place where Juan de Solis had been killed, and probably

on that account it was that the natives did not come near the

* The particulars of this observation are thus given in Herrera. Saturday

December 17th, at 4'' So"" A. M. the 5 was above the Eastern horizon 28° So' ; and

Jupiter 52° 15', being right over the moon. From this difference of 4° 45' in the

altitude, it was computed that p** 15°" had elapsed since the time of Jupiter being

in conjunction with the moon: consequently, that the time of the conjunction at

the place of observation, was 7'' 15" after noon of December 16th. By the

almanac of Monteregio, the time at Seville, when the conjunction happened, was

December 17th, at !> 10" P.M. San Martin attributed the error to the tables.

Herr. Dec. 2. 4. 10.

f- The name given to the river by the natives was Parana-guacu, which signi-

fied the Great Water. [Galvaom's Hist. ofDisc.'\ From this the name of Paraguay
seems to be derived, unless from tlie Spanish words aguOj w ater, and parrar, to

spread its branches.

ships.
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ships. Some of them appeared in their canoes, but kept at a chap. 2.

distance. Three boats were sent towards them, on whose

approach they all fled. The Spaniards landed and pursued

the Indians, but could not overtake any. They saw trees that

had been cut with European hatchets, and on the top of one

tree a cross, which had been erected, Avas standing. One night,

a single Indian in a canoe had the courage to venture on board

the general's ship, which he entered without shewing any

symptom of fear. He had for clothing the skin of a goat.

A silver porringer being shewn to him, he made signs that on

shore there was plenty of that metal. Magalhaxes gave

him a linen shirt and a red cloth waistcoat, and in the morn-

ing he was allowed to depart, in hopes that by his report of the

treatment he had received, more of the natives would be en-

couraged to visit the ships : but no others came, neither re-

turned he any more.

The natives here seen are described to have been of extra-

ordinary large stature. " Semi-sylvestres ac nudos homines, Spi-

" tnmis diiahus humonam super-antes staturam *."

The Santiago was sent to examine higher up the river, and

was about fifteen days on that employment. The general, in

the mean time, with the two smaller ships, examined the

Southern parts, unwilling to believe, without full conviction,

that so large a body of water would not afford them a channel

to the Western sea.

Tuesday, February the 6th, they quitted this river: and February.

either from being forced to the Northward by the winds, or the

general wishing to be more fully satisfied concerning some part

of the coast that had already been passed, the fleet were, on

• P. Martyr, Dec. 5. cap. 7.

the
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C H A p. 2. the 12th, in 33° 11' South*, where the Vitoria struck several

T52(x times on a shoal, but got off without receiving any material

damage.

In 42° 30' South, they discovered a great bay, which they

named the Bay of S'. Mafias. They followed the direction of

the coast in sailing round it 50 leagues, to examine if there

was any opening. No anchoring ground v/as found, and the

depth of water in some parts was 80 fathoms -f.

To the South of Bay S', Matias they anchored in a bay, where

they found great numbers of penguins, sea-calves, seals, &c.

In this place they had much bad weather, and the Capitana

was in danger of being driven on the rocks, by the parting of

one of her cables.

Pursuing their voyage towards the South, they anchored in

another bay, which was narrow at the entrance and capacious

within, and which the general hoped would prove a safe port

for the fleet to winter in j,: : but here likewise they experienced

so much stormy weather and distress, that they were glad to

depart, naming the bay De los Trahajos (i. e. of sufferings.)

* Noticia dc las Expediciones al Magalhanes, publislied as a second part to

Relacion del Ultimo Fiaje al Estrecho, en 1785 1/ 17S6. Madrid 178S. The

author of this memoir was favoured with the opportunity of examining some

original papers concerning the eaily voyages, which are preserved in the Archivo

General de Indias, amongst which was a diary of Francisco Alio, one of tha

officers in the expedition of Magalhanes.

t The peninsula de San Josef, on the Eastern coast of South America, forms

with the adjacent shores two bays. One of them, north of the peninsula, exteud-

ino- from about 42° 20' to 41° South latitude, corresponds with the account here

given of the Bay St. Matias. The depth of water in the bay is remarkable, as re-

gular soundings are obtained at much less depth all along that coast, and at a

considerable distance from the land.

J The places where they ancliored between the Bay St. Matias, and Port San

Julian, are not sufficiently marked in the accounts to be ascertained, or to en-

courage conjecture.

By
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By the slowness of their progress, they must liave remained chap. c.

a considerable time at these anchorages, or have met with i^ao.

very unfavourable winds at sea ; for, on Easter eve, they an- April.

chored in a river and port, to which was given the name of Port Sat\

Port San Julian, in latitude 49° 1 8' South, by their observations.

Magalhanes had, for disrespectful or mutinous conduct,

deprived Juan de Cartagena of his command, and confined

him; and had appointed Alvaro de Mezquita, his own kins-

man, to be captain of the St. Antonio. The day after arriving

in port, being Easter day, the Captain General gave directions

that Mass should be performed on shore, and that every person

in the fleet should attend its celebration ; but neither Luys de

Mendoca, nor Caspar de Quesada, the captains of the Vitoria

and Conception, appeared ; which was regarded by the Captain

General as a symptom of disaffection; and such in tlie sequel

it proved.

Tort San Julian appearing to be a safe and commodious

harbour, Magaliianes determined on remainins; there till

the winter season, which now approached, should be passed

:

and as fish were caught in abundance, he ordered a retrench-

ment in the allowance of provisions. This occasioned much
murmuring. The people seeing the barrenness of the country,

and apprehensive of the hardships they might have to endure,

by wintering in a climate where they already found the cold

very severe, represented that the land had all the appearance of

extending directly towards the Antarctic Pole, without sign of

either termination or strait, and that some of their company

had already fallen victims to the difficulties they had encoun-

tered: they therefoi'e desired that he would either continue

the accustomed allowance, or return back. They alleged

" that it was not the King's design they should endeavour

E after
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T520! than any person before them had ever ventured ; and if they
Tj J. C

Julian
" approached nearer to the Pole, some outrageous tempest might

cast them into a place from whence they could never extricate

themselves, and must all perish."

^
To these representations Magalhanes answered, that

" be was bent on performing what he had undertaken. The

King had ordered the voyage, and it was his duty to advance

till he met with a termination of the land, or with some strait,

one of which must of necessity exist. That the Avork of dis-

covery should not be farther prosecuted till the winter was

over. As to provisions, the Bay of San Julian afforded wood,

water, fish and foAvl, all of them in plenty ; and they should

feel no want of bread and wine. He was assured that they

could not be deficient in that valorous spirit which naturally

belonged to the Spanish nation ; and the more they suffered,

the greater would be the reward they might expect from their

King, for Avhom, he questioned not, they should discover a

World as yet unknown." This speech, for the present, in a

great measure silenced complaint : but it was among the prin-

cipal officers that discontent had taken the deepest root. The

being commanded by a Portuguese was of itself a cause of

• offence, and doubtless was regarded as, in some degree, dis-

reputable ; which however could only, with any show of pro-

priety, have been urged as an objection before they engaged

under his command. It was argued that Magalhanes, being

of that nation, was little interested for the welfare of the

Spaniards, or of the fleet; and that, by their destruction, he

might hope, to make his peace with the king of Portugal.

They regarded as an insult his taking upon himself the entire

direction of the expedition, and acting in a manner so inde-

pendent
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pendent of the votes and opinions of the captains and pilots chap. 1.

of the fleet. The manners of the Captain General appear to 1520.

have been little calcidated to lessen their repugnance to his j'^','.
^'"^

authority : many circumstances, however, evince that he pos-

sessed, in a high degree, the confidence of the inferior officers

and seamen, amono- whom several were of his own country.

And this, added to his resolute and active disposition, proved

sufficient to support him in his command.

Soon after their arrival at <San Julian, a boat was sent from

the Capitana with orders to call, in her way to the shore, on

board the St. Antonio, to take in four men to assist in water- Mutiny of

ing. As the boat approached the St. Antonio, she Avas hailed

to keep back, and told that Caspar dc Quesada commanded

in that ship. During the night, that officer had boarded and

taken possession of the St. Antonio, which v/as not effected with-

out some struggle, in which the master was killed. Quesada

confined Alvaro de Mezquita, the captain, and Mafra, one of

the pilots, and released Juan de Cartagena. It was then

agreed between them that Juan de Cartagena should take the

command of the Conception, and that Quesada should remain

in the San Antonio: a weak and injudicious arrangement; for

it is not to be supposed that either of them, in such a cause,

could possess, or obtain immediately, M'ith a new ship's com-

pany, the same degree of influence and powers of manage-

ment Avhich he would have been capable of exerting with men

accustomed to his command. All this was transacted with so

little noise, that on board the Captain General's ship no suspi-

cion had been excited.

Intelligence of the mutiny being carried to the General, he

ordered the same boat immediately to go through the fleet,

and to demand of each ship, the St. Antonio as Avell as the rest,

E 2 for
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CHAP. 2. for whom they declared. The St. Antonio answered, that they

1520. were for the King and for Caspar de Quesada. In the Vitoria,

J ha
^" Capt. Lnys Mendopa answered the same, as did Juan de

Cartagena in the Conception. Serrano, in the Santiago, had

heard nothing of what had passed among the other ships, and

answered that he was for the Kino- and for Magalh anes. >The

mutiny being so far advanced, Magalhanes, with not less

Avisdom than courage, judged that measures of a conciliating

nature would be construed as the effect of fear, and therefore

that ' temerity was a better remedy than sufferance *.' At the

same instant he formed and began to execute his plan, and if

he had limited himself to the use of honourable means, his

praise in this particular would have been without alloy. The

Vitoria Avas tlie outermost ship nearest to the mouth of the

river, and it appeared to the General of importance to secure

her first. For this purpose he put 30 of his best men into the

longboat, and five into the skiff fesquife). The officer Avho

Avent in the skiff Avas instructed to go on board the Vitoria, to

deliver a letter to Captain Mendoca, and whilst he should be

reading it, to stab him; during which time the longboat

Avould be advancing to his- support. This commission Avas

undertaken by one -j- Goncalo Gomez de Espinosa, inspector

(vieir'mho) of the fleet, and Magalhanes trusted it Avould

be attended Avith success, from the knoAvledge that there were

many in the Vitoria Avho were disposed to join with him.

Espinosa, Avho went prepared Avith a dagger, punctually exe-

cuted his instructions : and the ship, Avithout farther opposi-

tion, returned to her duty.

^'

* Que era mejor i-emedio la temeridad que el sufrimiento, Hert, D.2. 1.9. c. 12.

t Aiia, dc^ J, De Burros, Decade 3. liv. 5. cap. 9.

This.
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This act, which cannot be called bj any other name than chap. 2.

assassination, has been related without censure: and in the
'"

1520.

"'

opinion of some, the circumstances will, perhaps, be consi- Pon^aa
J 1 ^, . . .„ Julian.
dered as sufhcient justification. Alexander's treatment of Par-

menio, as related by Q. Curtius, from which the conception of

Magalhanes's design seems to have originated, was an act of

greater injustice, Parmenio being only suspected, whilst the

rebellion of Mendoca was manifest and declared.

About midnight, the St. Antonio was observed to be coming
down the river towards the Captain General's ship, supposed
at first to be with the intention of fighting, for which the Tri-

nidad and Vitoria were both prepared. But the fact was, the

strength of the ebb tide had caused the St. Antonio to drao-

her anchors. As she came within reach of shot, the Admiral
ordered the great guns to be fired into her. One ball went
into the cabin where Mafra the pilot was confined, and passed

between his legs. Gasper de Quesada appeared armed and
alone on the quarter-deck, calling to his men, but they would
not stir : and soon after the St. Antonio was boarded, and'

Quesada, with all who were concerned in the mutiny, were
secured. The Conception, thus bereft of her confederates,

submitted to the Captain General's authority.

The proceedings of Magalhanes against the subdued
mutineers are differently related. According to HeiTera, on
whose information it appears most safe to place reliance, he
ordered Luys de Mendoca, who had been killed in the Vitoria,

to be quartered. After an enquiry, which lasted some daySj

Gaspar de Quesada was condemned to be strangled, and then

quartered, and a servant of his to be hanged. For want of

an executioner, the servant Avas reprieved, on condition of un-

dertaking the office, which he performed. Juan de Cartagena,

and.
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1520. St. Antonio, were sentenced to be set on shore at Port San
Port San juHan and to be left in that country. Above forty others
Julian. ' •'

were found guilty, whom Magalhanes pardoned, saj^s Her-

rcra, because he had occasion for them, and did not think it

convenient to increase discontent by too great severity. He
likewise judged it necessary to relax a little from the regu-

lations he had recently made respecting the allowance of

provisions.

All we find in Pigafetta's relation respecting the mutiny, is

in the following paragraph :
" We had scarcely anchored in

" this port, when the captains of the four other ships con-

" spired to kill the Captain General. These traitors were Juan
*' de Cartagena, Louis de Mendoza, Antonio Cocca, accomp-

" tant, and Gaspard de Casada. The conspiracy was dis-

" covered: the f.rst was quartered; the second was poignarded.

*' Gaspard de Casada was pardoned ; but, a few days after, he

" plotted new treasons. The Captain General, who dared

" not take his life, as he had been appointed captain by the

'" Emperor, set him on shore, with a priest his accomplice *."

Between these two accounts of the mutiny, there is material

difference from beginning to end. The summary kind of re-

lation, given by Pigafetta, concerning this event, has little the

appearance of being written at the time by an eye witness of

the facts. It is likewise to be remarked, that he has related

the meeting with the natives of Port San Julian, before the

account of the mutiny, though the mutiny preceded the other

circumstance nearly two months -j-. Other instances occur in

his narrative of similar irregularity. Peter

* The French edition by Jansen, pages 36 and 37.

•y What is said by Pigafetta of Gaspard de Casada, should have been related

of Juan de Cartagtiia, who was, Episc. Burgcnsisfamiliarem ; qui ex regia sanc-

6 tione
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Peter Martyr says, ' between the Castilians and the Portu- CHAP

o-ucsc, there is a natural hatred and grudging from all anti-

quity. Magalhanes, by seeking divers occasions, under j^Uan.-

pretence of justice, consumed many of the Spaniards, because

they obeyed him unwillingly/ Supposing this to be a true

representation, the Spaniards were the aggressors, in showing

their unwillingness to obey. Their unwilling obedience, how-

ever, had grown into disobedience. After quelling the mu-

tiny, Magalhanes certainly acted with lenity towards the

mutineers.

In the beginning of May, Capt. Juan Serrano was ordered

to sail in the Santiago, to examine the coast to the southward.

At 20 leagues distance from Port San Julian, he discovered a
R.;^^-;^^^Jf

river a league in breadth at the entrance, to which (it being

the feast of the Holy Cross, May the sd) he gave the name

of S'" Cruz •*. He remained in it six days fishing, and killing

sea-calves. In proceeding to examine further to the South,

when he was three leagues from S" Cruz river, a violent gust

of wind from the East drove the vessel on shore. Fortunately, JJ^Santia-

her fore part was thrown by the sea upon a flat, so that all the

men, 37 in number, got safe to land ; but the vessel bilged,

and was entirely wrecked. After enduring great hardships,

living many days upon shell fish and herbs, they contrived.

tione datus erat Magagliano coUega, secundusq ;
classis dux. P. Martyr, Dec 5-

c 7 The bishop of Burgos, Don Juan, Rodriguez de Fonseca, was president for

the affairs of the Indies, and one of the greatest friends and patrons of the expe-

dition, which might be a reason with Magalhanes for not proceeding with

greater rigour against Juan de Cartagena. It however admits a question, whether

the being abandoned in such a country, would, to a European, be a punishment

more lenient than death ; and, in an instance which afterwards occurred, where

choice was given, the latter was preferred.

* Ortelius, in bis map of America, names it the river of Juan bcrrano.
_^^
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^j^A^^ mth some planks which they found driven on the shore, to

1520. -make a small boat. In this, Serrano sent two men, for it could

Julian" "°^ carry more at a time, who crossed the river of -S"" Cruz,

and the eleventh day after leaving their companions, arrived

in very miserable plight at Port San Julian. The Captain

General immediately dispatched 20 men by land, the weather

being too rough to send assistance by sea, with bread, wine,

and other provisions, to the wrecked crew. The severit}-^ of

the weather had obliged them to thaw ice for drink. Two
days were occupied in transporting the men across the river,

having no other means for that purpose than the small boat

they had built. When they arrived at Port San JuliaJi, they

were distributed among the different ships, and Serrano was

appointed to command the Conception. Christoval Rabelo *

was made captain of the Vitoria.

For the convenience of refitting the squadron, a house was

built on a small island in the harbour, and a forge set up. A
party of men were sent to examine the country, who erected a

cross at 30 leagues distance from the ships. They returned

without having met any inhabitants, and reported the country

to have a barren and desolate appearance.

It is an instance of the Captain General's vigilance and

activity, that he kept a party of men two months at the river

of S'" Cruz, provisions being occasionally sent them from Poit

San Julian, to try if any part of the wreck of the Santiago, or

of her stores, could be recovered ; and to watch for and collect

such things as the sea should throw on the coast, that they

nught be taken up by the fleet in their progress to the

Southward.

* Herrera, Dec. 3. 1. 4. According to De Barros, Duarte Barbosa was made
captain of the Vitoria.

The
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CHAP, a.The fleet had lain two months in Port San Julian, without

any natives being seen. One day, when it was least expected, ^TssoT

^ man, of a gigantic figure, appeared on the beach nearest ^"".^ ^^"

the ships. He was almost naked : he sung and danced, at the June,

same time sprinkling dust upon his head. A seaman was set ^of^the^^

on shorc, witli orders to make gestures similar to those of the natives.

Indian, intended for signals of amity, which was so well per-

formed and comprehended, that the ' giant' accompanied

him to the Captain General. He pointed to the sky, as if to

enquire whether the Spaniards had descended from above.

The object which most astonished him, was his own figure in a

looking-glass ; at the first sight of which he started back so

suddenly as to overturn four Spaniards who were behind him.

" This man," says Pigafetta, " was so tall that our heads

*' scarcely came up to his waist, and his voice was like that of

*' a bull." More of the natives shewed themselves on the

shore near the ships, making signs that they wished to come

on board ; and, says a Spanish author *, * greatly marvelling

to see such large ships, and such little men.' A boat was sent,

and they were taken to the Capitana. The description given

by Herrera, of the size of these people, has more the appear-

ance of truth than that given by Pigafetta. Herrera says, the

least of the men was larger and taller than the stoutest man of

Castile. They had bows and arrows, and were clothed in

clokes made of the skins of some animal neatly sewed to-

gether. A kettle of pottage was made Avith biscuit for them,

sufficient to have satisfied twenty Spaniards, which six Indians

entirely eat up. When they had finished their meal, and sa-

tisfied their curiosity, they desired to go, and a boat carried

them to the shore.

* Lopez de Gomara.

F The
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The Gua-
naco.

The natives

named Pa-
ta-gones.

The next clay, two of the natives brought some venisors

(which was the flesh of the animal whose skin served them for

clothing). In return they received each a present of a red

jacket, with which they were much pleased. The day after,

one of the Indians brought more venison. The same man

visited them several days following. He was taught to pro^

nounce the Lord's prayer, and at length was christened by the

name of Juan Gigante. Juan seeing the Spaniards throw

mice into the sea, desired he might have them for food ;, and

those that were afterwards taken being given to him, he carried"

them on shore. At the end of six days, Juan Gigante ceased

coming, and the Spaniards did not see him again.

The greatest number of natives that were at any one time

in the neighbourliood of the ships, was eighteen. They had

with them four young animals alive, of the same species as

those already mentioned. They were led about with a kind

of halter, and sometimes were made use of as a decoy to take

others, in the following manner : the young ones being left

tied tQ a tree, the wild animals of the same species would

come to play with them, which gave the men, who watched in

concealment, an opportunity to shoot them with arrows. This

animal is described by Pigafetta to have the head and ears like

those of a mule, the body like a camel, legs like a stag, and a

tail like that of a horse, whicb it resembles likewise in itsneigh-

ing. The name given to it was ^uanaco (cametus huanacus,

Linn.). The natives wore a kind of shoes made of its skin,,

which caused their feet to appear like those of the animal; on

which account Magalhanes named the people Pata-goues-:

pata signifying in the Spanish language a hoof or paw.

After a short time, the natives left Poi-t San Julian, and

during the space of £0 days, none of them were seen. At the

end
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•end of that time, four men of those natives, who had aheady ch a p. 2.

visited the ships, returned. 1520.

To these people Magalhanes was guilty of a treacherous
^j^^Jj^^^"^"^

breach of hospitality ; however, among the Spanish discoverers, Treachery

it might have been regarded as a matter of course, and per- ^^^^^ (,(, ^j.^

haps as necessary. Wishing to retain the two youngest of natives.

these natives to carry with him to Spain, he practised the fol-

lowing stratagem to prevent their availing themselves of their

superior size and strengtli. Under tlie semblance of friendship

he presented them with tnives, beads, and other toys, so as to-

completely fill their hands : bright iron rings were then pro-

duced, vvhich, as they mueh desired, and could not well take

in their hands, he proposed to put on their legs ; to which

they unsuspectingly consented, and were by that means

chained. When they discovered the ungenerous artifice, they

became furious, and struggled with all their might, Pigafetta

unfeelingly adds, howling and invoking Seiebos*, Avho was

their principal devil, to come to their assistance.

Endeavours were made to seize tlie other two natives, in

exchange for whom it was hoped that the wives of the two

intended to be kept might be procured, ' and the race of

giants be carried to Eui-ope,' Nine Spaniards with difficulty

got them down, and they were bound : one of them neverthe-

less broke loose, and the other afterwards made his escape.

Some fires being seen on shore in the night, at daj'-bi'cak

seven Spaniards were sent to the place ; but before they

reached it, the Indians were gone. The Spaniards followed

• From this part of Pigafetia's narrative, it is supposed that Shakespear took

the name of Sttebos for one of his evil spirits.

—— his art is of such power

It would control mj dum's god Setebos. Tempe&t, Ad I.

F 2 tlieir
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their tracks in the snow till near sun-set, and were about to

return, when they saw nine Indians armed with bows and

arrows. Each of them had three bundles of arrows hang-

ing to a leathern girdle, one before and one on each side.

Thej attacked the Spaniards, who had only a single musket,,

and managed their weapons so dextrously, that they killed one

man ; and had it not been for the targets, the Spaniards Avould

all have perished. Being thus defended, with their swords

they put the Indians to flight. During the attack, many
women lay concealed in a valley,, who likewise fled with the

men. The Spaniards seized on some half-dressed meat which

the Indians had left, and lighting a fire in the woods, cooked

it for their supper. When they returned to the ships, Ma-
GALHANES, in rcvengc for the death of the Spaniard, sent 20

men on shore in pursuit of the Indians, with orders to take

or kill all they should meet : fortunately, this party saw none

of the natives, and, after a fruitless search about the country

eight days, they returned to the ships.

The Patagonians did not appear to have any fixed place of

residence. Their huts were light frames, covered with skins,

and easily moveable. They fed upon raw meat, or meat

nearly raw, and roots ; and the Spaniards gave them the cha-

racter of being great eaters. They were all, of both sexes,..

painted; not in an uniform manner, but each according to

his own fancy. They had tools made of sharp edged flints^

Their arms and dress have been noticed above, as likewise the

different accounts given of their size by Herrera and Pigafetta.

P. Martyr describes them statum grandiore, &e. and Maxim.

Transylvanus that they were in height 10 palms or spans, i. e.

seven feet six inches. They were remarked to be swift of foot,,

running as fast as a horse at full gallop *. In colour they Avcre

Pigafetta.

backer
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blacker than was thought to correspond with so cold a climate.

The women were not so tall as the men, but more corpulent

:

the Spaniards did not think them handsome, nevertheless the

men shewed symptoms of jealousy.

The following words of their language are given in Piga-

fetta's relation. Their pronunciation was guttural.

CHAP. 3,

1520.

Port San
JulUn.

Setebos -
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1520.

October.

end of October, finding in this port abundance of fish, with ohap. 2.

wood and water.

- On the forenoon of October nth, an echpse of the sun was

expected. At eight minutes past ten, A. M. the sun, having

then reached the altitude of 42 f°, began to lose its brightness,

and gradually continued so to do, changing to a dark red

colour, without any cloud intervening that could be perceived.

No part of the body of the sun was hid, but the whole appeared

as when seen through a thick smoke, till it passed the altitude

of 44 f degrees, after which it recovered its former lustre*.

This phenomenon was probably occasioned by a halo round

the moon passing over tlie body of the sun, which was not

otherwise eclipsed at Santa Cruz.

October 18th, quitting this port, they proceeded towards the ,

South along the coast. In latitude 52" South, they found

themselves near a cape, from Avhence the coast turned directly Cape de las

to the West, where a deep opening was discovered in the land.
^'^"g'"«s^.

This being on the feast of Saint Ursula (Oct. 2 1 st), the cape

was named De las Vu-gines ; the fleet anchored near to it, and

the Captain General sent the two smallest ships separately, to

examine the inlet to the Westward, with instructions not to

be absent longer than five days. At the time prescribed they

returned. One ship had found only some bays, in which were

shoals and breakers. The other ship reported that the open-

ing to the AVestward Avas a strait, up which they had sailed

three days without finding a termination, and that the depth

of water was so great, that in many parts their sounding

lines would not reach the bottom. As they advanced, no

diminution in the swell of the sea was observable, and the

A strait dis-

covered.

* Ilernra, Dec. 2^ 9. 14.

current
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c HAP. 2. cuiTeiat of the tide was stronger when it set towards the West,

1520. than when it ran Eastward. From.Avhich circumstances they

conjectured, that there Avas a passage through to the other sea*.

Upon this intelhgenee, all the ships sailed into the channel,

The fleet ^nd anchored a league within the entrance. A boat Avas sent
enter.

^j^ shore to examine the country. At a mile distance from

the sea side was seen a building, which served as a burial-

place for the natives, in which were two hundred graves. On
the coast they saw a dead whale, and many bones of whales.

October 28th, being three leagues to the West of a cape,

which was named St. Severin-f, the latitude was observed 52'

56' South. The San Antonio was sent forward to reconnoitre^

which ship advanced fifty leagues without meeting any obstruc?

tion, and then returned. The report made by her diffused

general satisfaction, and little doubt now remained of the

long-wished-for strait being found that would lead them to the

, South Sea.

It appeared on enquiry, that the quantity of provisions re-

maining in the ships was sufficient only for three months .|:.

* In the discovery of the strait, the account given by Herrera, which appears

to have been drawn up with attention, and has in it nothing objectionable, has

been followed. Pigafetta writes, that both the ships went deep into the strait:

that they were absent two days, and returned together under full sail, with flying

colours, firing guns, and shouting.

t The name of St. Severin does not now appear in the charts, having shared

the same fate with many other names given by the first discoverers. It was

probably an inner cape of one of the narrows. The latitude is, in this case, no

guide : the observations of that time, from the incorrectness of the instruments

and tables, being frequently erroneous above a degree.

:|: If the fleet had originally been victualled for two years, according to the

terms of agreement, there would have been nearly eight month's provision-s re-

maining, notwithstanding the loss they had sustained by the wreck of the St.

Jago. But the vessels were not of sufficient capacity to contain the requisite

quantity of provisions for sq great a number of men.

5 Magal-
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Magaliianes, to avoid giving fresh cause of discontent, by chap, 2.

appearing to act under such circumstances without advice, 1520.

thouofht it necessary to suiunion a comicil of the captains and I" ^^
• • r,- AT- 1 • T f -bti-cnt.

I^rincipal omcers. At this consuuation, Estevan Gomez, the

pilot, who was r,eckoned a skiUul navigator, voted for returning

to Spain, " where," he said, " they jnight fit out afresh Avitli

" other ships : for that with their scanty stock of provisions,

" should they attempt to sail to the Moluccas, and meet with

" calms, or contrary Minds, ha\ ing so great asea to cross, they

" must necessaril}' perish." The majority present, however,

\i:ere of a contrary opinion to Gomez; and Magalhanes
said, with great composure, that * were it even certain they

* should be reduced to the necessitv of catini^ the hides that

* vrere on the ship's yards, his determination was to proceed,

' and make good his promises ±0 the Emperor ; and he tiiisted

' tliat God would .assist and conduct them to a happy con-

^ elusion.' He then gave orders to prepare for sailing, and

that no one in the fleet, on pain of death, should speak of

returning to Spain, or of the shortness of provisions.

Here it was that in the night they observed many fires on

the Southern shore of the Strait, for which reason Magal- Tierra de?

HANES named the land on that side Tierra del Fiiego.
luego.

The next morning they sailed onward. The land, on each Novembei-.

side, presented a beautiful landscape. The channel appeared

to them to be, in some places, little more than a musket-shot

in breadth: in others, the shores receding formed deep baj's:

i)ut, for the greater part, the distance from shore to shore they

estimated to be about a cannon-shot. The height of the

Jand, or the prominent appearance of tlie shores, must have

deceived them in the distance, which is greater across than

they have represented.

G
'

In
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In the

. strait.

In the course of this navigation, the ships probably anchored

1520.^ much oftener than is noticed in the accounts ; one of which

remarks, that in mid-channel there was great depth of water,

and when it was necessary to anchor, they were obliged to

approach very close to the shore, where anchorage was generally

found at the depth of 25 or 30 fathoms*.

When they had advanced above 50 leagues within the en-

'trance, they found themselves between mountains which were

covered with snow; but the border of the land near the sea-

shore was well clothed with woods of tall trees of various sorts.

Besides the channel in Avhich they were steering, another

arm of the sea was observed, which appeared likewise to pro-

mise a passage. The Captain General sent the St. Antonio to

examine it, with directions to return within three days. Piga-

fetta says, this was towards the South-East, a direction in

which they did not want to penetrate, and would scarcely have

expended time in exploring. Ilerrera says, they discovered

another arm of the sea before them ; and De Barros, that

the strait, branching • in two directions, the ship of Captain

Alv. de Mezquita was ordered to examine the Southern j-

branch. After the St. Antonio was gone, Magalhanes, with

the rest of the ships, advanced forward one day, (anduvn iin

dia) and anchored in a port, where they caught a great quan-

tity of sardinas and shads, and likewise took in wood and

Avater. The wood, in burning, yielded a fragrance that was

very grateful.

Six days passed without the St. Antonio appearing: the

Vitoria was therefore sent in quest of her, and three days

afterwards, Magalhanes went, with the other ships, to assist

in the- search, though it was now generally suspected that the

• PigafetCa's Narrative. t Dc Barros, Dec. 3. liv. v. cap. 9.

1 .
. St.
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St. Antonio had deserted the fleet to return to Spain
;
and

Andres de San :Martin advised the Captain General not to

lose more lime. Magaliianes nevertheless continued the

search six days, at the end of which, having no hope that she

would rejoin the squadron, the course to the "Westward was

renewed for passing through the strait; and on the 27th of

November, 1 520, (37 days after the discovery of Cape Virgincs,

at the Eastern entrance,) they found themselves again in an

open sea, the coast of Tierra del Fuego terminating to the

Westward in a cape, to which they gave the name of Cape

Descado, (the desired cape,) and tlie shore of the American

continent taking a Northern direction.

Public thanksgivings were ordered, and Magalhanes was

so greatly rejoiced at finding a clear sea before him, that he is

said to have shed tears.

The ship St. Antonio, as had been conjectured, had sailed

for Europe. The winds and currents had prevented her ad-

vancing far into the inlet which she had been sent to examine,

and Captain Mezquita was returning to join the fleet, when

the crew, headed by the pilot Gomez, mutinied. Mezquita

was wounded and overpowered; and the mutineers, imme-

diately that they became masters, directed the course home-

ward. Estevan Gomez, who, as well as his commander, was d.

Portuguese, had engaged himself in the Spanish service, and

had been appointed to, or been promised, the command of a

small squadron for making discoveries, Avhen Magalhanes

arrived in Spain, in consequence of whose proposals, the expe-

dition which had been projected for Gomez, was laid aside,

This preference, shewn to Magalhanes, accounts for the

opposition his plans met Avith from Gomez, and for the little

inchnation the latter had to contribute to their success.

G 2 That
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tonio.
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CHAP. 2. - That there may not again be occasion to'mentipn the St.

1520, Antonio, the sequel of her proceedings will be briefly related

in this place. The mutineers chose a person named Jerome

Guerra for their captain. They arrived at San Lucar about

the end of March 152} *, where they alleged,, in excuse of.

their conduct, the cruelty of IMagalhanes to the Spaniards,

the scarcity of provisions, and the unlit condition of the ship

to proceed farther. The ship's company, with their officers,

were all ordered to the
f-
Casa de la Contratacion at Seville, to

undergo examination; and depositions were taken from 55

persons who returned in the ship. Jerome Guerra, Estevaa

Gomez, and four others, were adjudged to be detained to an-

swer hereafter to the charges that might be produced against

them ; in the mean time they were not to receive any part of

their pa}^ and all their effects in the ship were taken into

custody. The rest of the ship's company Avere discharged.

The Avife and sons of Magalhanes were called on to £rive

security that they should not leave the kingdom till all the

circumstances of this transaction were fully known. Orders

were likewise given to send in search of Juan de Cartagena

• and his companion
:J:.

In the St. Antonio, was one of the Patagonians who had

been seized at Port San Julian. He lanouished in his con-

iinement till the ship approached the Avarm latitudes, when he

fell sick, and died a victim to the curiosity of strangers.

To return to Magaluanes and his companions.

The length of the strait they had passed was judged by

some to be 110 leagues; which differs very little from Avhat

* Herrera, 3. i. 4. •\ House of Commerce.

% De Barros says, that the St. Antonio, after deserting the fleet, called at

P. San Julian, and took J. de Cartagena and Reino on board.

late
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late surveys have determined it to be. In this first navigation chap. 2.

it is described as alibrding many good harbours, which abound 1520.

with wood, fresh water, fish, and salutary herbs ; among the

latter a sweet celery is particularised.

The strait was, early after its discovery, distinguished by a

variety of names. It was called de la Vitoria, from the Eastern

entrance having been seen first by those on board the ship la

Vitoria. In a rude chart, which accompanies the narrative of

Pigafetta, it is marked Streto Fatagonica. Gonz. F. dc Oviedo,
in his General History of the Indies, mentions it to have been
named the Archipelago de Caho Dcsseado, which could only

apply to the Western part. Tliese names have been super-

seded, and not injudiciously, by that of its great European
discoverer..

In Pigafettas narrative is the following remarkable passage,

which has been, and possibly may continue to be, a source of

much wild conjecture : " When the entrance near Cape Vir- Remarkable
'* gines was first discovered, every one was so fully persuaded Passage in

" that this strait had no outlet to the West, that it would not nanative.

" have entered into their imaginations to have examined it,

" without the great knowledge and experience of the Captain
" General*, who knew that he must make his passage through
" a strait much concealed, as was seen in the treasury of the
" King of Portugal, in a chart made by that most excellent
" man Martin de Boemia."

To say that without the experience of the Captain General,
and the information he had previously received, it would not

* —il Capitano Geiitrak che sapeva de dover fare la sua mnigazione per una
streto molto useoso, como vite nt la thesoraria del re de Portugal il una carta fata
per qiiello excdentissimo huomo Martin de Boemia, 4c.

have
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CHAP, 2. liave entered into their imaginations to have examined the

ifiiio. opening before them, could be no other than a thoughtless

mode of expression. Their object was to seek a passage, and

very superficially must they have gone to work, if, on finding

such an opening, they had passed it without examination.

In Herrei'a's Histoi'y of the Indies, there are sentences of a

similar tendency, Avhich he seems to have taken, with some

allowance, from Pigafetta, or from the same sources of infor-

mation. Herrera sajs*, that Christopher Columbus was con-

firmed in his opinion of a Western navigation by Martin de

Bohemia his friend ; and that Magalhanes Avent more

assured of finding a strait, because he had seen a chart made

by M. de Bohemia, from which he obtained much light. In

another passage '|- he relates, that Magalhanes, at the court

of Spain, produced a globe, finely painted, on which was

clear! V delineated all the earth, and on it was likewise marked

the track he intended to pursue; but that the strait was

purposely left a blank.

If any mention of such a chart could be traced to a date'

prior to the voyage of Magalhanes, it would be entitled to

some degree of credit : but the assertions above cited, being

written posterior to his discovery, they require the support of

strong evidence, such as the production of the chart in

question, with satisfactory proof to establish the fact of a date

early enough to anticipate the claim of Magalhanes.

"When such evidence shall be produced, it will be time to

enter seriously into the enquiry ; but, till then, it would be

injustice to the memory of a great enterprise.

Not with the honours of Magalhanes only, has Martin Be-

haim (for that is the right name) been invested. Columbus

* Decade i. lib. i. cap. 2. and 2. 2. 19. t Herrera, Dec. 2. 2. 19. .

has
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has been equally stripped, and Behaim decorated, with the

title of discoverer of America. Unfortunately for these

elaims, pretensions have been advanced in favour of other

competitors *.

It would be extraordinary indeed if enterprises so calculated

to excite curiosity, should, without any apparent reason, be

kept profoundly secret ; and yet more, that the reputation of

such discoveries should be, by general consent of the European

world, assigned to other men, and remain to them undisputed,

tluring the life time of the real discoverer.

Martin Behaim, who was a native of Nuremburg, made
there in 1492 (the same year in which Columbus sailed on his

great voyage of discovery) a terrestrial globe. A description

and representation of this globe has been published. On it

there appears no American continent, or land to obstruct a

navigation Westward to China. After the discovery of

America, there is reason to believe that Behaim new modelled

his geography; and it is not improbable that both Columbus^
and Magalhanes might liave been preceded in their ideas

of a Western navigation by M. Behaim, and M. Behaim by
many others, though perhaps not with ideas so enlightened'

and coiTect on the subject ; but the claims advanced are for

* Among the rest, Jntonio Gnkaom relates that> in 142s, Don Pedro, son of

John I. oi' Portugal, travelled into England, France, Germany, and Itnli/; and
that he brought home a map of the world, wherein all the land was delineated,

and in which tlie Strait of Magalhanes was called Cola do Dragao. (the dragon's

tail). He adds, ' Francisco de Sousa Tavares told me, that in 1528, the Infant J)oa
' Fernando showed him a map which had been made more than 1 ao years, in

' which was marked the Cape de Boa Esperanfa (of Good Hope) and all the
' Indian navigation.'

Tratado dos Descobrimentos Antigos E. Modernos^
Pelo Jntonio Galvaa^ p. 22. Edit. 1731.

- originalitj
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CHAP. 2.

1520.

originality of achievement, not of idea. Thus much it hasy

been thought necessary to remark, as doubts concerning the

priority of discovery have been countenanced by persons, %vhos<>,

opinions are entitled to respect.

Passage
across the

South Sea.

December.

1521.

January.

Island

San Pablo.

Mag ALU AXES, with the three remaining ships, (the Tri-

nidad, Vitoria, and Conception,) having entered the South

Sea, steered a - Northerly course, the more speedily to get

out of the cold and tempestuous climates. In the first part of

their navigation from the strait, they experienced much
stormy Aveather.

December 18th, the latitude vas observed 32° £0' South.

As they approached the warm latitudes, the wind became fa-

vourable, and the Captain General ordered the course Nortli

West, and afterwards West North West.

. December 2-ith, they had decreased their latitude to 26'

02' South.

On the 24th of January, 1521, they discovered a small un-

inhabited island, on which nothing was found except birds

and trees, and which did not even afford anchorage. It was

named San Pahlo-]--, probably in memory of the remaining

* Ilerrera, Dec. 2. lib. q. c. 15. Gomara also relates, t'lat having passed the

straitj they turned the prow to the right hand towards the equinoctial. Pigaftttn

saj's, " We sailed between the West and North West by \^'est, till we arrived at

the line." The Spanish authorities are, in this instance, to be preferred ; the

course, as stated by them, is more consonant to the general practice of expe-

rienced navigators, who would naturally, under the same circumstances, endea-

vour to get early into the low latitudesj as well for the benefit of the trade wind,

as of favourable weather.

t Noticia de hs Exped. Magal. The old charts, and likewise the Portuguese

xelation in Rammio, call this island S. Pedro.

5 J Patagonian,
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CHAP. 2.

1521-

Patagonian, Avho died in this passage, and who, when at the
point of death, was christened by the name of Pablo (Paul).
There is much disagreement in the accounts respecting

the situation of this island. Herrera does not mention the
latitude, and others vary from 15° South to 18° South. The
latitude, according to the Diary of Francisco Alvo, which
appears to be the account most worthy of credit, is 16° 15'

South *. Near San Pablo the ships remained two days to
catch fifh

-f-.

February 4th, they discovered another small island shnilar February.m all respects to the former, which was named Tiburones, on ^'^^^^

account of the number of sharks near it. In the latitude
'^^^"'^"""^

assigned to this island likewise, the accounts vary from u"
South, to 9° South + The authority which, in the preceding
mstance has been preferred, places it in 11° 15' South. As
the ships crews suffered gi-eatly from the badness and scarcity
of the provisions, and were much disappointed in not finding
any relief to their necessities at these islands, the two col^
lectively, though they are not less than 200 leagues distant
from each other, received the appellation of Las Desventurada,-
(the Unfortunate Islands).

• ^'otic. de las Exp Magal. + Max. Transylvanus says, near one of
the Desventuradas. According to the dates, it must have been near S.Fabh
tlie hrst island.

t The Desventuradas are placed
By Pigafetta the ist island, SanPablo in 15° S. Tl,e 2d island, Tiburonesm q'S.
i5y the relation of the Portuguese seaman

(in Ramusio) - . - 1 8° S
By de Barfos - . - iS° S
By Fr. Alvo, which is tlie only one of these
accounts that is accompanied with a date 16" 15' S - - n» 1

' S.

14" S.

13* S.

H It
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OHAP. 2. It appears, indeed, peculiarly unfortunate, that shij[)s so

3 52 J. much in want of relief, should pass over so large an expanse

of sea, Avherein fruitful and inhabited islands are numerously

scattered, and many of them mountainous, so as to be visible

at a great distance, without seeing any other than two solitary

and desert islands *.

As they advanced in their passage,, they endured great

distress. Pigafetta relates, that to preserve themselves fi'om

starving, they ate saw dust, and the leather from oft' the

rigging. Their stock of Avater fell short, and, to boil their

rice, they mixed one third of sea Avater with the fresh. Many
of the men Avere attacked by the scurvy, and tAventy died of

that disorder, the Patagonian and a native of Brasil being-

among the number.

February. Pebruary rsth, they crossed the equinoctial" line, there is

reason to believe near the 188th degree of longitute West (or

17-2" East) from Greenwich. The loose and general manner in

which their navigation is described,. alloAVS little to be affirmed

* Two other islands have been mentioned by Pigafetta in his narrative of this-

part of the voyage. ' In qiusto camino passarono appresso due isole molto alte,

I'una ddla quali e venti grcidi lontana dal polo antartko, S^c' i. e. ' In this

' route we passed near two islands very higli, one of which is 2o degrees distant

'fmm the pole antarctic, named Cinpanghu : the other 1 5, named Sumbdit' The

French translation has rendered the words passaroiia appirsso, " iiuihs ningeanus

les cotes,"— and the passage has been inserted in other relations in such a maunci;

as to occasion some perplexity ; though it is evident that by its author it was no

otherwise intended than as a remark 01 passant, from a supposition that such

lands existed in the neighbourhood of thLir track; he having before expressly

said, that in sailing across the Pacific ocean, they discovered no land except the

two unfortunate islands, one in 15° South, the other in q° South. Figafclta

appears to have had in his eoutcmplation, though without correct information,

the Zipangu (Japan) oi' Marco Polo, who likewise mentions- another iskiud near

it, that was high in the middle.

Avith
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with certainty respecting the track. The inferences which chap. 2,

may be drawn from such contradictory and imperfect ac- 1521.

counts, require some length of dissertation to explain ; for

which the reader is referred to the ensuing Observations on the

Track of Magaliianes across the South Sea.

They continued steering between the West and North West
by West. Pigafetta says, -after they were in 1

3° North latitude,

they steered lo the South of West, decreasing their latitude.

At length, on March the 6th, being, by Pigafetta's relation, in

latitude 1 2° North, but according to the account in Herrera,

which is corroborated by De BaiTos, in 15" 48' North, to their

great joy they discovered an island .to the North West, and

soon after, two others * to the South West.

A long continuance of mild and temperate weather which

they had experienced, occasioned the name of Pacific to be

given to the sea in which they liad been sailing. This name,

Magaliianes and his companions could design only for the

sea Avitliin the mild latitudes : for from the strait they at first

' navigated with great storms {co7i gran tormenta) till De-
' cember the I8th, when they found themselves in latitude

' 32° 20' South -j-.' So tempestuous a sample of the climate

could not entitle the higher latitudes to be comprehended

under the appellation Pacific.

Observations on the Track o/Magalhanes across the South Sea.

The whole distance sailed from the Western entrance of the

strait to the islands named the Ladrones, Herrera states at

2800 leagues; Pigafetta, at 'near 4000 leagues'; and the^

narrative of the Portuguese seaman inserted in Ramusio.

* Prgafelta. f Herrera, Dec. 2, 9. 15,

n 2 11904
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J jgo4 miles. The Spaniards had an interest in shortening the

J 52 J. account of their run to the Moluccas, which on subsequent

occasions has not escaped their attention ; but in the present

instance, the difference that appears between the relation of

Herrera and the other two accounts, seems to have been

principally occasioned bj the not using leagues of the same

standard in the reckonings. The Spanish or Portuguese league

17 i to an equatorial degree, was the measure then most

generally used by the geographers and navigators of those

nations, and was probably the league by which the distance

in Herrera was estimated.

After clearing the strait, Magalhanes steered towards the

North. Allowing the course made good by him as far as to the

latitude of 32" 20' South, to have been North North West,

which considering the destination of the fleet, must be reckoned

a Northerly course, and that from that parallel he sailed

without greatly deviating from one direct course, till he arrived

at the Ladrone islands, the whole distance by such a track

would be about 9200 geographical miles (60 to a degree)

;

and, with a small allowance for occasional variations, will

agree with Herrera's distance, 2800 Spanish leagues, equal to

9600 geographical miles.

The point of the track (the extremities excepted) most

capable of being settled with any degree of certainty, is at,

crossing the equinoctial line. Pigafetta, according to the

French copy by Jansen, from the manuscript in the Ambrosian
library, places it at 122 degrees of longitude from the meii-

dian of demarcation ; and three weeks afterwards, in sight of

the Lmlrones, he gives the longitude from the same meridian

1 46 degrees. In the copy of Pigafetta's narrative in Ramusm,
the numbers are different : the a-ossing the equinoctial is there

1 said
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sard to be at 120 degrees from the meridian of demarcation; chap. 2.

and making the Ladrones at 1 49 degrees. Bj the Ambrosian ^"

—

''"^

manuscript, therefore, alloM'ing half a degree for their distance
'^''"

from the land when it was first seen, they crossed the Line £4 *

degrees East of the Ladrone islands ; by the Italian copy in
Ramusio at 29 | degrees.

The relation of the Portuguese seaman gives the distance
sailed from the equator to arriving at the Ladrojies 2046 miles,
which number, reduced in the proportion of the Avhole distance
by his account (1 1904 miles) to 9600, the number of geogra-
phical miles by the track above conjectured, will give 1676
geographical miles (60 to a degree) for the distance from the
Ladrones when they were at the equator; the longitude cor-
responding to which is 24". These accounts agreeing so nearly,
the mean of the three, 26 degrees, may be received as tolerably .

correct
; which places the crossing the Line by Magalhanes, in

longitude 1 72° East from Greenwich.

This affords some assistance towards investigating the situa-

tion of the Desventuradas. The only passage in Herrera, that
relates to the position of these islands, is the following. ' The
* fleet sailed 2000 leagues without seeing other land than the
two islands Desventuradas. They afterwards navigated 800

* leagues to 15" 48' North, when they saw two beautiful
* islands;' i.e. the Ladrones. Dec. 3. lib. l. cap. 3.

If by this was meant that the distance from the Westernmost
of the Desventuradas to the Ladrones was only 800 leagues,
the expression is not sufhciently explicit to warrant such con-
struction

; and if admitted, it would place the islands more to
the West than they appear to be by any other account.
De Barros says (Dec. 3. 5. 10.) that the first of the Besveii^

turadas was discovered when, by their estimation, they were

1500
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CHAi\2. 1500 leagues distant from the strait; but whether the distance

j^2i. in a direct line, or the distance which they had sailed is

meant, is not clear.

When Magalhanes was near to these islands, his course

seems to have bsen directed more Northerly than it had been

some time before ; and still more to the North, after passing

Ttburones (the second island), as appears by the short space

of time, in which the latitude was run down from thence to

the equinoctial line.

The latitudes which are found, accompanied with dates,

after they Avere within the limits of the trade Avind, are

December 24th Latitude 26° 02' South.

January 24th 16° 15'

February 4th ii° 15'

February 13th at the Equator.

The continuance of their sailing towards the North is no-

ticed in the relations ; and it is probable that when they had

so far advanced, MAGALiiAisrES became anxious to reach in

time the parallel in Avhich he proposed to continue. There

might likewise have been during the run from the parallel of

ir 15' South, to the equinoctial line, an increase of Avind.

The dates Avill admit of both ; and Pigafetta immediately

after passing the islands, remarks that their daily run by the*

log Avas 50, 60, and sometimes 70 leagues ; but his leagues

were shorter than geographical leagues.

The distance betAveen the two Desventuradas, i^i different

accounts, is said to be 200 leagues (from the circumstances it

may be conjectured Spanish leagues). Tlie dates of their

discovery compared Avith the latitudes, will give their positions

nearly as folloAvs

:

San
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Latitude. Long, from Observ. at GrfeniuicR. CHAP. 2.

SanPahlo - - - 16M5'S. - - - l58My.

Tiburones - - - 11° 1 5' S. - - - 169' W.

Whether either of these islands have, since the period of

their discovery, been again seen by Europeans, is doubtful.

The Dos Island of Le INIaire and Schouten is much too far to

the East to countenance the opinion of Le Maire, that it was

one of the Desventiimdas of Magaliianes. The circum-

stance mentioned in the relation of that voyage, of three dogs

being seen there, which could not bark, and which were sup-

posed to be Spanish, is rather to be regarded as evidence of Dog

Island being either itself inhabited, or in the vicinity of inha-

bited lands. Such dogs are common in the South Sea islands,

and in many warm countries. Bernal Diaz speaks of dogs in

Mexico, of a species which did not bark, and which were bred

by the natives for food.

The writer of a Spanish account of the voyage of Sanniento,

anno 1579-80, mentions the islands San Felix and Sa7i Amhor,

as being Las Desventuradas : but such a supposition could only

have proceeded from a total want of information concerning

the voyage ofMA G A LHAN E s

.

The island Solifaria, discovered by Mendana, in latitude

10° 40' South, and in longitude, as calculated from the dis-

tances given in the Spanish relation, about 1731° West from

Greenwich, which is described to be a low island, about a

league in circuit, Avith a lagoon or salt water lake in the

middle, may with some appearance of probability be sup-

posed the island Tiburones.

In a chart of the American hemisphere, in Vol. I. of Theod.

ile Bry, date 1596, the Desvenfiiradas, by the names of Sail

Fedro and 2'iburones, are laid down, the former in longitude

8'/
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C HA 1'. 2. 82' West, the other 94" West, from the Western part of

T^ii'' Magaliianes' Strait ; which might be instanced in support

of the preceding calculation, but unfortunately the latitudes

are so wide from every other account, that it discourages the

belief of the islands having received their place in this chart in

consequence of Avell derived information. ,

Ortelius, in his chart of America and the Pacific Ocean,

(Theatrnm oi^his Terrarum, edit. 1584, Chart N° 5) has fol-

lowed the latitudes given by Pigafetta. Tiburones, the Western

of the two islands, he has placed in 70 degrees longitude from

the West entrance of the Strait, and in 35 degrees longitude

East from the Ladrones ; that is, at two thirds of the longi-

tude from the Strait towards the Ladrones. This proportion,

applied to the longitudes, as at present settled of the Strait

and the Ladrones, would give for the longitude of Tiburonei

168° West from the meridian of Greenwich.

There yet exist accounts of the navigation of Magalhanes
that have not been publiflied. In Biblioth. Finelo dc Leon.

two manuscripts are mentioned under the title of Navegacion.

de Magallanes; one of them with the name of Dnarte de

Resendi, at one time governor or agent for the Portuguese at

the Moluccas (Factor de las Malucas) of whom Argensola

says, that he was ' a curious man,' and that he preserved like-

wise the papers of Andres de San Martin. The other manu-
script of the navigation of Magalhanes, is a diary, said to

have been in the keeping of Antonio Moreno, cosmographer

of the Casa d'la Contratacion. This latter, it is probable, is

the diary of Francisco Alvo, from which the author of Noticias

ck las Expediciones al Mag Ai^iiAi^BS, has given extracts, and
which is now lodged in the Archivo General de Lidias. Unless

some account of the daily progress is preserved, it will scarcely

be
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be possible ever to trace the course of Magalhanes in a chap. 3.

manner that shall be unexceptionable. With respect to the 1521.

situation of the Desventuradas, there are however sufficient
^

circumstances to warrant fully the conclusion that they are as

far to the West as I have placed them.

A track described according to the ideas here suggested,

will make the course of Magalhanes pass very near the

island Otalieite.

Narrative of the Voyage continued.

March 6th, the land now discovered afforded a delightful March.

and encouraging prospect. The island which was first descried

was moi-e elevated and larger than the other two*. They were

inhabited ; and, as the ships approached, the natives came off

in canoes, bringing with them cocoa-nuts, yams, and rice.

They were a stout well-made people, of an olive colour, had

long hair, and their teeth were dyed red and black by way of

ornament. They v;ore no other covering than a kind of apron

fastened round their middle, of a cloth made of the bark of a

tree. They had lances pointed with the bones of filh. Their

canoes had lateen sails, (in shape resembling a shoulder of

* Saypan, Tinian, and the small island Agidgan, correspond exactly with what

is related of the islands of thisgroupe first seen by MAGALiiANas. Sat/pan has a

remariiable high-peaked mountain, and is the Northernmost and largest of the

three islands above named. The island seen by Magalhanes to the North West

was remarked to be more elevated and larger than the two seen to the South West.

In Commodore Byron'i voyage, the islands Saypan, Tinian, and Jgidgan, were

seen at the same time, and are thus mentioned. " At .sunset, the extremes of

" them bore from North West f North, Westward to South West; and tlie three

" islands had the appearance of one." Commodore Bj/rou's Voyage round t/ie

World, chap. lOtk. Vol. I. ofHarckeswortKs Collection,

The latitude of Sai/pan is 1
5<> 20' North. Tinian about 1

5° N. The three islands

are nearly in a line North and South from each other.

I mutton)
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THAP. 2. mutton) and each had an outrigger; i.e. a hght boom or pole

i5iij. running in the water parallel to the canoe; with which it is

connected, and preserved in its parallel position by transverse

small poles securely fastened to each. The outrigger, by its

weight and buoyancy, keeps steady the canoe, which, being a

vessel of light and narrow construction, would, without such

support, be in constant danger of oversetting.

The canoes of these islanders were built alike at both ends,

which enabled them to go with either foremost ; and they sailed

with great swiftness. They were variously and fancifully

painted, and the largest that came off would not carry more

than ten men.

The Captain General Avished to have rested at these islands

;

but the natives were so much addicted to pilfering, that causes

of quarrel very soon occurred, and became frequent. What-

ever was within their reach, they attempted to take, and the

number that flocked on board the ships became so great, that

the General thought it prudent to order his deck to be cleared

of such restless visitors ; which was not effected without force.

The Indians, indignant at this rough treatment, attacked the

ships with lances and stones. The Spaniards, in return, fired

their guns, and shot with arrows, and some of the natives were

killed. The ships, however, remained cruizing near the

islands, and the natives, notwithstanding what had happened,

continued to visit and to barter Avith the Spaniards ; till one

evening they unfortunately found ah opportunity to steal a

skiff that was towing astern of the Capitana, and to convey it

on shore to one of the islands : which so much provoked the

General, that he landed the next day, with 90 men, and set

fire to their houses. Several of the natives were killed, and

the Spaniards earned off all the provisions they could find.

The
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The Indians seeing so much mischief done on account of the

boat, turned her loose into the sea, and the Spaniards picked

her up. Pigafetta relates, " When we were about to land to

punish these islanders, our sick requested, if any of them
should be killed, to have their intestines, Avhich thej were

persuaded would cure them in a short time." Pigafetta has

not explained how this medicine was to have been adminis-

tered or applied.

Magalhanes thus recovered the skiff, but he did not

think it advisable to remain longer among people with whom
such repeated acts of hostility had passed.

The Spaniards gave to these islands the name of Islas de

las Velas Latinas, alluding to the sails of their canoes. They
likewise called them, on account of the thievish disposition of

the inhabitants *, the Ladrones.

The houses of these islanders were built with Avood, and

roofed Avith boards. Within they were divided into sepa-

rate apartments, with the convenience of windows, and fine

mats served them for beds. The Spaniards procured here

sugar-canes, cocoa-nuts, yams, bananas, and some hogs.

Leaving the Ladrones, Magalhanes steered between the

West and West South West; and on the l()th of March, at

day light, land was seen before them, high and of considera-

ble extent ; distant from the Ladrones, according to their

account, 300 leagues. They, anchored at a small uninhabited

island near the South East end of a large island. AVater

r'H AP. 2.

1521.

March.

The
Ladrones.

* Ant. Galvaom mentions them by the name of Los Jardines (the gardens)

;

and hkewise by that of Dos Prazcres (the pleasant islands). They afterwards, in

1668, received the name of Las Marianes, in honour of Maria Anne of Austria,

the widow of Philip IV. of Spain. Of all these names, the Ladrones is that by
which they have most commonly been distinguished. •

,

I 2 being
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CHAP. 2. being found on, the small island, tents Avere erected tlierCy

1521. and the sick people landed. On the I8th in the afternoon, a

llumunu. canoe, containing nine men, came ta them from a small island

not far distant, named Zuluan. The General received these

people with demonstrations of friendship, and made them
presents : they in return presented him with, some fruits and

palm-tree wine. Their behaviour was remarkable for its

decency : they appeared to be pleased with the Spaniards,^

and made signs that, in a few days, they would bring to the

ships rice and other provisions. The large island was by the

natives called Zamal *, and the one near to which the ship&

had anchored, Humunu. Many other islands being in sight,

'^'of^St^^^
to the whole was given the name of the Archipelago of St,

Lazarus. Lazarus, a name long since fallen into disuse.

The natives were mindful of their promise, and supplied the

Spaniards with provisions, which Avere paid for with European

commodities, and the ships remained at this anchorage nine

days. The inhabitants came from different islands in the

neighbourhood. They appeared to be a civilized people, and

well disposed to strangers. Some of the principal persons

among them wore ear-rings, bracelets of gold, and long pieces

of cotton cloth, embroidered with silk, about their heads.

They were olive-coloured, and, in general, inclined to corpu-

lency : they went nearly naked, and rubbed their bodies with

scented oil. The natives of some of these islands had holes

cut through the cartilage of their ears, which was lengthened

so much that there was room to pass a man's arm through.

They had the custom of marking their bodies in the manner,

which, to use a word lately adopted from the language of a

* In the later charts, named Samar,
people
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people more recently discovered, we call tattow : and they all

chewed a kind of fruit called areca, wrapped up in the leaves

of the same tree, which were called betel. Their arms were

cutlasses, wuth bucklers, clubs, and lances, many of which

were ornamented with gold. Their lands were cultivated, and

they had storehouses, in which were deposited cloves, cinna-

mon, pepper, mace, and nutmegs.

March 25 th, they sailed from Hum unit, steering towards the

South West, and passing through between four islands, whose

names were Cenalo, Huinangany Ihiisson, andA barien, on the 2 8 th

they anchored at a small island, called Mazagua, or Massana'^.

A canoe, in which were ten men, came off from a small

town, sent, as it appeared, to enquire of what country these

ships were, and the purpose of their visit. Magalhanes

had with him a slave, named Enrique, a native of Sumatra,

who was able to make himself understood by these people,

some amongst them being acquainted with several of the Indian

languages. By this interpreter, Magalhanes answered the

messengers, that they were subjects of the king of Castile',

that their errand was peace and commerce ; that they wanted

to be supplied with provisions, for which they were willing to

pay such prices as should be demanded. To this application

they received an answer from the chief of the island, import-

ing, that he had not a sufficient store of provisions for the

supply of so many people, but wliat he had, he would divide

with them. This message was accompanied with a present of

four hogs, three goats, and some rice, being all that for the

present could be spared by him.

CHAP. 2.

1521.

March.

Mazagua.

* Believed to be the island, marked in some of the present charts^ Limasava,

near the south end of the island Leyte. Pigafetta calls its latitude 9° 40' Norths

and its distance from Humuiiu 25 leagues. French Ccpi/, p. 87.

The
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on A p. 2. The day follomng, the chief, attended by some of his prin-

1521. cipal people, made a visit to the General, to whom he presented
^ai-ch. three porcelain vases, full of rice. Magaliianes paid great

attention to hi« guest ; shewed him many articles of European

mei'chandise, which were much admired, and presented him

with some. To increase his wonder, tl>e great guns, and other

fire arms, were exhibited, and some of them discharged ; and,

that the islanders might be fully convinced that no arms, or

force of theirs, could withstand European prowess, a Spaniard,

in complete armour, made his appearance, who sustained the

attack of three men, anned with swords and daggers, without

the least impression being made by their strokes. At this

sight, the natives were greatly astonished ;
" but," Gomara

says, *' not so much as our people imagined."

Pigafetta relates, that he was ordered by the General to

attend the chief to the shore. The chief's name was Colambu

:

Pigafetta calls him the Rajah Colambu. He had with him a

brothei", and they each had large possessions on another island

:

thoseef Colambu, in the land of Butuan and Calagan^, where

he most generally resided. The house, occupied by the rajah

during his occasional visits to Mazagua, was built in the form

of a hay-stack; it was thatched with leaves of the banana

tree, and rested upon four large posts, at such a distance from

the ground as to render a ladder necessary for entrance. The

rajah, at his meals, sat on mats, with his legs crossed under

him. The vessels, in Avhich he was served, were of porcelain,

or of gold, and the candles were made of gums from trees. At

Butuan, it was said, pieces of gold were found as large as nuts,

and sometimes as large as eggs, but mixed with earth. This

* Butuan and Cagayan, in the Spanisli charts : in the north part of Mindanao.

rajah,
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CHAP. 2.rajah, says Pigafetta, was the handsomest man I saw among

these people. His hair was black, and hung loose on his
'~
15^

shoulders ; he had a light covering of silk on his head ; in his
j^^lj'^

ears he had two rings of gold ; round his middle he wore a

piece of cotton cloth, embroidered with silk, which reached to

his knees; and, by his side, a dagger, or short sword, the

handle of which was gold. In the Ambrosian manuscript, it

is said, that on each of his teeth, (in ogni dente) he had three

spots of gold, which gave to them the appearance of being

fastened in his head with that metal. The Italian copy in

Ramusio, has given this part differently. Instead of such in-

convenient ornaments, it is there said, that on each of his

fingers he Avore three rings of gold. The editor of the French

copy of the Ambrosian manuscript observes, in favour of his

account, that it will appear less strange, when it is considered

that at Macassar, (on the island of Celebes,) some of the in-

habitants draw their natural teeth, and substitute teeth made

of gold *.

March the 31st, being Easter day, the Spaniards celcbj'ated

Mass on shore, with great solemnity ; and, among the ceremo-

nies observed, was a general discharge of the artillery from the

ships at the elevation of the host, of which the ships were

advertised by signal. The rajah and his brother were both

present at the service, and, in imitation of the Spaniards, made

their adorations before the cross. Magalhanes questioned

them, by his interpreter, concerning their religion; and, by

their answers, it appeared that they worshipped a supreme

being, whom they addressed by the name of Abba.

The General ordered a cross to be erected on the top of a

hill, by which, if other Europeans should come to the island.

* French Tiatislation, by Jamen, p. 80.

they
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^GHAP. 2.

^j^gy might know that Christians had been there before. Co-

1521. lambu informed Magaliiabtes, that about thirty* leagues
March. .

' -^ a

Mazagua. distant from Mazagua, there was a large island, named Zebu,

the king of which was his relation, and who was able to

supply the ships with as much provisions as should be required.

Being desired to provide a pilot, Colambu undertook to be

himself their conductor.

At Mazagua, a large ingot of gold was oifered to the

Spaniards for six strings of glass beads ; but the exchange was

forbidden by the Captain General, tluat the islanders might

not be taught to comprehend how much more the Europeans

valued gold than their own merchandise. The different esti-

mation in which gold was then held by the Spaniards, and by

the islanders, appears in the following instance Avhich is related.

An Indian brought a jar of rice and some figs to sell, for

which he demanded a knife. The General, by way of experi-

jn«nt, offered him mtonej, and, among otlier pieces, a double

pistole of gold ; but the money was refused, and the knife

taken in preference
-f.

The departure for Zebu was deferred a few days, at the

^sire of the rajah, ^s the rice harvest at Mazagua was then

getting in. He recjuested assistance from the General, who

sent some of his people on shore, and the work was soon com-

pleted. The animals found at Mazagua were dogs, cats, hogs,

goats, and fowls : and tlie vegetable food there was rice, millet,

maize, panicum, (probably a species of the bread fruit,) cocoa-

nuts, oranges, citrons, bananas, and ginger.

* Herrera says, 20 kagues, Dec. 3. 1. 3. Pigafctta, that fjom Massana to

•Gatigkan is 20 leagues, and to the West, 15 leagues fiom -Gatighan is Zel/u.

•Caiighan must have been very near to, or part of the island Lej/te.

f Figafetta. French translation, p. 87.

April
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* The Frencli translation of Ptgafetta says ' au sud-est.' In Ramusio, tlie

words are, ' veno il vento di Maestro.'

t Fray Caspar. Conq. de las Philipbtas.

K respecting

CHAP. 2.

1521.

April the 5th, Magalhanes sailed from Mazagua towards

the North West*, runiiing between two large islands, named
Bohol and Leyte f, and on Sunday, April the 7th, arrived at ^F"''-

the port and town of Zebu, which is on the East side of the Zebu

island Zebu.

The ships entered the port, saluting with their cannon, and
with all their colours flying. Above 2000 of the islanders

came down to the water-side, armed with spears and shields,

who gazed MJth astonishment, and not without some mixture
of alarm at a sight so new to them, and in appearance so

formidable, as were the ships of the Europeans.

An officer, accompanied by the interpreter, was sent from
the Capitana, as embassador from the General to the King of

Zebu. The object of the King's first enquiry was to learn the

occasion of the ships coming to his island. Answer was made
by the interpreter, that the commander of the ships was
Captain to the most powerful Monarch on the earth ; that the

intent of his voyage was to go to the Moluccas ; and that the

particular business for which he stopped at Zebu, was to obtain

provisions and refreshments in exchange for merchandise.

One of the King's ministers then, in his master's name, bade
them welcome ; at the same time he notified to the interpreter

that it was the constant usage in that port for all ships that

came there to traffic, to begin by paying the port duties. The
interpreter replied, that his commander representing so great

a Monarch, could not pay tribute to any other King. There

happened to be then in the port a vessel from Siam. A Moor
merchant that came in her, gave the King some information
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CHAP. 2. respecting the power of the Europeans. Their friend, the

1521. Rajah Colambu, hkewise having landed, represented the Spa-

2ebu! niards to be a peaceable people who had brought valuable

commodities to barter ; and the demand for duties was

dropped. The King of Zebu, whose name was Hamabar^
charged the officer ofMAGALiiANES to inform him, that when

the people of these islands contracted friendship with strangers,

it Avas customary for the principal person on each side to part

with some blood from the breast, which they were to exchange

and drink*. Magaliianes returned answer that he was

content to comply with the custom ; but the next morning, a

messenger from the shore informed the General, that the King

would dispense with the performance, and accept his willing-

ness as a. sufficient token of peace. On the receipt of this

message, Magalhanes, to express his satisfaction, ordered

all the guns to be fired by way of salute, which, for a short

time, caused great alarm among the inhabitants, till the

Captain General sent to explain to them, that it was in-

tended as a mark of amity, and in honour of the Lord of

the city.

Another custom, necessaiy to smooth the way in all subse-

quent transactions, was not dispensed with. The commanders

of vessels, in friendship with the people of Zebu, were always

expected to undergo the ceremony of exchanging presents with

his Majesty. This was insisted upon, and the choice left to

the General to give first, or to receive first. As the King ap-

peared to attach much importance to the observance of this

usage, the honour of the first step was resigned to him, and

readily accepted.

* Herrera, Dec. 3. 1.3,

On.
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On the morning of Tuesday, the 9 th, the King's present chap. 2.

arrived on board the Capitana, being brought by the lung's ^"l^TT^
nephew, who was his heir, attended by the chief minister, and ^t;"''-

others of the principal people of the island. Magaliianes,
on this occasion, affected great state. Three chairs of red
velvet Avere prepared as seats for himself, for the Prince, and
for the Rujah of Mazagua, who came with him. Chairs with
leathern seats were placed for the minister, and for those who
appeared to be of rank ; for the rest, mats were spread on the
deck. The present consisted of great baskets full of rice, some
hogs, goats, and poultry, which were delivered with an apology
for the meanness of such an oifering to so great a personage.
The Captain General ordered refreshments to be served, after

which he gave to the Prince a piece of fine white linen, with
several other things, and made presents to each person in the
company, suited to the idea formed of his rank.

In the afternoon, Magalhanes sent the expected return,
which consisted of a silken vest made in the Turkish fashion, a
crimson bonnet, some strings of chrystal beads placed on a
silver plate, and two gilt drinking glasses, by two messengers.
They were conducted to the King s palace, and received with
all the parade of a full court. The King was seated upon a
fine mat on the ground. He was a short corpulent man ; his

dress was very similar to that already described of the Rajah
of Mazagua ; but his body was adorned with painting ren-
dered indelible by means of fire. In his ears were two great

cu'cles of gold, surrounded Avith precious stones, and he had
on a rich necklace. He appeared to be well satisfied with the

present brought him; and the messengers, having been regaled,

returned on board.

This
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CHAP. 2. This preliminary business being settled, the Spaniards ob-

3521. tained supplies of various kinds of provisions in great abun-

Zebu dance, for Avhich they paid with beads, bells, and other

European trinkets.

The King of Zebu had no son. He had daughters, the eldest

of whom was married to his nephew, who, in consequence of

this alliance, was regarded as heir to the King,

Power descended in hereditary succession, and w^ith this

strange condition, that at a certain age, the consequence of

the father ceased, and all the authority descended to the son* -

a custom or law the more remarkable for its great affinity with

the law respecting succession at some of the islands in the

Pacific Ocean, Avhere the new-born son is invested with the

title and honours that were before enjoyed by the father. The

General, when this custom was explained to him, expressed

strong dissatisfaction

Whether Magalhastes Avas actuated by a pious zeal for

the religion he professed, or was ambitious of the glory of

making converts, we have not knowledge enough of his private

character and habits to determine. He began very soon to

discuss religious subjects with the natives of Zebu, and

earnestly to recommend to them the faith of the Christians.

To inspire the Indians likewise with awe and respect, for the

power of the Spaniards was constantl}^ an object of his at-

tention. Immediately on the arrival of the ships, the man in

complete armour was displayed before the messengers of the

King o^ Zebu, in the same manner as had already been done at

* Pigafetla's narralive, p. 94. It is not expressed whether this law extended

over private possessions^ or was peculiar to the sovereign power.

Mazagua,
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Mazagua, and the exhibition produced sensations favourable chap. 2.

to the consequence of the Europeans. 1521

.

The consent of the King being first obtained, the General
^^g^lj

caused a stone house to be built on shore, to serve as a chapel.

When the ground was consecrated, two of the seamen, who
died at this time, were taken on shore and there buried.

On Sunday, April I4th, the chapel being prepared and

ornamented with tapestry, and branches of the palm tree,

Magalhanes, Avith many of his people, landed to celebrate

mass. In their procession to the chapel, they were preceded

by the Royal ensigns, and two men in complete armour. Tiie

novelty of the scene, and the solemnity observed, attracted a
numerous concourse of the natives, and fixed their attention.

The King of Zebu and his family, with the principal people of

the island, were among the foremost of those Mho came to

observe the customs of the Christians. lie and the rest of the

islanders present, behaved with great decorum during the

service. With the help of the interpreter, the officiating priest

endeavoured to give them some instruction in the Christiaa

faith
; and he M'as so successful that the King, and after his

example, many others, desired to be made Christians. A white

dress was put upon the King, and the priest baptized him by
the name of Carlos, after the Emperor. The Chief of

Mazagua was christened by the name of Juan. The Queen,
the eldest Princess, and their attendants, were likewise bap-

tized, and in a short time all the inhabitants of the town.

The whole island of Zebu, however, was not subject to the

dominion of one Prince. It contained several little sovereign-

ties which were independent of each other, and wars between
them M-ere consequently frequent. Magalhanes, not willing

that the work of conversion, which had been so prosperously

began.
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CHAP. 2, jjejran, should be confined within the narrow limits of the

l',21. King of Zebus territor}', ordered mass to be performed daily

Zebu! ^^ the chapel ; before which a large cross was erected. In-

vitations and encouragements were held out to all comers to

embrace the Christian faith, but with strong injunctions that,

on so doing, they should destroy their idols.

The people of Zebu, at the time Magalha nes arrived among

them, were idolaters, as Avere likewise the inhabitants of all

the islands of the same Archipelago which he had alread}'

passed. The Spanish authors, (as likewise does Pigafetta,)

when speaking of them with any allusion to their religion,

generally use the appellation Gentiles, to distinguish them

from the professors of Mahometism, Avho had not only spread

their religion, but had extended their dominion over many of

the Eastern islands.

The sudden conversion of the people of Zebu to the religion

of strangers, who had no other means of communicating their

instructions, than tl^rough the intervention of an ignorant

interpreter, is truly extraordinary; but may more natm'ally be

attributed to an indifference for their own modes of worship,

than to any conviction which, in so short a time, under such

circumstances, could have been impressed upon them of

the merits of the religion they embraced *.

* This slenderness of attachment to their idolatry appears to have been, even

in our own time, characteristic in those natives of the Fhi/ippine Ishvnds, wlio had

preserved their original customs. In a chart published from a Spanish manuscript,

date 1754, of the North side of Mmdanao, inserted in the second volume of Mr.

Dalri/mplc'i Collection of Plans of Ports, the following remark appears on one

part of the coast: ' The greater part of the natives .retired to the mountains on

account of the invasion of the Moors. These are, as yet, chiefly Gentiles, easily

to be converted.'

fi The
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The Captain General established a kind of factory on shore, c ii a p. 2.

in a house which the King took under his own protection. 1521.

This was intended principally for the purpose of bartering for -^PJj^'j

provisions. When the European connnodities were exposed,

the people of Zebu regarded them with surprise and delight.

For iron, brass, and the larger articles of merchandise, they

gave gold in exchange: for trinkets, and things of small value,

they brought provisions : 14 lb. of iron procured as much gold

as was valued at 15 ducats. At this island, the business of

trade was well understood. The natives were fair dealers.

They used scales, weights and measures : and in this port there

were junks from Siam, and vessels from various parts of India.

The Spaniards obtained intelligence at Zebu concerning the

situation of Borneo, and the Molucca Islands. Tliis is remarked

both in Herrera and in Pigafetta*, directly contradicting the

opinion that Magalhanes had been at the Moluccas. As to

the correspondence supposed to have been held between him

and Francisco Serrano, the discoverer of the Moluccas, if such

correspondence existed, the latitude seems not to have been

thought of in the communication ; perhaps as being uncon-

nected with the question of right or title, which rested solely

on the place of the meridian. The work in ilawiZK/o, entitled

Libro cli Odoai^do Barbosa, Portoghesi, does not in the least help

to shew that Barbosa, who sailed with Magalh anes, possessed

information respecting the Moluccas, though it contains a

description of almost every part of the East Indies. The

treatise was not published till many years after the death of

Barbosa, and was drawn up by another Portuguese traveller,

who added materials of his own to what he found in Barbosa's

* Herrera Dec. 3. 1. 4. Pigafdta's Narrative, p. 129. French translation.

papers.
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CHAP. 2. papers. Magaliianes, running so much as he did to the

152]. North of the Equinoctial Line, combines, Avith many other

Zebu'
circumstances of the track, to prove that the latitude of the

Moluccas was a point of information they had yet to seek.

The new Christians were regular in their attendance at the

chapel, and the number of proselytes daily increased by the

arrival of people from other parts of the island, as well as from

other islands, who desired to be baptized. Magaliianes

was careful to explain to the King of Zebu, if not the duties

required, the many benefits that would accrue to him in be-

coming: a Christian; one amongst w^hich, he assured him,

would be the power of vanquishing with ease his enemies *.

The desire of possessing such an advantage, a motive very

distant indeed from the spirit of Christianity, appears to have

been a strong inducement Avith the King to attach himself

A^ith zeal to a religion he Avas so little able to comprehend.

Trusting to the promises of Magaliianes, that he should be

rendered the most poAverful among the Princes of the islands,

he acknoAvledged himself to be a vassal of the crown of Spain.

The General, to prove to him the value of the friendship of

the Spaniards, and hoAV much it Avas his interest to continue

firm in his allegiance, summoned a meeting of the other Chiefs,

four of Avhom attended. These Avere required formally to

submit themselves to the ncAV Christian King as their sovereign,

and threatened that their refusal to obey him as such, Avould

be punished with death, and confiscation of their possessions.

This menace drew from all the chiefs the promise demanded

of obedience, and a full acknoAvledgement of the authority

of the Christian King. But two of the Chiefs, as soon as they

* Pigafetta's Narrative, p. 105. Fr. edit, and in Ramusio, vol. I. fol. 359. E.

were
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TV"ere more at liberty, made light of the command. Against chap. 2.

one of these the General went with two boats and forty of his

men ; and coming upon him in the middle of the night,

plundered and burnt one of his villages, and set up a cross

there.

Pigafetta gives a relation of a miraculous cure effected on
the brother of the Christian King of Zebu, whose recovery

from a dangerous illness was ascribed wholly to his turnino-

from his idolatry. The first act of his convalescence was to burn

the idol which he had before held in the greatest veneration,

and to break doAvn his temples ; this was performed amidst the

applauses and acclamations of his countrymen. The Captain

General undertook to reform many of their errors, and pro-

mised that at some future period he would bring them many
priests and monks to instruct them in all matters concern-

ing rehoion*.

At this time, the character of the Spaniards was held in high

estimation b}' the people of Zebu. A rich present of jewels

was prepared by the King, which he proposed to send by

MAG^\LHA]srES for the Emperor: and a present was likewise

provided, as a proof of his regard, for the General himself,

consisting of a pair of gold ear-rings, two bracelets of gold for

the arms, and two rings of gold for the ankles, the whole en-

riched with precious stones. The natives likewise, whenever

any of the Spaniards landed from the ships, were always

ready to invite them into their houses, and to offer them

refii'eshments.

The Queen sometimes made her appearance at the chapel,

with a large train of female attendants, and much pomp.

* Narratiic of Pigafetta, p. 95. Fr. Edit.

L On
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On one of these occasions it is mentioned, that the General

sprinkled rose water over the Queen and her principal ladies

;

an instance of attention which was highly gratifying to them.

The women of.Zebu were esteemed handsome by the Spaniards.

They had long black hair; their complexion was nearly the

same as that of the women of the South of Europe. The

strange custom of having the ears cut through, was general

amono'st them, and they wore large circular pieces of wood so

contrived as gradually to enlarge the opening. Some of the

women wore veils, though the body, except a light covering

round the middle, was entirely naked. Pigafetta says of the

natives in general, that they were wholly addicted to pleasure

and idleness. Five or six hours of every day were occupied

by their meals*. Their meats were very little cooked and

much salted, which made them drink much and often. Their

houses were built upon piles driven in the earth ; the space

under the earth served to lodge the goats, hogs, or poultry.

In the villages many of the houses were constructed in

trees -j-.

The animals at Zebu were dogs, cats, hogs, goats, and

poultry. The two former were equally with the rest used by

the natives for food:|.. The vegetable provisions were rice,

millet, the panicum, maize, cocoa-nuts, sugar-canes, oranges,

lemons, pumpkins, ginger, garlic, besides many other fruits

common to tropical countries ; wax and honey are hkcAvise

enumerated among the productions of Zebu.

Near the port of Zebu was a small island named Matan §,

over which the Captain General was desirous to extend his

* Narrative of Pigafetta, p. 1 19. Fr. Edit. + Ibkl. p. 89. % ^^^^- P- 1 18.

§ According to the account of Pigafetta, the village v/hkh had been burnt,

•was on the island Matan, and its name Bidaia.

authority
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CHAP, 2.authority. He accordingly sent to demand of Cilapulapo, the

chief of Matan, a tribute, as an acknowledgement of fealty

and obedience due to the Emperor, and that he would submit ^P"''

himself to the Christian King of Zebu ; threatening that if
^•^^bu.

these conditions were not complied with, his town (which was

likewise named Matau) should be destro3'ed. The chief of

Matan, who was of a warlike disposition -, and on that account

high in reputation among the natives, returned answer, ' that

* he desired to be on good terms with the Spaniards, and that

* he might not be accounted inhospitable, he sent .them a pre-

' sent of provisions. As to obedience, he could owe none to

' strangers of whom he had never before heard, neither would

' he submit to do reverence to those he had long been accus-

* tomed to command -j-.' This answer did not at all satisfy the

General, and he determined to go and punish the King of -

Matan for his contumacy. His friend, the Christian Kiilg,

advised him against the expedition, as he had received infor-

mation that not only the Chief, whose village had been burnt,

but likcAvise the others who had made their submission, were

at Matan with their forces to support the cause of the Chief
*

<)f that island. Captain Juan Serrano entertained the same

opinion with the King of Zebu, and endeavoured to dissuade

his commander from the undertakins: ; but he continued firm

in his first determination. Pioafetta relates, that he was de-

ceived by a promise of being joined by one of the Chiefs as

soon as he should land at Matan, Magalhanes, however,,

was not of a disposition that rendered encouragement

necessary.

* Epist. di Massim. Traiisli/vaniis.

t Gomara, Istoria de las Indicts, fo. lii. Edit. 1552^ and Epist. di Mass. Trans.

Ramusio, vol. I. t'ol. '^=iD C;

L 2 The
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rriAp. 2. The King of Zebu, finding tlie General so resolute, prepared

1521. to join in the expedition, as did his son-in-law, and most of

Zebu. the principal inhabitants of the town of Zebu. At midnight,

on the 26th of April, Magalhanes set out for Mafaii, with

60 Europeans in three boats, accompanied by the Christian

King, (so lierrera constantly styles the Zebu Chief,) and 1000

of his men, in canoes. They arrived at the island of Matan two

April 27th. hours before day, but it being low water, the boats could not

get within a cross-bow shot of the town. By advice of the

Christian King, the landing was deferred till day-light, as it

was supposed that the people of Matan, warned by the former

expedition of the Spaniards, had made preparations against a

night attack : and this was not a mistaken conjecture, for they

had dug pits between the landing-place and the town, and

fixed in them sharp stakes.

•Magalhanes, whilst he waited the approach of day, sent

on shore the Moor merchant, formerly mentioned, to offer in

his name, proposals of accommodation, the conditions of which

were, that the King of Matan should make his submission,

* acknowledge the sovereignty of the crown of Spain, and pay

the tribute demanded : that then all past offences should be

forgotten, and he and his people be regarded as friends. The

King of Matan, not intimidated by the approach of the

Spaniards, returned an answer of defiance, to Avhich, with mis-

chievous pleasantr}^, he added a request, that he might not be

attacked before day -light, as he then expected considerable re-

inforcements *. This was said m the hope of enticing, or pro-

. voking the Spaniards to immediate action. When it was light,

the Kino- of Zebu oflbred to make the first onset with his 1000o

* Narrative of Pigafetta. Fr. edit, p. i2i.

mcn»
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men, which would, he said, if they were supported by the chap. 2.

Spaniards, ensure the victory. Magaliianes not only de- 1-21,

clined accepting this offer, but was so fully persuaded that no ^^pnl.

number of Indians could withstand the attack of sixty armed

Europeans, that he ordered the Christian King to remain

quietly with his people in the canoes, from whence they might

take notice how the Spaniards fought*.

Accordinglv, leaving a small number with the boats, Ma- Battle at
TVI • t

GALHANEs landed with his men, and marched up to the town.

[HeiTcra saj's 55 Spaniards landed. Pigafetta states the num-

ber to be 49, among whom himself was included, and that 1

1

were left to guard the boats.] No enemy appeared at first to

oppose them, and some of the houses had been set on fire by

the Spaniards, when a strong body of Indians were seen ad-

vancing on one side. B-y the time the Spaniards had made

dispositions to attack them, a second body of Indians appeared,

advancing from another quarter, and Magaliianes was *•

obliged to make a division of his force. Pigafetta says, the

Indians had divided themselves into three battalions; that two

attacked the Spaniards in flank, and the third in front. He
estimated their strength at 1500 men: Herrera states it at

6000 men ; and Gomara at 3000. The Indians, however, did

not venture on a close attack ; nor does it appear that the

Spaniards advanced beyond the town ; but a kind of missive

battle was kept up during the greater part of the day, with

stones, lances and arrows on one side, against the musquetry

and cross-bows of the other. The islanders, finding they re-

ceived less injury from the fire of the Spaniards than they had

apprehended, were encouraged to approach near enough to

• Herrera. Dec. 3, 1,4.

aim
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CHAP. 2,

i\pril.

Zebu-.

Death of

Magal-
hanes.

aim their darts at the person of the Captain General, who,

with tlie intention of intimidating them, sent a few of his men
to set fire to some houses at a small distance, above twenty

of which were consumed ; but this measure produced a con-

trary effect. Either from rage at seeing their houses burnt,

or believing they could attack the detached party w ith advan-

tage, numbers of the Indians rushed towards the spot, and

t-^v^o of the Spaniards were there killed. The Indians, per-

ceiving that their darts and arrows made no impression -when

directed against the heads or bodies of their enemies, which

•were protected by armour, adopted the plan of aiming only

at their legs. At length, the ammunition of the Spaniards

began to fail, and their fire slackened, which being observed

by the islanders, they pressed on, and Magaliianes found it

necessary to order a retreat. 'J'iie Christian King, during the

whole of this time, had paid the most exact obedience to the

commands he had received from the General ; he and his men
looking quietly at what was passing, without moving from

their canoes. Early in the retreat, IMagaxiianes was

wounded in the leg by an arrow ; his person being known to

the Indians, their efforts were principally directed against him.

The boats -were still at a distance, the shore being flat and

rocky; and man}^ of the Spaniards, instead of making an

orderly retreat, hastened towards them with precipitation.

The helmet of JNIagalhanes was twice beaten off with

stones; his right arm being w^ounded, he could not use his

sword ; and being closely pressed on by multitudes, he was

brought to the ground. When he jvas down, an Indian killed

him with a lance.

In the latter part of this unfortunate affair, the Christian

King, seeing the distressed situation of the Spaniards, advanced

to
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to their relief, by which many were saved. Eight of the chap. 2.

Spaniards fell with their commander, among whom was Chris- ^^^i.

toval Rabelo, captain of the Vitoria. Tsventy-two were Apnl.

wounded, of which number was Pigafetta, by an arrow in the Zebu.

face. Four of the Zebu Indians were likewise killed. Of the

people of Matan, fifteen were killed, and a great number

wounded. The 27tli of April, the day of this unfortunate

battle, was Saturda}^ a day which the General held in parti-

cular veneration, and had chosen, on that account, for the

expedition to Mo tan.

Thus unexpectedly fell Mag alii anes, by a quarrel unne-

cessaril}' engaged in, for a cause which cannot be defended,

and in the prosecution of which he consulted his presumption

rather than his judgment. He is, nevertheless, well worthy

the title of ' Great Captain,' given him by Herrera. In his H
person there was nothing remarkable : he is said to have been

under the common size. In his disposition, he was quick,

and perhaps irritable. Herrera calls him ' un hombre prompt ;'

and certainly, in resolution and decision, few men of any age

have equalled him. A s,trong and peculiar feature in his

character, appears to have been inflexible perseverance. He
was bent on the performance of Avhatsoever he undertook, and

no common circumstances of discouragement woidd turn him

from his purpose. He was a man to encounter difiiculties

:

whilst he believed them surmountable, they increased the

earnestness of his pursuit. As a navigator, he was not inferior

to any of his time. As a discoverer, he was second only to

Columbus, whose enterprise was so grand, that it left no room

for an equal. Columbus atchieved that which no man,

except himself, had ever dared to undertake. The praise due

to

IS

character.
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CHAP. 2. to Magalhanes is, that he performed what no one before

1521. hhn had been able to accomphsh*.

ZeT' Though it may be remarked, -that Magalhanes did not

Theciicum- encompass the Globe, yet by his having, previous to this

navigation yovase, been in the East Indies, he was not many degrees

completed short of having made the circuit. The honour of beino- the

^ ""
first who completed the European navigation round the world,

belongs, however, indisputably to Magalhanes, by his sailing

in a Westerly route beyond the meridian of the Moluccas,

which had before been discovered by an Eastern route.

* The age of jMagaliia?jes, at the time of his death, has not been met with

in any work consulted for this narrative; nor does it appear in tlie Biographical

Dictionaries. In the discourse of Lopes Vaz, (Haliiujt, vol. III. p. 7S9. edit.

1600,) it is said he was born at Punta de la barte, in Portugal: in what part of

Portugal is not specified, but the place seems not to have been thought of

sufficient note to be allowed room in the maps.
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CHAP. III.

Sequel of the Voyage after the Death of Magalhanes.

THE King of Zehu, at the desire of the Spaniards, sent ^^^^^^',

messengers to the Chiefs at Matan to demand the bodies x^->.\.

of their slain, and particularly of the General. But no offers "^^

of reward, though they were desired to name in European

merchandise their own terms, could prevail on them to part

with the body of Magalhanes.

On the first notice of the defeat, ' those who m- ere intrusted

with the care of the factory had the prudence to convey, imme-

diately, all the merchandise to the ships. The next day

Duarte* Barbosa and Juan Serrano were appointed, by

election, joint commanders in chief.

This method of appointment was not uncommon, and is a

specimen of the state of naval regulations in that age.

On Wednesday, May the 1 st, the Christian King sent early May.

in the morning to the ships, to give notice that the jewels in-

tended as a present for the Emperor, were ready for delivery;

and therefore he invited the commanders and officers to an

entertainment on shore, that they might, in due form, receive

the presents into their charge. Such was the purport of the

message : but, in fact, the invitation was made with the

diabolical intention of killing his guests. The opinion he had

at first formed of the Spaniards was wholly changed by their

* Synonymous with Odoardo, i.e. Edward. Ilerrera says, Baibosa was cAosfW

General, Dec 3. 1.9. Tigafetta, that ^arbosa and Serrano were joined in the

chief command.

M defeat.
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3.^ defeat. He no longer placed reliance on their raising him to

1521. superior power, or mamtaining him against his enemies. He
r^^^* wished to make his peace with the King of Matan, and thife'

other Chiefs, who had threatened if he did not treat the

Spaniards as enemies, that they would all join against and

destroy him. By the plot he had formed, he hoped at the

same time to satisfy the Chiefs, and to obtain possession of

the ships and the merchandise in them. In both the contri-

vance and execution, he was encouraged and advised by the

interpreter Enriques, who had been wounded in the battle at

Matan. This man had shewn himself a faithful servant to

Magaliianes ; and, after his master's death, he expected to

have been considered as free ; but some sharp language to a

contrary purpose, given him by the new commander, Barbosa,

it is said instigated him to revenge. Barbosa accepted the in-

vitation of the King of Zelii, contrary to the opinion of Juan

Serrano, who observed, that the presents might have been sent

to the ships, and that it was both dangerous and unnecessary

for so many of their company to trust themselves defenceless

among the Indians so soon after the late disaster. Serrano

seems not to have been gifted with the power of persuasion.

He prevailed as little witli Barbosa as he had before done with

Magalhanes, Barbosa said he was determined to go, and

that all who Avere willing to be of the party might go with him

:

that if Serrano was afraid, he was welcome to consult his own

safety by staying on board. Stung with this reply, Serrano

suffered himself to be provoked out of his discretion, and was

the first to get into the boat. Twenty eight Spaniards went

on shore, and were received by the King with a small retinue.

Carvallo, the pilot, and another Spaniard, seeing the King's

brother, who had been miraculously cured, take the chaplain

* - ta
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to his own house, suspected that evil was intended, and re- chap. 3.

turned to the ships. Tlie rest, as if led by their fate, pi-oceeded '"152!.

to the feast. In the midst of the entertainment, they were set ^^^y*

upon by armed men concealed for the purpose, and fell ^'^^""

victims to the unpiovoked cruelty of their treacherous host;

being, it was supposed, all murdered except Enriques the

interpreter, and Captain Juan Serrano, who, having been

much in favour with the Indians, was spared. San Martin

the astronomer was among the unfortunate guests at this

fatal feast.

The outcries of the victims during the massacre were heard

at the ships ; and soon after the Indians were seen drao-ginf

the dead bodies down to the water-side, and casting them
into the sea. The Spaniards on board immediately weighed

the anchors, and the ships fired upon the town ; in conse-

quence of which the islanders brought Juan Serrano, manacled

and naked, to the nearest part of the shore. He called to his

Countrymen, and begged for his sake that they would desist

from firing, as otherwise he was threatened with immediate

death. He related the fate of his companions, and intreated

to be ransomed, the Indians demanding for his release two

pieces of ordnance. Carvallo, who was the principal officer

remaining, would take no step towards recovering Serrano ; on

the contrary, he would not afterwards suffer any boat from

the ships to approach the shore,- on the pretence that he ap-

prehended farther treachery was meditated by the people of

Zebu. His true reason Pigafetta explains to have been, that by
tlie detention of Sen'ano he expected to become commander in

chief; and this consideration prevailing over every sentiment

of duty and humanity, he gave directions for making sail,

which was done, and the ships ran out of the port, regardless

M g of
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CHAP. 3. of the entreaties of Serrano ; the Spaniards thus basely aban-

1521. doning their commander. AVhat afterwards became of him
^^' was not known ; but there was reason to beheve, from the

cries heard by those on board, that the Indians put him

to death.

The foregoing is the account given of the massacre at Zebu

by Pigafetta* and by Herrera-f-.

Peter Martire relates differently both the cause and the cir-

cumstances. He says, the Captains and about ten more of

the officers Avere at the entertainment, and that many of the

mariners were on shore straggling and dispersed. That he,

Peter Martire, conversed Avith one of the men who escaped

from the shore, by name Martinus de Judicibus, a Genoese,

who believed the misfortune originated in the licentious con-

duct of some of the Spaniards towards the women, the men

of Zebu being of a jealous disposition.

The port they had left, Pigafetta places in latitude 1 0° 1
1'

North + , and longitude l64° West, from the hue of de-

marcation.

BoiroL. The ships sailed to the island Bohol, where they anchored,

at what part it is not easy to ascertain § ; but there is reason

to conclude that it was on the Western side. By the battle at

Matan, and the treachery of the King of Zebu, they had

lost 35
II
men : this, with their loss by sickness, had reduced

their number to 115, which was judged too small a company

for the management and defence of three ships. The Con-

ception being the oldest vessel, and the most infirm, was

* Narrative, p. 128. Fr. Edit. t Decade 3. 1. 1. c. 9

X Tlve charts place it rather more to the North.

^ Herrera says k> leagues from Zebu. Pigafetta, i8 leagues.

11
Herrera, 3. 1. 9.

therefore
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therefore cleared of every thing which could be of use, and chap

burnt. Juan Carvallo Avas chosen commander in chief,

and Goncalo Gomez de Espinosa was made Captain of
the Vitoria.

From Bohol they sailed to the South South West, by an
island called Panilongon *, and continuing their course, arrived

at a place called Chippit, on the Western part of the island

Mindanao f, where they anchored, in 8° North, by Pigafetta s Minda-
account, and 3° West from the port of Zebu. The King of

"'"'•

this part of the island, Mindanao, came to the ships, and as a
sign of amity, he drew blood from his left hand, with which
he touched his breast and the tip of his tongue. The Spaniards
performed the same ceremony. Provisions of all kinds were
plentiful here, except rice, which was the article most wanted
by the ships. The natives cooked their rice in an earthen
vessel in the following manner : they first covered the inside

of the vessel entirely with a large leaf, and then put in the

rice and water, which being covered, was left to boil gently

till the rice acquired a consistence nearly equal to that of our
bread. The people here were Gentiles + ; but vessels belong-
ing to Moor merchants from Malacca and Java frequented
the port.

From Chippit they sailed towards the West South West, Cagayan
and anchored at a small island (by their account 43 leagues

• Pancrlao.

t By Herrera, called Quepindo. Pigafetta says, they ancliored at an island

called Butuan; but he afterwards explains that, where they anchored, was a con-
tinuation of the same land on which \m\% Butuan. The latitudes, longitudes, and
distances given by Pigafetta, do not all accord with each other, and consequently
must disagree with the charts. They are however useful indications in settling

the track, concerning which Pigafetta in this part of his relation, has been much
more circumstantial than Herrera.

J Herrera, 3. i, 9.

from

SoOLOO.
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CHAP. 3. fi-om Chippif, and in latitude 7" 30' North) called Cagayan*.

J. 21 The inhabitants, who were few in number, were Moors exiled

Cagayan from the island Borneo. From Cagayan, the ships steered to-

SooLoo. yr^^^[^ the North West, and came to a large island called

J'uLUAN. Pnluanf, where they procured a sufficient store of rice and

other provisions. With the Chief at Fiiluan, the same cere-

monial was observed as with the King at Chippit. The inha-

bitants, like those of the other islands, went nearly naked.

They were remarkably fond of cock-fighting, and bred many

which were of a large size for that jiurpose, though at the

same time they were held in such a degree of superstitious

veneration, that they were never eaten. They delighted in

ornamenting themselves with trinkets, such as rings, small

brass chains, and bells. A circumstance remarked more to

their credit Avas, that almost every man cultivated his owu

field.

At Puluan the Spaniards made enquiry for the island

Bor?ieo ; but the natives at first evaded giving them infor-

mation. It afterwards appeared that the island Puluan was

subject to a Mahometan Prince, who Avas sovereign oi Borneo,

or more probably of part of that island, and who resided at

the city of Borneo. At length, Avith some difficulty, a Moor

pilot was procured to direct them. From him they learnt

that ' to the nearest part of Borneo it Avas ten leagues, and

* There are two islands of this name, Cagayan and Cagayan Soo/00. The

latter is the island at which the Spaniards anchored. The other Cagayan is

above 2° more to the North.

-|- Named in the charts Pulanan or Paragna, and in some Falaran. Pigafctta

gives for its latitude 9' 20' North, which he must have intended for the body of

the island, and not for the place of their anchorage, which appears to have

been near the South part.

' thirty
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< thirty to the city; Avhich gave the Spaniards much satisfac- chap. 3.

• tion, because they knew that they should there obtain notice
' of the Moluccas "^-J

The foregoing quotation fiom Herrera, is an additional
proof how much they were in the dark respecting the situation
of those islands. The distance to Borneo and to the city spoken
of, is more correctly given in Pigafetta, who says, ' from
' Fiiluan, having sailed 1 leagues to the South West, we saw
* land, which Ave coasted at least 50 leagues before we found
' an anchoring place/

On July 8th, the ships entered a port in latitude 5° 15' July.

North f, keeping boats to sound before them, on account of Borneo

the shallowness of the water. They anchored a league within

the entrance, being then distant from the city of Borneo
three leagues ::|:.

The morning after they anchored, three boats, the prows of pth.

which were carved in imitation of serpents heads, and gilt,

came from the shore to the ships, with trumpets sounding,

kettle-drums, and other loud music. The people in them sar

luted the Spaniards by taking off their silk bonnets^ which
were so small that they scarcely covered the crown of their

heads. It being understood that a secretary of the King of
Borneo, was in one of the boats, he was saluted by the firing

of cannon. The secretary enquired from Avhence the ships

were, and what Avas their business. He Avas answered that

• Herrera, 3. 1.9.

t Pigafella gives the latitude 5° 15' North, which is not far from the
truth. The longitude he makes 1760 40' AVest from the meridian of partition;

which, compared with his other longitudes, is too much to the West, being
1 £• 40' West from the port of Zebu.

X It Is remarkablcj that the Portuguese likewise discovered the island Bomea
this same year.

they
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CHAP. 3. they were vassals of the King of Spain, who had come with

1521. commodities to trade; and samples of their merchandise

'^"^^' were shown to him. The Spanish commander sent by the se-

cretary a present for the King, of a crimson velvet cloak, a

chair ornamented Avith blue velvet, and other things ; and

to himself and officers he likewise made presents. Provi-

sions after this Avere soon brought off to the ships, arid

Tariou« kinds of liquors : among others, " The wine of rice,

which," Pigafetta says, " is as clear as water, but so strong

that many of our people were intoxicated with it. They call

it Arach." The King of Borneo, whose name was Siripada,

was so well pleased with the presents, ^nd with what was

reported to him concerning the strangers, that he sent to

the Spanish commander to desire that two of the Spaniards

should come to the city, that he might see them. This re-

quest was gladly complied with, and Espinosa, Captain of the

Vitoria, went on shore, being furnished with presents and six

attendants (one of whom was Antonio Pigafetta, the author

of the narrative so often quoted). They were received by a

large body of men armed with bows and arrows, sabres,

shields, and breast-plates of tortoise-shell. An elephant was

brought to the landing place, on whose back was fixed a

wooden castle, in which were five or six armed men. The

elephant being trained, stooped for the convenience of those

whom he carried to alight, and Goncalo de Espinosa, with his

retinue, entered the castle. He was carried to the King, who,

when he had satisfied his curiosity, dismissed him with a pre-

sent of Chinese damask.

Pigafetta speaks highly of the riches and magnificence of

the court of Borneo *. No one Avas allowed to have direct

* Gomara likewise says, the King of Borneo was always served in gold, eilver,

X)r porcelain, fol. 54.

communication
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Borneo.

communication by speech with the King, except his Queen c h a p. 3.

and sons. Every other person who had any thing to impart 1521.

to the monarch, addressed himself first to some courtier, his

immediate superior in rank, who made the matter known to

another, a degree his superior ; and thus, step by step, it

ascended to a minister who might unfold the business to

his sovereign by means of a tube placed in the wall. In this

manner Espinosa's conversation Avas conducted, through the

intervention of one of the King's secretaries. The modes of

expression among the people of Borneo must have been re-

markably jirecise, if the representations of any of the lower

class of subjects reached the fovereign with unaltered meaning.

Espinosa, at his return, reported that the city was very popu-

lous, and advised, that, till they Avere better acquainted with

the inhabitants and their customs, the ships should remain at

a distance.

The inhabitants were Moors, (Mahometans). The city, Piga-

fetta says, contained twenty-five thousand families. Its situa-

tion was not merely by the sea-side, but below the high-water-

mark ; the houses, which were of wood, being constructed on

posts, to keep them out of the water. When the tide came
in, all communication through the city was carried on by

boats. The king's house, and the houses of a few of the

principal people, stood on dry land. Before the King's

house, which was built of stone, there was a strong brick wall,

or parapet, with embrasures in the manner of a fortress, on

which (the French translation of the Ainbrosian manuscript

says) were mounted fifty-six pieces of brass, and six of iron,

ordnance*.

* Bombardes de bronze et de fer. p. 1451

N Besides
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CHAP. 3. Besides this city, there was another city belonging to the

1521. earUer inhabitants (properly the natives) who, in the Spanish

account are called Gentiles, and were worshippers of the sun

and moon. This last was larger than the one inhabited by the

Mahometans, and each had their separate King independent

of the other. The houses of the Gentiles, like those of the

Mahometans, rested on posts, which were washed by the tide.

Such Avas the enmity Avhich subsisted between the two cities,

that scarcely a day passed in Avhich quarrels did not occur.

This part of Borneo was extremely fruitful, producing rice,

sugar, and great variety of fruits ; ginger, camphire, mirabo-

lanes, Avax, and gums. They had elephants, camels, horses,

buffaloes, asses, sheep, and goats ; geese, poultry, ravens, and

many kinds of birds. The people appeared to be rich in gold,

pearls, and jewels. They make porcelain with a light coloured

earth, which they bake under-ground above fifty years ; so

that it is proverbial amongst them, that they do not make

porcelain for themselves, but for their posterity. It was said

that poison, being put into any of the porcelain vases of this

country, immediately broke them. They highly prized Eu-

ropean commodities, especially glass, arms, copper, iron nails,

linen, and quicksilver, Avhich last they used medicinally.

Both Moors and Gentiles bathed often. They understood

letters, and wrote on a paper made of the bark of trees*.

The King never Avent abroad, except to the chace, or to war.

\Vhen to the latter, his station Avas, by established custom,,

always in the front of the battle ] ; not because it Avas the

post of honour, but that their Kings might not be fond of

making Avar.

* Uerrera, 3. 1. 10. t Ibid, aud Gomara, 1st. de Indies, fol. 54.

As
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As the people of Borneo continued friendly, the Spaniards <5hap. 3.

became more unreserved in their intercourse. There beino- '

'^'-^

occasion to caulk the ships, five men were sent to the Moor ^''^n'^°-

city to purchase wax to make a cement that should answer July.

the purpose of pitch. Three days elapsed without the men
returning, which created much apprehension in the ships.

This was increased by the appeaiance of some junks, the

largest vessels used in that part of India, entering the port

and anchoring near them. The morning after the arrival of
these vessels, (Monday, July 29th,) above 150 small vessels

were seen coming from the shore. The Spaniards, afraid of
being attacked on all sides, got under sail, and with so much
haste, that they left one of their anchors in the ground.

They then attacked the junks, two of which they captured,

the crews abandoning them. The smaller craft, on the firino-

of the guns, retreated, and the other junks, to escape from
the Spaniards, ran aground.

The ships continued near the port of Borneo, and on the

Sift, they made prize of another junk, in which were 100
men, five women, and a young child. Amongst the men was '

one of the King of Borneo's generals, who was said to be a
son of the King of Z/<;:o?i (LtcconiaJ, besides other Moors of

consequence. Some of these prisoners, the Moor general

being of the number, were sent on shore with a message to Augud.

their King, purporting, that if the Spaniards who were de-

tained, were not returned to the ships, every vessel coming

to the port should be destroyed. In consequence of this, two

out of the five Spaniards were sent on board ; but the Moor
King Avould not part Avith the other three. The ships con-

tinued some days longer blocking up the port; at length,

N 2 after
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CHAP. 3. after plundering and destroying some vessels of small value, it

1521. was determined to prosecute the voyage.
Borneo.

j^ must have been owing to mismanagement on the part of

the Spaniards, after getting so many of the natives into their

possession, some of whom were people of the first conse-

quence, that all their own men were not recovered. Pigafetta

says, that Carvallo, without consulting any one, released the

principal prisoner (the King's general) ; and that it Avas after-

wards discovered to have been done for a sum of money.

This does not, hoAvever, appear very probable, as among

the Spaniards detained on shore there was a son of Carvallo'.

Sixteen men and three women, of the Borneo prisoners, M'ere

kept in the ships ; the women with the intention of presenting

them to the Queen of Spain.

Conformably to the resolution taken, Avkich the expiring

authority of Carvallo had not poAver to control, they steered

to the North East, along the coast of Borneo, retracing part

of their former route, in search of a port Avhere they might

conveniently repair the ships. As they Avere thus sailing Avith

fine Aveather, the Trinidad grounded on a shoal, near an

island called Bibalon, where she stuck some time, but floated

off Avith the rising of the tide. Shortly after, they took a junk

bound to Borneo, Avith a lading of 30,000 cocoa-nuts.

Herrera says, they put into a bay on the coast of Borneo.

According to Pigafetta's account, they found a port at an

island betAveen the North Cape of Borneo, and an island called

Chnhonhon, in 8' 7' North. At this port they j-emained near

fix Aveeks to refit. No mention is made of inhabitants being

seen during that time, and it is probable that there Avere not

atiy of the human kind on the island. They saAv crocodiles,

6 and
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and wild boars, and killed one of the latter as it was swimmino- chap. 3,

in its passage from one island towards another. They like- ^^i
~'

wise found turtle, oysters, and other shell-fish of various kinds. Borneo.

A tree is mentioned here, the leaves of which, even those that

fall, are animated. They resemble the leaves of the mulberry
tree, but are rather longer ; the petals are short and pointed,

and there groAvs on each side something resembling two short

feet ; they shrink from the touch. Pigafetta relates, that he

kept one of them in a box nine days ; when the lid was taken

off, it travelled quite round the box, and he was of opinion

that it lived upon, air *, Herrera speaks of the same tree,

' whose leaves falling on the earth, move like worms.'

When the ships were ready for sea, Carvallo was, by general

consent, deposed from the command. Herrera says, for

not observing the royal regulations (regemientos reaksj.

Espinosa was appointed commander in chief, and Juan

Sebastian del CanOy a native of Bisca2/,,who, at the departure

of the fleet from Spain, was master of the Conception, was

made Captain of the Vitoria.

The day after they left the island, they took a junk from.

Borneo, in which was the Governor of the island Puhian.

They exacted for his ransom four hundred measures of rice,

twenty hogs, as many goats, 150 fowls, and other provisions,

the receiving of which detained them seven days. After he

had paid the price of his liberty, the Spaniards, in remem-

brance of his kindness to them when they were at Puluan,

made him some valuable presents, and they separated content

with each other.

* 'Narrative, of Pigafetta, p. 154. Fr, Edit, and Herrera^ Dec. 3. 1. 10.

The
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c H A p. 3. rp^Q
ships sailed towards the East, and again came near

1521. Cagayan Sooloo, passing to the North of that island, whence

thej steered East by South. This course carried them in

sioht of some small islands, near to which the sea appeared as

if covered with heibs *. They saw to the West two islands,

Zolo (Sooloo), and another which Pigafetta calls Taghimaf.

Pioafetta says, that on these islands the finest pearls were

found. He heard at Bor-neo, that the King of that country

had married a daughter of the King of Zolo, who one day

described to her husband two pearls of extraordinary size that

were in her father's possession. The King of Borneo conceived

a passionate desire to obtain them, and went with 500 vessels

full of armed men to Zolo, where he seized on his father-in-law,

and several of his family, whose release could no otherwise be

obtained than by the delivery of the admired pearls. These

pearls were said to be ' as large as hens eggs, and so perfectly

' round, that when placed on a smooth, level table, they were

' never at res-t %.'

* Islands to the West and West North West of Basseelan Island.

t The name of Taginio is given to the island now called Basseelan, in a chart

of the Eastern Asiatic Islands in Dudley's Arcana del Mare.

t Mr. Dalrijmplc, in his account of the Sooloo pearl fishery, mentions pearls

of extraordinary size; not so large indeed as those Pigafetta speaks of, nor similar

in shape. The Manangcij, a large shell fish, by some of our voyagers denominated

the ISleic Holland Cockle, produces large pearls. Mr. Dalri/mple says, the most

beautiful of them that he ever saw, was one belonging to Lord Pigot, which

weighed 8 dwt. 1 7 grs. , and was i% of an inch long, and || of an inch in diame-

ter."
' Lord Pigot had one of the Manangcij pearls sawed through the middle

;

'
it was very dull, and indeed quite opake on the outside, but in the center was

' found one of the cut's eye kind, about the size of a pea ; it is, therefore, probable

' that all the Manangcy pearls have such a centre.' Historical Collecliou of the

uveral Voyages and Discoveries in the South Pacific Ocean, Vol. I.

It
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It is not clear whether the ships passed between Basseelan c h a p. 3.

and the Sooloo Islands, or between Basseelan and the coast 1521.

of Mindanao. The seeing the Sooloo Islands to the West,
October.

appears to favour the former supposition ; but Pigafetta after-

wards relates, that they sailed by two villages, Cavit and

Suhanin, on the coast of Minda7iao, and by an island named

Monoripa^, the inhabitants of which had no houses, but lived

always in boats. After passing these, they steered towards the

North East, keeping near the coast of Mindanao, for a town

called Maingdanao, where they hoped to obtain information

of the route to the Moluccas. With this view they seized a

bark of the country, unfortunately not without her making

resistance, by which seven^ out of eighteen men, composing

her crew, were killed, and the rest Avere made prisoners.

Amongst them were some of the chiefs of Mindanao. On
the intelligence procured so much at the expense of humanity,

Espinosa altered the course towards the South East.

In this direction they passed near four islands, whose names

were Ciboco, Biraham-bafolach, Sarangani, and Candigar. They

anchored in a port near the middle of Sarangani, on the side

towards Ca/i(%a/-. This port Pigafetta places in 5° 09' North
-f-,

and 50 leagues distant from Cavit. The inhabitants were

Gentiles. The ships stopped at the island one day, (October

28th). Here likewise they forcibly detained two other Indians

to serve them as pilots. The Spaniards seem to have thought

themselves justified, either by their quarael with the people of

Bor7ieo, or by the importance of their pursuit, to use violence

* Subanin, ami Monoripa Island, are probably the same witli Samboangan,

and Manalipa fsland of the present charts.

•f Sarangani and Candigar are in latitude 5° 2 5' North.

against
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Naveuiber.

CHAP. 3. against any Indians they Avere strong enough to overpower,

1521. whenever it Avould procure them convenience. By the direc-

tion of the new pilots, the ships steered South South West

from Sarangani, and passed through among eight islands,

some of them inhabited, and some desert, which formed a

kind of street *, at the end of Avhich was a fine island named

Sanghir-]: The wind was here contrary ; and whilst they were

near this island, the Sai^angani pilots, and some of their Min-

danao prisoners, though they were kept fettered, jumped over-

board in the night with their irons on, and one of them with

a small child, his son, hoping to make their escape to the

shore. The Spaniards were afterwards informed, that the child,

not being able to keep himself on his father's back, was

drowned.

Continuing to the South, they passed near five islands,

named Chcoma, Carachita, Para, Zangalura, and Ciau, which

last was -reckoned to be distant 10 leagues from Sanghir.

There is on Ciau, a mountain, not very high, but of consi-

derable extent. They passed an island named Paghinzara,

on which were three high mountains ; and 1 2 leagues to the

East, they found an island named Talaiit, with two smaller

islands, both inhabited, named Zoar and Mean :|:.

* Narrative of PIgafctta, p. 160. Fr. Edit. Their names are given Cheava,

Cavino, Cahian, Camanucn, Cahaluzao, Chsai, Lipaii, and Niiza.

t Pigafetla says, it is in latitude 3" 30' North ; its distance from Sarangani

27 leagues ; and that it was divided between four Princes or Rajahs.

X Pigafctta's Narrative, p. 160 to i6'2. The three last named are the Talautse

islands. Many of tlie islands, mentioned by Pigafetta, may be recognised in the

present charts, but with some variation from the situations and names assigned

to them by him. The irregular order in which some of the islands are named,
may be owing either to Pigafetta speaking of them from report only, or to the

traverse made in their course, in consequence of contrary or variable winds.

Wednesday,
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Wednesday, November 6th, four high islands were seen to the c h a p. 3.

East, which the Spaniards learnt from one of their Indian 1521.

pilots, who, having been wounded, could not, with the rest. Islands^

attempt his escape, were the Molucca Islands so long sought November.

after.

On Friday the 8 th, in the afternoon, the two ships anchored Tidore.

at the island Tidore, (one of the Moluccas,) close to a town, in

20 fathoms, and saluted with a discharge of all their cannon.

The same afternoon, people came from the King of Tidore,

to enquire concerning the ships ; and, on hearing that they

were Spaniards, expressed much satisfaction at their arrival.

The next day, the King, whose name was Almanzor, went ^th.

oif in a boat, seated under a silk awning, and made a tour

round the ships. Espinosa, to show him respect, sent boats to

meet him, and he afterwards went on board the Capitana Avith

his attendants. He was richly dressed in embroidered linen

and silks. As he entered the ship, he held his nostrils closed,

being a Mahometan, on account of the smell of the hogs

which were on board. The Spaniards behaved to him with

the greatest attention, kissing his hand, and saluting with

their cannon. They made him, in the name of the Emperor,

a magnificent present of velvets, cloths, glasses, cutlery, and ^

other European commodities. His attendants likewise were

remembered. Leave was demanded in form by the Spaniards

to trade in his island, which was immediately granted. The

King said, he had, some time before, dreamt that vessels from

a far distant laud would anive at his country * ; and he had

thereupon examined the moon, the appearance of which had

* The Portuguese, in the Moluccas, had received from Europe news of the

sailing of Magalhanes,

O assured
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^^'1^1 ^; assured him of the speedy accomphshment of his dream. To

1521-' the bows and sakitations made him, he never returned the
Molucca . • t • ^ i • 1

Islands. Slightest mchnation of his head, and was particularly careful

iSv^m^ber
^^ avoid stooping, as being an action unsuitable to his dignity.

He, however, embraced the commanders; advised them to

anchor their ships nearer to the town, and, at taking leave,

expressed himself much satisfied with his reception.

After this visit, the Spaniards landed, and purchased pro-

visions of the natives. Four days after their arrival, they began

to enquire for spices, of which they hoped to procure a cargo

:

but several days passed without their obtaining more thaa

four quintals*, which the people at Tidore valued at two ducats..

This scarcity made them think of departing to seek for a cargo

at the other islands ; Avhich, when the king heard, he went on

board to the Spanish commander, and informed him, that

though there was not then at Tidore a sufficient quantity of

cloves dried to furnish the ships, he had, however, sent to

collect spices from the other islands. He promised solemnly,

that if they remained in his port,, and would engage not to

seek for spices elsewhere, they should be with him in perfect

safety, and he Avould procure for them the quantity necessary

to complete their lading. To these conditions the Spanish

commander assented. Two Moors then brought a box into

the sliip, of as much weight as a single man could lift with

both hands, and enveloped in a silk covering, so that what it

contained could not be seen ; but it was supposed to be the

Alcoran. Almanzor puthis hands on the box, then laid them

on his head, and to his breast, in confirmation of the covenant

they had made. Goncalo de Espinosa likewise swore, before

* The quintal is 100 lbs.

an
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an image of the Virgin Mary, to be faithful to lijs agreement, chap. 3.

It was farther stipulated, that Almanzor was to be a constant j .^i.

friend to the Kings of Castile, and that the Spaniards were Molucca
^

. .
Islands.

a^'ways to come to Tidore, in preference to going to the other Tidore.

islands for spices ; and they Avere to be furnished -at a November.

certain fixed price, to be paid in cloths, linens, and other

merchandise.

At the request of the King of Tidore, the three female

prisoners, and all the men prisoners excepting those of Borneo,

were liberated. Another mark of attention shewn by the

Spaniards to this Chief, was, the killing all their hogs, which

was done under the deck, that the Moors might not be

offended with the sight ; the dislike manifested by them for

these animals being so great, that if by accident they met one,

they always shut their eyes and held their noses.^ For this

sacrifice the King made them ample compensation by a large

present of goats and poultry.

The islands, comprehended under the name of the Moluccas*

y

were only five, Terrenate, Tidore, Motir, Maqiiion, and Bachian

or Patian. They lie near the West coast of a large island

called Gilolo, and in a similar direction nearly North and

South. They are in sight one from the other, except Bachian,

which is the largest, and is not seen from any of the other

islands. They are all, Maquian excepted, rendered remarkable

* Some authors are of opinion, that the name for these islands is properly

Mo/oc, which, in the language of the natives, signifies head or chief; they being

esteemed the principal, among several groupes of islands, in the same seas.

Others derive the name from Maluco, an Arabic word, signifying (par excellence)

the kingdom. Argensola, Coiiq. de las Malucas, lib. i.

They were called las Malucas by the Spanish writers at the time of their

discovery, and long after : latterly the Spaniards have written the name las

Molucas.

2 by
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November,

CHAP, 3. by pyramidical mountains resembling sugar loaves, which are

1521, highest at Terrenate* and Tidore.

Molucca Herrera has given the latitudes of the Molucca Islands very
Islands. " ^

Tidore. incorrectly. Pigafetta has placed Terrenate in 0° 40' North,

Tidore 0° 2?' North, Motir exactly under the equinoctial line,

Machian 0° 15' South, and Bachian 1° South -j-.

By Pigafetta's account, Tidore was in longitude 161 degrees

West from the meridian of demarcation, " which line of divi-

" sion," he says, "is 30 degrees to the West of the first me-
" ridian, and the first meridian is 3 degrees to the West of

" Cape VerdX" By this way of reckoning, Pigafetta makes

the longitude of Tidore 194" West from Cape Verd; cor-

responding to 1481 East of Greenwich, which is about 21

degrees more Eaft than their position as at present established.

Herrera, in his Descripciones de las Ind. Occid. has reckoned

the Moluccas at 194 degrees of longitude West from the

meridian of Toledo % which is about 35 degrees East of their

real situation.

The spices produced at the Moluccas were cloves, ginger,

mace, cinnamon, and nutmegs, all of which grew there with

little cultivation. The cloves grew on the mountains, and were

supposed to receive nourishment from the clouds with which

* The mountain at Terrenate is a volcano. Argensola says it generally emitted

fire at the time of the equinoxes.

i- The first four are in North latitude, between the equator and 1° North.

Bachian, which is larger than the other four islands taken collectively, is South

of the Equator.

\ French translation from the Ambrosian manuscript. Tliis is- placing the

meridian of demarcation 6 degrees more West than the terms of agreement be-

tween the Spaniards and Portuguese specify. Several old Spanish charts have

the meridians of paitition or demarcation marked 30° and 2 x 0°.

^ Cap. 26.

they
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they were frequently environed. Gilolo, and other islands in chap. 3,

the neighbourhood, likewise produced cloves, but of an inferior
*—"^'~—

'

* 1^21.
quality to those of the Mo/«ccas. Molucca
The clove tree, as described by Pigafetta, is moderately

^tI'dore.'

tall ; the trunk is about the thickness of a man's body ; the November.

branches extend most from the middle, diminishing upwards

so as to give to the tree a pyramidical form. The leaves re-

semble those of the laurel ; the bark is of an olive colour

;

the cloves grow in clusters of from ten to twenty at the end of

the smaller branches. The tree yields more fruit on one side

than on the other, according to the season. They are gathered

twice in the year, about the times of our Midsummer and

Christmas. The cloves are at first white, they become red in

ripening, and black as they are dried. The tree thrives only

on the mountains, and perishes when transplanted to the lower

grounds. The leaves, bark, and wood of the tree have as

much odour and savour as the fruit itself The fruit, if not

gathered at its proper maturity, grows so hard, that no part

of it will remain good, excepting the outside. When first ga-

thered, the natives moisten them with salt-water*. The

greatest quantity of cloves are produced at Terrenate, which

is esteemed the principal island.

The Moors had established themselves at the Moluccas

about 50 years before: they had likewise conquered the

greater part of Giloltf, and had founded on that island two

Moorish sovereignties. There was a King of the Gentiles at

Gilolo, called Raja Papuaj-, who inhabited the interior part

of the island, and was said to have much gold in his pos-

session.

* HerrerOj 3. i. 11. f Pigafetta,

November
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<;nAP. 3. November 13th, a Portuguese, named Pietro Alfonso de

1521. Lorosa, arrived from the island Terrenate, and went onboard
Molucca

^y^^ Spanish ships. He had been sixteen years in the Indies,
Islands. ' '^ -^

TruoiiE. the last ten of which he had passed at the Moluccas, wdiere

° ' ^^ ' he came with the first discoverers. From Lorosa, the Spaniards

learnt that the news of the undertaking of Magalhanes, and

of his having sailed from Seville, had reached the Moluccas

nearly twelve months before them : and that the Portuguese

in India had received orders to oppose the Spaniards ; but the

wars in which they were engaged in other parts of India, fur-

nished them with too much employment to allow of their

sending, at this time, a force to the Moluccas sufficient 'for

such a purpose. Francisco Serrano, the discoverer, and first

Portuguese commander at Terrenate, had been dead eight

months, and it was supposed that he had been poisoned by

the King of Tidore, in revenge for having assisted the people

of Terrenate against him. The widow of Serrano, a native of

oava, with two children, which she had by him, were seen

by Pigafetta.

Among the articles of information given by Lorosa, one

was, that a caraval and two junks, belonging to the Portuguese,

had arrived but a short time before at tlie Moluccas : that the

junks Avent to the island Bachian for cloves; where seven Por-

tuguese, who were in them, taking some liberties with the

women of the island, were killed by the natives, Avho after-

wards seized the junks, with 400 bahars of cloves which the

Portuguese had purchased, and merchandise sufficient for the

purchase of 1 00 more. Those in the caraval, on hearing what

had happened to the junks, sailed from the Moluccas.

Jjorosa asked permission of the Spanish commander to em-

bark
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bark with his Avife in the Spanish ships, and to return with chap. 3.

them to Europe, which was granted. 1521.

A warehouse had been constructed on shore for the Spa- icf!'^^.*

niards, that they might more conveniently dispose of their Tidore.

merchandise ; but the ships did not begin to take in cloves

(except the small quantity already mentioned) till the 26th.

In the mean time, the King of Terrenate, Avhose name was

CoRALA, and Luzuf, one of the kings of Gilolo, paid a visit to

the ships. It is said that they both, and likewise other chiefs,

voluntarily declared themselves to be the allies and vassals* of

the King of Castile.

The Mahometan sovereigns at these islands took to them--
,

selves a great number of women, almost every family of any

consequence being required to subscribe one female to the

seraglio of their prince. One of them only enjoyed the title

of wife. LuzuF was reported to have 600 children. Alman-

zoRf the King of Tidore, had only 26 ; but he was originally a

Gentile, and had been not long converted to Mahomedism
f-.

On the 25th, a large quantity of cloves arrived at Tidore

from the other islands, in consequence of the exertions made

by the king Almanzor, who had himself been to hasten them.

The next day, the King invited the Spaniards to a feast on Nov. 26th.

shore, it being customary, he said, at Tidore, when a vessel

took on board the first of her lading, to give an entertainment

to the merchants and mariners. This invitation recalled to

mind the fatal feast at Zebu, and the Spaniards prudently

answered it with acknowledgments and excuses.

The comparative estimation in which the different European

commodities were held by the natives, appears from the fol-

* Herrera, 3. 1. 11. f Conq. dt las Malucas.

lowing
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CHAP. 3.

1521.

Molucca
Islands.
TlDORE.

lowing rates which were settled as the price of a bahar of

cloves, (the bahar being 406 lbs. i. e. four cantari^ or quintals,

of lOOlbs. each, and 6 lbs.)

Red cloth of a good quality - 10 yards

Cloth of an inferior quality - - 15 yards

Linen - - ^6 yards

Drinking-giasses ----- 35 For

Hatchets -----.-15 one bahar

Guzerat cloth - 10 yards (406 lbs.)

Knives -------- 150 of cloves.

Timbrels of their own country - 3

^Quicksilver -------17 cathil

(the cathil is 2 lbs.)

The Spaniards derived part of their merchandise from the

Indian vessels they had plundered ; and their cargo was, in

like manner, furnished in part from the plunder of tlie Portu-

guese junks at Bachian.

Whilst they traded for spices, provisions were not neglected,

the Moluccas abounding in all the usual productions of the

other islands in those seas. The water with which the ships

were supplied at Tidore, was from a hot spring, and exceedingly

warm when first taken vip, but became cold after being exposed

a short time to the air. There were bees at Tidore not larger

than common flies: they made their hives in the trunks of

trees^ and the honey was remarkably good.

The houses at Tidore were like those seen by the Spaniards

at the other islands, but not so much elevated above the

ground. They './ere enclosed within cane hedges. The women,

Pigafetta thought ugly : the men were, nevertheless, strongly

inchned to jealousy. The natives used for clothing, cottons,

6 silks,
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silks, &c. besides winch they made a cloth of the baik of a chap. 3.

tree, which they first soaked, and then beat. ^..^^

By the middle of December, the ships had completed their J^ecember.

Molucca,
cargoes ; and, during the latter part of the time, spices fell so Islands.

much in price, that a baharwas bought for two ells of riband. ^^°*^^^"

Preparations were now made for sailing ; and the princes of

the is\a.nds, Abmnzor, Luzuf, and Corala, with the King of J3a-

chian, delivered letters and presents to the Spanish commander

for the Emperor. The presents consisted of spices, some young

men, natives of the Moluccas, and various productions of the

islands. The King of Bachlan sent two dead birds preserved,

which were of extraordinary beauty. In size, they were not

larger than the thrush : the head was small, Avith a long bill

;

the legs were of the thickness of a common quill, and a span

in length ; the tail resembled that of the thrush ; they had no

Avings, but in the place where wings usually are, they had tufts

of long feathers, of different colours; all the other feathers

were dark. The inhabitants at the Moluccas had a tradition

that this bird came from Paradise, and they called it Bolon-

dinata, Avhich signifies the bird of God. Gomara relates some

marvellous things concerning this bird, and that it was called

Mamucos.

Wednesday, December I8th, was the time fixed for the

departure of the ships. When the day arrived, the Kings of

the islands went on board to take a farewell of their European

friends, and proposed to accompany them as far as to a small

island near Tidore, named Mare. The Vitoria M'as the first

ship under sail, the anchor of the Trinidad sticking so firmly

in the ground, that it could with difficulty be weighed.

"^Vhilst her people were endeavouring to effect this, it was

perceived that she had sprung a leak, and that the Avater

P . was
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1521.

December.
Molucca
Islands.
TlDOEE,

Tlie Vitoria

sails for

Europe.

was flowing fast into the hold ; but where it entered could

not be discovered. In consequence of this event, the sailing

was postponed, and the Vitoria resumed her former station.

The King of Tidore sent for men who were excellent divers, to

assist in examining the ship's bottom. Pigafetta relates, that

these men dived with their hair loose, because they imagined

that the water entering the ship, would draw the hair to that

part, and indicate the place of the leak. Several days were

occupied in unsuccessful endeavours to remedy the defect..

At length it was judged necessary that the cargo should be

taken out of the Trinidad, in order to careen her. As this

would unavoidably be a work of much time, a separation was

agreed upon, and it was determined that the Vitoria should

proceed, without delay, to Europe, by the Cape of Good

Hope ; and that the Trinidad, after she was repaired, should

sail to the Eastward for Panama.

The letters from the Kings of Tidore^ and the other islands,

with the presents for the Emperor, were put on board the

Vitoria, and as it was apprehended that she was too deeply

laden, 60 quintals of cloves were taJvcn out* of her, and landed;

at the house designed for lodging the cargo and equipage o£'

the Trinidad.

The day of separation being arrived, the King of Tidore

sent two pilots on board the Vitoria to conduct her clear of

the islands in the neighbourhood. The forenoon Avas employed

by the company of the Trinidad in writing letters to their

friends in Spain. At noon the Vitoria sailed, and at parting,

the two ships saluted each other with a mutual discharge of

their cannon.

Herrera dates the sailing of the Vitoria at the beginning of

the year 1522 ; Pigafetta, near the end of December 1521.

6 Her
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December.

Her equipage, Pigafetta says, consisted of 47 Europeans, chap. 3.

(himself being of the number) and 13 Indians*. There re- 1521.

mained with the Trinidad 53 Europeans.

One of the King of Tidore's people, who went with the

Vitoria to the island Mare, procured a suppl}-^ of wood to be

immediately brought to her, and she proceeded on her voyage

homeward bound.

Their track from the Moluccas to Timor is passed over by

Herrera with a short general notice. By Pigafetta it is given

loosely, and not with much accuracy ; but in the route he

names islands, some, which Avere seen by them, and some, of

which he received information, Avith circumstances indicative

of their situation, that are not in the latest charts ; and his

account appears to merit being consulted in the navigation of

those seas. It is therefore transcribed without abridgment

in the note-j- subjoined; and, to make it more clear, separate

from

* Heirera states the number that sailed in the Vitoria from the Moluccas to

have been 60, the ship's company, ' and' some natives of the islands. Several

reasons, which cannot be explained without being more minute than the occasion

demands, are in favour of the number mentioned by Pigafetta.

f The Navigation of the Vitoriafrom the 3Ioluccas to the island Timor. Frtm
the Narrative of Pigafetta.—N. B. The remarks inclosed within hooks are added.

' The pilots said the time of the year (the end of December) was favourable

' for the passage among the islands, and that we ought not to defer our depar-
' ture. From Tidore we went first to Mare, a small island : thence continuing

' our route [on what course is not mentioned] we sailed through between a
' nimiber of islands, whose names are Chacouan, Lugoma, Sico, Gioglii, Caphi,
' Laboan [probably Labuhat-hill in Bachiaii], ToUnian, Titameti, Bachian, (one
' of the Moluccas,) Latalata, [to the North o^ Bachian, and must have been first

' passed,] Jabobi, Mata, and Batutiga. We passed to the West of this last,

and steered West South West. We saw some small islands to the South The
' pilots said it was necessaiy to anchor during the night, to avoid the danger of
' running upon shoals. We stood then to the South East, and came to an island

P 2 'in
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1521.

December.

CHAP. 3. from the circumstances of the narrative with which it is not

necessarily connected.

After

' in latitude 2 degrees South, [the French translation says 3 degrees South, the

' copy in Ramusio 2 degrees,] called Sulack, 53 leagues from Tidore. [In Robert-

' soil's chart, three islands are named Xulla, with different additions. Two of

' them seem to have been taken for one island, and designed by Pigafetla, under
' the name of Suluch.']

' Near Stilach are other islands [it is not said whether the Vitoria saw any of

' them] ; their names Si/an, Noselao, Biga, jltulabaon, Leitimor, [a part of the

' island jimhoyna,'] Tenetum, Gonda, Kai/ahuru, Maiiadan, and Benaya.
' We afterwards coasted the islands of Lamatola [Lissamatida in the charts]

' and Tmetum ; and having run in the same direction 10 leagues from Siilach, we
* came to a large island called Buru, [in the charts Bouro,'] where we anchoredl

' Buru is in 3° 30' South, 75 leagues from the Moluccas.

' Ten leagues towards the East from Buru is a larger island, which approaches

' to Gilolo, and is called Ambon. [By the large island Ambon, East of Bum,
' I'igafetta must have intended Ccrani and Aniboi/na, supposing them to be

* joined.']

Between Ambon and Buru are three islands, surrounded with shoals, called

Vudie, Kailaruru, and Benai/a ; and four leagues South of Buru, is the small

island Amhalao. [Between Ceram and Bouro, in the charts of M. D'Apres and

M. Bougainville, are three islands, Menipe, Kelang, and Bona, and to the South

the island Amblan.J

Thirty-tive leagues from .j5«ri/. South by West, lay Banda,\\llh 13 other islands

[The situation of the Banda islands arc worse described than any other place in

this account. Pigafetta's notice of them is only from report, and he must have

misapprehended the intelligence given hinij as they are to the East South East

from Bouro.'\ The largest is Zoroboa : the others are Univcru, Pulan, Baracaiij

Lailaca, Mamican, Man, and Meut. Ckclicel, Saniananpi, Pulai, Puluru, and

Rasogkin. The last five are small. They are near to each other. The latitude

of Banda is 6" South, longitude 2° 30' West of Tidore. We did not go to them

as they v^'ere out of our route.

From Buru, steering South West by AVest, in. 8° South, we arrived at threa

islands near each other. Zolot, Nocemamor, and Galian. AMiiist we were

sailing in the midst of these islands, a violent tempest obliged us to piit before

the wind, and brought us to an island of good elevation, which was called Mallua,

wljere we anchored. Mallua is in 8° 30' South, longitude 8° 40' West, from

Tidore. [Pigafetta places Tidore 161° West from the line of demarcation^ and

Mallua 169° 40' West, from the same line.]

From.
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"

After sailing by a number of islands they came to one named ,^" ^^'^
^.

Sulach, in Q' South, inhabited by Gentiles. Pigafetta says, 15".

they and the inhabitants of other islands near Sulach, were

cannibals.

They afterwards anchored at the island Bum, in 3' 30'

South, where they procured provisions. From Bum, they

steered South West by West, and passing three islands in

latitude 8° South, they anchored at another named Mallua,

in 8° 30' South, on the 10th of January, which is the first date January;

that appears in Pigafetta's narrative after leaving Tidore.

At Mallua, they remained 1 5 days to caulk the ship's

sides. The natives are represented as resembling ' brute

beasts' more than men. They went almost naked, and fastened

to themselves, both before and behind, pieces of goat's skins

made into the form of tails. They wrapped their beards up

in leaves, and kept them enveloped in reed cases. This island

produced pepper and wax. For a pound of old iron they

purchased 1 5 lbs. of wax. Another pilot Avas taken on

board here.

Pigafetta has related many w^onders, which were recounted

to him by one of their Molucca pilots; such as of people

whose ears were so long that one served the purpose of a

mattress to sleep on, and the other for a coverlid. Of the

From Mallua, when we had sailed five leaguesto the South South West, we
came to a large island, called Timor, which extends to 10° South latitude, and

to 174° 30' West longitude, from the line of demarcation.

[What he afterwards mentions, being from report only, of lands and islands

to the West North West, as far as Malacca, Java, Sic. is of less consequence to

repeat. Most of the islands named in the preceding account have been recog-

nised, and have place in the charts under the same names, or with names and:

situations so nearly similar, that their identity cannot be doubted.]

tree
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CHAP. 3. tree Campajiganghi, on whose branches perched birds large

J222 enough to pounce upon buffaloes, occasionally upon elephants,

Timor, and to take them up into the air, &c.

January 26th, they sailed from MaUiia, and having gone

five leagues South South West, they came to the island of

Timor. Tire ship stopped near a village named Amaha?n, and

a boat was sent on shore to purchase provisions ; but the

chief of the village demanded a high price, and the Spaniards

had very little to give. The chief of another village, called

Balibo, going on boaiid the ship Avith his son, the Spaniards

detained him till he sent for seven bullocks, some goats and

hogs ; which, when he had done, they satisfied him as well

as in their circumstances they could afford.

They anchored near other villages along the coast. The m-
habitants of Timor were Gentiles, and every part which they

saw of the island appeared populous. It was observed, at

many of the islands in these seas, that the natives were much
afflicted with the venereal disease ; but at Timor in a more in-

veterate degree than at any other place they visited.

The Spaniards traded here for white sandal wood, cinnamon,

and wax, which were produced on the island. Pigafetta

names several islands that he was informed lay to the West

North West from Timor, distant one day's sailing, where much

cinnamon grew.

Whilst the Vitoria remained at Timor, a mutiny broke out

among her people ; upon what occasion, or in what manner

it was quelled, is not related; but several lives were lost;

some of the mutineers were executed, and others deserted

the ship.

February. February 1 1 th, the Vitoria sailed from Timor ; and when

they had gained the open sea, clear of the islands, they steered

to
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lo the West South West. As the ship was in a weak and de-

fenceless state, to avoid meeting with any ships of the Portu-

guese in the passage round the Cape of Good Hope, they sailed

as far South as to 4£° South latitude. But the winds Avere so

unfavourable, that they were kept in the neighbourhood of the

Cape nine weeks. The ship became leaky, and provisions

began to grow short. Some among the company were so greatly

dispirited as to propose steering for the Portuguese settlements

at Mosamhiqite. At length,, however, on May the 6tb, they

passed round the Cape; in doing which, after all their caution,

they Avere under the necessity of approaching it within the

distance of five leagues.

Their distresses in this passage must have been extreme.

They lost, Spaniards and Indians, 21 men. " We observed,"

says Pigafetta, " when the dead bodies were cast into the sea,

" that the Christians descended always with their faces towards

" Heaven, and the Indians with their faces downwards." This

obsei-vation Herrera has gravely copied.

In the beginning of July, they were near the Cape de Verd Jury-

Islands, and it Avas put to the vote *, whether they should

make for the African continent, or for the islands, to seek re-

Kef. The latter was determined ; and, on the 9th of July,

their provisions being then wholly expended, they anchored at

St. Jago. As there was reason to apprehend that the Portu^ St. Jago.

guese would be hostile, if it was known from whence the ship

came, when their boat was sent on shore, those who went in

her were instructed to say that they had come from America.

By this device, the boat made two successful trips to the shore,

and returned each time laden with rice.

Here they first discovered that their Western circum-

navigation had occasioned the difference of a day in their

* Noticia de las Exp. al Magal.

V 4 reckoning
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CHAP. 3. reckoning of time; the day being at St. Jago, Thursday,

1522. July the 10th, when, by the account kept in the Vitoria, it

J"'y-
-tvas Wednesday the 9th.

St. Jago.
.

The boat was a third time sent on shore with Martin

Mendez, the ship's steward, and 1 2 others, to get water and

provisions, and with orders to purchase some negroes to assist

in working the pumps, many of the ship's company being

sick, and the leaks having increased. One of the seamen,

who went on this occasion, was so indiscreet as to offer spices

in payment for things he wanted to purchase ; in consequence

of which the boat was stopped, and the Portuguese com-

mander made dispositions, with some small A^essels lying near

the shore, for attacking the ship; but his intention being per-

ceived in time by the Spaniards on board, Captain Del Cano

Arrival in got under Sail, and left the island. On Saturday, the 6th of

Spain, September, the Vitoria arrived at San Liicar, the number of
Sept. 6,

'^ .II- 1 • 1

1522, Europeans remainmg m her bemg only eighteen.

Thus at length was completed one of the most extraordinary

and eventful voyages that has ever been undertaken; a voyage

which cannot be contemplated, without producing impressions

only to be communicated by original discovery. Whilst the

advancement of science flmll continue to interest mankind,

Magalhanes, whose enterprise and perseverance first practi-

cally demonstrated the form of our planet, will be remem-

bered with admiration and gratitude.

The time expended between the departure of the fleet from

Spain, and the return of the Vitoria, Avas three years within

fourteen days ; and the distance sailed in different directions

during that period, according to the ship's reckoning, was

14,160 leagues. The cargo brought home in the Vitoria. con-

sisted of 533 quintals of cloves, a consideral^le quantity of

cinnamon, nutmegs, sandal wood, besides various articles of

less importance.

On
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On the 8th of September, the Vitoria went up the river to «" ap. 3.

SeviUe, and the day following, her people walked with bare

feet in procession, to two of the principal churches, to return

thanks to God for their safe return.

Juan Sebastian del Cano was ordered to attend the

Emperor at Valladolid, where he was received in the most

honourable manner. A pension of 500 ducats, was settled on

him for life, and letters of nobility were granted to him, with a

coat of arms, on which were branches of the clove, cinnamon,

and nutmeg trees; a globe for a crest, and the motto,

' Primus circumdediste mc' Liberal rewards were bestowed

on his companions, to some of whom, likewise, coats of

arms were given, symbolical of their achievement. The

letters and presents sent by the Kings of the Moluccas were

delivered to the Emperor, among which were the natives from

those islands, who lived to arrive safe. One of them is de-

scribed to have been very intelligent, and so curious m his

enquiries concerning trade and the value which spices bore in

Europe, that, from motives of commercial prudence, it was

determined he should never be permitted to return to his own

country, though the otliers were sent back.

The Spaniards who had been detained at the island St.

Jago, were released by order of the King of Portugal, and the

greater part of them arrived in Spain. The names of all the

Vitoria's people who returned, Ilerrera has preserved in his

history, from which the followmg list is copied.

Juan Sebastian del Cano, Captain.
,

Miguel de Rodas, Master.

Martin de Insaurraga, Pilot.

Mig. de Rodas, Mariner.

Q Nicolas
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Nicolas Griego.

Juan Rodriguez.

Basco Galiego.

Martin de Judicibus.

Juan de Santander.

Hernando de Bustamante.

7\ntonio liOmbardo.

Francisco Rodriguez-

Ant" Fernandez.

Diego Galiego.

Juan de Arratia.

Juan de Apega.

Juan de Acurio.

J. de Zubieta.

Lorenzo de Yruna.

Juan de Ortega.

Pedro de Indarchi.

Ruger Carpintete.

Pedro Gasco.

Alfonso Domingo.

Dieo;o Garcia.

Pedro de Balpuesta.

Xinieno de Bur<>os.

Juan Martin.

IMartin de Maoallanes.

Francisco Alvo.

Roldan de Argotc.

From the man last named in tbe list, a mountain in the

Strait of Magalhanes, was called Campana de lioldan *
; but

the name has been omitted in the chart of the last surve3^

M. Prevot has remarked, and no doubt it ^vl\\ immediately

strike the reader, that the name of Pigafetta is not found in

the list of the persons who returned. Mr. Dalrymple, as well

as M. de Brosses, has concluded Antonio Lombardo to be

Pigafetta. The Vicentin being a part of Lombardy, leaves

httle room to tjuestion that the Chevalier f Antonio Pigafetta

Vicentino, and Antonio Lombardo, was the same person.

The author of Noticla de los Exp. al Magal. informs us, that

Antonio Lombardo sailed from Europe in the quality of one

of the Captain General's domestics. His narrative has not

* Herrera, Dec. 3. 4. 4. and Dr.scrip. de las bid. Occid. cap. 23.

t He was created a Knight of Rhodes, ia 1524.

6 obtained
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obtained much favour amongst Spanish Avriters, who have chap. 3.

profited by it, witliout making acknowledgement, or even j^oo.

naming the wortc ; and among writers of other nations, some

have, very inconsiderately, treated its author with contempt.

His naiTative has certainly many defects, but it ought not to

be forgotten that, amongst those who accompanied Magal-
iiANES, no other has given to the world equal information

concerning the expedition.

The ship which, by Argensola, is stiled La Venerable Nao
Vitoria, and, by Gomara, La Famosa, has been the subject

of many fabulous histories and poems ; and some liave affirmed

that she was carefully preserved at Seville, till she fell to pieces

with age. Oviedo, however, who wrote at the time, relates

that after having encompassed the globe, " the ship Vitoria

" made a voyage from Spain to this city of Santo Domingo, of

" the Island Espanola, and returned to Seville ; and from
*' Seville she again came to this island, and, in her return

" towards Spain, was lost ; so that it was never known what

" became of her, or of those that went in her*."

There yet remains to be related the fate of the ship La
Trinidad, which was left by the Vitoria at Tidore.

Attempt of the ship La Trinidad to sail from the Moluccas

to New Spain.

AFTER the departure of the Vitoria from the Moluccas, the

Kings of Tidore and of Gilolo, assisted in the most friendly

manner in forwarding the repairs of the Trinidad, and

* Historia General de las Iiidias, part i. lib. xx. De los Infortunios y Naufragios.

Q 2 equipping
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equipping her for sea. As the Spaniards had collected more

spices than could be taken in the ship, Espinosa placed four

of his people at Tidore, to form a factory for the benefit of

other Spanish ships that might arrive at the Moluccas ; and he

complied with a request from one of the Kings of Gilolo, to

leave with him three Spaniards and two pieces of ordnance.

April. April 6th, 1522, the Trinidad sailed from Tidore, and went

first to a place called Zamafo *, on the Island Morotay, 40

leagues distant from Tidore, and in £° 30' North latitude ;

where, by order of the King of Tidore, to whom the island was

subject, they were furnished with provisions. From Zamafo,

the winds not permitting them to go direct to the East, they

stood to the North East, in which direction, in 16° North,

they discovered two islands, which they named the isles of

San Juan; and afterwards, on the same course, in 20° North,

they discovered another island, which they called La Griega
-f.

The natives came from this island to the ship. The Spanish

accounts say, that they were a savage people. Some of them

ventured on board, and the Spaniards detained one by force.

Ant. Galvaom writes, that at La Griega, the simple natives

went into the ship, of whom the Spaniards kept some, with the

intention to shew them in New Spain.

They continued their course to the North, constantly striv-

ing against Easterly winds, till they were in 42 degrees North

latitude; and then they had not the good fortune to find

Aiigust. any change in their favour. Four months after their departure

from the Moluccas, they were assailed by a violent tempest

that lasted five days, which carried away their mainmast.

• Hcrrera, 3. 4. 2. and Co)iq. de las Maliicas. Argensola, lib. 1.

\ Tn the old Spanish chartS; marked Gregua,

broke
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broke the castle of the prow, and the castles of the stern*, chap. 3.

The distressed state of the ship, and the continuance of East ^-22

winds, obliged them to turn back. They endeavoured to August.

steer for the island from whence they had taken the Indian,

but could not fetch it. Twenty leagues distant from that

island, they discovered another, at Avhich they anchored, with

the greater part of the crew sick. This island was small, and

did not contain more than 40 inhabitants. From them the

Spaniards procured a few sugar canes, and found a well, at

which they filled 15 casks with good water. Four of the

Spaniards deserted here, one of whom, on a promise of

pardon, returned. They judged this island to be 300 leaguesf-

from the Moluccas, towards which, when they sailed, they bent

their course. Twenty-seven of the crew of the Trinidad died

in this unfortunate attempt to sail to New Spam. When they

arrived within four leagues of Tidore, they learnt from a vessel

of the country, that during their absence, the Portuguese had

built a fort at Terrenate, and had at that island a considerable

force. Goncalo Gomez de Espinosa sent by this vessel a letter

to Antonio de Brito, the Portuguese commander, in which

he gave an account of the distressed condition of his ship

and ship's company, and requested succour. De Brito, Avith

great readiness, sent them provisions, and men to assist in

* Herrera, Dec. 3. 4. 2.

•j- It afterwards appeared from a circumstance which will be related in its

place, that this island was one of the same group with those which had been

named the Ladrones. The other three discovered by
.
the Trinidad, are likewise

to be reckoned part of this group. The geography of the Ladrones is very imper-

fectly known to us. The longitude of the body of Tinian has been settled by
lunar observations to be 146° East from Greeimich, which may assist in esti-

mating the longitudes of the other islands. In Herrera's list of the Ladrones, the

name of Tinian does not appear.

bringing
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CHAP. 3. bringing the ship to Terrenate : but soon after she was there,

1522. he seized on the ship and cargo, and on the journals, charts,

and papers that were in her. The men left by Espinosa at

the factory at Tidore, he had before taken. Such of the

Spaniards as he thought could be useful to him he retained

;

the remainder he sent to Coch'm^\ that from thence they might

be conveyed to Europe in the Portuguese homeward bound
ships. After an absence of five years, a small number of

the crew of the Trinidad reached their native country ; w^ho

had not the same good fortune with those that returned in

tlie Vitoria, to have their names transmitted to posterity.

The advantages obtained to Geography by the Voyage of

Fernando de Magalhanes, are to be regarded as very im-

portant: he discovered the limits of the continent oi America

towards the South, and the communication of the Atlantic

with the South Sea.

His other discoveries are, the two islands las Desventuradas

;

the islands Smjpan, Tinian, and Aguigan, of the Ladrones

;

and the Archipelago of St. Lazarus, afterwards included in the

name of the Fhilippine Islands.

By the ship La Trinidad, under Espinosa, four islands were

added to the group, cahed the Ladrones.

* First to Malacca, and from thence to Cochin. Herrera says 48 of the

Trinidad's, people were sent prisoners to Malacca ; which number does not agree

with the preceding relation, unless it is supposed that Espinosa recruited his ship's

company with Indians.
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CHAP. IV.

Progress of Discover>/ on the IVesfem coast o/' America, to 1524.

Disputes between the Spaniards and Portuguese concerning

the Spice Islands. Attempt to discover a Strait near the

Isthmus of Darien.

IN New Spai7i, the expectation of finding new treasures, chap. 4.

occasioned discoveries to be prosecuted with eagerness. '
'^'"^

In the beginning of the year 1522, Giles Gonpales d'Avila*

equipped four vessels, and, with Andres Nino, a pilot, sailed

in search of adventures along the coast to the West and North

from the bay of Panama, to 1 7 f degrees of North latitude.

One of the objects of this expedition was to examine the bay

o? AmapioUa (named also the bay of Fojiseca, after the bishop

of Burgos) which was supposed to be a Strait passing to the

Eastern sea.

Hernando Cortez likev/ise, this year, having extended his

conquests to the shore of the Soiith Sea, ordered four ships •^-

to be built at the port of Zacatula, two of which were

designed for an expedition to the Moluccas, and two to be

employed on the coast of America, to search for a Strait neai'

the Isthmus of Darien. Cortez founded a town at Colima ;

and his discoveries joining those made by Andres Nino, a

general knowledge of the coast was obtained from Colima to

the gulf of San Miguel. The project of sending to the

* Galv. Discov. of the World. Herrera, D«c. 3. 1. 4. c. 5.

•f Herrera, 3. 3, 17.

Moluccas'
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Moluccas was for the present prevented, the vessels, by some

accident, bemg burnt.

In 1524, Francisco Pizarro, and Diego de Almagro, under-

took to make discoveries and conquests of the countries bor-

dering on the coast of the sea towards the South from Panama.

Pizarro sailed from that city with one ship and two canoes, in

which were 80 Spaniards* and 4 horses ; Almagro remaining

at Panama to collect more men and provisions, with which he

was to follow. Pizarro bent his course first to the Pearl islands,

to take in wood, Avater, and herbage for the horses ; from thence

he sailed to Port de Pinas (Pines, so named from the number

of those trees which grew there) on the continent, about 30

leagues to the South East from Panatna, and there landed his

men, in hopes of finding provisions. These circumstances

shew the extreme poverty of their equipment. In their search,

they marched three days along the banks of a river named

Bin/ •)-, in the territory of a Cazique, Avhose name was Biru-

queta. From this river, or from the Cazique, originated the

name given to the country now called Pa-w^., which was

not then so called by the inhabitants ; neither was it distin-

guished by any particular name before the entrance of the

Spaniards among them.

In. an account of maritime discovery, it is seldom necessary

to notice the enterprises by land of the Spanish depredators :

* Ilerrera, Dec. 3. 6. 13. Gomara says 114.

\ A small river, without a name, appears in the charts, emptj'ing itself into

Port de Pinas. The circumstance above stated attaches some importance to

the name.

+ Herrera, 3. 6. 13. Garcilasso de la Vega derives the name from one of the

natives who was taken prisoner to the South of the bay of Panama, in the time of

Nunez de Balboa.

those
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those of PizaiTo are mentioned no otherwise than as they

contributed to the making known the Western coast of South

America.

In Europe, the discoveries made by Magalhanes became

the cause of much contention and dispute. The new passage

to the Indies was regarded by all the European nations, ex-

cept Spain, as a common benefit. By Spain it was claimed

as their exclusive property.

The Moluccas Avere likewise claimed by the Spaniards on

the douple plea of being within their limits, and as the free

gift of the kino;s of the Islands. The council of the Indies in

Spain represented to the Emperor Charles V. that with the

footing he had obtained in the Indies, he might enrich his

subjects and his kingdom at small cost ; and therefore they

pressed him to prosecute his right. This advice was fa-

vourably received by the Emperor. Ruy Falero presented a

memorial*, in which he recommended that a fleet should

be sent every year to the Moluccas, and consequently one

return every year: that in such a succession, cargoes for each

would be prepared by their predecessors, and the whole might

be conducted with less expense and more security, than if the

trade were continued by irregular and independent expedir

tions. John III. king of Portugal, alarmed with the appre-

hension of losing the Spice Islands, sent ambassadors to thp

court of Spain, to entreat the Emperor to defer sending any

ships to the Moluccas till the question of right- should be de-

cided. The Emperor assented to this request; and it was

agreed between the two monarchs to refer the matter to the

* Htrrcra, Dec. 3. 5. 20,

R determination
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oHAP. 4. cletermination of 'learned men, cosmograpliers, and expe-

rienced pilots,' by whose opinion the}' both promised to be

guided. Pursuant to this agreement, Commissioners ot" the

above description were appointed for each side; and a meeting

1524. was held in 1 524, on the borders of the two kingdoms, at a place

13adajoz! between the cities Badajoz and Yelves'^K The first proceedings

of the assembly were rendered remarkable by the attention be-

stowed on minute observances of forms, the adjustment of which

occupied many days. As soon, however, as the pretensions

of the parties were mutually made known, the punctilios of

ceremony gave way to the warmth of debate ; but neither

conviction nor agreement ensued. The Portuguese com-

missioners argued, that the line of demarcation should be drawn

370 leagues from Bueiia-visfa or Sal, the most Eastern of the

Cape de Verd islands. The Spaniards insisted that the line

ought to be drawn 370 leagues to the West from St. Antonio,

the most Western of the Cape de Verd islands ; and they

produced a chart to show that the Moluccas Avere ajsove 1 80

degrees to the East, reckoning from the island St. Antonio.

The Portuguese likewise exhibited their charts. Each ex-

claimed against the injustice of the claims advanced by the

opposite party; and, after two months of wrangling and alter-

cation, the assembly broke up in a manner less ceremonious

than that, in which it had met ; the Spaniards pronouncing

judgment in favour of themselves, and the Portuguese threaten-

ing to put to death every Spaniard that should be found in

the Moluccas. The Spanish authors say, that by the superior

abilities of their advocates, they overthrew the arguments of

their antagonists.

* dnnara, Istoria de las Indies, fol. 57. Herrera, Dec. 3. 6. 7.

The
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. The Portuguese commissioners are I'epresented to have given

way to irritabiUty of temper in the management of this debate,

or rather contest. There certainly were many circumstances

of provocation to aggravate them. Allowing (what is by no
means clear) that the longitude of the Moluccas was in reality

so ill^understood as to occasion doubts within which limits

they were situated, the Portuguese had to plead priority of

discovery and of occupancy ; and the,y could not otherwise

regard the pretensions of the Spaniards than as an insulting

usurpation of superior power. On the other hand, it is to be

observed, in excuse for the Spaniards, that they had recently

received information of the seizure of their ship La Trinidad,

that her people had been made prisoners, and that her cargo,

consisting of 700 quintals of cloves, had been plundered by

the Portuouese at Terrenate.

Gomara, who recounts the particulars of the meeting be-

tween the Spanish and Portuguese commissioners with much

exultation, relates the following story :
' One day it happened

that Francisco de Mela, Diego Lopez de Sequeira, and others

of the Portuguese commissioners, were walking on the banks

of the Guadiana; a child, who was Avatching some clothes that

his mother had washed, called to them, and asked if they were

the men Avho came to divide the world in two.' They answer-

ing ' yes,' he turned round, and pulling up his coats, said,

' Make, if you can, as good a line of division as that.'

Conformably to the rest of the proceedings of the Spaniards

on this occasion, directions Avere given, that the Spanish

charts should be marked so as to accord with the late

decision.

The belief of the existence of a passage to the South Sea,

near the Isthmus of Darien, had not yet been abandoned.

R 2 Immediately
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'^"'^
^Z^; Immediately after the Junta de Badajoz, by which name the

1524. meeting just described has been distinguished, Estevan

Gomez" Gomez, the pilot, who appears to have preserved himself

in favour with the Spanish court, by his zeal in maintaining

the claims of the Spaniards against those of his countrymen,

the Portuguese, sailed* from Coriinna, in a caraval of 50 tons,

equipped one half at the Emperor's expense, and half at the

expense of private adventurers, to search for the expected

Strait. He examined the coast of the American continent

from the Isthmus to Florida, and sailed farther that way than

had before been done by the Spaniards. Nevertheless his

conduct in this voyage proved little less disgraceful to him,

than the part he had acted in the voyage of MagalhaneS.
Previous to his outset, he had spoken too confidently of the

new passage to the Spice Islands and China, which he pur-

posed to discover ; and in the course of the voyage, he seized

and carried from their own country, some Indians for slaves,

contrary to an express command issued by the Emperor. On
his return to Coninna, some of the ship's people being de-

manded what cargo they had brought home, answered esclavos

(slaves). From the similaiity of the words, the answer was

mistaken for clavos-^, which signifies cloves ; and a report im-

mediately spread and reached the Emperor's court, that

Goinez had returned laden v/ith cloves, which wheA the

truth became known, occasioned much disappointment and

displeasure.

An expedition followed this, more promising in appearance,

* Herrera, 3. 4. 20. and 3. 8. 8.

f Clavo is Spanish tor a nail ; and cloves wcie so called on account of their

resemhlance in shape to 'a tiail.

4 and
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and from which more reasonable expectations of success

were formed.

It seems proper to notice here, that the second expedition

to the Strait of Magalhanes, has by some writers been attri-

buted to a squadron of vessels fitted out by a Bishop of

Plaisaiice, supposed to be in the year 1523 or 1524. In Lopez

Vaz, and likewise in a small treatise, called Recueil des Navi-

gations de I'Estroit de Magellan, (Amst. 1622,) it is related,

that this squadron, being bound for the Moluccas, arrived at

the Strait with a fair wind, and advanced 20 leagues within

the entrance, Avhen a strong wind coming from the West,

drove three of the vessels on the coast, where they were beat

to pieces ; the fourth was forced back out of the Strait. After

the storm abated, she entered the Strait a second time, to

seek her companions ; but seeing so great a number of people

(the crews of the wrecked vessels) on the shore, the Captain,

on account of the smallness of his vessel and the scantiness of

his stock of provisions, would not stop to receive them on
board, but passed through into the South Sea, and went to

Feru. Those who were left in the Strait, 250, with their

Captain, whose name was Quiros, the same relation says,

were never afterwards heard of.

M. de Brosses has given credit to this account, in his 'Navi-

gations aux Terres Australes ; and likewise to another, stating

the third expedition to the Strait to have been undertaken from

Chili, by the order of Don Garcia de Mendoza, Governor of
that province. The fourth place only is reserved for the ex-

pedition of Loyasa, undertaken in 1525.

The voyages fitted out by the Bishop of Plaisance, and by
Don Garcia de Mendoza, took place many years later thaa

has been supposed in the relations above cited; and the

former
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CHAP. 4. former without the drcumstance of 250 men being left to

1524. perish in the Strait. The Spaniards did not estabhsh them-

selves in Chili before the year 1540, and Don Garcia was not

appointed Governor of that province till several years after *

that period.

* D. Garcia was bom in the year 1535. Figiieroa. Hechos de Don Garcia

Ilurtado dc Mendoza. Madrid, 1613.
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CHAP. V.

Voyage of Garcia Jopre de Loyasa, from Spain to the

Moluccas. Discovery of the North Coast of Papua, by the

Portuguese. Voyage 0/ Alvaro de Saavedra, from New
Spain to the Moluccas.

AS it was not intended by the Spaniards that the sentence

pronounced in their favour at Badajoz, should be un-

productive of advantage, the Emperor ordered a fleet to be
fitted out at Conmna, for sailing to the Spice Islands. Don
Garcia Jofre de Loyasa, a native of Ciudad Real, and
Knight of St, Juan, Avas appointed Captain General of the

expedition, with the following ships under his command :

The Santa Maria de la Vitoria, of 300 tons, in which the

General sailed.

The Santi Spiritus, 200 tons, Juan Sebastian del Cano,

Captain, who was second in command.
The Annunciada, 1 ?0 tons, Pedro de Vera, Captain.

The San Gabriel, 1 30 tons, Don Roderigo de Acuiia, Captain.

The S" Maria del Parrel, 80 tons, Don Jorge ]\Ianrique

de Najera.

The St. Lesmes, 80 tons, Francisco de Hozes ; and
A Pinnace, called the Pataca, (Patagonian,) commanded by

Jago de Guevara.

The number of persons embarked in this fleet were 45a.

The instructions to the commander in chief, and those from
the commander in chief to the other captains, and to the

pilots-
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pilots of the fleet, are given by Herrera* at considerable

length. The commander was strictly charged not to trespass

in any manner, either by trading or by making discoveries,

within the limits belonging to the crown of Portugal (which

limits, however, do not appear defined in the account given

of the instructions). To guard against disagreements con-

cerning the route, such as had happened between Magal-
UANEs and his officers, the captains, pilots, and masters,

were enjoined not to sail or to steer any course, otherwise

than by order from the Capitana ; and the Captain General

was likewise directed not to alter his route in pursuit of new

plans, without calling a council of ail the captains, pilots, and

masters in the fleet. If any ship should be separated from the

commander in chief, the instructions directed that she should

make the best of her way to the Moluccas, where she was to

wait a certain time ; and if the fleet did not arrive before she

sailed, she was to leave notices (the manner of doing which

Avas specified) of her having been there, and of such other

circumstances of information as might be supposed useful.

Loyasa was empowered, if it appeared proper and convenient,

to remain Governor of the Moluccas, and to keep with him

two of the smallest vessels. In the event of his death, the

other captains were named for the office of Governor in

rotation, except Sebastian del Cano, it being particularly

specified that he was to undertake the charge of conducting

the fleet home.

The ships were furnished with all things necessary for de-

fence, and for trade ; but they were moderately laden, that

their sailing might not be impeded. Letters and presents

* Dec. 3. lib. 7. c. 5. and 6.

from
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fi-om the Emperor for the Kings at the Moluccas, were put on

board ; a benediction was pronounced on the standard, and

on July 24th, 1525, the fleet departed, with the crews all in

high spirits *.

August the 2d, the fleet anchored at Gomera, one of the

Canary Islands, Avhere they stopped twelve days to take in

water and refreshments. In steering from ihe Canaries, Loyasa

followed the example of Magalhanes, by navigating near

the coast of Africa, and was, in a similar manner, detained

by calms. .

Near the equinoctial line, they met with a Portuguese

vessel, from Avhich they obtained information of the situation

of the island S. Mateo fSt. Mattheza), and steered for it.

They anchored at the island, October 20th, nearly ten weeks

after leaving the Canary Islands.

The island of S. Mateo is described to be high land ; and

only four leagues in circuit. It was well covered with trees,

among which were the palm and orange. There were on it

no inhabitants ; but, according to the account given them by

a Portuguese, the island had been settled by some of that

nation, who had been all killed by an insurrection of their

slaves. Human bones were seen on the ground, and the re-

mains of houses. A wooden cross also was then standing, on

which was an inscription importing, that Pero Fernandez

CHAP. 5.

Loyasa
sails from
CORUNNA,
July 24,

1525-

Auguft,

October.

Island St.

Matthew.

* The particulars here related of Lot/asa's and Saavedra's voyages, are collected

from Gomara's 1st. dc las Indias, fol. 58 ; Herrera's History, 3d and 4th Decades.

Argemola, Coiuj. de las Maliicas ; A. Galvaoms History of Discoveries ; and
Ncticia de las Exp. al Magailaiics ; in which last are extracts from a Diaiy of
Hernando de la Torre, and from a Relation hy Urdaneta, (both of whom were

officers in the expedition of Loyasa,) and from the declaration of Fray Juan de

Arreyzaga, who iikewis2 sailed in the fleet.

I S touched
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1525-
October.

November.

December.

The
Capitana
separated

from the

fleet.

1526.

January.

touclied at the island in 1515. Besides cocoa-nuts and oranges

they found here fowls and wild hogs ; and caught fish and sea

birds. The island S. Mateo, according to their cosmographer,

is in 2 degrees South latitude ; but the account of others in

the same tleet, differed from him*.

November 3d, Loyasa sailed from 5". Mateo.

December 4th, they made the coast of Brasil in 21 f" South.

On the 28th, the fleet was separated by stormy weather.

The next day they all met, except the Captain General's ship,

in search of which they remained cruising three days near the

spot where they had parted company ; at the end of which

time, Del Cano, concluding that the Capitana was before

them, made sail with the other ships for the Strait. The San

Gabriel was shortly after separated.

The 9th of January, 1526, Del Cano, being near the river

Sa7ita Cruz, sent the Pataca in to look for the Capitana, with

directions, if she was not there, to place a letter under a cross

(as had been preconcerted in case of separation) to inform the

Captain General, if it should fall into his hands, that the

other ships had sailed on for f Puerto de las Salinas, in the

Strait of Magalhanes, where they purposed to provide them-

selves with Avater and wood, and where they hoped to join

him.

As the four ships proceeded to the South, on Sunday the

14th, they perceived an opening in the coast, which was

* Ilerrera, 3. 7. 7. The island of St. Matthew is now placed in the charts

1" 24' South.

•\ Noticia de las Exp. al Magallanes. In what part of the Strait P. de las

Salinas is, there appears no means of determining; but it may be conjectured

that it was the P. de Sardinas of Magalhanes, where he tooii in wood and water,

and caught fish in great quantities, and probably preserved some with salt.

believed
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believed to be the Strait, and the ships ran so near the shore, chxp. 5.

that some of them got aground, but floated off again with the 1526.

rising of the tide. To ascertain whether or not they were now J^iHw^ry.

at the entrance of the Strait, Del Cano sent a boat to examine

the opening, in which went Martin del Cano, one of the

pilots, Juan de Arreyzaga, a priest, Bustamante, and Roldan»

both of whom had sailed with Magaluanes, and four other

men. When they had entered the inlet, Bustamante and

Roldan affirmed that it was the Strait, and were for making

signals to that purpose to the ships. Arreyzaga and the pilot

were of opinion that it was not the Strait. After some dis-

pute, it was determined to advance to a point farther within,

before any signal should be made ; but as the tide of ebb was

running strong, they landed, and leaving the boat, walked to

the proposed point. From this point they went on to another,

and in like manner to a third, till they were three leagues

within the entrance, by which time they were all convinced

that this was not the Strait, but a river. They then returned

to the boat, but during their absence it had been left by the

tide, and was aground at a considerable distance from the

water's edge. They were therefore necessitated to remain

where they were for the night.

In the mean time, Avhilst the ships Avere waiting for the re-

turn of the boat, they got sight of a cape to the South, which

was recognized to be Cape de las Virgenes, towards which they Cape

immediately made sail, and when near it, anchored. The next .r
"^ ^^^^

V IRG£N£>S*

day the wind and sea were so high, that the anchors could not

hold the ships; and the Santi Spiritus, del Cano's ship, was

driven on shore near the cape, and wrecked. Nine of the crew Wreck of

v/ere drowned; but the rest got safe to land, and the greater
J^^lCano's

part of the stores were saved. The bad weather continuing,

s 2 the
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CHAP. 5. the day following, the Annunciada parted from her anchor^

1526. and lost a boat; and the other ships were obliged to throw
January,

overboard most of their guns. Captain Del Cano ordered a

party to go by land along the coast to the North, to search

after the boat and people who had been left behind; and then

yrent on board the Annvmciada, to conduct the remaining

ships to a safer anchorage. A few days afterwards, the

Annunciada, the S'* Maria del Parrel, and the St. Lesmes,

anchored within the entrance of the Strait.

All this time, the pilot and people who had been sent to

examine the opening to the North of Cape de las Virgenes,

were detained in the river by bad weather, and by their boat

having received damage. They had subsisted upon shell-fish

and herbs. The fifth day of their being absent from the ships,

they went to an island in the middle of the river, where they

found birds like pigeons, that had white bodies with red bills

and feet. At another part of the same island, sea geese

Y' ansares marinas )* were in such numbers, that they covered

the ground ; they could not fly, and each bird, when cleared

of its inlestines and skin, Aveighed 8 lbs. They took a good

supply of these into the boat, and went to the mouth of the

river to Avait till more temperate weather would allow them to

go after the ships. They were found here by the men Avhom

Del Cano had sent. When they were informed of the loss of

the Santi Spiritus, and that some of the ships had entered the

Strait, the boat and birds were abandoned, and the Avhole

party began their journey by land to join the ships.

The river which had thus been mistaken for the entrance of

the Strait, must have been that which has since been named

• Herrera, 3. 7. 7.

the
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the I'ivei- Gallego ', the Noith cape of which, Cape B'aen Tkmpo,

(Cape Fair Weather,) from the similarity of its position with

the neighbouring land, might be taken for Cape Virgeiies,

without any impeachment of the abilities of Del Cano, espe-

cially in a navigation as yet so new and little practised.

The Captain General, Loyasa, after being separated frora

his fleet, put in at Rio de Santa Cruz, where he found the

letter which had been left for him ; and afterwards he met the

San Gabriel and the Pataca. With them he arrived at the

entrance of the Strait on the ^6th. of January, which happened

to be at the same time that the people from the liver Gallego,

who had travelled twenty leagues, arrived there by landv

Signals made by the travellers were seen from the ships, and

boats were sent, Avhich took them on board. Loyasa joined

Del Cano, and the rest of the fleet, within the Strait, in a bay

they named X)€ la Vitoria.

It wa& then settled that Del Cano should go with the three

smaller vessels, and a boat from the San Gabriel, to bring the

crew of the Santi Spiritus, and the stores which had been saved

of the wreck; the Captain General proposing to remain till

their return, with the other ships, in the bay De la Vitoria\

Whilst Del Cano was employed on this service, a strong wind

came on, from which the Pataca, and the boat of the San

Gabriel, took shelter in a small creek. The Santa Maria del

Parrel regained the Strait, but the St. Lesmes was forced to

sea. When she returned, her Captain, Francisco de Hozes,

reported that he had been driven to the Southward to 55° South

latitude, and had there seen land ; and it appeared to him that

the coast of Tierra del Fuego there terminated *.

CHAP.

1526.

January.

The re-

maining
ships meet
in the Strait.

February.

Discovery

of Land to

the South.

* Noiicia de las Erped, al Magallams, from the manuscript of Urdanda.

The
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CHAP. 5. 'Yi^Q author o^ Noticia de las Expecl. al Magallanes, supposes

1526. that the land seen by Fr. de Hozes was Cape Horn ; but pro-
'"«>y- babihties are against this supposition, less on account of the

difference in latitude, Cape Horn being in 56°, than of the

extent of the projecting land intervening between that Cape

and the East entrance of the Strait. The land seen by the

Spanish ship, may be, on safer grounds, conjectured to be

the land now known by the name of Staten Land, which,

without leaving any difficulty, agrees with the report of De
Hozes.

The ships that were in the bay De la Vitoria did not find in

that port sufficient protection from the violence of the winds..

In a gale, the Capitana drove on shore, broke her rudder, and

otherwise receive-d so much damage, that the General found it

would be necessary to careen her. As soon as the weather

permitted, he quitted the baj^ and sailed with the Capitana,

the Annunciada, and S. Gabriel, out of the Strait for the

Hio de Santa Cruz, Avhich was judged to be a safe port for

their purpose.

The relations here do not aoree. According; to the Not. de

las Exp. Magal. the Annunciada was driven out of the Strait,

destitute of cables, boat, or pilot ; and the San Gabriel se-

parated shortly afterwards. Neither of these vessels, however,

appear again in the accounts of the voyage. The rest joined the

Captain General at Santa Cruz ; fiom whence, after refitting,

March. they sailed again for the Strait, the 29th of March.

April. Sunday, April 8th, they re-entered the Strait, and, on the

nth, anchored in a good port, which they named San Jorge

(St. George) *.

Fires

* Iterrera, 3. 9. 4. Neither Bahia de la Vitoria, nor de San Jorge, appear

among the names intlie present charts. Bay De la Vitoria was not far within the

4 entrance;
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Fires made by the natives had been observed in different chap, 5.

parts of tlie coast, and large footsteps of men had been seen. '"TszeT^
Tlie Spaniai-ds found a canoe, the sides of which were formed •^P"**

of the ribs of whales. Whilst they remained in Port San Jorge,

^ two canoes came to the ships ; the people in them Avere of
'^ large size; ' some called them giants: but,' says Herrera, Natives in

' there is so little conformity between the accounts, dven con- tl»e Strait of
jM a g V l •

' cerning them, that I shall be silent on the suii^ect.' It ap- hanes.

pears that the Spaniards and the natives;^re not well dis-

posed toAvards each other. The gestoi;s of the natives were
supposed by the former to be i^«ing ; they shewed fire-

brands, which was construed inimff" intention of setting fire

to the ships. The Spania^BJIKued them with their boats,

but the canoes of the ^^^ni||hs went with swiftness, and
could not be overtaken^J^^^haviour of the natives of this

country to the first EpPfe^^ they saw, and the displeasure

fliown by them oj^^wmg this second visit, form a contrast,

which may nat^H^be attributed to the treatment they ex-

perienced fronjme Spaniards in the earlier intercourse.

The ships puf into another port in the Strait, to which they
gave the name of Fuerto Frio, where they suffered much from
the cold, and some of the people died.

The description of the Strait in the accounts of this voyage,
differs in few points from the descriptions given in the first

voyage. Several good ports were remarked on the South
side, some it is said, ' in which ships might lay secure without
anchors *.' Variety of fish were caught, among others, sardinas

entrance; it being related that some of the Spaniards walked thither from the
place without the Strait, where the Pataca took shelter during the storm, as
before noticed.

* Herrera, Dec. 3. 1, 9. c, 4.

and
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and anchovies. The tides from the different seas met in the

middle* of the Strait, and with much noise. In some parts,

the stream was very rapid, especially at the narrows. A great

number of openings and channels were observed, besides the

principal channel in which they sailed. The depth in some

places was found to be 500 fathoms. Among the trees, there

were oaks of several kinds. A wild cinnamon is mentioned,

of which the Spaniards eat : the wood, whilst green and fresh,

burnt well.

May. May the 26th, Loyasa, with the four remaining vessels, the

eSer'Se'
^^ ^aria de la Vitoria, S'^ Maria del Parral, San Lesmes, and

South Sea. Pataca, entered the South Sea. Sebastian del Cano was on

board the Capitana with the General Loyasa.

June. June 1st. In 47 F South, by a gale of wind, which lasted

four days, the ships were again separated. There were at

that time in the Pataca fifty people, and they had only four

cwt. of biscuit on board ; for the vessel being of small di-

mensions, had been supplied from time to time with provisions

from the Capitana. AVhen there appeared to those in the

Pataca no prospect of rejoining the other ships, they steered

for the coast of New Spain. A passage in Herreraf has made

* Subsequent accounts remark the meeting of the tides, from the opposite

seas, to be much nearer to the Western entrance than to the Eastern.

+ ' Y siguiendo el patage, sii viage, en demauda de la equiiiocial, y aviendole

' alravessado muchos dias avia, se hallo desta parte della en dos grados, Scguii

' juzgavan de laprimera tierra descubierta dc Christianas 350 legitas, que pensavan

' que seria la isla de lasperlas, pero parecia impossible, por que la isla de las perlas

' esta al Levante de Panama, en la casta de Castilla de Oro, 14015 legitas, y en

' siete grados de la Unea eqiiinocial.' Dec. 3. 1. 9. c. 5. M.de Brasses has supposed

this passage to be connected with one that immediately follows it. ' Ya las onze

' de Julio, vieron das islas, sinpoderse certijicar, si la una era isla, tierraJirme'

Quoting Herrera for liis authority, M. de Brossfs says, " j4 sept degres an Nord
" de la ligne, ils virent une terre, £)X.— C'etoit piut etre I'isle de la Passion revuh

" depuis en 171J." Nav. aux Terres Australes.

it
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it doubtful Avlietlier an island was discovered in their route,

when they were in 2 degrees North latitude, and by their

estimation ' 350 leagues from the jirst land discovered by the

Christians,' (meaning New Spain,) or whether it was expected

only by some on board to meet there with the Pearl Islands,

which Herrera observes was impossible, they being to the East

of Panama, and in 7° North latitude. If land was discovered

by the Pataca in 2° North, the passage =seems, through inad-

vertency, to be left imperfect.

The Pataca pursued her course to the North. On July the One sails to

10th, in 13° North, the sea near them appeared full of snakes. ' ^'*^"*

On the 1 1th they made land, but whether continent or island

they could not determine. The following day they were

close to the main land ; but not having a boat, some days

passed before they could effect a communication with the

shore. At length, on the 25th of July, they anchored at Te-

coantepeque, from which place the friar Arreyzaga, and the

Captain, were conducted to Corfez, in Mexico.

The S'^ Maria de la Vitoria, in which was Loyasa and Del

Cano, steered to the North West. Both these commanders

were taken ill, and the ship became so leaky, that it was ne-?

cessary to keep two pumps constantly at work.

July the 26th, they crossed the equinoctial line. On the

30th, they were in 4" North, when the Captain General,

Loyasa, died. Sebastian del Cano succeeded in the com-
mand ; but outlived his predecessor only four days. Toribio

Alonzo de Salazar (avIio had left Spain in the capacity of ac-

comptant ' contador,' in one of the other ships, but had been

removed to the Capitana, on a suspicion entertained by the

General, that he was conspiring to desert the fleet with the

«^hip to which he belonged) was then chosen commander;

T and
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CHAP. 5. and. he ordered the course to be directed for the Ladrone

1526. islands.

Island August 2 1 st*, they discovered in 1
4° North latitude, an island,

San Bar- to which was given the name of San Bartolome. The part first

seen, was high and mountainous. They sailed along the North

East, the North, West and South West sides of the land, but

could not find anchorage. The next day, being to lecAvard

of the island, they saw a narrow sandy point of land, extend-

ing eight leagues, near which they could not find bottom at

1 00 fathoms depth. The birds, called boobies, were v<ery nu-

merous near this island ; many alighted in the ships, and on

the seamen's hands. Bonetas, albacores, and dolphins, were

caught here. The distance of this island from the Ladrones,

was reckoned to be 328 leagues -j-.

September. On September the 4th, they made the two Southernmost
At the of the Ladrone islands, which lay North and South from each

Ladrone . .

*'

Islands, other, in 12° and 13° North latitude:]:. Before the ship arrived

at an anchoring place, the islanders came off to them in

canoes, bringing water in calabashes, fish, rice, and fruits,

for which they would receive only iron in exchange. To

the great surprise of the Spaniards, there came to them from

* Noticia de las Exp. al Magal. The date in Herrera is, by mistake^ marked

September 13th.

•\ Herrera, 3. 9. 6. In the parallel of 14° 328 Spanish leagues is 19° 20' of

longitude, which places San Bartolome'm 165° 20' East longitude, from Greenwich.

The chart in Herrera's Descrip. de las Ind. Occ. places S. Bartolome in 1 2° North,

and only 16 degrees Eaet from the Ladrones. In the chai't of the track of the

Galeon in Anson's, Voyage, it is laid down in 14?° North, and neajly 18° East

from the island Tinian.

X Herrera, Dec. 3. 9. 6.

an
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an island named Borta^, one of their own countrymen, Gon- chap. 5.

falo de Vigo, a native of Galicia, who acknowledged that 1525.

he had sailed from Spain in the fleet of Magaliianes, and The

had deserted from the ship La Trinidad, Avhen Espinosa

stopped at one of the islands to the North, in his return to

the Moluccas, after his ineffectual attempt to sail to New Spain.

Two other seamen, who had deserted at the same time, he

said had been killed by the natives, and on that account he

had quitted the Northern islands. He begged to be received

on board, and to be pardoned for his desertion ; which re-

quests were both granted.

The ship remained at the Ladrones till the 1 0th, taking on
board water, and procuring provisions. No quadrupeds were

seen among the islanders, nor birds, except turtle doves, of

which they appeared very fond, keeping them in cages, and

teaching them to speak.

The natives of these islands, whose characters appear in so

disadvantageous a light in the voyage of Magalhanes, were
in this voyage remarked to be of good dispositions. Their

religion Avas idolatrous ; they likewise worshipped the bones

of their ancestors, which they carefully kept in their houses,

and anointed with cocoa-nut oil. Both sexes let their hair

grow long, and some of the men their beards. Their arms
were slings and spears, and many of the latter were pointed
with human bones.

Besides the two commanders, Loyasa and Del Cano, 38

others of the ship's company had died in the passage from

* Herrera says from ' Borta, one of the islands first discovered ;' but in the
chart accompanying his Descrip. de las Ind. Occ. the name of Borta is applied to
one of the most Northern islands of the -Ladrones.

T 2 the
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1526.

September.

loth.

CHAP. 5, the Strait of Magalhanes to the Ladrones ; the remainder were

in a weak condition, and the labour of the pumps heavy.

Their distresses nevertheless Avere not so great as to render

the measure to which they recurred for relief, an act of ne-

cessity. When the ship was ready to depart, they allured

eleven of the islanders on board by deceitful means, and

carried them away for the purpose of working the pumps.

They sailed with light winds, and made but small progress.

A short time after leaving the Ladrones, Toribio de Salazar

died. In the election of a new commander, the votes of the

ship's company were divided, one party declaring for Martin

Yniguez, the other for Bustamante. The nomination by

agreement was referred to umpires, who decided in favour

of Yniguez.

According to the account of this voyage, as given by

HeiTcra, on October the 2d they made the Eastern coast of

Mindanao the island Mindanao, and anchored in a port of a province

called Vizaya^, ov Bisaya, in 8° 04' North latitude.

In the Noticia de las Eocped. al Magallanes, it is related from

the manuscripts of De Torre and Urdaneta, that in 8° lati-

tude, they found an island of Gentiles, which was called

Polola, and was one of the Archipelago of San Lazarus. This is

perhaps the earliest intimation to be found of the island, since

named San Juan, by the East side of Mindanao.

In the port where the ship anchored, no inhabitants were at

first seen ; but, towards evening, a boat of the country Avas

{)erceived, which was immediately followed by one sent from

October.

Island
Polola,

* Mindanao was at that time divided into six provinces or small sovereignties.

Vangundaiiao, Parazao, Birrian, Surrey, Bisaya, and Maluco-buco. Herrera,

Dec. 3. 9. 9. ^

the
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the ship, till they canie to another bay, and to a town by chap, 5.

the side of a river. The Spaniards, having with them a man 1526.

w^ho understood the Malay language, purchased of the inha- Po^olT.

bitants some rice, fowls, and palm wine, with which they

returned to the ship. The next day, Yniguez sent the boat

again, to endeavour to procure more provisions; but the Indians

told those who went, that they could not spare more till the

people who lived in the mountains should bring them a sup-

ply. According to the Spanish accounts, the Indians supposed

the Spaniards to be Portuguese; and this, they say, occasioned

much distrust on both sides. The Spaniards proposed to the

islanders, that they should each give a hostage to the other,

that their intercourse might be continued with a greater degree

of confidence. This proposal was accepted, and the Galician,

Goncalo de Vigo, landed ; in exchange for whom, one of the

natives who appeared to be of a superior rank by his dress^

which was a silk habit with a dagger that had a gold handle,^

entered the boat; taking however the precaution to leave

his silken garment and golden dagger on shore. A hog and

some fowls were then brought to the beach, for Avhich the

Indians demanded much more than the Spaniards conceived

to be their value. Whilst they were bargaining, De Vigo

slipped from his keepers, and fled to the boat, where he re-

ported that the Indians had hostile intentions. Before the

natives could recover from their surprise at his escape, the

Spaniards jumped on shore, and seizing on the hog and fowls,,

carried them and the Indian hostage off to the ship. Captain.

Yniguez sent the boat back to propose to the natives the re-

lease of their hostage on condition that they would sell their

provisions at a fair price ; but they refused to hold farther

intercourse with the Spaniards. At this place, the eleven

natives.
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1526. their escape from the ship, and were afterwards killed b}' the
c o er.

pgQpie of this country, who not understanding their language,

took them for corsairs.

Before this quarrel happened, the Spaniards, in their short

communication with the natives, obtained some gold bracelets,

in exchange for European trinkets. The islanders were

furnished with great variety of arms, as sAvords, daggers,

spears, javelins, bows, &c. ; and it is said that, they never

went without arms in the midst of their own towns : even the

children carried javelins. The Spanish accounts of this vo3'age

describe them to be a warlike and treacherous people. It is

not impossible that the natives of Mindanao employed the very

same epithets in speaking of the Spaniards.

A longer continuance here was rendered unsafe by the re-

peated attempts of the natives to cut the cables during the

night, which it required constant vigilance to prevent.

On leaving this port, the ship sailed along the coast towards

the South. After having passed Mindaiiao, they saw many

other islands. October 22d, they anchored near the North

Talao. West part of an island, named Talao, in 3° 35' North*. They

found the natives of Talao friendly, and obtained from them

a good supply of provisions. The Spaniards made prepara-

tions here for meeting their enemies ; for such they expected

to find the Portuguese ; and it is remarked that they mustered

at Talao 150 men-f.

* Herrera, 3. 9. 9. The island Talaut lay directly in their route to the Mo-
luccas, but the latitude makes it difficult to beheve that the Talao here mentioned

is intended for the same island.

\ Noticia de las Exp, Mag,

By
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By the number of the Spaniards remaining, notwithstanding

the loss of so many in the passage across the South Sea, it

may be conjectured that one of the small ships (the S. Lesmes)

had been abandoned, and her crew received into the Capitana.

Of the other ship, the S" Maria del Parrel, some account Avill

shortly be given.

October the 27th, Yniguez sailed from Talao for the Moluccas,

steering South by East ; and, on the 29th, saw the island

Gilolo, near which they were four days becalmed.

November 4th, they anchored at Zamafo, in the island

Morotay, which place was subject to the King of Tidore. They

learnt from the natives, that the Portuguese kept a strong

force at the Moluccas, that they had made war against the

people of Tidore, and had burnt their principal town, on

account of the King's attachment to the Spaniards. Martin

Yniguez procured fi-om the Governor at Zamafo, a boat of

the country, by which he sent an officer, Andres de Urdaneta,

to give notice to the Kings of Gilolo and Tidore of the arrival

of the Spaniards.

These Chiefs received the intelligence with much satis-

faction ; and it was concerted between them and the Spanish

commander, that the ship should repair to a port in the island

Gilolo.

They left Zamafo, November the 18th; contrary Avinds in

their passage obliged them to anchor in a bay of an island

named Mnro, ' 1 2 leagues from the cape of Gilolo *.' Whilst

they lay there, a messenger came to them with a letter from

the Portuguese commander at Terrenate, (Don Garcia Enri-

quez,) in which he insisted on the right of the Portuguese

CHAP. 5.

1526.

October.

Talao.

November,

Zamafo.

* Hcrrem.

to
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January.

May.

to the Molucca islands, and invited the Spaniards to repair to

Terreiiate, where he promised that they should be received

with honour ; adding, that if this invitation was refused, they

should be brought there by force. Yniguez paid little atten-

tion to this message ; and, as the wind continued adverse to

his reaching the port at first proposed in Gilolo, he sailed

direct for the island Tidore, and on the last day of December,

anchored close to the place where, but six weeks before, the

town had stood. He was there joined by one of the Kings of

Gilolo, and the King oi Tidore; the former named Abderra-
MENjAMi, who was abovc 80 years of age, the latter a youth

of 13 years, named Rajami, son to King Almanzor, who
had lately died.

January 19th, the Portuguese, to show that their late

message was not merely an unmeaning threat, attacked the

Spanish ship at Tidore^, with two galeons, a brigantine, and

a number of other barks ; but, after being repulsed in repeated

assaults, they returned to Terrenate.

The war thus commenced, was continued some time with

various success, the Portuguese being assisted by the people of

Terrenate, and the Spaniards by the people of Gilolo and

Tidore ; but the operations were almost wholly confined to

enterprizes on the Avater. Fleets of canoes sometimes met

and engaged, and much blood was spilt, without any thing

decisive being effected. C

In May, a new Portuguese commander arrived (Don Jorge

de Meneses), who, finding himself not strong enough to dis-

lodge the Spaniards whilst they were so well supported by the

* Noiicia Exp. al Mag. According to Herrera, the Portuguese armament
f attacked them before they anchored at the.island Tidore.

4> people
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people of Tidore and Gilolo, proposed a truce, to which chap. 5.

Yniguez agreed, but without either party being disposed to
1527.

place much confidence in the promises of the other. Tidoee.

Don Jorge de Meneses had, in his passage from Malacca to

the Moluccas, by extraordinary and accidental circumstances,

discovered the North coast of Papua (the land now called Discovery

New Guinea). Being appointed to take the command at the North coast

Molucca islands, he left Malacca with two ships and 60 men, ^f
Papua,

' ' m 1526.

August the 22d, 1526*. The route to which the Portuguese

had been accustomed, was by the South of Borneo, and of

Celebes, and by the island Amhoyna. Don Jorge chose to try

another course, and Avent round the North of Borneo, by
' Taguima-f,' one of the Sooloo islands, pursuing nearly the

track w^hich had before been sailed by the ships Trinidad and

Vitoria of Magalhanes's squadron. But by currents, and

their want of information respecting that route, they were

carried to the Eastward, past the North end of Gilolo; and

going afterwards to the South, they came to islands, 200

leagues distant from the Moluccas, inhabited by a people

called Fapuas\., a name given to them by the natives of the

Moluccas, on account of their curled hair. In a port named

Versija, under the equinoctial line, they ' wintered,' [?'. e.

remained till the change of the monsoon.] After which, they

sailed for the Moluccas, making their course to the South of

Batochina, (another name for Gilolo,) and in that track they

saw two islands, Meiuisu, and Bufu, which they named Dos

Graos, (Grain islands.) Meneses arrived at Terreimte in

May 1527.

* De liarros, Decade 4. lib. 1. c. 16.

t Ibid.

1 Argemola says, tlie word papva dgnifies, in the kiuguage of the natives,

llack. Galvaom derives the name as above.

U Another
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nearly at this time*, requires to be here mentioned. Don
Jorge de Meneses being commander at the Moluccas, sent

from thence a ship to the North, under Diogo da Rocha,

Captain, Avith Gomez de Sequeira, pilot. They met with

islands to the Eastward of Mindanao, and the islands of iS^.

Lazarus, (at what distance is not specified,) in latitude ' 9 or
Islands 10 degrees f,' which were named after the pilot of the ship,

SEguEiRA. the islands De Sequeira.

To resume the subject of the proceedings of the Spaniards at

1527. Tidore ; with the assistance of the King of Gilolo, they began the

construction of a brigantine. Their ship, the S" Maria de la

Vitoria, had received so much damage in different actions,

and in the storms she had previously encountered, that she

was rendered wholly unserviceable.

The truce did not last long, and each party accused the

other of being the aggressor. A new treaty, however, was in

a short time concluded.

July. In July, Martin Yniguez, the commander of the Spaniards,

died. According to the relation of Herrera, he fell by the trea-

cherous practices of the Portuguese ; the agent sent by Don
Jorge de Meneses to settle the terms of the truce, having put

poison into his wine. He was much lamented by the Spaniards,,

being esteemed a resolute and prudent commander. He was

the fourth who had filled that station since the departure of

the fleet from Spain.

* Gahaom dates the discovery of Rocha, in 1525.

•f Gahaom, Trat. dos Descobrimenlos. With such insufficient data, the

islands De Sequeira cannot, with propriety, be placed in any chart. It is however

probable, that they were part of the group now known by the name of the

Pehto Islands.

At
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At a new election, Bustamante was a second time disap- chap. 5.

pointed of obtaining the command, the Spaniards choosing

foi' their General, Hernando de la Torre. Hostilities with the July-

Portuguese were again renewed, the blame of which may be

reasonably attributed to the Portuguese, who constantly re-

ceived supplies from India, whilst the force of the Spaniards

was gradually decreasing.

Whilst this petty warfare was carried on with much cruelty*

on both sides, a small armament sailed for the Moluccas from

New Spain. The arrival there of the Pataca, with the news of

Loyasa having entered the South Sea, revived in Cortes the

desire he had long entertained of sending ships to the Spice

Islands. He had received letters from the Emperor Charles

the Vth, advertising him of the sailing of the ships of Loyasa,

and of another squadron of ships, designed likewise for the

Moluccas, under the command of Sebastian Cabot ; anci re-

commending to him a co-operation from New Spain. This

appeared a favourable time for such an undertaking ; and

Cortes ordered three vessels to be prepared with as much Cortes

speed as the means he possessed would allow. Alvaro de selsforthe

Saavedra, a man of distinguished merit, who was a kinsman Moluccas

of Cortes, was appointed General of the expedition. He
embarked in a ship named the Florida, with a company of 50

Spaniards. The other two vessels were named the St. Jago,

and the Espiritu Santo: on board the former were 45 men,

and in the latter 15. Thirty pieces of cannon were mounted

in the three vessels ; and they were furnished with mer-

chandise.

* Conq. de las Molucas,

V 2 They
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They departed from Zivat-lanejo^ , a port of New Spain, on

the eve of All Saints day (October 31st) 1527. The three

vessels sailed in company 1000 leagues, and were then sepa-

rated by bad weather. Two af them were not afterwards

heard of. Saavedra pursued his course alone ; and arrived

at the Ladroiies'f. Sailing from thence, he discovered on the

day de los Rei/es, i. e. twelfth day, a group of islands in 1

1

degrees
:|; North latitude, which he named the Islands De Zo?

Reyes. Ant' Galvaom supposes tliem to be the Islands De'

Sequeira, before discovered by the Portuguese : but as there

is a considerable difference in the latitude ascribed to these

two discoveries, it seems probable that Da Rocha and Sa-

avedra did not see the same islands.

The men of Los Reyes are described to be a stout, swarthy

people, with long hair, and much beard. Their only clothing

consisted of fine matting fastened round their middle. They

used canes for lances, and had large sailing vessels.

After leaving these islands, Saavedra made the coast of

Mindanao. According to the reckoning of the pilots, they

had sailed from New Spain 2000 leagues. Gomara and

Herrera,. who may both, be supposed apprehensive of falling

into the Portuguese division, add, ' though in a direct line-

' only 1500 leagues §.f

* Gahaom says in 20° North ; but no port of that name appears so far to the

North in the charts.

f Galvaom says^ at the islands which Magalhanes named Dos Prazeres.

% Gomara, Conq. de Mexico, fol. 113. Herrera, Dec. 4. 1. 6.

§ Gomara, Cong, de Mexico, fol. 113. Herrera, Dec. 4. 1. 6. The part of

'Neiv Spain, from whence Saavedra sailed, is 2500 geographical leagues (equal

to nearly 2200 Spanish leagues) distant from the Eastern of the Philippine

islands.

Herrera
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Herrem says, Saavedra went ioMindanao, Visoya, and to other ^^^^- 5-

islands, which are in 8° North latitude, where the natives had
j 28.

iron swords, and used gunpowder* and poisoned arrows.

At these places, Saavedra procured a supply of provisions.

Whilst he was at Visaya, there came to the ship a Spaniard,

named Sebastian del Puerto, who had sailed in the S" Maria
del Parrel, one of Loyasa's fleet, and who had now made his

escape from the natives. He reported to Saavedra, that the

S" Maria del Parrel, after being separated from the General,

Loyasa, came to Visaya, where she was surprised and taken

by the natives, Avho killed the Captain, Don Jorge de Man-
riquez, and many others. The rest being made prisoners, were

most of them sold to the people of other islands. Del Puerto

related that he had accompanied the master he had been

obliged to serve, to the island Zehu ; and he was informed

there that eight of Magalhanes's people had been carried

from Zehu to be sold in China. If such was the fact, they

must have been some of those who were supposed to have

been killed with Barbosa, at the entertainment given by king

Hamabar.

Saavedra sailed from Mindanao to Sarranmn and Candisar, Sarrax-

where he heard of the Spaniards being at Tidore, and of Candigar.

the war carried on between them and the Portuguese. At
Candigar he found two more of the crew of the S" Maria del

Parrel, whose release he obtained by paying 70 ducats. It

was discovered in the sequel, that on the arrival of that ship

at Visaya, one of her boats being sent on shore, was attacked

by the natives, and the crew killed; that the ship then left

Visaya, and sailed to the Southward. Shortly after, the ship's

• Timen tiros, de Pohora. Hcrr. 4. i. 6. and Gomara, Coiiq. Mex. fol. 113.

company
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CHAP. 5. company mutinied, and tiirew overboard the Captain, \i\&

1528. brother, and most of the officers. Being without captain or

Sanguir. pilot, the ship got aground at the island Sanghir, where the

crew was attacked, and overpowered by the Indians. Of the

former, many were killed, and the rest were made slaves'.

Those who Avere found and released by Alvaro de Saavedra,

had taken an active part in the mutiny ; and not long after,

their guilt was detected, and they were brought to justice.

At the When Saavedra arrived near the Molucca islands, which
Molucca

1 • , i 1 • 1 • r m
Islands, was early m tlie year 1528, his ship being seen from Terrenate,

some of the Portuguese went off in boats to enquire from

whence she came. They were answered from New Spain ;

upon which, without asking more questions, they returned to

. the shore. In the afternoon of the same day, some Spaniards

went in canoes from Gilolo to make similar enquiries. When
they w^ere told, that the ship belonged to New Spain, they

would not, at first, credit what they heard ; but suspected tiiat

the people in her were Portuguese, who wanted to decoy them

into the ship : and under this persuasion, they would have

returned, if one man, more confident than the rest, had not

ventured to, go on board. The next day, before Saavedra

reached the anchoring place, he was attacked by a Portuguese

brigantine and a number of country boats from Terrenate;

but the Spanish brigantine, which had been built at Gilolo^

advancing to the assistance of Saavedra, the Portuguese

retreated.

There remained at this time with Hernando de la Torre,

120 men* of those who had left Spain with Loyasa. The

addition of Saavedra's force, enabled the Spaniards to resist

* Gomara,
the
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the attacks of the Portuguese, who had received consi- chap. 5.

derable reinforcements. In one of these attacks, a Portuguese 1528.

brigantine was taken, her Captain being killed in the en-

gagement.

Saavedra's vessel was repaired at Tidore, and furnished

with a cargo of 70 quintals of cloves, with which he purposed

returning to New Spai7i. When he was ready for sea, a

Portuguese, named Simon de Brito Patalin, according to the

Spanish accounts, desired to be taken on boatrd, and offered

to serve in the capacity of pilot. At the desire of Hernando

de la Torre, Saavedra consented to receive Brito, and four

other Portuguese, who had been captured in the brigantine.

On June the 3d*, he departed from Tidore^ Avith a South June

West wind, having on board his vessel 30 men ; but when sails for

they had run three days to the North East, the breeze failed, s?'^^

and they had light winds with calms thirty days. At 1 70

leagues, by their estimation, from Tidore, they anchored at

an island, named Hamei-\; of which the latitude is not

mentioned.

Afterwards, at £50 leagues from the Moluccas, they found Land of

more land : no latitudes are given, but the relations say it

w^s part of the land called Papua. The Spaniards believing

that the country abounded in gold, gave it the name of Isla

del Orop The inhabitants seen were black, wath short

curly hair ; they went naked, but had swords, and other arms

made of iron. From the resemblance between the natives of

* 'Noticia de las Exp. al Magallanes dates the sailing of Saavedea from the

Moluccas, July nth. Gomara and Herrera, both give the date June 3d, Dec.
4. 3. 6. and Conquista de Mexico, folio 113.

+ Lavanha, p. 61.

t Argemola, Conq. de las Malucas^ 1. 2,

this

Paeua,
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CHAP. 5. this country and those of the coast of Guinea, this land came

15(28. afterwards to be called New Guinea.
Land of Saavedra remauied a month among these people, and
Papua.

. .
.

=* - r r '

Avas furnished by them with provisions. When he was pre-

paring to sail, Brito Patalm, with others of the Portuguese

whom he had brought from Tidore, deserted with the ship's

boat, the only one with which she was furnished. Saavedra

was on shore at the time, and was obliged to construct a raft

for his conveyance to the ship. This loss was the cause of

great distress to them in the sequel, the Avant of a boat dis-

abling them from taking on board a sufficient provision of

wood and water.

They proceeded on their voyage, running by more of the same

land, 100 leagues, which led them towards the South. Some

canoes came from an island and attacked the ship with

.arrows, the consequence of which was, the Spaniards took

three of the natives prisoners. They then sailed 250 leagues*,

(it is not said in what direction, but it seems to have been to

the North,) and arrived at other islands, the people of which

were white -j-, and had beards. These islands lay in 7 de-

grees J. Some of the natives approached the ship, and

* Herrera, 4. 3. 6.

\ The light copper-coloured complexion is frequently, by the Spanish and

Portuguese voyagers, called while. In the charts likewise, to distinguish the

Indians of the before mentioned complexion from the black and woolly-headed

Indians, some of the islands in that sea are named Yslus de Hombres blancos,

i.e. Islands of Wliite Men; andolhers, Yslas de Crespos, (Crespos signifying

curled, or frizzled).

J Herrera has said 7 degrees latitude, but not stated whether North or South.

It has never been supposed that Saavedra went so far to the South of the

equator as to 7 degrees South latitude. In some of the charts of the 16th century,

islands, by the name oi' Barbados, (bearded people,) are placed in 7° North, and

near the meridian of the Eastern part of New Guinea.

6 made
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made threatening gestures with stones and sUngs, of which chap. 5

the Spaniards took no notice, but passed on. ^
^^Is.

'

From hence, Saavedra sailed to the North and North Returns

East, to 14° North, and finding the wind continued unfe- ^Z"*''"^111, Moluccas
vourable, he bore up to return to the Moluccas.

The defect of information in this part of the account of
Saavedra's navigation, renders it equally unpleasant and
unsatisfactory. Nothing more can be said with certainty

concerning it, than that he discovered about 50 leagues of
the land of Papua, beyond what had been discovered by
Meneses. The island in 7° latitude, was probably one of
the many comprehended under the name of the Caroline
Islands. .

De Brito Patalin, and another of the Portuguese, who had
run off with Saavedra's boat, found their way towards the
Moluccas, as far as to Gilolo, where they were discovei'ed by
some Spaniards, and carried to their General, Hernando de la

Torre. They were questioned concerning Saavedra, and re-

ported that he was wrecked: but on his arrival in October*,
they were condemned and executed. The Portuguese ac-
counts say these executions were unjust. The guilt or inno-
cence of Patalin and his companions rests upon the question,
whether they embarked voluntarily, or upon compulsion.

Saavedra's vessel was careened and repaired, and he dc- ,529.
parted a second time from Tidore for New Spain, in May May.
I529f. He sailed by the North of Gi'lolo, and from thence Saavedra
' 1.1 . , „ __ sails a se-towards the land of Papua, following the same route at the cond time
begmnmg, as in the former year, till he came to the island
where the three natives had been taken prisoners, Avhom he

* Heirera, 4. 3. 6. \ Galvaom.

X . now
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now brought back. When they recognised the well known

land, two of them jumped from the ship into the sea, and

swam away ; the third, being of a more tractable disposition,

had become friendly with the Spaniards, who had christened

him ; and he had made some progress in learning their lan-

guage. He undertook to speak to his countrymen, and to

explain to them that the Spaniards came not with hostile, but

with friendly intentions. When the ship drew nearer land he

left her, and swam towards the shore ; but the Spaniards had

the mortification and regret to see their Indian friend assaulted

by his countrymen, whilst he was yet in the water ; and he was

killed in their sight.

Galvaom writes, that in this second attempt to sail to New-

Spain, Saavedra followed the coast of Papua to the East,

above 500 leagues, and to the latitude of 4 or 5 degrees

South ; and that he found the coast clear, and affording

good anchoras;e.

From this land, (Papua,) they steered to the East North

East*, and came to a group of small islands in 7° North

latitude, which they judged to lie midway between tlie

Moluccas and New Spain. Herrera sa_ys, 1000 leagues from

Tidore, and as many from New Spain -\: One of these islands

was four leagues in extent, and four others were only one

league ia extent each. They were inhabited ; and a canoe

with four or five men came from them and approached the

ship. The Indians in this canoe were of a dark colour, and

had beards ; they were marked in the body as if with an iron,,

(most probably tattovved,) on which account the islands were

called Los Pintados, (Islands of the Painted People J.)
Their

* Utrrera, 4. 5. 6. t Ibid. X Cahaom, Dos Descobrimeiitos.

manner
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manner of speaking seemed to be menacing ; and when they

found that their speeches were not much regarded, one of

them threw a stone with so much force, that it spht a plank

of the vessel's side. The Captain ordered a musket to be fired

towards, but not at them, which frightened the people in the

canoe, and they paddled away.

The ship sailed on to the North East, and having run 80 i-os

leagues* from the islands just mentioned, other low islands Jakdines.

were discovered, which were likewise inhabited. At one of

them, the ship found anchorage. A number of the natives

collected together on the shore, wdio called to the ship, and

waved a flag. Seven canoes afterwards went otf, and

Saavedra threw to them a cloke and a comb. Upon re-

ceiving these things, twenty men and one woman entered

the ship. The Spaniards imagined the woman to be a

sorceress, and that she was brought to find out what kind

of beings the new comers were ; for she touched each of the

Spaniards, one by one, with her hands. The Captain treated

the islanders with kindness, made them presents, and when
they returned to the shore, sent one of his people with them,

who was well received, and taken to the Chief's house, which

was large and thatched with palm leaves.

These islanders were of a light colour : like the people of

Los Pijitados, their bodies and arms were marked so as to have

the appearance of being painted. The women appeared

beautiful ; they had long black hair, and wore coverings of

very fine matting. The weapons used by the men, were spears

and clubs. Their canoes were made of pine wood, which is

driven there at certain seasons of the year.

* Herrera,

X 2 Saavedra
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CHAP. 5. Saavedra finding the islanders so friendly, landed with some

1529. of his people to pay a visit to the Chief. The natives, men
Los

^jjjj women, met him with music of tambourines and sinking.
Buenos ° °

Jardines. He was conducted to a thatched house, where he sat down

with the chief. The musquets of the Spaniards attracted the

attention of the islanders, and the Chief made enquiries con-

cerning their use. When this was explained as well as their

mode of communication. Avould allow, he desired that one of

the musquets might be fired, which was done to satisfy him;

but the noise caused so much alarm, that, except the Chief

and a few more, all the rest (Herrera says 1000 men) fled in

canoes to another island that was three leagues distant ; and

it was some time before they became sufficiently re-assured to

return. The Captain being in a declining state of health, the

ship remained here eight days. The natives supplied the

Spaniards, with 2000 cocoa nuts, for which, recompense

was made ; and the ship took on board here eight pipes

of water.

Herrera writes that these islands are in 8° degrees North,

Avhich does not asfree with his account of the course and

distance sailed from the first group (Los Fintados). Galvaom

places the second group ' in 10 or 12 degrees North latitude,'

and says, that they were many in number, small, and laying

close together. Galvaora's latitude of them has most the ap-

pearance of being correct. They were named by the Spaniards

Los Buenos Jardines, i. e. The Good Gardens.

In estimating the longitude of these islands, the distance

reckoned from Tidore only, is entitled to consideration ; that

being the place from whence they had taken their departure,

and to which they returned. Los Pintados, according to that

distance (reckoning in Spanish leagues) are 561° of longitude

East
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East from Tidore; and attending to the circumstances of the chap. 5.

narrative, will give for the situations, ^
1620^

Long, from the

Latitude. Observatory at Greaiwick.

Of the Islands Zos Pmfflf/os 7° N. - - - 176° West.
Los Buenos Jardines, from 10° to 12° N. - 174° West*.
Sailing from these islands, they stood between the North

East and North, till they were in 27* North latitude; at
which time Alvaro de Saavedra, their commander, died. A Death of

short time before his death, he ordered his people to attend
.^^'^^'^°^'*-

him, and recommended to them to continue their course to
the North, till they were in 30° North latitude ; and if then
they saw no prospect of making their passage to New Spain,

that they should return to Tidore, and place themselves and
the vessel, under the command of Hernando de la Torre, to do
with as he thought best for the service of the King. Final! v

he named for his successor, as Captain, Pero Laso, a native

of Toledo.

Alvaro de Saavedra is mentioned with much respect in the
accounts of the discoveries of that time. He is represented
and appears to have been a man of liberal character and en-
dowments. Galvaom says, that he had formed a plan, and,
if he had lived, would have endeavoured at its execution,
for opening a passage, from sea to sea, through the Isthmus
of America

-f^-.

• It is very possible that some of the islands seen in 1788, about 12° of longi-
tude to the West of the situations here mentioned, and between the parallels of
5" North and to" North, maybe the Pintados and Buoios Jardines discovered by
Saavedra

; but such a conclusion cannot be warranted before that part of the
Pacific Ocean shall have been more fully examined.

t This project very early engaged the attention of the Spaniards. Jos. Jcosta,
who was not friendly to such an undertaking, writes, that many were of opinion
that one sea was higher than the other, and that the attempt would be attended
with some great calamity.

Jos. de AcQsta. Hist. Natural
y^ Moral de las Jndias, ]; 3. c. i o.

Pero
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CHAP. 5. Pero Laso lived only eight daj^s after the death of Saavedra.

1529. The remaining Spaniards followed the instructions of their

deceased commander, and sailed to 31° North latitude, when

they reckoned themselves 1200 leagues from the Moluccas,

and 1 000 from the coast of New Spain. The wind continuing

to oppose their progress to the Eastward, they shaped their

The sliip re- course back towards the Moluccas, where they arrived at the
turns to the

, .

Moluccas end of October, with their number reduced to eighteen.

During the absence of Saavedra's ship, the Portuguese, having

received an addition of strength from other parts of India, had

succeeded in driving the Spaniards from Tidore, and Hernando

de la Torre, by the desertion of some of his men, found himself

obliged to subscribe to a convention, by which he engaged not

to enter any of the Molucca islands without the consent of the

Portuguese; and on that condition the Portuguese were to

allow him and his people to remain at Zamafo unmolested, till

one or the other side should receive instructions from Europe.

Nevertheless, the return of Saavedra's men, small as such a

reinforcement was, encouraged the Spaniards once more to

renew hostilities, for which they assigned as a reason, the non-

observance of some articles of the convention on the part of

the Portuguese. At this time it appears that the number of

the Spaniards amounted to between 90 and 100; but their

hopelessness of success had created divisions amongst them,

and their inteiest with the natives was ruined by a report,

which the Portuguese were very industrious in publishing, that

the Emperor had sold the Molucca islands to the King of

Portugal. This report obtaining credit, caused strong sensa-

tions of indignation, not only in those who had till then been

friendly to the Spanish interest ; but in the natives of all the

islands, who began to consider by what means they might

Q rid
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rid themselves of both Spaniards and Portuguese, by whom

they and their country were thus regarded as a transferable

and saleable property. The rival Europeans, from a sense of

the common danger to which a general confederacy of the

natives would expose them, desisted from molesting each

other.

It is observable in the accounts of these wars for the pos-

session of the Moluccas, which, as they are written by Euro-

peans, will not be suspected of any surcharge in this parti-

cular, that both the Spaniards and Portuguese acted with

more rigour against the natives, who were adherents of the op-

posite party, (seldom giving them quarter,) than against

each other.

The Spaniards all this time received neither succour nor

directions from Europe : their vessels were worm-eaten and

decayed; and the Portuguese confidently affirmed that the

islands had been pledged by the Emperor to their King.

Under these disheartening circumstances, De la ToiTe refused

giving credit to any assertions or documents not properly

authenticated from his own court. He endeavoured by va-

rious means, but without success, to send an account of his

proceedings, and of the reduced condition of himself and

people, to Spain.

By the Emperor they were neglected in an unaccountable

manner. In the year 1529, Charles V. being in want of

money, and partly in consideration of inter-raarriages which

took place between the Royal families of Spain and Portugal,

pledged to the crown of Portugal, his title and claims to

the Moluccas, without limitation of time, for the sum of

350,000 ducats; a transaction which gave much dissatis-

faction to the Spanish nation : and no proper measures were

takeni
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taken to comniunicate relief or information to the persons who

were employed, and who were exerting themselves so zealously

in defence of those claims*. ,-

With, the decrease of their strength, their means of procur-

ing subsistence failed. And at length Hernando de la Torre

consented to depart with his people from the islands, on

.condition that the Portuguese would provide them with the

.means of returning to Spain. They left the Moluccas in

.1534-, and were conveyed to Cochin in vessels belonging to

the Portuguese, from whence, after much delay, they were

sent in different ships to Europe. Urdaneta, one of the

officers, was the first that arrived. He was charged with

letters from De la Torre for the Emperor, which contained a

relation of tlie circumstances of the expedition, and various

charts -f; but his papers were pillaged at Lisbon by. the

Portuguese. In February 1537, he reached Spain, after an

absence of almost 12 years. Hernando de la Torre arrived

soon after, and was well received by the Spanish ministry, the

Emperor being at that time absent on an expedition against

Tunis: and thus terminated this most laborious and unproduc-

tive enterprize.

By the treaty of 1529, between the Emperor and the King

of Portugal, all the countries lying to the West of a meridian

* The Spanish ambassador at Lisbon did demand that the people of

Loyasa's armament should be allowed to return to Europe in the Portuguese

ships ; and this was promised : but no order concerning them appears to have

arrived in India, nor does it seem to have occurred as necessary, that the Spa-

niards there should have i'.ad an order from the Emperor, or from his ministers,

before they could, with propriety, abandon any possession which they were able

to maintain.

t Noticia de las Exp. al Magal. ; and Herrera, Dec. 4. 5. 10.

drawn
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drawn at 1 7 degrees East from the Moluccas (which was ex-

plained to signify all to the West of the Ladrones) were relin-

quished or pledged to the Portuguese*.

Though the honour of sending forth the second ship that

encircled the globe cannot be claimed by the Spanish nation,

it is nevertheless a justice due to the memory of the few

of Loyasa's and Saavedra's men, who reached their native

country, to notice them as the navigators Avho the second time

performed that tour.

* Tratado de limites das Conquistas. Ed. 1750. Lisboa.
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CHAR VL

Various other E.rpediHo?is heiweai the Years 1526 and 1533^

each inclusive. • Discoveries on the JVestern coast of America.

Discover)/ of California.

CHAP. 6. T> ETWE E N the departure of Loyasa's fleet from Spain,

and the cession of the Spice islands to the Portuguese,

several other expeditions were undertaken, the notice due to

which has been deferred, to avoid interrupting the account of

that voyage.

1526. In the beginning of the year 1 526, four ships were fitted out

Cabofsails ^J "lerchants at Seville, intended for the Moluccas. They em-
fortheMo- ployed Sebastian Cabot to undertake the direction and com-

mand, and he sailed from Spain in April.

Cabot's conduct in this voyage did not give satisfaction, and

was thought unequal to the high reputation he had acquired.

The Spanish writers say of him, that he was a better cosmo-

gvapher than a mariner, or commander. His vessels Avere not

sufficiently stored and provisioned for the long voyage he had

T, , vmdertaken, and his officers and men became discontented.
Jrroceeds

no farther On arriving at the coast of Brasil, he abandoned the original

Brasil plan, and confined his researches and enterprises to the river

De la Plata.

Attempts In the same year (1526) two Genoese vessels, attempted to
of others.

^^^^^ through the Strait of Magalhanes. They arrived at its

entrance, but were beaten back by storms. One ship returned

to Genoa ; the other was wrecked in the river De la Plata *,

* Lopez Vaz. Haklui/t's Collection, vol. 3. p. 790.

and
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and her men joined the Spaniards, who were there under Se-

bastian Cabot.

In 1527, some merchants of Galicia fitted out three vessels

for the Spice Islands; and others were sent by M. Villegagnon,

a Frenchman, who had formed a settlement at Ixio Janeiro.

One of the Galicians was wrecked, and none of these vessels

so far succeeded as to gain entrance into the South Sea, though

those sent by Villegagnon are said to have gone as far South

as to the 55th degree.

Two Portuguese ships are mentioned b}' Lopez Vaz*, which

made an attempt equally ineffectual to pass the Strait, in

which they lost two pinnaces, or small barks, and were forced

to return.

The difficulties and dangers, added to the great length of the

navigation to the Moluccas by the Strait of Magalhanes, occa-

sioned many who were experienced in maritime and commer-

cial affairs, to be of opinion that the spice trade might be

carried on with more fafety and expedition across the isthmus

of Darien. Four different parts were pointed out as being

commodious for the transportation of goods, with little diffi-

culty or labour, from one sea to the other, Avhere they might

be re-shipped. The first, by the lake o^ Nicaragua -f,
which is

distant but three or four leagues from the shore of the South

Sea, and communicates Avith the opposite sea by a river or

CHAP.

1527-

Passages

across the

isthmus of

Darien.

* Lopez Vaz. Hakluyt, vol. 3.

+ The province and lake of Nicaragua, were so named after the Cazique, who
governed that part of the country when the Spaniards first arrived there. Herrera

relates, that the people of Nicaragua were, at one time, so cruelly oppressed by
the Spaniards, and took their subjugation so deeply to heart, that they abstained

from co-habiting with their wives two whole years, that they might not have

children who should be slaves to their conquerors. Dec. 4. 3. 2.

Y 2 canal
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CHAP. 6. canal (called El Desaguadero), which is navigable for large

i5'^7- barks, but with some dangerous falls. The second by the

river De Chagre*, which river rises within four leagues of

Fanama, and discharges itself into the sea on the North side

of the isthmus, near an island called Bastbnente, where there

is a safe port. The third, up the river Vera Cruz in the gulf

of Mexico, and bj a route which had on several occasions

been used by the Spaniards to Tecoantepeqnc . The fourth

was by opening a road from Noinhre de Dios, across the isthmus

to Panama, which was reckoned a distance of 17 leagues.

This last seems to have gained the preference, orders having

been given for establishing houses of trade at Nombre de Dios

and at Panama. Gomara speaking of the difficulties, says,

' There are mountains, but also there are hands.' All pro-

jects of this nature, however, were for a time set at rest, by

3529. the relinquishment of the Moluccas to the Portuguese; and

for many years the navigation of Europeans in the South Sea

was confined to expeditions made by the Spaniards along the

Western coast of America -j-.

1531- In 1531, the first town built by the Spaniards in Pern was

Spanish founded a short distance to the South of the city of Tiimbez,

town built ^ named San Miguel de Tangarala %.
in 1 ERU. ^ ^ '

* A. Gahaom, and Herrera, 4. 9. 2.

f The routes across the isthmus that have been most in use are two, both of

them to Panama, one by the river Chagre, the other wholly by land from Porto-

hello. D. Ant. de Ulloa gives vm account of his journey across, by the river

Chaore. He was five days in going from the mouth of the Chagre to Cruces, the

place where he disembarked, which was five leagues distant from Panama.

Viage a la America Merid. Por Don Ant. de Ulloa. Vol. I. lib. 3. cap. 1.

X The ground on which this town first stood being found unhealthy, a new-

situation was chosen, and the name changed to S. Miguel dc Piura.

About
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About the same time *, the Spaniards in Mexico seized on c n a p. 6.

the country of Xalisco, and that, with all the other lands sub- 1531.

jected to them bordering on the coast of the Pacific Ocean to

the North from port De la Navidad, were collected under one

jurisdiction fAudiencia), and named the kingdom of Nueva New

Galizia (New GaliciaJ, which appellation was given, Herrera

says, because the country was rugged, and the natives strong.

Reports of licher countries to the North, and of seven cities

lying in that direction, concerning which many extravagant

things were related and eagerly credited, incited the Spaniards to

extend their enterprises yet farther. In 1531 and 1532, the

Spanish commander at Xalisco, Nuiio de Guzman, a man of

an extraordinary brutal and ferocious disposition, marched to-

M'ards the North in search of the seven cities, and penetrated

beyond CuUacan and Cinaha, committing, as he went, the

most M'anton acts of barbarity : but the cities which were the

object of his pursuit, he could not find. He built the towns Towns of

of Compostella, and San Miguel. The former, situated between
t^ella^"

the latitude of 21° and 22° North, was at first called Espiritu and San
A/J I GU E Ii

Santo, but the name was afterwards changed to Compostella, built,

which is that of the capital of Galicia in Old Spain. The

town of San Miguel, to the North, and 80 leagues distant f
from Compostella, at the time it was built, was the most

Northern settlement of the Spaniards upon the Western coast

of America.

Hernando Cortes, lately created Marques del Valle 1532.

de Guaxaca, in the year 1532, sent two ships under the.
^^^ii^^^I^^q

command of Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, to make discoveries deMendoza.

• Xalisco was invaded by Nuno de Guzman, in 1530.

t Descrip. de las Ind. Occid. Herrera, cap. ii.

along
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CHAP. 6. along the coast to the North West from Acapulco. They

1532. sailed from Acapulco in May, first to a port called De Buena

Expedition J^spei'aiiza (of Good Hope) in the province of Colitna, where

°J
:^"''^"'^° they took on board more people, with artillery and provisions ;

deMendoza -^ ' K . .

and from thence went to Xalisco, at which place they pur-

posed to take in water ; but Nuiio de Guzman, actuated by

motives of enmity to Cortez, sent orders to prevent them ;

upon which Hurtado departed. He proceeded along the coast

to the North West, and had advanced £00 leagues beyond

Xalisco, when his people began to mutiny. Hurtada judged

it expedient, therefore, to make a division of his people ; and

putting all the disaffected men into one ship, he ordered them

to sail back to New Spain. With the other ship he continued

his navigation along the coast. What further progress he

made is not known, as neither the commander nor any of his

followers lived to revisit New Spain. In his I'eturn towards

that country, he stopped at the river Tamochola *', 70 leagues

to the North West from Culiacan, where, landing with 1 5 or

20 men, they were attacked by the natives, who killed them

all, and afterwards took the vessel. The Spaniards in Mexico>

remained in ignorance of the fate of Hurtado till the year

following, when a party of Guzman's people, in one of their

Northern excursions, received the account from the natives..

The mutineers in the other vessel, being distressed for want

of water, and not daring to stop at Xalisco for fear of Nuiio de

Guzman, put into a bay on the coast, which they named De

* Herrera says, the river Petatlan (so named because the houses of the natives

wei'e covered with matSj^fZai, in their language, signifying a mat) is 50 leagues from

Culiacan, and the river Tamochola, 20 leagues beyond Petatlan. Dec. 5. 1 . 7. The
rivers Petatlan and Tamochola, nearly correspond with the situations assigned to

the rivers Mayo and lliaqui, in Cosi!»nso's chart, and in the chart prefixed to

Noticia de la California.

6 Vandcras
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Vanderas (of flags), where they hkewise were overpowered by chap. 6.

the natives, and only two of them escaped to give the rela-

tion*. Wlien Cortes heard of the loss of this ship^ he imme-

diately ordered two others to be built; and Avas so intent on

his plans for making discoveries, that he superintended their

equipment himself.

They were named La Concepcion and the San Lazaro, and 1533-

commanded by Diego Bezerra de Mendoza, and Hernando
of^p,e2erra

de Grijalva. Bezerra, in La Concepcion, had the chief com- andGrijalva

mand. The instructions given them by Cortes, were to conti-

nue the discovery of the, coast to the North West, and to make

search after Diego Hurtada de Mendoza.

They sailed from a port named St. Jago in 161° North -j-,

on the 30th of October 1533. The night of. the 31st, the

weather became boisterous, and the two ships Avere separated.

A few days afterwards, the pilot of the Capitana, Eortun

Ximenes, conspired with some of the crew, and killed their

Captain, Bezerra, whilst he was fleeping. Several of Bezerra's

friends were Avounded, all of Avhom, with others who Avere

averse to the party of the mutineers, Avere set on shore at the

province of Motin. The author of Noticia de la California,

Avrites, that the mutineers, ' to fly from the anger of Cortes,

' sailed to the North West in search of new islands and lands :

' but they could not fly from the A'engeance of God ; for

' having anchored in a port, afterAvards named the bay De S'"

* Tlie account of Hurtado's expedition is collected from Galvaom, Tratado

dos descobrimentos. Gomara, Conq. de Mexico, fol. n6. Hcrrera, Dec. 4. 10.

25. and Dec. 5. 1. 7.

t Herrera, 5. 7. 3.

' Cruz,
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1533-

Discovery
of Cali-
JORNIA.

c H A p. 6. < Ciniz *, which, according to all the indications, is in the in-

' terior coast oS California, (not at that time so called,) Ximenes
' went on shore, and was attacked and slain by the Indians,

' with twenty other Spaniards
f-.'

Three or four Spaniards,

who remained in the ship, sailed in her to Chametlan, a port

within the government of Nuiio de Guzman ; to obtain whose

protection they reported, that they had discovered a country

which abounded in pearls. Guzman, without hesitation, ap-

propriated the vessel, and all that was in her, to his own use,

with the intention of pursuing this new discovery ; and he

took measures to prevent any account of the transaction from

transpiring beyond the limits of his own province, that the

knowledge of it might not reach the Marquis Cortes.

This appears to have been the first discovery of California

by the Spaniards. They had, however, a short time before,

received some imperfect intimations of such land from the nai-

tives of Colima.

Hernando de Grijalva, in the St. Lazaro, after being sepa-

rated from Bezerra, ran to the South East, in hopes of rejoin-

ing him. In endeavouring afterwards to get to the North

West, a long continuance of light and unsteady Avinds from

the North threw him to a considerable distance from the coast

December, of tke continent. On the 20th of December he discovered an

island. Ant° Galvaom says, that Grijalva sailed 300 leagues

without seeing land, except an island which he named Santo

* Bernal Diaz says, that after the death of Bezerra, Ximenes took the com-

mand, and discovered an island (for such at first it was supposed to be) which

was named Santa Cruz.

t Noticia de la California, y de su CoriqtdUa, por el P. Miguel Fenegas, 8tc.

parts. \2. Madrid, 1757.

Thomaz,
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Thomaz, in 19" North latitude*. Herrera's account states, chap. 6.

that having been far from the land, he stood to the Eastward,
^^^a.

and December 20th saw an island in 20° 20' North •]-, and an- Island

chored near its South side, opposite to the highest part. It was Tomas.

named Santo Tomas, and was judged to be 25 leagues in cir-

cuit, and 25 or 30 leagues distant from the main land to the

North. There were beautiful trees, and many birds on the

island ; but no inhabitants w^ere seen, nor was any fresh water

found on the part near which they anchored %.

It is to be remarked, that Grijalva, not having any know-

ledge of the Gulf of California, might naturally attribute to

the coast of America, a continuance of the same Westerly

direction which had been foimd in the lono- ransie of coast al-

ready known ; and with such a belief, he would suppose the

continent to be nearer to him than in' fact it was.

From Santo Tomas, Grijalva steered for the continent, and

returned along the coast to Tecoantepeqiie. It is related that

in this voyage ' a fish passed close to the sliip, which was by
* every one on board affirmed to be a man of the sea, Avho

' raised his head above water three or four times to look at

' the ship %'

About the time of Grijalva's return, Cortes received infor-

mation of the fate of Bezerra, and the detention of his ship

* Trat. dos Descobrim. p. 79. Edit. 1731.

t Dec. 5. 7. 3.

% By comparing these accounts with the early part of the voyage of Villahhos,

and with the description given of Socorro by Captain Colnet, there appears little

reason to hesitate in pronouncing the Santo Tomas of Grijalva, to be the same
island with the Annublada of Villalobos, and with the Socorro of the late charts.

§ Fassojunto a la nao unpescado, que todos affirmaron, que era kombre marino.
Dec. 5. 7. 3.

Z by
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by Nuiio de Guzman, against whose proceedings he preferred

a complaint to the chamber of audience at Mexico, and re-

quired that the murderers of Bezerra should be compelled to

appear, and that Guzman should be ordered to restore his

ship. No effectual redress, however, was obtained by his ap-

plication.

The further progress of discovery along the coast to the

North of New Spain, must for the present be postponed, to

give room for the account of an enterprise, which M'as at this

period imdertaken from Europe for the purpose of making

discoveries and conquests in the South Sea.
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CHAP. VII.

Expedition of Simon de Alcazova. The Spaniards penetrate

to the South from Peru.

IN Spain, Simon de Alcazova, a Portuguese, who had served c"ap. 7.

the King of Spain many years *, and been made a knight 1534.

of St. Jago, contracted with the crown to discover and people

200 leagues of the country bordering on the sea coast to the

South of Fern, to begin from where ended the government

of Diego de Almagro, which was called the kingdom of

Nezo Toledo
-f.

Alcazova departed from San Lucar%, September the 21st, September.

1534, with two good ships, well furnished with provisions and SanLucar

stores, and 250 men. They stopped at the Canaries to repair

some damages received at sea, and sailed thence October

the Sth.

November the 20th they saw the island De la Trinidad^;

not the island near the coast of Paria, but a small one of the

* Simon de Alcazova had been named one of the commissioners for Spain to

the junto of Badnjoz, in 1524, but was objected against by the Portuguese com-
missioners for being a native of Portugal, and on that account excluded.

f The conquests oi Pizarro and Ahnagro in Peru, were in 1534 divided into

two governments. The Northern, named New Castile, was given to Pizarro ; the

Southern, named ISew ToUdo, was assigned to Almagro.

X Herrera has given a minute and particular account of this expedition : there

is likewise preserved in the Spanish archives of the Indies, a manuscript relation of
Juan de Mori, who was one of Alcazova's officers. The author of the Noticia de

las Exp. al Mag. has given some circumstances from a copy of the relation by
Mori. Tiicrc is great diflerence between the dates ia the two accounts.

^ Noticin, ^x.

7, 2 same
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1534-

CHAP. 7. same name in the South Atlantic, in 20° 32' South latitude,

and longitude 29* 33' West from Greenwich. In the run from

thence to the continent of America, the two ships separated.

The Capitana made the coast near the river Gallcgo, not far

from Cape De las Virgenes. Their stock of water Avas almost

expended : Alcazova, hoAvever, would not stop there to take

a supply, being apprehensive that, as the season was so far

advanced, the delay might occasion the failure of their passage

into the South Sea. He passed on accordingly towards the

Strait of Magalhanes, but met with adverse winds, and was

kept at sea longer than could have been foreseen or expected.

The other ship, which Avas the smallest, named the San Pedro,

after the separation, put into a port on the American coast,

which they cdWed Arrezife de Leones y Lobos (Rocks of the Sea

Lions and Wolves), Avhere she recruited her stock of water, and

afterAvards sailed for the strait, Avhich she entered Avith the

Capitana, Avho had been all the time at sea, in great distress.

Ilerrera relates, that in Alcazova's ship they Avere fifty days

without Avater, and that the dogs and cats on board Avere kept,

alive Avith AA'ine*.

1535- The ships met at the entrance of the strait, January 17th,

January. 1535, On the Northern shore, a cross Avas yet standing Avith

an inscription which shewed that it had been placed there by

Magalhj^nes; and the remains of a Avrecked Acssel lay on

the coast, Avhich Avas supposed to be the ship lost there of

Lojasa's fleet. A small number of the natives Avere likewise

seen' ; but all that is said concerning them is, that they gave

tokens of being pleased with the arrival of the Spaniards.

* Dec. 5. 7. 5. The author of the 'Noticia says, tliey were ' many" days ia

total want of water, and that wine was given to the animals.

When
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When die ships were between the two capes at the nar- chap. 7.

rowest part of the entrance, a gust of wind came on so sud- *

"fT"*

denly, and with so much violence, ' that' says the relation, EntoTthe
' it carried away half their sails, and seemed as if it would -^'^''^''^ "^

* take the ships up into the air.' They, however, got through hanes!"

the entrance, and anchored near two islands 25 or 30 leaaues

within the strait, where they found shelter from a strong South

West wind. These islands they called De los Pajares *, from

the number of birds on them, many of which they killed with

sticks. When they had remained at this anchorage about February.

three weeks, with Westerly winds, the principal officers, think-

ing, by the coldness of the weather, that the winter was set in,

though the middle of February had not yet arrived, impor-

tuned Alcazova to return out of the strait, for the purpose of

taking their station for the Avinfcer at the port De Lcones y
Lobos, where they said would be found plenty of fish to

subsist the people : the Captain of the San Pedro likewise

affirmed that he had seen gold among the Indians at that

place. Alcazova, against both his judgment and inclination. Quits tlie

suffered himself to be persuaded by their re})resentations and
importunities, and they sailed out of the strait to P" de Leones

tj Lobos
-f.

Soon

strait.

* Not found in the charts by that name ; which^ with equal propriety^ would
have been applicable to almost every island in the strait.

t No latitude having been mentioned, the situation of this port, or whether it

was one that had been discovered in any of the former voyages, cannot be clearly

ascertained. In 'Not. de las Exp. al Mag. it is called the ba_) of the cape De St.

Domingo ; and Gomara (fol. 58. 1st. de las Indias) says, the cape of St. Domingo
is before you come to the Strait ofMagalhanes. The latest charts place a Puerto
de los Leones in 44° 1

3' South, and in an old ' Ruttier, or Directory for Sailino-

' from the River of Plate to the Strait of Magelane,' inserted in the 3d vol. of

Hakluyt's
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CHAP. 7. Soon after their arrival in this port, an expedition was

1535. undertaken to exuniine the country, and to make discoveries

Puerto de by land. Alcazova set out from the ships, with 225 men, on

Marcli. the 9th of March ; but being corpulent, and not in good

Expedition health, after travelling 14 leagues, he returned to the ships

with 30 others, who had not strength sufficient to bear the

fatigue of such an undertaking. The travelhng party undtr

the conduct of Rodrigo de la Isla, whom Alcazova had

appointed to be his lieutenant, continued their journey to-

Avards the North West, and sometimes to the West, ' the pilot

' of the San Pedro, directing them with a compass and an

' astrolabe, as if they were on the sea.' Twenty-five leagues

from the place where they parted with their commander, they

came to a river between two mountains, which, on account of

some resemblance to the Guadalquivir, they called by the

same name. The water was deep and the current rapid. Tlie

pilot conjectured that this river emptied itself into the Bahia

Sin Fondo* (the Bay without Bottom). They found here some

Indians whom they took for guides ; and made floats Avith

which they crossed the river. Afterwards at another river or

branch of the same, they caught fish like salmon. When

they had been 22 days from the ship, and by their reckoning

HakhajCs Collection of Voyages, p. 724, a port of the same name is placed

in 44° South latitude : and it is remarked, that " as a man goeth thither after he

" be in 43 degrees or more, he must have a care to look out for certain small

" rocks which lie near the land, and North of the harbour." This description

agrees with the name Arrezife de Leones, in Herrera, (Dec. 5. 7. 5.), and it is pro-

bable that it w"as in this port Alcazova anchored.

* The Rattier in llaklnyt, reckons the Bahia Sin Fonda to be 37 leagues distant

to the North North East from P" de los Leones. The Bahia Sin Fondo appears to

have been the B. St. Matias of Magalha7ies, on the North side of the peninsula^

now named De San Josef.

4 "8"
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had travelled above 100 leagues*, their biscuit was all con- chap. 7.

sumcd, and the majority of the people demanded to return. 1535.

The guides affirmed, that if they went on, they would soon

arrive at an inhabited country, the natives of which wore or-

naments of gold in their ears, and about their arms. Ptodrigo

de la Isla urged that as they were at so great a distance from

the ships, the safest way would be to proceed ; but neither

his authority nor arguments could induce the people to obey,

and he was obliged to acquiesce in their determination. In ApiiL

the journey back, Juan Arias and Gaspar de Sotelo, two of

the officers, entered with others into a conspiracy to kill the

General, Simon de Alcazova, which, when they arrived at the Alcazova
killed

ships, they perpetrated. The pilot of the Capitana and several

others fell with their commander. The project of the mutineers

was to become pirates, and to plunder the ships of the Indies;

but Arias and Sotelo quarrelled for the chief command. The

greater number Being on the side of Arias, Sotelo with his

followers took up their quarters in the San Pedro, the smaller

ship. . ^

This division gave opportunity to Rodrigo de la Isla, and

those who had not joined in the mutiny, to surprise the muti-

neers, and to recover the ships. De la Isla, in the King's

name, formed a court of justice, by the sentence of which,

Arias and Sotelo were beheaded ; six othere of the most guilty

were executed, and six were left on shore. Juan 3Iori was

made Captain of the San Pedro. The ships afterwards sailed

for the West Indies, but the Capitana was wrecked on the coast

of Brasil, where most of her men were killed by the natives.

About 20 out of 110, escaped in a boat to the San Pedro,

Not. ch las Exp. Magal.

which.
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CHAP. 7. which, after a long passage, arrived at Hispaniola (SL

1535. Domingo). It may be said of" this expedition, that it was nat

less unfortunate, and certainly much more disgraceful, than

any which had preceded it.

City of IN the year 1535 was founded the city of Los Rei/es, more
Los Reyes comuionly known by the name of Lima, which is a corruption

of the word Bitnoc, the name of the valley in Avhich the city

was built*. From the fertility of the country, and the beauty

and convenience of the situation, this place was in its origin

intended for what it has since been, the capital of Peru.

,„, ^ P" Vieio, TriLxillo, and some other places on the coast of
The Spa- j ^ ' i

iiiardspene- the Soiith Sea, were founded nearly at the same time. In the

CinLi.° beginning of the same year, Diego de Almagro marched from

Cuzco, Avith an army of Spaniards and Peruvians, to make dis-

coveries of the countries to the South. Almagro passed the

' vales of Copayapo']- and Coqidmho, the latter in nearl}^ 30° South

latitude, beyond which he continued his route farther towards

the South 100 leagues, to a large town, then called Concomica-

giia. Not meeting with the riches Avhich were expected to

have been found, Almagro established no colonies in this

country, but returned by the way of Arequipa to Ciizco.

* XJIloa. Viage a la Amer. Merid. vol. 2. lib. i. cap. 3.

t Herrera, 6.2.1. The vale of Copai/apo, is the Northern limit of the province

of Chili.
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CHAP. VIII.

The Marquis Del VuUe sails to California. Voyage of Hernando

de Grijalva, and Alvarado, from Peru to the Moluccas.

' Voyage of Alonso de Camargo //-o??? Spain to Peru.

IT is now time to resume the account of the enterprises chap. S.

which M-ere carried on from }^ew Spain, for obtaining a j-^g.

knowledge of the countries along the coast to the North

West. The discovery of California bj one of the ships be-

longing to the Marquis del Valle (Cortes), and the detention

of that ship at Xalisco, has been related. The Marquis,

finding his complaints against Nuiio de Guzman disregarded,

determined to attempt in person the recovery of his ship. He
sent three vessels along the coast, to the North West, whilst

he marched himself from Mexico, with a force, towards the

province of New Galicia. He met no opposition from Guz-

man ; but when he came to the port of Chametlan, the vessel

was found stripped and a useless wreck. His other ships

joined him at that port, and he embarked there with as many

people as the three vessels could carry ; among w^hom, besides

sailors and soldieis, were women, and tradesmen with their

families, who were desirous of forming a settlement in the lately

discovered land, fCalifornia)

Cortes sailed towards the North West, and on the first of Cortes sails

May came to a mountainous point of land, which he called ° ^ ^
^'^'^^^

San Felipe ; and three leagues from Point S. Felipe, Avere two

islands close to each other : one of which he named St. Jago,

and the other De las Perlas, that being the island where it Avas

A a said
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CHAP. 8. said Fortun Ximenes had found pearls*. From thence he

J 536. sailed to the port where Ximenes had been killed, in 231°

North, which was a good harbour secured from all winds.

Cortes gave to it the name of Bahia de S" Cruz-f.

In what manner this country came to be distinguished by

the appellation of California, is left imcertain. It is not be-

lieved that the name was derived from the natives; as the

missionaries who have since resided among the Californians,

have not at any time heard of such being applied to any port,

bay, or part of the country :|:. Some have conjectured that on

account of the heat of the weather, Cortes formed the name

California, from the Latin words calida 2indifornax. But w«
are not told that there was greater heat of weather in the pe-

ninsula, than on the opposite coast of New Spain ; and it has

been remarked, that no other of the names given by Cortes,

were immediately from the Latin language. It appears to

have been at first given only to a bay. Bernal Diaz de

Castillo, in his history of the conquest of Mexico, says, Cortes

went to discover other lands, ' and met with California, which
' is a bay §.' Afterwards the name was made to comprehend

the whole peninsula. By some, all the Northern coast on that

side of America, has at times loosely been called California.

Forms a Cortcs landed the new settlers at the bay of S" Cruz, and

there. dispatched the vessels back for more people, and horses ; but

* Gomara, Conq. de Mexico, fol. 116 and 117. The land of San Felipe, and

the islands are not sufficiently marked in this account, to be discoverable in the

present charts. If the land now called Point San Loreuxo is naountaiuous, it is

most probably the Point San Fcl/jie of Cortei.

f In Costanso's chart named Pueito de Corses.

% 'Noticia de California.

t) y Toparon con la California, que es una BaJiia,.

they
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they were separated by storms, and only one returned ; in

which the General embarked, and sailed 50 leagues, Gomara

says ' in a sea like the Adriatic*.' He afterwards went to

Culiacan, and took on board provisions, with which he returned

to his colony at Santa Cruz, where the people had been greatly

distressed : for the country, not being cultivated, afforded no

other food than wild fruits and game, and not in quantities

sufficient for their support. Further supplies were afterwards

brought from the opposite coast.

The arrival from Spain of Don Antonio de Mendofa,

appointed Viceroy of New Spain, which happened at this

tirae-f-, made the friends of the Marquis, in Mexico, anxious

for his return thither ; and they sent messengers, who found

him at his settlement at Santa Cruz. Upon receiving the in-

telligence, he departed for New Spain, leaving his colony to

the care of Francisco de Ulloa ; this was in the beginning of

the year 1537. Ulloa, finding that subsistence could not be

obtained, soon after embarked all the people, and followed the

Marquis to Acapulco.

In Peru, the absence of Almagro upon his expedition into

Chili, had encouraged the natives to make an attempt to

recover their country from the European invaders. Their

efforts, though they proved ineffectual, brought the Spaniards

into great difficulties. The Peruvians laid siege to the city of

Cuzco, in defence of Avhich Juan Pizarro, one of the brothers of

Francisco, was killed ; but on the approach of Almagro, when

D. Ant. de
Mendoca
Viceroy of

Mexico.

1537-

Settlement

at Santa
Cruz

abandoned.

* Conquista de Mexico, fol. 117.

t Bernal Diaz, who is not very accurate in his dates^ places the arrival of D.
Jilt, de, Mendoca in Mexico, before the return of Cortes from Spain, t\f't€r he was
created a Marquis,

A A 2 he
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CHAP. 8.

1537-

Voyage of

Grijalva

and
Alvarado.

he returned from the South, the Peruvian Inca raised the siege,

and disbanded his army.

Francisco Pizarro, during the period of his greatest distress,

had dispatched messengers to all the Spanish governments

from whence assistance could be expected, Avith representa-

tions of the perilous situation of the Spanish affairs in Peru.

Pizarro's messengers arrived in Mexico, at the time of Ulloa's

return from California ; and the Marquis Cortes imme-

diately sent two of his ships to Pe7u, with soldiers, artil-

lery, and stores*. One of the ships was commanded by

Hernando de Grijalva, the other by an officer of the

name of Alvarado ; but not, as Argensola relates, the great

Alvarado (meaning Pedro de Alvarado, the companion of

Cortes, and one of his principal officers in the conquest of

Mexico). They had orders, after fulfilling their primary ob-

ject, to proceed in search of lands to the WestAvard ; Avhether

they were to sail in company, or had separate instructions, the

accounts are not in agreement. The relations of this expe-

dition are of that imperfect kind that afford no certainty of

information, and from the brief and general manner in which

the circumstances are stated, they have more the appearance

of having originated in vague reports, than of nesting upon

evidence of the facts.

In one account* it is said, Grijalva departed in April

1537, from the port of Pageta in 6° North, (this seems

to be a mistake in the copy, and that the port of Payta in

6° South was intended), to search for certain rich islands

which were supposed to lie to the West. He steered in that

* Herrera, Dec. 5. 8. 10.

t De Coiito, 5. 6. 5.

Galvaom, Trat. dos Descobrim.

direction,
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direction, and to the South West, till he came to 29 degrees chap. 8.

South latitude; after which he ran to the North, and crossing

the equinoctial line, continued his course Northward to 25°

North latitude, endeavouring to make California ; but the

East and North East winds prevented his reaching that coast.

He therefore returned to the equator again ; and his people

then required of him that he would bear away for the Mo-

luccas. The same account adds, that Grijalva refused, de-

claring that he would notact the part of a traitor by entering

the Portuguese territories : upon which the people mutinied,

killed Grijalva, and chose another commander, who steered

towards the Moluccas ; but the first land they made was the

land of Papua, after they had been four months at sea. The

ship being in too crazy a condition to carry them farther, Avas

abandoned, and seven men (all who remained of the crew)

took to their boat. As they were going by an island, which

they named Crespos (curly headed), they were obliged to sur-

render themselves to the natives, and some of them Avere

carried to the Moluccas, where they were ransomed and re-

lieved by Antonio Galvaom.

The death of Grijalva, and the loss of his ship at the Papuas,

is confirmed by Herrera. (Dec. 7. 5. 9)-

Antonio GaJvaom^ whose account concerning this voyage is

to be deemed the most authentic, as he was at the time

Governor for the Portuguese at the Moluccas, gives the fol-

lowing relation* :

Cortes being informed of the state of Pizarro, determined-

tliat the ships which he sent to his relief, should ' sail to the

Tratado dos Descobriincntos. L?s6oa. Edit. 1731.

' Moluccas^.
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CHAP. 8. < Moluccas, and make discoveries in their route near the equi-

1537. ' noctial line, as the islands of Cloves are in that parallel ; and
Galvaom's « for that purpose he fitted out two ships with provisions,
relation of ,ii,- ^

. . ^ .'
tlie voyage. arms, men, and all things necessary, appomtmg Captam or

* one ship, Ferdinand de Grijalva, and of the other, one

* Alvarado, a gentleman (Fidalgo). They went first to St.

' Miguel de Tangarara, to assist Francisco Pizarro, and from

* thence to Maluco, all along near the line, as they were com-
* manded ; and they said, that they sailed more than 1000

* leagues without seeing land, on one side or the other of the

' line ; and, in two degrees North, they discovered an island,

' which is called Acea, which appears to be from the islands

' of Cloves 5.00 leagues, a little more or less, to the East : but

' whence, as they sailed, they had sight of another island,

* which they named Dos Pescadores (the island of fishermen) */

* This part is obscure and ambiguous. Tiie punctuation of the original has

been preserved, where the passage stands * e an dons graos do Norte descobrirao

' huma I/ha q se chama o Acea, que parece estar das Ilhas do Cravo quinheutai

' legoas pouco mais, ou menos a Loeste : pera onde Mad houverao vista doutra, q
' pozerao nome dos Pescadores.' This is rendered in the translation above, as if

the words were d'as Ilhas do Cravo 500 leg. a lo este : which appeared to be the

only sense that would apply to the passage. The translation oi Galvaom's, History

of Discoveries, pubhshed by Hakluyt, has nevertheless given the following very

different construction. ' In 2° North, they discovered an island named Acea,

' which seemeth to be one of the islands of Cloves : 500 leagues, a little more or

' less, as they sailed, they came to the sight of another, which they named /. dc

' los Pescadores'

This translation must have been from one of the earliest editions of Galvaom'i

work, which was, even in Hakluyt's time, very scarce. Hakluyt received the

translation in manuscript, which he kept by him several years, wishing to com-

pare it, before publication, with the original ; but could not meet with or obtain

ji copy, though he was himself part of the time at Lisbon. The Portuguese edition

followed in the present work, is of the year 1731 ; and it is observable that a small

variation in the punctuation, (placing the colon after the woid Cravo, instead of

alter Loeste), would agree with the sense, as given in Hakluyt'a publication.

6 * Goino;O"
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Going still in this course, they saAv an island which was named

Haime, towards the South, (i. e. in South latitude); another

which was named Apia, then they came in sight of Seri

;

turning towards the North in one degree, they anchored at

another, which was named Coroa. From thence they went

to another under the line, which was called Meonsum, and

from that to Bttfu in the same parallel.

* The people of all these islands are black, with curled hair

(cabello revoltoj, Avhom those of Maluco caW papuas. They

eat human flesh, are great witches, and so given to devilish-

' ness, that the devils go among them as companions.

* There is here a bird of the size of a crane, which cannot

fly, not having wings sufficient for flight; but they run like

a stag. With the feathers of this bird they adorn the heads

of their idols. There is likewise a herb, which, being dipped

in warm water, if laid on any part of the human body, and

licked with the tongue, will draw out the blood. The natives

use this leaf to bleed with.

' From these islands they arrived at others, named the

Guedes*, which are one degree towards the North; standing

East and West with the island Terrenate. The inhabi-

tants have hair like the people of the Mahicos-f. They

stand 124 or 125 leagues from the island of Moi^o (Gilolo,

by the Portuguese was called Batochina de Moro), and 40

or 50 more from Terrenate. From the Guedes, they went

to the isle of Moro, and to the islands of Cloves, going from

* Guedes, in the Spanish language, signifies locks of hair.

f Argensola gives a similar account of these islands, which he calls Gelks,

discovered, he says, by Jlvarado ; and that in colyur, dress, and customs, they

resemble the inhabitants of the Moluccas, but have a different language. Conq.

de las Malucas, lib. 2.

' one
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c H A p. 8. ' one to the other ; but the people of the country would not

1537- ' allow them to remain, saying to them, " Go unto the fortress

"where the Captain Antonio Galvaom is, and you will be

*' received with good will ; but we will not suffer you to land

" without his licence, for he is father of the country/'

Galvaom's account of their proceedings goes no farther.

Faria y Sousa, in his Portuguese Asia*, mentions, that they were

•wrecked upon the coast of some of the islands, and that those

who got safe to land Avere kept prisoners by the natives,

till Galvaom procured their liberty, and gave them assist-

ance.

Hemarks on the preceding Account.

.IN the Memoire of M. Buache, Surdes Descouvertes afaire
dans le Grand Ocean (inserted in Mem. de I'lnst. National^

Division Mor. ^ Pol. Vol. III. p. 264), the island o Acea is

supposed to be the Christmas island of Captain Cook. By
the article o being prefixed, though the word Acea is not

found in the Spanish dictionaries, it may be presumed that the

name was imposed by the discoverers ; which is in favour of

M. Buache's conjecture, as the island seen by Captain Cook

was not inhabited.

The distances are not reconcileable to any hypothesis.

From the coast of Peru to the Moluccas is above 2600 Spanish

leagues. Galvaom's account comes so short of this, that it

may reasonably be suspected the notice of some distance has

» Part IV. chap. 9.
. -

•

been
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been omitted ; and it is not expressed that Acea was seen di- chap. 8.

rectly after the having sailed 1000 leagues, though in the

reading, that inference naturally presents itself. Nothing with

certainty can be affirmed of this island, more than that it is in

2° North latitude, and above 1 000 leagues distant from the coast

of Peru, which is not sufficient to decide upon its situation.

The islands seen between Acea and Guedes, may be reckoned

in the neighbourhood of, or part of, the Papuas, and most of

them very near to each other. Haime was seen by Saavedra

in 1 528, and estimated at 1 70 leagues from Tulore. The islands

Meonsiim and Biifn seem to be the Dos Graos seen by D. Jorge

de Meneses, in 1526.

In the present state of geography, it is to be apprehended

that any attempt to assign distinct places in the charts to the

islands of Griialva and Alvarado, from data so wanting: in

precision and ill ascertained, would interfere with, and render

perplexed, the little which is known with certainty of the

geography of New Guinea. It is indeed probable, that most

of the islands in question are laid down as modern discoveries

under other denominations. Among these, it appears right to

reclaim for the earlier navigators, the Joseph Freezmll's Islands

of Carteret for the Guedes, with which they agree so well both

in situation and in the description of the natives, that their

identity cannot be doubted. They are three small islands lying

within a reef. In the account of Captain Carteret's voyage,

there is a chart of them, copied from a drawing made by one

of the natives with chalk on the ship's deck, which probably

was not a \exy correct original, but the limits given them were

marked from the estimation of the European navigators. ' The
' natives,' says Captain Carteret, ' are of the Indian copper
* colour, the first of that complexion that we had seen in these

' parts, with (ine long black hair.'

B b Capt.
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CHAP. S; Capt. Carteret calculated their position, 0° 50' North lati-

tude, and 8° 53' West longitude,^ by his reckoning in a direct

run from the middle of the largest of the Admiralty Islands',

which answers to 138° East from Greenwich. Since that time,

they have been seen by Mr. Mears, who gives their position'

0° 56' North, and longitude from Greenwich^ by lunar obser-

vations, 137° East. Lieut. M'Cluer, of the East India Com-

pany's Marine, in 1790, saw small islands, supposed to be the

same, which he places in 134° 35' East from Gree7iwich. The

mean of the three longitudes, 136° 32' East, agrees Avith the

distances in Ant. Galvaom's account; ' 125 leagues (Spanish)

' from Gilolo, and 40 or 50 more from Terrenate.'

Transac-
tions in

Pcnu.

1539-
Town of

Areouipa
bnilt.

Voyage of

Alonso de

Camaigo.

SOME circumstances, which took place about this time in

Peru, require to be here mentioned. The retreat of the Inca:

from Ctizco, did not produce tranquillity in that country, but

Avas succeeded by a civil war between the Spanish comman-
ders ; which did not terminate till Francisco Pizarro, by the-

defeat and execution of his old associate Diego de Almagro,

erected himself sole governor of Peru, and the country to the

South. In 1559 he founded a town at Arequipa, and made
preparations for sending a force into Chili, under the command
of Pedro de Valuibia*.

In the same year, three vessels sailed from Spain, with the

design of passing to the -Spice Islands by the Avay of the South
Sea. They Avere fitted out by Don Gutierre de Vargas, bishop

of Plocentia, and commanded by Alonso de Camargof.
This little squadron left Seville in August, and arrived off

Cape de las Virgenes, January the 20th, 1540. The Capitana

* Ilcrrcra, Dec. 6. j. i.

t This expedition is briefly noticed in many authors. Herrcra, Dec. 6. lo. lo.
and Dec. 7. i. 8. Comanr, 1st. de las Imlias, foi. 58. Noticia de /as Exp. Mag.
Argcmola. Likewise by (Juhuom, who dates their sailing from Spain in 1544.

was
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was wrecked in the Strait of Magalhanes, but the people Avere chap. 8,

saved and taken on board one of the other ships, which passed 1539.

through the Strait, and after encountering many difficulties,

they anchored in a port on the coast of Chili, in 38° 30' South,

which they called Puerto del Carnero, because the natives

there gave them a sheep. From thence they afterwards found

their way to Arequipa. This vessel is said to be the first that

furnished any notice of the intermediate coast between the

Strait of Magalhanes and Peru. One of her masts was taken

to Lima, and preserved in that city many years as a curiosity.

The third vessel did not pass the Strait, but returned to

Spain.

Bb 2
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CHAP. IX.

, Relation given by Marcos de Niza, of his Journey to Cevola.

Discovery by Francisco de Ulloa, that California was part

of the Continent.

TN a short time after the arrival of Don Ant* de Mendopa in

-* Mexico, Nuno de Guzman was removed from the govern-

ment of'New Galicia, where his conduct had produced among

the natives -a general spirit of hatred and revolt against the

dominion of the Spaniards. The viceroy, by the advice of the

bishop of Chiapa, Bartolome de las Casas, instead of pursuing

the customary mode, and employing an armed force to sup-

press the discontents occasioned in that province by the tyran-

nical administration of Guzman, had sent with the new

governor, Vasquez de Cornado, who went in 1538, a number

of religious men to inculcate sentiments of peace, and the

precepts of Christianity. They were authorized to give assur-

ance to the natives, that in future none of them should be

made slaves, or be otherwise oppressed. This method of

proceeding produced the desired effect, and many of the na-

tives, Avho had fled to the mountains, and to hiding places,

to escape from the power of the late Governor, returned on

the faith of these promises, to cultivate and live upon

their lands. Some of the missionaries that were thus sent,

engaged in other enterprises more laborious and dangerous.

They undertook to penetrate into the countries yet unex-

plored by Europeans, and without arms or other protection

6 than

o
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Ihar the holy cross, to make discoveries, and to spread the ^"^p. 9.^

knowledge of the Christian religion among the nations then

unknown to the North.

To facilitate the accomplishment of these objects, a number

ctf the natives of the most Northern parts under the Spanish

dominion, were instructed in the language of their conquerors,

that they might assist the missionaries in the quality of inter-

preters. The most remarkable of these undertakings Avas the

journey of Marcos de Niza, a friar of the order of S. Francis*.

As the enterprise of this holy father is connected with, and was

the cause of, some voyages afterwards made for discovery, a

brief abstract of it will be here given. ^

He departed from Culiacan in March 1539, in company 1539-^
1

• r A ^ • March.
with another friar named Honorato,. and a native or Airica, a joumcy of

black, named Estevanico, who had served with the Spanish
^"JJ'.^^'/®

commander, Panfilo de Narvaez, in Florida, and was one of the

four who survived that expedition, so unfortunate to those

engaged in it. They were provided with interpreters, and many

of the natives voluntarily joined the party, some at their out-

set, and others in the way. Honorato was taken ill early in the

adventure, and did not go farther than Petatlan, 50 or 60

leagues from Culiacan.

From Petatlan, friar Marcos de Niza, Math his followers, Relation of

j_ 1- r F- Marcos
travelled along the coast, where people came to him trom ^eKiza.

islands ; and he saw some that came from the land where the

Marquis Cortes had been. At the end of a desert of four

• A relation of this journey was written by the friar M. de Niza. It is pub-

lished in the 3d vol. of Ramusio's Collection, p. 356 and seq. and an English

translation in Hakluyt'% Voyages, Vol. ill. p. 366, from which the parts cited in.

the account here given are extracted.

days
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CHAP. Q, days journey, he found Indians who had not knowledge of the

1539. Christians, the desert obstructing communication between

F. Marcos ^^^^"^ ^"^ ^^^ Countries to the South.

cle JSiza. < These people,' says the friar, ' entertained me exceeding
' courteously, gave me great store of victuals, and sought to

' touch my garments, and called me Hayota, which, in their

' language, signified a man come from Heaven.' The principal

motive of this undertaking, however, was not one of a pious

or spiritual nature. It was to spy out the land, whether it

were good or bad, and to bring of the fruit, that his country-

men might know if they should go up and possess it.

' These Indians,' says the friar, ' I advertised by my inter-

' preter, according to my instructions, in the knowledge of our
' Lord God in Heaven, and of the Emperor. I sought infor-

' mation of other countries, and they told me that four or five

' days journey within the country, at the foot of the moun-

,
' tains, there was a large plain, wherein were many great

' towns, and people clad in cotton. I shewed to them metals

' which I carried with me, to learn by them what rich metals

' were in the land. They took the mineral of gold, and told

' me that thereof were vessels among the people of that plain

;

' that they had thin plates of gold wherewith they scraped

' off their sweat ; that the walls of their temples were covered

' therewith, and that they used gold in all their household
' vessels.

' I sent Estevanico another way, and conmianded him to

' go directly Northward, to see if he could learn of any
' notable thing which we sought to discover ; and I agreed
' with him, that if he found knowledge of any people, arid

' rich country, which Avere of great importance, he should go
* no further, but should return in person, or send me tokens

;

' to
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* to wit, if it were a mean thing, he should send me a white chap. 9.

' cross, one handful long ; if it were a great matter, he should 1 539.

* send me a great cross, &c/ ^^^f,'°"
°^

Estevanico, in his new route, very soon received inforraa- de Niza.

tion concerning the seven cities, and that the nearest was

Cevola, which was said to be distant 30 days journey *.

Towards Cevola, Estevanico directed his steps, sending mes-

sengers to the father ; who, the fourth day after their separa-

tion, received from him ' a great cross" as high as a man/ At

the sight of this token, and on hearing the reports of the

messengers, friar Marcos set forward, following the steps of

his intelligencer. The friar relates that in this journey, by a

small deviation from a direct route, he came in sight of the

sea coast in 35° North, which he saw stretched from thence to

the West. Giving him credit for speaking to the best of his

knowledge, it cannot be supposed that he had other means of

estimating his latitude than by guess, or that he saw any sea

coast beyond the Gulf of Califoriiia.

Estevanico did not wait for his superior, but proceeded to-

wards Cevola. When the father had travelled four weeks journey

beyond the place from whence the messengers had first been

sent, there met him one of the Indians who had gone with

Estevanico, and was now returning in great haste and terror.

The account which he gave to the friar was, that when they

had arrived within a day's journey of Cevola, Estevanico dis-

patched messengers before him with a present for the governor

* Herrera mentions the same distance. He writes tiie name Cibola. Dec. 6.'

1. 7. c. 7. Orteliiis, in his chart, N"> 5. Jmerica, Sive Novi Orbis, places Cevola
in 36° North latitude, and about 7° of longitude East from the mouth of the river

Colorado, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Edit. 1584.

of
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CHAP. 9. of the city ; and, among the things sent, was a string of bells.

^
153". The governor, when he saw the bells, refused to receive the

Eelation of present ; and, ' with great rage, willed the messengers to get

de r^'z^a°*
' them packing with speed ; for he knew well enough what

' kind of people they came from ;' and he gave warning, that

if they entered the city, he would put them to death. Este-

vanico, not believing that the governor intended to execute

what he threatened, would not be so repulsed ; and his fol-

lowers being persuaded by him into the same opinion, they

all went on till they were close to the city, which they were

not allowed to enter, but were shut up in a large house that

stood without, and all the things Estevanico had brought for

traffic were taken from him. The morning following, the

people of Cevola fell upon them, and only three out of

more than 300 (which number was composed of men, women,

and children) escaped being massacred ; Estevanico was

among the slain.

The two other Indians who escaped, likewise met father

Niza, who recounts, that notwithstanding this disaster, he was

determined upon obtaining a sight of Cevola before his return,

and by making a distribution of the merchandise he had

brought with him, he prevailed on a few of the Indians to

accompany him. He proceeded accordingly, till he came to

a mountain, from whence he could take a good view of the

city. The most material particulars respecting Cevola, in the

account given by the friar at his return to Culiacan, were, that

the city was large ; that the houses were built of stone, and

had upper stories ; that gold and silver were more abundant

there than in Peru ; and that he was informed Cevola was the

least of the seven cities. o

The truth or falsehood of such accounts could not remain

long
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long unexamined. The Viceroy immediate]}^ conceived the

project, and began to plan the means of conquering the newly

discovered countries. The same ideas and desires were enter-

tained by the IMarquis Del Valle, who affirmed, that as he held,

by covenant with the Emperor, the offices of Captain General

of New Spain, and discoverer of the South Sea, the prosecu-

tion of these enterprises properly belonged to him. Pedro de

Alvarado, who had been one of Cortes's captains in the

conquest of Mexico, but was at this time governor of the

province of GuatemalcL, likewise claimed the right of under-

taking the proposed conquest, in virtue of an agreement

he had entered into with the Emperor for making discoveries;

on which account he had already been at great expense in

building ships, and making preparations. It appears from

these circumstances, and particularly from the pretensions of

Alvarado, that Cevola was supposed to be at no great distance

from the sea coast. The disputes between the Viceroy and

the Marquis del Valle on this occasion, were carried so far as

to cause a lasting disagreement between them, each claiming

exclusive privileges. Cortes, having vessels in readiness, was

the first in sending out to prosecute farther the discoveries to-

wards the North.

The conduct of the expedition he had planned, the Marquis Voyage of

confided to Francisco de Ulloa*, who had Avith him three de^uJloa?

vessels,

* An account of the voj-age of jP. dt UUoa is in Gomara, Cong, de Mexico,

fol. 117. In Herrera, Dec. 6. lib. 9. There is hkewise in Rammio, vol. III. p. 340,
a relation written by Francisco Pieciado, one of the people who sailed with Ulloa,

which gives a large and circumstantial, though not very clear, account of their

navigation. Of Preciado's account, there is a translation in the third volume
of Hakhii/t's Colhction. Between the account of this original voyage of discovery

of the Gulf of California, and the charts given of that sea by Miguel Costanso,

C c and
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CHAP. 9. vessels, the S'^ Agueda of iCO tons burthen; the Trinidad of

35 tons ; and the S'" Tomas, of 20 tons. The}^ sailed from

Acapulco in July 1539*. The Trinidad soon after losing one

of her masts in a storm, they put into the port of St. Jago in

August. CoUma, whence they again sailed the £3d of August. The

2Sth of the same month, they had another heavy storm in the

entrance of the Gulf of CaUfornia, which separated the S

Tomas from the other two vessels. At the commencement of

the gale, the pilot of the S'° Tomas had reported her to be in

a leaky condition, and that he was apprehensive she would

founder; for which reason the commander Ulloa directed,

that if they should separate, the S'° Tomas should repair to the

haven of S" Cruz. In the hopes of finding her there, Ulloa,

with the other two ships, sailed to the bay of -S"" Ciuz, where

they staid five days ; but they obtained no tidings of the S"

Tomas, and proceeded without her.

September. They left the bay of S'" Cruz, September 12th, and near

the coast of that haven, saw three islands, which did not

appear large. From thence, they ran over to the opposite

and in the NoSicia de California, there is so little correspondence, that there are

but few opportunities even of conjecturing where the same place is intended by

the relation and by the delineations.

Costanso's chart appears to be a revision, and may probably, in some parts, be

a correction of the chart in the Noticia ; but in other parts there are omissions,

and it is less descriptive. The narrative of Preciado gives more information re-

specting the navigation of the gulf than either of the above charts. Not one of

the names given by Ulloa appear in them. It is equally extraordinary aud un-

satisfactory that there should be such frequent occasion to remark on the little

respect shown by the Spanish geographers, in this particular, to their early

discoverers.

* The different relations disagree in the date. According to Gomara, Ulloa

sailed in May. Ilernra says July 28th; and IP, Preciado, July 8th.

coast,
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coast, and at the end of two days and a half were near the c h a p. 9.

river San Pedro y San Pablo, before the entrance of which, ^^

at four or five miles distance from the main land, is a small September.

island. The banks of this river were on both sides beautiful

and woody *. They sailed towards the North along the coast

1 5 leagues, in which space they found two other rivers, ' as

' large or larger than G uadalquiver, the river of Seville in

' Spain.' In the land near the sea coast, there were seen

lakes. The country was wood}^ and at a distance from the

coast were very high mountains covered with wood. The

two rivers were distant the one from the other about two

leagues -f.

They sailed on 1 8 leagues beyond the rivers ; and along the

coast was a plain, in which were lakes whose mouths opened

into the sea. The Captain sent a boat to examine for a port

;

but the coast and before the mouths of the lakes was shoal.

The country had a good appearance, and was inhabited ; but

near the sea shore was flat and sandy.

[From this period, the narrative of Preciado appears to

have been a regular journal, giving an account of each

days progress : but the dates have been omitted.]

The next day they sailed along the coast 16 leagues, in the

raiddle of which space was a bay four or five leagues wide.

During the night, they anchored and lay in 20 fathoms.

* In the parallel of the Marias islands, a river is placed on the charts with

the name of R. de San Pedro ; but too far to the South for the R. San Pedro t/

S. Pablo here meant, and would not answer with the account of UUoa's subse-

quent navigation.

+ The river Cinaloa, and the port near it to the South, agree better with thi^

description than any other part of the coast in the charts.

C c 2 The
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c H^ P. 9. rpi^g ^g^^ ^.^y. j^|-,g^ sailed by the coast towards the North ;

J 539- and, having advanced three or four leagues, they saw three
ep em er.

opg^ij^gg [^H^q jijg land, within which the M^ater appeared like

standing pools. They anchored in six fathoms, a league from

the land. The boat was sent on shore, and gathered some

herbs. A few Indians were seen. Half a league within the

ship there was not found above one or two fathoms depth.

The day following they proceeded towards the North West,

l-ceeping always in sight of the coast, and had soundings from

15 to 10 fathoms depth. Having sailed six leagues, they

passed a bay which Avas about five leagues across. This day

they sailed about 1 6 leagues by a level coast ; but the country

not so pleasant as that which they had before passed.

They sailed on all night to the North West. The next day

at noon their latitude by observation was Q7i° North*, and

they were near a; headland of white sand, Avhich they named

Cabo Roxo (the Red Cape), for what reason is not mentioned,

but it niay be conjectured to have been on account of the

colour of the sea, which, among the appellations bestowed

upon it, has been called Mar Bermejo, and Mar Roxo. The

coast appeared shoal, and they passed three or four rivers.

The Aveather being bad, they anchored at night in a large

haven.

* Hakluyt gives the latitude of Cape Roxo, 27 \° North. Ratnusio, both in

Edit. 1556^ and Edit. i6of3, gives the latitude 29!° North. Herrera Hkevvise says

291° ; but his account is evidently an abridgement of the narrative of Preciado,

and probably copied from Ramusio. Ilakluj/t's latitude agrees so much better

with the sequel of U/loas progress, and the extent of the Gulf of California, thai

there would have been reason to conjecture his translation was from some oilier,

and in this particular more correct copy ; but that Hernando de Alarcon, who
was the next that sailed in the same track, accused the pilots of Ulloa of being

deceived two degrees in their latitudes.

4 The
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The next day they continued towards the North, and passed chap. 9.

an island one league in circuit, and three leagues distant from 1539.

the mouth of the haven they had left. Farther on they came September.

to a harbovu' with two entrances from the sea. They went in

by the Northern entrance, having depth from 10 to 12

fathoms, which, as they ran farther in, decreased to five

fathoms, where they anchored in a pool. This was one of the

finest harbours in the world, or rather a bason, containing

many excellent havens * and mouths of rivers. And here they

caught great store of fish. Captain Ulloa landed, and took

possession with such ceremonies as are customary, and a cross

was by his command erected upon a hill, which was set up by

Francisco Preciado. ' The country was full of fresh and green

^ grass,' and by its delightful appearance, was supposed to be

populous. Some small cottages were seen, in which there

were pieces of earthen ware, as well made as those of Spain,

and wears for catching fish Avere likewise found.

From this port they departed [Avhedier the same day on

which they entered it, or the day after, is not made clear,

the latter seems most probable] and sailed towards the North

West with good weather 10 leagues. Here fhey began to

observe, near the sea shore, exceeding high mountains spotted

Avith white ; and on them many birds had their nests in holes of

the rocks. All night they were becalmed.

The next day, as they pursued their course to the North

West, Avith good Aveather, land Avas seen to the Westward,

* Puerto de Guaimas is the only place in the cliait of the Eastern coast of the

Gulf, wliich appears in any niaaner fitted to tiiis description. It may be remarked

of Preciado's account, that his description of Cape lioxo, and of the harbours and

coast immediately beyond the Cape, appear so distinct and circumstantial, that

tliere is reason to believe the pkces might be easily recognised by any one who

sailed along the coast.

Avluch
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J
was the bay of Santa Cruz. As they sailed on, the land to

September, the West became more visible. They passed an island that

was two leagues in extent * ; and near the sea coast on their

right hand, they saw more high and barren mountains. This

day their progress was 1 5 leagues.

All the next day they sailed with favourable winds and

weather, and advanced 20 leagues along a coast full of small

hills, without grass,or trees. At night they lay at anchor in

20 fathoms.

The next morning early they got under sail, and continued

towards the North West, They arrived at a part where the

the sea was only 1 2 leagues broad from shore to shore f , and

the depth so great that they could find no bottom. In the

midst were two islands four leagues distant from each other.

The length of this day's run is not given.

The day following they sailed on towards the North 15

leagues, passing a bay that made a circuit of six leagues into

the land, in which there were many coves and creeks.

The next day they sailed 1 leagues, along a coast which

was a continuation of naked mountains, without trees. By

the shore there was great depth of water. At night they

anchored.

The next day they sailed towards the NorthWest 1 5 leagues.

Near the sea shore was entirely sand, and but few trees were

seen on the plains. Farther witliin land the country was

* Probably the island Tortuga.

+ Between the Eastern shore of the Gulf and the /. dd Angel. Tlie islands

S. Pedro and S. Esteban, answer to the two islands four leagues asunder. Fide

chart of P. Fernando Consag. 1 747, in the 3d volume of Noticia de la California.

mountainous.
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mountainous. In the midst of this day's run, they saw some chap. 9.

sn)all rocks in the sea, which they named Los Diamantes, four 153c).

leagues distant from the main land, [i. e. from the Eastern '^P^^™"^'-

shore of the Gulf, near to which they sailed in the whole of

their progress Northward].

The day following they sailed until evening eight or nine

leagues in a kind of circuit. High barren mountains were

seen on both sides. Here the sea began to be shoal, and the

water was white*, of the colour of chalk. At night, as usual,

they anchored.

The next day they went on eight leagues to the North West.

They continued their course, and at length came to five

fathoms depth, the sea becoming black, thick, and muddy.
They ran over towards the Western land, but did not increase

their depth. They anchored therefore for the night, and found

the tides, both flood and ebb, to be very strong and rapid,

but regular, running about six hours each way. At high water

they had 1 1 fathoms depth.

The next day, the captain and the pilot went to the top of Califor-

the mast, from whence they could discern a continuity of land tobepai°of

all round the Northern part of the horizon, and that the coast *^^ ^'^"*^-

along which they had been sailing, was joined to the Western
land, Avhich they had hitherto believed to be an island. The
shore to the North was sandy, and so low, that it could

scarcely be discerned beyond the distance of one league.

An inlet, or large river, was seen to the North, into which

the tide ran with great fury. The Captain went on shore.

* Apparent changes in the colour of the sea are generally occasioned by the
nuality of the bottom.

and
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CHAP. 9. and took formal possession of the countiy. No inhabitants

1539' were seen "*.

Preciado, in this part of his narrative, makes a reflection

not of a very philosophical nature. ' Seeing that there was

' land on both sides of us all the way from CuUacan, was the

' cause of great wonder : and if the land should extend to a

' great distance M'ithin the sea coast, there is country enough

' to conquer for a thousand years -j-.'

Captain Ulloa believed it would be fruitless labour to en-

deavour to penetrate farther to the North within the Gulf in

Avhich he found himself; therefore the same day, with the

€bb tide, he fell down along the coast on the side of Santa

Cruz ; but the wind being contrary, as soon as the flood tide

made, he anchored.

The next day they sailed along the coast towards the South

October. West, with light winds ; so that in that and the following day

their progress did not exceed eight leagues.

The day after this, pursuing their course, they saw a great

haven, and an island, a cross-bow shot from the main land.

Observing smoke, on both the main land and the island,

Captain Ulloa Avent on shore, and found that the smoke pro-

ceeded out of the earth, which Avas covered Avith cinders. On
the shores of the island were great numbers of seals, some of

* The sum of the distances mentioned in the narrative from Cape Roxo to the

head of the Gulf, amounts to 105 Spanish leagues, and is to be increased by an

allowance for above two days sailing, of which the distances are not specified.

The whole distance being on courses generally to the Northward of North West,

the difference of latitude between Cape Roxo and the upper part of the G uif,

will not be less than five degrees.

t Ci e paese. da conquistar per milk antii.

Ramiisio, Edit. 1606. Vol. III. p. 2S5,

Avhich
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which the Spaniards killed for food. The wind being un- chap. o.

favourable, they remained at anchor the remainder of this and 1539.

all the next day.

The Captain went again to the main, near which he saw

seven or eight Indians, who appeared to be of the tribe of the

Chichimecos^, fishing on a raft made of canes. When they saw

the Spaniards they fled ; but being pursued, one of them

was taken, as likewise were the fish which they had caught.

These people were naked. They carried Avater in the skins

of beasts, and fished with hooks made of bone.

• The Indian that was taken did nothing but weep, and

would not be soothed, which made the Spanish Captain

compassionate him ; and he gave him some clothes and other

presents, and then set him at liberty. When he returned

to his companions, and they found that no harm had been done

him, it encouraged them all to advance towards the boat; but

it being dark, and the ships at a great distance, Captain Ulloa

did not wait for them.

The two next daj^s they sailed along the same coast, with

light variable winds, and advanced only fiv^e leagues, by
high naked mountains. Afterwards they sailed between the

main land and an island on which Avere exceeding high moun-
tains

f'.
In the main land Avas a large haven, into which they

ran and anchored. Captain Ulloa landed and took possession

* One of the native tribes of North America, inhabiting principallj' near the

Western coast of Nerv Spain, believed bj the Spaniards to be tlie most ancient of

the tribes in that part of America. The name is supposed to be of Mexican
origin, compounded of the two words chichi, a dog, and mccatl, a string or cord.

t Tliis land is laid down as described by Preciado, in the chart of the upper
part of the sea of California, by Padre Fernando Consag, who made a voyage
thither in 1746-7. Noticia de la California, Part IV. Appendix, 3.

D d in
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1539-

October.

Ancon
DE San
Andres.

i2tb.

in the name of the Marquis del Valle for the crown of Spain,

and called the harbour Ancon de San Andres^.

They saw some huts here, and two Indians of extraordinary

stature, with bows and arrows, who fled on seeing the Spa-_

niards. The country was barren and very thin of trees or

grass. There were paths not well beaten, and tracks of dogs,

hares, and rabbits.

They remained two days in the bay De Sa7i Andres ; and

on the 8th of October, proceeded on their voyage to the

South, sailing in a channel between the main land and a large

island, which was supposed to be 80 or 100 leagues in circuit -j-.

They examined narrowly along the shore of the main land,

' which was always on their right hand,' hoping to find some

outlet to the West, that they might again sail towards the

North ; for in that direction only they could hope to approach

the main object of their expedition.

As they continued towards the South, the appearance of the

country on the Californian side, close to which they now kept^

gradually improved. They passed several bays and harbours

in the main land, and by some islands of considerable size.

On Sunday, October 12th, they were almost inclosed by the

main land on their right, and by islands on the other hand.

At night they were near three large villages, and next morn-

ing a canoe with some Indians came near the ship, who spoke

* Gomara says, the Ancon de San Jndres, is in latitude 32°, and something

more. On the land in those parts there are many volcanos and naked mountains.

The country is poor. There were found on the shores the teeth or tusks of:

animals, some large horns, which were heavy and much bent ; many and large

tortoise shells. The inhabitants go naked, and with their hair cut short. They,

wear on their breasts, shells of mother-of-pearl. The sea there is red, and in it

are many whales.

—

Conq. de Mexico, fol. 117.

t In the chart, named Canal de Balknas, i. e. Channel of the Whales,

6 in.
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1539-

in a language which those in the Spanish ship could not un-

derstand. Their pronunciation resembled that of the Flemings.

They would not venture on board the ships, and seeing the October

Spaniards getting a boat ready, they made towards the shore

with great haste. In a short time after, five other canoes

came out of a creek. Captain Ulloa, wishing to obtain some
knowledge of them, ordered the ships to anchor. At the

distance of a stone's throw the Indians stopped, and beoan to

speak. Signs of invitation were made from the ships, but they

showed no disposition to trust themselves in the power of

strangers, and kept in a constant state of readiness for retreat.

Captain Ulloa Avent in a boat towards them, on which they

made for the land. The Spaniards pursued and overtook one

of the canoes, in which was a single Indian, who threw him-

self into the sea. The Spaniards endeavoured to lay hold of

him, and he was several times struck with the blades of the

oars, yet he swam and dived alternately with so much activity

and dexterity, that he eluded theii- grasp ; and as often as his

head came above water, after diving, he called out " Belen"

as loud as he was able, to his friends. When he was near the

land, three other canoes, full of Indians, with bows and arrows,

put off from the shore to succour him. Captain Ulloa, who,

to do him justice, however ill adapted his measures were to his

purpose, had no other intention from the fust, than to get ac-

quainted with the Indians, and by means of presents to gain

their friendship, seeing them advance so resolutely, to avoid

committing or receiving mischief, returned to the ships, and

got under sail.

These Indians were of large stature, corpulent, and strongly

made. Near this place they passed an opening or bay, of

D d 2 which
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which they did not discern the bottom ; and some on board

Avere of opinion that it led through to the open sea.

The country here, and as they sailed to the South, ap-

peared green and pleasant, with hills not very high, and vales

;

and the grass seemed not to be above a span in length. At one

place where they landed, they saw cherry, apple, plum, and

other fruit trees, and in the woods some animals of the dog

kind *.

On the 18 th of October, they reached the bay of Santa

Cruz..

[This relation drawn up by Francisco Preciado, besides

being of the first discovery, is the only detailed and cir-

cumstantial account that has been published of the

navigation of any ship to the head of the Gulf of Ca-

lifornia].

October 29th, Ulloa sailed with the S" Agueda and the

Trinidad, from the bay of S" Cruz, to follow, as before, the

direction of the coast: butbeingimpededby contrarywinds, he

November, had advanced on the 10th of November, not more than 54

leagues from the bay of S'" Cruz, towards the South and

South West. The country near the Southern Cape of Cali-^

fornia, was beautiful, and appeared to be well inhabited.

The shore was bold, the least depth, as they sailed, being 54

fathoms. By the variations visible in the appearance of the

sea beach, it was evident that the rise and fall of the tide was^

very great.

* The relation says, called Adibes, which is the Spanish name for a species of

dogs which bark coutinuuily.

The
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Tlie coast Avas soon found to take a Northern direction, and

their progress was opposed by a long continuance of North

West winds. The two ships were separated and rejoined

twice Avithin the first month after quitting S'" Cruz.

On the 1st of December, they anchored near the coast,

and boats went to procure water; in doing which, they were

attacked by the natives. Captain Ulloa and some others

were wounded, not dangerously, ' and Berecillo, their best

' mastiff dog (they had two others) was wounded with three

' arrows, and would no more return to the charge.'

Near this watering place, they found a bay or port, Avith

three fathoms depth at the entrance, and deeper water within.

No latitude is mentioned.

Eight or ten leagues farther to the North West, they came
to some inlets hke passages between islands, into one of which

they sailed, and found a good harbour entirely inclosed with

land, M^hich they named Bahia de Sa7i Abad. The latitude is

not given : but the description seems to agree with the Bahia

de la Madalena. In this port they took a supply of water, and
at this part of the coast they had intercourse Avith the natives,

Avho exchanged pearl shells and feathers for beads and
other trinkets : but this traffic Avas conducted Avith much
caution and mutual distrust, and their separation AA^as not

friendly.

Almost the AA-hole of the month of December the A\'inds

blcAv from the North West, in Avhich direction the coast Avas

found to continue. At times they advanced a little, but at

other times they AAcre driven back. The 1st of January (1540)

they arrived in sight of tAvo small islands near the main land*;

CHAP, o.

1539-

December.
On the ex-
terior coast

of Cali-
roRNIA.

1540.
January.

* S, lioqtie and ^'. Marcos,

and
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CHAP. 9. and on Monday the 5th, having advanced since the 1st of the

J 540. month 35 leagues, they came to t\vo other islands, one of them

Is'le'*'^''
much larger than the other, lying at some distance from the

Cbdkos, coast of the main land. They were high, and on the top of

each were many tall, slender trees. The large island was 20

leagues in circumference, and was afterwards named De los

Cech'os, i. e. the Isle of Cedars.

They sailed to the Nortliward above 20 leagues beyond this

island, and were then in 30° North latitude*. In the last 50

leagues of their progresij, they observed great quantities of

sea weed floating, under which were fish.

On the 9th of January, a strong Northerly wind obliged

them to run back for shelter under the Isle de Cedros, near

the South part of which they anchored in 30 fathoms.

This side of the island was mountainous, and covered

with burnt earth and ashes; and though the island had before

appeared to them like a habitable country, full of trees, they

did not here see any appearance of vegetation. They

landed, and, by digging pits, obtained water ; but it was in

small quantity, and of indifferent quality.

On the 1 4th they anchored near the Northern part of the

island, which had a very different aspect from the opposite ex-

tremity, being green, well covered with trees, and inhabited.

15th. The next day, they anchored in 30 fathoms, near an Indian

village on the same island, and Captain Ulloa went with two

boats to search for water. As the boats went towards the

* This would give 29' North, for the latitude of the North part of the island,

which is about half a degree North of its true position. Captain Vancouver ob-

served the latitude of a mountain on the South part of the Isle de Cedros, to be

28" 08' North.

shore,
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CHAP. 0.

Cedeos.

shore, the Indian women and children, with their goods, were
seen to be hastily removing towards the inland country, whilst , ,,0
the men, armed witkstaves or clubs three yards Ion-, and ofthe ^'^^ "'«

thickness of a man's wrist, advanced to oppose the landing of

"^^^^"^

the Spaniards, whom they resolutely attacked with stones and
with their staves. But when the people had landed from both

• the boats, the Indians, being few in number, were discouraged
and soon after fled. One Indian was left dead on the strand,
and some were wounded. The Spaniards pursued, and Bere-
cido, then- mastiff, seized an Indian and pulled him down-
but another Indian came to his relief, and, with his staff,
gave the dog a blow on the back, which put a period to his
prowess for that day. As the Spaniards went forward, thewomen, being frightened, left behind many of the things theyhad been carrying away, which were seized by Ulloa's people.
This booty consisted of fresh fish, dried fish, about 28lbs of
the latter bemg ground to powder, and many seal skins, some
of them dressed very clean. With these the Spaniards went
back to their boats, and returned to the ships.
The canoes of these Indians were made of the trunks of

cedars, not hollowed, but merely fastened parallel and close to
each other. Some of these trunks were twice the thickness of
a man, and six yards in length. On the hills in the North
part of the island, there were groves of those trees, for which
reason the name De ios Ceclros was given to the island..
Water and wood were procured by the Spaniards at the North
side of Cedros, and they caught there some rabbits, and an
animal of a kind between a deer and a goat.
The North West winds continued fixed. Ulloa made many

attempts to get to the North, but was always forced to return
for shelter to the Isle de Cedros, The Santa Agueda, the larger

vessel.
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CHAP. 9. vessel, being a heavy sailer, and in want of repair, Captain

1540. UUoa determined to send her back to New Spain, and to en-

deavour, Avith the Trinidad only, to proceed on the proposed

discovery. He made choice of such of the men as he thought

most fit to remain with him, and put the rest on board the

S'^ Agueda. The Trinidad was equipped as well as their re-

maining stores would admit, and, previous to separation, the

company of both vessels made confession. The priest on this

occasion enjoined that the seal skins which had been taken

from the Indians, should be restored. They Avere accordingl}'^

all collected, and Francisco Preciado had the charge of seeing

this duty performed.

April. On the 5 th of April the two vessels parted, the S" Agueda

sailing for New Spain. In this ship Francisco Preciado went.

He relates, that as . they were sailing, after having passed

round the South Cape of California, they saw, in the space of

one hour, above 500 whales, and that they kept together in

squadrons. Sea weeds likewise were seen that grew from the

bottom in 1 5 fathoms depth, and were so long that many fa-

thoms of them floated on the surface.

The ISth of April, the S'" Agueda arrived safe at the port

of St. Jago de Buena Esperanza, in the province ofColima.

Ulloa, in the Trinidad, endeavoured in vain to get farther

North. The utmost he reached, was to a point of land which

he named Caho del Enganno * (the Cape of Deception). The

winds blowing unceasingly from the North West, and his

provisions being nearly expended, he bent his course for

• * Hakluyt (Vol. 111. p. 424. Edit. 1600) says in 30 degrees and a half North

latitude. From what authority he has not Hated.

New
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]Vet2) Spam, where he arrived after an absence of a year, chap. 9.

which was employed in this expedition*. 1540.

This Avas the last enterprise of discovery in which the Ulloa re-

Marquis del Valle was concerned. The disputes between him NewSpain

and the Viceroy Don Ant" de Mendoca, added to some other

matters, in which he thought himself injured, determined him

to go to Spain to seek redress from the Emperor, and he never

more returned to America. His discoveries (including those

of w^iich he was the great promoter) contributed much to the

geography of America and the South Sea. Considering his

limited powers, questioned and opposed as they were by a

Vicero}^, who w^as likewise a man of distinguished abilities, and

who regarded him with the jealousy of a rival, his exertions

must appear extraordinar3% If Cortes had obtained the Vice-

royalty, a power which the Spanish cabinet was too cautious

to trust in the hands of a person whose character for ability

and enterprise was in such high estimation, discovery in that

part of the world would probably have been more advanced.

The expeditions he fitted out were well planned, and he w^as

liberal in his equipments ; 200,000 ducats are said to have'

been expended by him on this pursuit.

* Herrera writes that Ulloa, after the departure of the S"^ Jgueda, went to the

North, and that what became of him was never known. Dec. 6. 9. 10. This

seems to have been written from misapprehension of a passage in Ramusio.

Preciado, it appears, left a copy of his relation with some person at the port of

St. Jago, who, in transmitting it, added the following note.

' This ship of Captain Ulloa, (the S'" Agueda,) which parted and turned back
' again the 5th of April, arrived at the port of St. Jago de Buena Esperatiza, the

' 18th of the same month ; and, after staying four or five days, went on for

* Acapulco. From which time, to this 17 th day of May 1540, I have received

' no tidings of her.'

Both Gomara and Bernal Diaz notice the return of Ulloa, and the latter re-

lates the manner of his death at Xalisco.

Ee One
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CHAP. 9* One reflection nevertheless, will force itself with conviction

upon every sober mind. His motives in all these enterprises

were new conquests and gain *• It is therefore little to be re-

gretted, that his success was not equal to what might have

been expected from such active endeavours so ably directed,

and which, in any cause not injurious, they would have me-

rited.

His greatest maritime discavery was the land of California,

the whole extent of which, and its junction with the Continent,

was first determined by the ships fitted out at his charge, and

in part conducted by himself. The Gulf for a long time was

known by the name of Mar de Cortes. There is undoubtedly

more propriety in an appellation which marks its affinity with

the coast by which it is formed : but as California is not a na-

tive name, or one whose origin is known, it would have appear-

ed at least as reasonable, if the land itself, as well as the Gulf,,

had received the name of Cortes.

Gomara says of the expedition of Francisco de Vlloa, ' Pensava Fernanda
' Cortes hallar otra Niteva Espana ;' i. e. Corks hoped to have found aootUeJ

Hezv Spain. Conq. de Mexico, fol. uj.
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CHAP. X.

Continuation of the Discoveries to the North o/'Mexicd. Expeditions

0/ Hernando de Alarcon, and 0/ Francisco Vasquez de Cornado.

AT the time of the return of the ship S" Agueda, the Viceroy chap. 10.

Don Antonio de Mendofa had but just completed his pre- '-"^~'-^

parations for the discovery and conquest of the seven cities of the

North. Francisco Vasquez de Cornado, governor' of New Gali"

cia, was directed to march from his province with a small army

into the country of Cevola or Cibola ; and three vessels carrying

stores and provisions for the troops, were sent along the cpast to

the Northward, the commander of which, Hernando de Alarcon,

had instructions to wait, in a certain latitude, for Cornado, and

to co-operate in the best manner he could with the army.

Cornado departed with his forces from Culiacan the SSd of

April.

Alarcon sailed from Acapulco on the 9th of May, with two

ships named the San Pedro and S'* Catalina, and called at St.

Jago de Buena Esperanza, in Colima, where he was joined by the

San Gabriel.

An account of his proceedings and the circumstances of this

voyage, were written by Alarcon himself, and addressed to the

Viceroy Don Ant. de Mendofa. An Italian copy of Alarcon's

relation is in the 3d Vol. of Ramusio's Collection ; of which

Hakluyt has given an English translation. An account of the

expedition is likewise given in Hen-era*, and some general no-

tices in Noticia de la California
-f*.

* Dec. 6. g. 13. .

t The author of Not.'de la California calls him Francisco de Alarcon.

Ee2 From
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CHAP. lo. From Port Si. Jago, Alarcon directed his course towards the

1540. North, keeping close to the coast of the Continent. His orders

imported that he Avas to join Vasquez Coraado in 36 degrees

North*; but the directions given appear to have been, if not

contradictory, such as rendered the performance of them very

uncertain. The ship S'* Agueda, sent home by Ulloa, had

arrived early enough to give the Viceroy an opportunity to new

model his instructions to Alarcon, in consequence of the discovery

that California was a part of the Continent.

Alarcon says, ' I sailed along the coast without departing from

* it, in hopes of finding some token which might give me intelli-

* gence of the General Vasquez de Cornado. When we came to

* the flats and shoals [meaning those before the mouth of the

* river, at- the head of the gulf] from whence the ships of the

* Marquis del Valle, commanded by Captain Ulloa, returned,

* it seemed to me, and to the rest, that we had the firm land

* before us, and the pilots and the rest of the company Avere of

* opinion, that we ought to have turned back as Captain Ulloa

* had done. But because your Lordship commanded that I

* should bring you the secret of that gulf, I resolved not to cease

* without seeing its end.'

Alarcon left the ships at anchor, August the 26th, and taking

two boats with 20 men, he entered the river. The first day he

advanced fix leagues, partly by tracking the boats against the

stream.

The next morning he continued his route up the river, and at

the break of day was near some cottages, from whence the boats

were no sooner seen, than 10 or 12 Indians advanced, caUing to

them with a loud voice, and with all the marks of violent rage;

others immediately began to carry their effects out of the cottages

to hide among the bushes ; and many joined those that were

near the water side. They made signs, accompanied with me-

* Noticia de la California, Part II. | 3.

nacing
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nacing gestures, for the Spaniards to return out of the river, c h a p. 10.

Alarcon, seeing the disturbance their presence had occasioned, '~
j IC^^

"'

caused the boats to be anchored in the middle of the river, and

there quietly remained, strictly charging his people that they

should not stir, or make any signs; and this so well succeeded,

that the natives, in a short time, became more composed, and

stood on the shore gazing at the strangers. The number of the

natives soon increased to about 250 ; they were armed with bows

and arrows, and clubs, and had flags or banners, like the Indians

of New Spain. Aiarcon went to the stem of his boat, with an

Indian he had with him, to serve as an interpreter, who spoke ;

but he was not understood by the people on shore, neither could

he understand their language. The boats were then made to

approach gradually towards the shore, on which the natives

immediately renewed their outcries, and put stakes in the

water between the boats and the land. Captain Alarcon, as a

sign of peace, took his sword and target, and casting them

down in the boat, set his foot upon them : he then displayed

different kinds of wares with which he was provided for exchange,

and called for some of the Indians to fetch them. Upon this,

they flocked together, and, after a consultation, one of them

advanced into the water with a staff, at the end of which some

shells were suspended, and delivering them, received in return

some beads and -other things, which he carried to his com-

panions ; and thus, by the exercise of a little patience, the re-

pugnance of the natives was gradually overcome, and an inter-

course began. Several of the Spaniards afterwards landed,

which at first gave displeasure; but the quietness of their de-

meanour removed all suspicion. The natives gave the Spa-

niards some cakes of maize, and a kind of bread called miz-

guiqid. They desired to see an harquebuss fired, and one was

discharged, at Avhich they were all startled, except two or three

old men, who reproached the rest for being so much alarmed

;

and
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CHAP. 10. and the speech of one of these elders made many of the younger

• 1540. men rise from the ground, and begin to handle their weapons.

Alarcon endeavoured to appease him by the offer of a silken

girdle ; but the stern old orator had wrought himself into too

great a rage to accept this peace offering : . he gave Alarcon a
rude shove with his elbow on the breast, and turned from him

to speak to his countrymen. The Spaniards then returned gently,

but without delay, to their boats, and embarked, and the wind

being favourable, hoisted their sails to pursue their course up

the river.

These Indians had their faces painted, some all over, some

only in parts ; and they were every one blackened with coal.

Some had visors or masks, which Avere shaped like human faces,

and coloured.. They had caps or helmets made of deer skin,

and decorated with feathers ; holes were bored in their ears and

nostrils, to which they hung ornaments ; they wore girdles of

divers colours, and to the hinder part of them were fastened

bunches of feathers, which hung down like tails. Their hair was

cut short before, but behind reached below their waist. Round
the brawn of their arms they kept a string wound rather tightly,

and so often, as to cover the breadth of a hand. They were a

well made people, and well featured.

The boats stopped at anchor in the midst of the river during

the night. The next day, Saturday the 28th, they set forward

early. About sun rise the Indians flocked to the banks of the

river on both sides, shouting to the boats; but there was no flag

or banner among them. Some of those nearest the boat stepped

into the river. The interpreter spoke, but was not understood

;

and Captain Alarcon made signs to the Indians that they should

1-ay aside their weapons, which some did, whom he beckoned to

come near the boat, and gave them small presents. The rest

perceiving this, they likewise laid aside their weapons. Ap-
pearances being so friendly, Alarcon landed among them, and

2 - they
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they entered into traffic with him. For coloured glass beads, ch a?, lo.

they gave provision of maize, and skins which were well dressed *.
'~
i^"'

Those who came to make an exchange, before they would de-

liver the goods they brought, first retreated to a little distance,

and gave a loud shout, making motions with their hands and
arms, after which they approached to complete their bargain.

This may perhaps be regarded as the earliest instance of a

traffic for furs on the Western coast of America, entered into by

Europeans. Many of these Indians wore habits neatly made of

skins, well cleaned and dressed.

Alarcon, according to his own account, went up the river

against a strong stream 85 leagues, which required the labour of

1 6 days to perform : the return occupied only two days and a

half. He met with people whose language was understood by

his interpreter ; but he could obtain no certain news of the

General, Vasquez de Cornado. He gave to the river the name
of Biiena Guia* (the Good Guide) out of respect to the Viceroy,

the device of whose armorial bearings was Nuestra Sennora de

Buena Guia.

Alarcon went a second time up the river, but he was equally

unsuccessful as at the first in his endeavours to gain intelligence

of Cornado and the army. He took with him the pilot, Nicolas

Zamorano, to observe the altitude of the pole ; but the latitude

to which he reached, is no otherwise mentioned than by his re-

marking, that he went four degrees beyond Captain Ulloa, and,

as he was informed by the Indians, within 1 days journey of

Cevola ; smd that the pilots of Ulloa were erroneous in their

latitudes two degrees. The natives likewise told him, that the

river ran up a great distance beyond the farthest part he had

* ' Pelle ben aconcie.' Ramusio, Vol. HI. p. 304. Ed. 1606. ' Cueros bien aa*
* bados.' Herrera, Dec. 6. 9. 13.

t Since called the river Colorado.

seen.
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CHAP. 10. seen, that many other rivers fell into it, and that they were igno-

1540. rant of its source.

Leaving the river De Buena Guia, Hernando de Alarcon

sailed down the Gulf of California, and returned to a port in

Colima.

The Viceroy was so much dissatisfied with the conduct of

this expedition, that Alarcon, who had before been high in his

favour, retired to one of the estates of the Marquis del Valle;

where he shortly after died*. If what is said in his own account

be truCj that he was ordered to examine the head of the Gulf,

there seems little cause to lay blame to his charge. In his na-

vigation up the river, he must have reached nearly, if not quite,

the prescribed latitude; and certainly there was a much greater

probability of meeting Vasquez de Cornado that way, than there

could have been by sailing along the coast to the West of Cali-

fornia. His relation betraj'^s a considerable degree of vanity;

and contains more, probably, than met with credit. He has

reported long conversations, professed to have been carried on

between himself and the Indians, who, he says, wished to make

him their King. Such stories seldom meet with indulgence in the

relation of an unsuccessful adventure.

Expedition Francisco Vasquez de Cornado, as before noticed, left Culiacan

of Vasquez
jj^ April. His army was composed of Spaniards and Indians.

Very early in the march, they found reason to complain of being

disappointed in the expectations vdiich had been formed from

the representations given by Friar Marcos de Niza ; and as they

advanced, no encouraging circumstance appeared to revive

their hopes. Indeed it may easily be imagined, that every thing

they met with would appear poor and insignificant to men whose

minds were pre-occupied with ideas of magnificence. The

Spaniards marched over fertile lands, abounding in fruits and

* Tiot. de la California.

animals;
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Animals ; but their object was gold and silver, of which the chap. lo.

country had little to afford them. The seven cities which had ~^'^'^"~'

been so largely spoken of, proved to be seven small towns.

They were all situated in a country called Cibola, or Cevola, re-

mote from the sea coast. The inhabitants, Cornado relates,

had no knowledge either of the sea to the North, or of the

Western sea; and from the Western sea he judged they were

distant 150 leagues.

Being unwilling to return without any compensation for their

labour and fatigue, the Spaniards traversed the country to 40

degrees North latitude. IMany of them perished by hunger and

by battles with the natives. At the attack of one town, 50

horses were wounded, and several Spaniards killed. At length

it was discovered that the ornaments supposed to be of gold,

possessed b}^ the natives, Avere nothing more than ornaments of

copper.

It may be concluded that the friar Marc, de Niza was him-

self deceived by yielding too implicit faith to the accounts he

received from the Indians. He, however, experienced an equal

degree of indulgence from his countrymen, when he took to

himself the credit of having verified their descriptions.

Gomara relates, that in one part of the route of Cornado's

army, they came to the sea coast, where they saw vessels that

had in their prows figures of birds like pelicans, wrought in

gold and silver. These vessels were laden with merchandise,

and the Spaniards believed that they came from China, as the

people in J|»hem made signs that from their country they had

sailed 30 days*.

* Gomara. Conq. de Mexico, fol. ii6. Edit. 1552. Ga/raom says, that these
vessels were seen on the American coast in 1542 5 that they had sailed from their

own country above 30 days, and were supposed to have come from Japa7i pr China.

F f The
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EXPEDITION, &c.

CHAP. 10. The remains of the Spanish aimy being fully convinced'

^''"'"X ^ of the fallacy of the reports concernins; the riches of the
3540. -' -t »_

North, returiied to Mezico, without having performed any

thing in the course of their expedition answerable either to theii'

own expectations, or to those of its projector.
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CHAP. XI.

Schemes for Maritime Expeditions, formed by Pedro de Alvarado.

They are frustrated by his Death. Voyage of Juan Rodriguez

Cabrillo, to the North of California. Establishment of the

Spaniards in Chili. The Coast q/ Japan seen for thefirst Time

by Europeans,

cORTES embarked for Spain in the year 1540. After his c h a p. n.

departure, Pedro de Alvarado, Avho had built and equipped ^..q^.

a number of vessels, openly engaged in a partnership and junc-

tion of interests, in all that related to maritime expeditions and

discoveries, with the Viceroy Mendo^a, with whom he is ac-

cused* of having before secretly negociated. After some con-

ferences, they went together to see the fleet Alvarado had col-

lected, which consisted of twelve ships and two galleys. They

could not for some time agree in the nomination of a Captain

General for this fleet, as each wished to appoint one at his own

devotion. This difference Avas accommodated by the determi-

nation of Alvarado to take the command himself, and to leave

his province under the protection of the Viceroy. The ships 1541.

were ordered to rendezvous at Tuerto de Navidad, and Alvarado

went thither by land, with the intention to embark. When he

was at Navidadi he received a letter from Christoval de Oiiate,

who commanded in Xalisco, requesting assistance against the

natives, who had taken advantage of the absence of Vasquez

* Accused, because many regarded it as an act of ingratitude in Alvarado against

his former Chief, by whom he had constantly been considered as a friend and

companion.

F f 2 de
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CHAP. 11. de Cornado, (not yet returned from the adventure of the seven::

^ '" "'
cities,) and had risen in arras against the Spanish government.

As it appeared to be vesy, material to the success of the intended

maritime enterprises, that the provinces near the Western coast

should be left in security, Alvarado put himself at the head of

• a considerable part of his force, and marched with great celerity

to the relief of the Spaniards in Xalisco. In a retreat from the

Indians, or in an attack, (for it is ditterently related,) being on

the side of a steep hill, the horse of one of his own soldiers, who

v,'as a considerable distance above him, lost his footing, and came

rolling down Avith his rider, and struck against the General so

violently, that in consequence of the shock and the bruises he

Death of received^ he expired, on the fourth day, (the day of San Juan,

Alvarado. in the year 1541).

Plans which It is said that Alvarado had formed plans for making voyages

formed by ^^ ^^^ Northern coast of America, to the Spice islands, and to

^i"™- China. By his> unforeseen death, all the preparations, Av-hich had

been made at great expense, were for a time rendered useless,

(the forces that had been collected by him, when bereft of theix'

leader, immediately dispersing) and the ships lay forsaken in

the ports,

TJie death of A-lvarado likewise rendered it necessary for the

Viceroy to take the field in person, to stop the progress of the

natives in Niieva Galicia. The management of this wai' did

not long divert his attention.from projects of discovery. Some

of the ships in the port De la Navidad v/ere again put in a state

>542. for service ; and, in the month,of June 1542, about a year after

the death of Pedro de Alvarado, two were sent under the com-

mand of Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo, an experienced seaman, by

birth a Portuguese, to obtain knowledge of the coast to the

North of California.

The material parts of Cabrillo's navigation, as given by

^ Herrerai



IN THE SOUTH SEA. oo,

Herrera*, are collected in the following recital. They afFord chap. n.
no other than a general agreement with the present charts. T'he ^"i"^7,-^
names originally imposed have not been preserved, neither are Voyage of

the first descriptions of the situations, such as. can with certainty CabrUb.
be applied to the charts.

.. June the 27th, Cabrillo left Puerto de la Navidad, with the Sails from
ships San Salvador and LaVitoria, and sailed to the Westward ^^^^'^'"^'^

across the entrance of the Gulf, and afterwards alono- the ex-
terior coast of California to the North.

On July the 8th, they were in 25° North, * in which latitude
is the point Be la Trinidad.'

Wednesday, July the 19th, they anchored in a port in 27'

North, which they called De la Madaknaf, where they found
good shelter, and stopped to take water.

August the 2Gth, they were near Cape Del Enganno, in. 31"

North.

September the 14th, they anchored near a Cape in 33° North
latitude, that was steep, high, and bare of trees, which they
named C. de la Cruz,

Tuesday,. October 10th, in 35i° North, they were near an
Indian town, from which the inhabitants came off to trade with
the ships (with what commodities they trafficked is not related).

The Indians here had so great a number of canoes, that Cabrillo
named their town Pueblos de las Canoas.

At this time, light winds and calms occasioned them to ad-
vance very slowly along the coast.

October the 18th, they were in 361° North, near a point of
land, Avhich, from its length, bore some resemblance to a galley,

.

and was named Caho de la Galera.

* Herrera, Dec. 7. lib. 5. cap. 3. and 4.

i- Probably not the game port at present s© named.

The
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CHAP. 11

1542

VOYAGE OF
The wind coming to blow from the North West, they stood

off to sea, and saw two islands, one of which had eight leagues

of coast East and West ; the other four leagues. In the latter

they found a small but gOod port, Avhich was named De la

Possession. They are 10 leagues distant from C. de la Galera.

Herrera adds, they lie West by North ; but whether it is meant

from C. de la Galera, or from each other, is not clear.

There were on this island many people who lived by fishing.

They made beads of the bones of fish, which served them as

articles of exchange with the people of the continent. They

went naked, and painted iheir faces in squares ' in the manner

. of a chess board.' The S[)aniardti remained eight days at Puerto

de la Possession, and during that time were upon terms of great

good will willi the inhabitants.

The3'' put to sea again with the v/ind from the Southward ; but it

soon changed, and they could not advance. They anchored near

Cape Be la Galera, which aftbrded good shelter against the

North West winds, and anchored likewise at other parts of the

coast. The country appeared Avell peopled, and the natives

friendly. Some of their principal men visited the ships, danced

to the Spanish music, and slept on board : they lived in large

houses, not unlike those of iS^co^ Spain : they enclosed their dead

in wooden cofifias; and the name by which they called their

country, was Sejo.

November. Saturday, November the Hth, they advanced again to the

North West, Herrera says, making constant search for the river

jDe Nucsfra Senora, which they could not find*.

In 37i° North, they saw a high ridge of uiountains, coveretl

with trees, and at their termination to the North West in 38°

North, Avas a cape, Avhicli Avas named Caho de Martin. The

ships in the night Avere separated.

• This must have been some river found by the Spaniards, or of which notice had

been obtained in their exeursions by land.

Tuesday,
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Tuesday, November 14th, the Capitana came to a Cape chap, lu

which projected far into the sea, and was covered with tall j^^o.

pines, wherefore it was named Cabo de Finos. They observed

the latitude 40 degrees. From this station, they saw a conti-

nuation of the coast to the North West 15 leagues; high and

mountainous land.

On the 15th, the two ships met again, and the next day

anchored in a large bay which was named Bahia de Finos.

They were once more driven back by the winds from the

North West, which, it was remarked, were always accompanied

with clear unclouded weather.

The 23d, they anchored again at the isle De la Fossession, and

remained there on account of bad weather, till the end of

December.

AllJanuary, 1543, and the greater part of February, they 1543.

were struo;o;lino; ao-ainst the North West winds.

Monday, February the 26th, they were near a Cape in 41 Cape de
FoRTUNAS

degrees North latitude, which they named C. de Fortiinas, on

account of experiencing there a gale of wind. This lasted till

March the 1st, with extreme cold weather. On that day they

observed in 44" North.

On Saturday the 3d, they stood in for the coast, and in-

tended to make Cape De Finos ; but high winds forced them

to the island De la Fossession ; and there they faund the break

of the sea so great, that they went and anchored near the

South South East part of another island, which they named

San Sebastian.

The severity of the weather, and their bread being expended,

prevented any further attempts towards the North.

April the Uth, they returned to Fuerto de Navidad, ^ sor- Return to

' rowful for having lost their commander Juan Rodriguez ^^ ^^^^

' Cabrillo, who was carried off by sickness.' Herrera calls him

' a good man, and well skilled in navigation/ That Cabrillo

was-
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c H A p. 1 1 . was a man of good dispositions, may be collected from this

circumstance of his voyage, that though he had frequent in-

tercourse with the natives in different parts of the coast, their

behaviour to him was every where friendly ; the credit of which

must be supposed in a great degree due to mildnefs and frank-

ness in the conduct and manners of this commander.

Though Cabrillo sailed, according to the observations taken,

to 44° of North latitude, Cabo de Fortunas appears to have been

the most Northern land seen by him. The name of Cape

Mendocino is not mentioned in Herrera's account of the voyage,

but it appears in the summar}^ of the general contents of the

seventh decade. The author of Noticia de California, -likewise

writes, that Cabrillo saw a Cape in about 40° North, to which,

as a mark of respect to the Viceroy, he gave the name of

Mendoca or Mendoxino ; and that he afterwards came to Cape

De Fortunas, in 41° North.

Conformably to this, the Cape De Finos of Herrera's account

should be the present Cape Mendocino^ ; but on comparing the

other latitudes given in the account of this voyage with the

charts, it seems most probable that the Cape now called Men-

docino was the Cabo de Fortunas of Cabi'illo.

The island of eight leagues of coast differs two degrees in the

latitude ascribed to it, from the island S'" Cruz, as placed in

the charts ; yet -it can no where else be looked for ; and one of

the smaller islands near S" Cruz, must be supposed the island

De la Possession.

It appears strange, and may be considered as an instance of

mismanagement, that in the plan of a voyage designed to

make discoveries so far to the North, no attention was paid to

the seasons. Cabrillo sailed so late in the year from P. de la

* Captain Vancouver describes Cape Mendocino to be a head land extending

from 40° lof North, to near 40° 30' North.

Navidadf
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Navidad, that he could not be expected to reach to the extent chap. n.

aheady discovered by UUoa, before the most favourable tune '" "•" "'.... .
1541'

for examination in a high Northern latitude would be past.

Whilst these enterprises were carried on from Mexico, the

Spaniards in Pe7'u had been equally assiduous to extend their Santiago,

dominion towards the South. In 1541 was founded the first town built

Spanish town in Chili, in 34" 15' South latitude, by Pedro de
SpanS?ds

Valdivia ; to which was given the name of Santiago*. in Chili.

In 1542, the land of Japaii was for the first time seen by Japan

Europeans -j-. Three Portuguese seamen, Antonio de Mota, ^uropeins

Francisco Zeimoto, and Ant° Pexoto, deserting from their ship in 1542.

at Siam, embarked on board a junk bound to Liampo in China..

When they were near that port, a storm drove them from the

Chinese coast, and they saw land to the Eastward, in 32° North

latitude, which M'as one of the Southern of the Japan islands.

Kempfer relates J, that, according to the accounts of the

Japanese, the first European ship seen on their coast anchored

before Awa, opposite the island Tsikok. The discovery of which

Galvaom speaks, seems to be a different circumstance, the vessel

in which the Portuguese seamen were, being Chinese.

• Herrera, Descrip. de las Indias Occ. c. 22.

t ^nt. Galvaom. Tratado dos Discobrimmtos, p. 94. The existence of the Japan

islands was made known to Europe so early ai in the 13th century, by the travel*

of Marco Polo.

% Book iv. ch. 5. X

<^ g
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CHAP. xii.

Voyage of T\uy Lopc/de Villalobos.

CHAP. 12. ry-^lIE same year that Cabrillo sailed to the North, the Viceroy

^i54i.~' -*• fitted out a squadron for the islands of tlie Archipelago

qf San Lazams, discovered by Magalhanes. It has been re-

marked, that by the treaty of 1529, the Spaniards had ceded

all pretensions to the countries to the West of the Lachones; but

i
by this undertaking, it must be supposed either that some new

agreement had taken place, or that the Spaniards differed from

the Portuguese in their interpretation of the treaty of 1 529.

Andres de Urdaneta, who had served in the expedition of

lioyasa, and Avas esteemed to be an officer of great experience,

both in military and maritime affairs, being at this time in

Mexico, was desired to undertake the conduct of this expedi-

tion* ; but Urdaneta, yet in the vigour of his days, and inured

to habits of activity and enterprise,had determined to retire

irom the world, and to embrace a monastic lifef-; whicli reso-

lution he shortly after put in execution. The command was^

tlierefore entrusted to Riiy Lopez de Villalobos, brother-in-law

to the Viceroy.

Though among the accounts of the early Spanish discoveries,,

there are many instances of contradiction that can by no honest

means be reconciled, they are frequently connected with cir-

cumstances which afford inferences that lead either to a discovery

of truth,^ or a detection of error. There is, neveithelcss, danger

that much labour bestowed to produce agreement may some-

times create a temptation to misintx^rpret or disguise. The

\.oyage of Villalobos is one of those of which the navigation is-

* Conq. de las Philipiiias, por Fnii/ Caspar, liv. i. c. 6. Ilist^ de la O/den de

S. Augustin en la Niiera Esp. por F. Juun de Grijaha. Edad. i. c. 31.

t Andres de Urdaneta, was born.A. D. 1498. Fray J. de Grijalva. E. 3. c. 10.

6, rendered
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rendered extremely perplexed by the various and disagreeing

accounts concerning it which have been published. Some parts

indeed have been cleared up by subsequent voyages ; others,

unless time shall give additional information, must remain as

they are ; something clearer, perhaps, if the confusion can be

made manifest *.

That this may be done, and at the same time that nothing

material may be omitted, it has been thought necessary to draw

up in one view, and opposed to each other, separate abstracts

of the different accounts of the navigation of Villalobos, and

particularly of his passage from New Spain across the Pacific

Ocean. This is in some measure making the reader share in the

perplexity ; but no other method occurred which promised to be

equally intelligible.

The squadron Avas composed of tw-o ships, a galley, and two

pinnaces, or packet boats. The number of men embarked were

370, many of whom were native Americans. Four religious, of

the Order of S. Augustin, were sent with the armament for the

purpose of instructing the natives of the islands, and. converting

them to Christianity.

Being provided with every thing that was Judged conducive

to the success of the undertaking, Villalobos departed from New
Spain in the latter part of the year 1542. The accounts which

follow of his track across the Pacific Ocean, are given from

Galvaom, Ilerrera, and the pilot Gaetan. The track is very

slightly mentioned by Grijalva, though in many particulars of

the voyage he is more full than any other of the authors here

mentioned.

CHAP, 12.

1342.

* The earliest and most authentic accounts found of the expedition of Villalobos

are ill Galvaom, Trat. dos Descobrimentos : in Thrreja, Hist, de las Ind. Occid.
Dec. 7. lib. 5.: in Grijalva, Hist, de la Orden de S. Aug. en la N. Espan. Edad. i.

cap. 34 & seq. and in Ramusio's Collection, vol. i. p. 370. Venet. Edit. 1613. which
Itst is a relation by Juan Gaetan, a pilot employed in the fleet of Villalobos.

G g 2 The
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^jj^p 12, The Track of Villalobos—
JFrow Ant' Galvaom's Trat. dos From Ant" de Herrera's Hist, de

Descobrimentos, las Indias Occid.

On the eve of All Saints day. They sailed fi-om Puerto de

they sailed from Porto de Natal Juan Gallego, in New Spain, on
to the West and West by South, the day of All Saints, 1 542.

In 19° they saw the island

S'" ThomaZy which Hernando de
Grijalva had before discovered.

Beyond, in 1 7°, they saw ano-

ther, which they named A Nu-
blada. From thence they came
to another, which they named
Roca Partida, (i. e. The Divided

Rock).

Having sailed 180 leagues,,

in latitude 1 8° 30' North, they

cametotwouninhabited islands,

12 leagues from each other..

The first was^ named S'" Tome,

the other La Anuublada ; and
80 leagues farther they disco-

vered another island, Avhich

they named Roca Partida,

December 3d, they disco-

vered banks, on which they

had only six or seven fathoms
depth.

A chasm in this part of the;

narrative.

The 25th of the same month
they saw the islands whichDiego
da Rocha, Sequeira, and Alvaro
de Saavedra had discovered and
named Das Reyes.
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— From New Spain to Mindanao.
Abstract of the Relation of the

Pilot Juaii Gaetan.

CHAP. 12.

Remarks.

From P. de la Navidad, we
went to Puerto Santo, whence
we sailed on AM Saints day,
1542.

We discovered some uninha-
bited islands, as, the island San
Thomaso, 1 80 leagues from New
Spai?i ; the island Rocha Partida,

which is beyond the other above
200 leagues. [Che e piu avanti

dell altri piu de c c leghe\.

And we sailed beyond Roca
Partida above 200 leagues,

when we had soundings in 7

iathoms, being then in L3' or
14.° North latitude, and no land
in sight ; but we believed our-

selves to be near the island Sazu

Bartholomeo.

When we had navigated 30
days, and sailed by my estima-

tion 900 leagues, we saw many
islands which were called De los

Reyes, in 9, 1 0, and 1 1 degrees
North, inhabited by a poor
naked people, who had no other

clothing than a kind of cloth

;

" con che coprono le parti disho-
" neste." Here we found fowls,

cocoa nuts, &c. ; but we saw
no gold, nor silver, nor other

things of value.

Puerto de Juan Gallego, and
P" Santo, are names not in the
charts of that part of the coast

of New Spain.

Gaetan's account is drawn up
in a very irregular manner. He
begins with the islands Los-

Reyes ;
' but before that,' he

says, ^ we discovered some
' islands, &c/

The 200 leagues of Juaa
Gaetan may be suspected ta
have been intended for the

distance from New Spain.

There is nothing in Herrera
concerning these banks :

—

—nor concerning the islandsDe
los Reyes: neither is the distance

in any manner made to corres-

pond with the other accounts.

From which omission, and the

distance 62 leagues, Avhich next
follows, it is evident that a part

of Herrera's account has beea
lost.
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From A. Galvaom continued. From Ant. de Herrera continued.

And farther to the West they And having sailed 62 leagues

found other islands in ld°Korth, farther, they discovered an ar-

standing in a circle ; and they chipelago, of low islands cover-

anchoied amongst them, and cd with trees, near which, Avith

got water and wood. some difficulty, they found an-

chorage. The inhabitants were

poor, and fled to the woods. The
Spaniards found water here, and
named the islands FJ Coral.

The day De los Reyes of the

following year (January 6, 1543)

having sailed 35 leagues, they

])assed 10 other islands, which,

for their pleasant appearance,

they named Los Jardines : their

latitude Avas from 9° to 10° N.

When they were 100 leagues

to the West from Los Jardines,

they parted from the galley in

a storm ; and on the 1 Olh of

January, having gone 50 leagues

farther, in latitude 10 degrees,

they came to a beautiful islantl,

where they did not anchor; but
the natives came oiF in canoes,

who made the sign of the cross,

and called to them in the Casti-

lian language, ' Buenos dias,

' mataloles,' (Good day, sailors)

:

for which reason they named
this island De los Matalotes.

In the month of January
1543, they sailed again, and
had sight of other islands, the

people of Avhich came in canoes,

with crosses in their hands, and
saluted them in Spanish, saying,

Buenos dias, matalotes ; which
made the Spaniards Avonder, as

they did not knoAv that many
of those people had been chris-

tened by Francisco de Castro,

Avho Avas sent for that j)urpose

by Ant. Galvaom.

35 leagues to the West, they

passed a larger island, Avhich

they named Arrecifes, on ac-

count of the many reefs near it.

February 1st, R. Lopez de February 2d, they anchored
Villalobos had sight of Minda- inabay theynamedJOeil/ft/ffo-ff,

nao in 9° North latitude. in 7 degrees latitude.
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Relation of J. Gaetan continued. Remarks.

Past the islands De los Reyes
18 or 20 leagues, we discovered

islands which we called CoralU

(the Coral islands) in, 9 or 10

degrees, a little more or less

;

and there took wood and watej'.

The inhabitants were like those

of Los Reyes.

From thence about 50 leagues-

to the West by South, w^e found
islands of a beautiful appear-

ance, nearly in the latitude of
the CoralU, which we called Li
Giardini^

Fr. Juan de Grijalva says,

they discovered these islands on
Christmas day, and found an-
chorage ; and tliat they were
called Los Corahs ; because one
of their anchors hooked and
brought up from the bottom a
branch of very fine coral.

From thence we sailed 280 Los Matalofes, according to
leagues in the same parallel, Grijalva, is a small, high, and
and found a small island, well fruitful island; the shore steep,

peoj)led and fruitful, in nine or and not affording anchorage,
ten degrees latitude, v»'hich w^e Edad. 1. cap. 31..

named // Matelotes.

30 leagues farther, we came
to another island, which we
called De los Arrecifes. It was

about 25 leagues in circuit, and

iu habited.

140 leagues from this to the

West by South, we made the

land of Mindanao.
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'^^^^'^'^- Remarks on the GeograpJucal Positions given in the preceding

Accounts.

TPJE island first seen by Villalobos, after his departure

from New Spain, is the same which is marked S'" Berto, in some
of the present charts. Villalobos supposed it to be the island

vvhich had been discovered by Grijalva, and therefore called

it S'" Tome. The^econd island, however, which he named La
Anniiblada, and which has since been named Socorro, is evi-.

dently the S^' Tomas of Grijalva. (Vide page 169).

The Roca Partida of Villalobos, notwithstanding the distance

at which the accounts place it from the coast of America, must

be supposed the same island which at present is so called ; for

besides that the name Roca Partida (the divided Rock) is so

appropriate to its appearance, as greatly to encourage a belief in

the identity *, the course steered by the ships of Villalobos led

directly thither from the islands first seen,

Dependance is not to be placed on any of these accounts for

accuracy, particularly in the first part of this navigation ; ne-

vertheless it seems proper that the situation pointed out by

Gaetan for the seven fathom banks should be noted in the

icharts. The banks marked De Villalobos, in the chart of the

track of the Galeon, published in Anson's Voyage, are nmch
farther West than those which were seen in this voyage.

The islands called Los Reyes, by Villalobos, are considerably

to the East of the Ladrones, and consequently must be different

islands from the Los Reyes of Sauvcdra, or Sequeira. The

distance from New Spain to the East coast of Mindanao, Juan

* Captain Colnet, in the History of his Voyage, has given a view of the island

Roca Partida. That, with the two first islands, appears in the present charts ac-

cording to the situations vvhich he has assigned them.

Gaetan's
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Gaetan's account makes but 1420 leagues, i. e. 900 to Los Reyes, chap. i2.

and 520 from Los Rei/cs to Mindanao. The error in the distance

bears too large a proportion to the whole, to apjily proportional

corrections ; and in this case no purpose would be answered by.

so doing ; for if it were endeavoured, upon any basis of calcu-

lation, to mark the situations of the Los Rcijes, the Coral Islands,

and LosJardincs of Villalobos, it is evident they must fall on Dart

of the space already occupied in the charts by the chain of islands

called the Caroline Islands, whose positions, it is true, a very few

excepted, are given from accounts equally indistinct with those

of the present voyage ; but there would be no gain in exchang-

ing one uncertainty for another. The discovery of Villalobos,

however, is to be regarded as the original proof of the existence

of that chain. r

Los Matalotes, and Los Arrccifes, are marked in the charts,

(the former with the same name, and Los Arrecifes under the

name of the Pelew Islands,) and nearly in the same situations

which are attributed to them in the accounts of this voyage,

(i. e. 8° and 10° East from the coast of MindanaoJ.

Grijalva writes, that the original design of the expedition was

to form an establishment at Zebu, and in the orders given to

Yillalobos, he was particularly directed not to touch at the Mo-
luccas, or at any settlement belonging to the Portuguese. After

the ships left the islands Los Corahs, which he dates January

20th, 1543, a consultation was held concerning the course to be 154,5.

steered. One of the pilots, Antonio Conso, who had sailed

with Saavedra in his voyage from New Spain, represented that

it would be necessary to keep as far North as in IT North, to

secure the being able to pass to the North of Mindanao. Consols

advice was over-ruled, and a more southerly track was taken,'

Hh the
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cu\p. 12. the majority being of opinion that there Avould be no difficulty

^ '543~' ^" getting to the North at any time they pleased. When the}--

made the land of Mindanao, they became sensible of having

committed an error in disregarding the advice of Conso, as they

found the wind along the East coast of that island, blowing re-

gularly from the North.

Thus disappointed in their intention of passing to the North

MiisoANAo of Mindanao, they looked for a port, and in the beginning of

February 1545, anchored in a bay on the Eastern coast of that

island, in latitude 7° North, which they named Malaga''^', where

they remained till near the end of Lent, (about three months).

The General landed, and took formal possession of Mindanao for

the Emperor Charles the Vth, giving to the island a new name,

that of Cesarea Caroli; a name which it did not long retain, and

which is now scarcely remembered. The General would have

established a colony at this part of JMindanao, but the situation

was believed to be unhealthy. Ant° Galvaom says, the natives

opposed their design, and, from attachment to the Portuguese,

refused to sell them provisions. Many of the Spaniards died

here of the scurvy, and of agues. To supply the place of the

galley, which was separated trom them in a storm at sea, they

built a small vessel.

They departed from Malaga Bay in Ma}', and the winds still

blowing from the North, they sailed in the contrary direction^

Sauram- and came to the islands Sarrangan and Ca?idigar-f, near the

^^^' South part of Mindanao. *Sarr«/(^r//7, had a fertile appearance

;

and here Villalobos determined to settle. The natives at first

Avere iViendlj' ; but as soon as the purpose of the Spaniards was

* No port oil the East side of Mindanaa is so cjJIed in the Spanish charts.

-\ llerrera, Dec. 7. 5. 5., says, these islands are 4 leagues South from the Great

Island (i.e. Mindanao) and that Sarrangan is 6 leagues in circuit: Gaetan, that

thev are situated East and West from each other, distant half a league.

understood.
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understood, they became hostile, and stopped all further sup- chap. 12.

plies of provisions. Villalobos attacked the Indian towns, and

after a cojitest, in which six of the Spaniards were killed, and

others wounded, the inhal)itants, who had suffered much more

confidcrably, finding themselves unable to resist the invaders,

abandoned their homes and the island, and went over to

Mindanao.

After thus cruelly and unjustly dispossessing the natives of

their country, Villalobos, to provide as well as he could against

the scarcity with which he and his people were threatened, or-

dered Indian wheat to be sown. This labour, and some dis-

putes about the division of plunder obtained from the expelled

natives, occasioned murmuiings among his soldiers ; but the

wheat was sown, and the Spaniards remained long enough in

possession of their newly acquired territory to benefit by the

harvest.

In the mean time, the General sent vessels to the South coast

of Mindanao, and to other islands, to endeavour to procure pro-

visions in the way of barter : but the natives were at every place

tinwilling to supply the Spaniards, Avho then had recourse to vio-

lence, by which means a small quantity only was obtained, and

with the loss of several of their men.

With the return of these vessels, however, the gallej^ which

had separated from the fleet, arrived at Sarrangan, and brought

the welcome news that, at Mazagua, Tandaya, and Ahiiyo, thej

had been received with friendship by the natives, and had been

furnished with provisions *.

To improve this piece of good fortune, the General dispatched

the galley again to the same places, and with her the smallest

* Grijalva speaks of Tanduija and Abui/o, as parts of the same island. Edad. i.

cap. 32. Herrera, both in his chart and description, makes them different islands,

' Tandaya, the most celebrated of all the islands, being (he first that was disco-

' vered.' Description cle las Ind. 0<c. cap. 26.

11 h 2 but
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CHAP. z2. but best conditioned vessel of his squadron, the San Juan,

^
1543. ~' commanded by Bernardo de la Torre. The galley was ordered

to purchase provisions, with which she was to return to San-an-

The ship gon ; but the San Juan, after being victualled for the voyage,

San Juaii
^^^^g ^q proceed for Nezv Spain, that the Viceroy might be in-

NewSpain formed of the situation of the armament, and send them assist-

ance. In the instructions to the commanders of these vessels,

Villalobos gave to all the islands the general name of Las
Name Las p/uUpinas^, in compliment to Prince Philip ; by which nam-e
PniLiPi- . . .

1 1

NAs given, they have from that tmie been distmguished.

Soon after the departure of these vessels, a messenger arrived at

Sarrangan from the Moluccas, with a letter from Don Jorge de

Castro, the Portuguese governor, which contained a declaration

of the claims of the king of Portugal to all the islands in those

seas, and a requisition that the Spaniards should not make war

upon, or m any manner molest, the natives, whom the Portur

guese were bound to protect and defend. The letter added,

that if the Spaniards wanted provisions to pursue their voyags

elsewhere, they should be supplied. Ruy Lopez de Villalobos

sent an answer, in Avhich he acknowledged the right of the

Portuguese to the Molucca islands, and that he had orders from

the king of Spain, not to visit them ; but that he should resort

at his own discretion to any of the other islands, as they were

all within the limits belonging to the crown of Spain. A repe*-

tition of similar messages and answers passed between the com-

manders. The want of food, however, was a pressing circunir

stance : the galley that had been sent to the North, had pro-

cured a cargo of provisions; but, in her return, met with a

storm ; and, in order to save the vessel from foundering, the

greater part of the lading was thrown into the sea. The mis-

conduct of the Spaniards, added to the influence exerted by

Grijalva, Edad. 1. C..32.

the
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the Portuguese, precluded all prospect of relief from the islands chap. 12.

in their neighbourhood ; and at length their distresses forced 1^44.

them to relinquish their present situation, and they embarked, Villalobos

after having remained a year at Sarrangan. rancan.

The' intention of the General when he sailed from thence, was
to go to the Northern islands, where the galley had found

friends and provisions ; but the winds and currents were so

adverse, that after many days struggle, without advancing in

the proposed route, and the provisions being nearly expended,

no other resource appeared than to make for the Moluccas, how-

ever contrary to the orders he had received. Before this was

done, a formal deposition was drawn up, stating the necessity

of the case. Grijalva relates another circumstance by which

Villalobos was encouraged to take this step. With the mes-

sengers of Don Jorge de Castro, there came some natives of

Tidore, Avho secretly made proposals to the Spaniards to repair

to their island.

Villalobos arrived near Gilolo, the 24th of April 1544. The Sails to

Portuguese, who were at war with the people of Gilolo, sent to
^'^°^°-

require of the Spaniards that they should not land at that

island. Buy Lopez made answer, that if the Portuguese Avould

furnish him Avith provisions, he would leave the Moluccas, and

return to Las Philipinas {the Philippme islands). The Portuguese,

however, would not agree to supply the Spaniards but on the

condition of their entirely quitting those seas : the king of Gilolo

at the same time sent them invitations, with oifers of provisions,

and a place to build a fort, which determined the conduct of

Villalobos, and he landed with his people at Gilolo. Here they

found one of their countrymen, Pedro de Ramos, who had sailed

fiom Spain with Garcia de Loyasa in 1525, and who had con-

stantly lived at Gilolo from the time that Hernando de la Torre

had quitted the Moluccas.

The situation in Avhich Villalobos had involved himself, caused

him.
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c H A p. 12 him to act with irresolution. Necessity miwht be urged in justi-

'-
J
/'.^ iication of his going to the Moluccas; but that plea would not

bear him out in contracting alliances, and engaging in war

against the Portuguese. He was likewise apprehensive that he

should not at Gilolo be furnished with provisions sufficient for

his people. These considerations induced him to send messen-

gers both to the king of Tidore and to the Portuguese at Terre-

nate, which conduct gave the people of Gilolo suspicions that

he was negotiating secretly with their enemies. The king of

Tidore, at this time believing that the Portuguese were contriving

to seize him,- offered to receive the Spaniards. Villalobos pro-

posed as the terms of agreement, that the Spaniards should

protect the people of Gilolo and Tidore, and that war should not

Removes to be made agahist the Portuguese. These conditions being mu-
TiDoRE.

^^^^]j^ agreed upon, Villalobos went with his people to Tidore ;

Return of and there he was rejoined by the San Juan, which ship had fa4ed

^Juan!" ^" ^^® attempt to sail to New Spain.

Accounts remain to us of this navigation by Gaetan*, who

Account went pilot in the San Juan, by Galvaom-f-, and by HerreraJ.

Navigation The account of Gaetan contains the most information, and has

most the appearance of being correct, and therefore is here

given, with remarks where additions are made from the other

relations, or where they differ materially from his.

The San Juan, a small ship, with a crew of 18 or 20 men,

sailed from Sanmigaii, August 26th, 1543§, and went by the

East of Mindanao, to the Northern side of the island Tandaya,

where they were furnished with provisions.

Erom Tandaya they sailed to the East for some days with a

fair wind 11,
vvhen the wind gradually veered round, and came

* Relatioa of Juan Gaetan, in Ramusio, Vol. I

•{• Traf. dos Debcobr. p. 96, 97,

X Herrera, Dec. /. 5- 8. § Herrera. U
Galvaom

from
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from the South East quarter. Having gone 200 leagues; a httle chap. 12.

more or less, they discovered a small island in 16° North, Avhich

they named yihriojos, (i. e. open your eyes), because it is almost island

level with the water's edaie*. Abriojos.

Farther on to the East by North, 26 leagues
f-,

they disco- Las Dos

vered two large or hioh (srandi) islands in 16'' and 17% which Herma-

were named Las Dos Hermanas, 1. e. The Two Sisters.

Continuing to the East and North East, in 25° North, they

saw three islands, having sailed 300 leagues from the before

mentioned islands, and their estimated distance from Tandaya,

being 500 leagues. These islands were in 24° and 25° North

latitude ; one of them was a volcano, and they were named Los

Los VolcanesX. Volcanes

October 2d, thirty leagues farther to the East by North, they

saw another island uninhabited, which was named Forfana % Forfana.

bej'^ond which there stood a high pointed rock, which cast out

fire in five places.

They continued towards the North East till October the 1 8th,

when they were nearly in 30° North latitude, and about 700

leagues distant from Tandaya ; and then it was discovered that

they had sailed too late in the year, and that their stock of

water was not sufficient for them to proceed. They accordingly

steered back for the Philippines ; and after much sailing about

the islands in search of the General, joined him at Tidore.

Herrera has supposed Las Dos Hermanas, to be on the same

meridian with the Ladrones; but the early discoverers reckoned

* Herrera says in c6° ; and Galvaom, that near the tropic of Cancer, September
25th, tliey saw an island, which they named MalAbrigo, (the island of bad shelter).

Gaetaiis account is the most connected and the most consistent.

+ The distance 26 leagues is given in Herrera, viho adds, that they are situated

North and South with the Ladrones.

J Galvaom says, foHr islands were seen, and calls them Los Bolcanes.

% The name Forjmia, and what follows in the sentence, is from Galvaom.

the
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CHAP. 12. the Ladrones four degrees of longitude nearer to the Philippines

J
. . ._ than they are now placed in the charts. In the voyage of Ma-

GALiiANES, the distance was reckoned only .300 leagues, with

Avhich estimate the charts of the l6th century coincide. The

San Juan, excepting a few days at her first departure from Taii-

daija, sailed close to the wind, crossing the general trade, and

may be supposed to have made not so much Easting, in fact,

as by the accounts of those on board ; so that without reckon-

ing much upon the effect of currents, which in the open sea are

always subject to the influence of the prevailing winds, it will

appear very probable, that the Sulphur Island, with the North and

South Islands, seen by the Resolution in her return from the last

voyage of Captain Cook, are the islands which were called the

Volcanes, discovered by the San Juan. Their agreement in

number, their spreading nearly a degree in latitude, and in the

same parallels, and their appearance so well corresponding to

the name, form a combination of circumstances that amount to

very little short of conviction. Sulphur Island (the middle

island of the three) is in 24° 48' North latitude, and in longi-

tude from the meridian of the Observatory at Greenwich 141°

20' East. Its distance in the charts from the strait of San Ber-

nardino, is 410 geographical leagues. Assuming this ground

for computation, will give the following longitudes for the

islands discovered by Bernardo de la Torre.

Ahriojos - - - - 132° 'East from Greenwich.

Las Dos Hermanas - 133°

Los Volcanes - - - 141° 14' to 141° 24'

For/ana - - - - 1421°, and in latitude 251°.

The Spaniards continued at Tidore the remaining part of the

year 1544, the Portuguese commander no otherwise disturbing

them than by making a formal requisition for their departui-e,

6 and
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and prohibiting all who were subject to hi* government from chap. 12.

holding intercourse with the Spaniards ; but the term of Don

Jorge de Castro's command at Terrenate expiring, he was suc-

ceeded as governor by Jordan de Fletes, who visited Villalobos

at Tidore, and the visit was returned at Terrenate, which cir-

cumstances naturally created much distrust and apprehension

in the kings of Tidore and Gilolo. In the month of May, 1545, 1545,

-the San Juan being repaired, was again dispatched for JVeay Second At-

,_.>.. -r,
temptofthe

Spain, under the command of Ynigo Ortiz de Retez. It was San Juan.

near the time of the year, when the westerly monsoon is ex-

pected to set in, and the season Avas the most favourable that

could be chosen for a Northern navigation : nevertheless, Retez

was directed to go to the South of the line, it being supposed

they should that r/ay find milder seas, and more easily per-

form their voyage, than by going to the North *.

At their outset they met Mith unfavourable w4nds and calms,

but afterwards had winds from the South West f. Tuesday,

June I6th, they came to an archipelago of islands, near the

land of Papua, which Herrera supposes to be the islands where,

some time before, the ship of the Marquis del Valle, command-

ed by Hernando de Grijalva, had been lost. On the next

day, the 1 7th, they observed in 2' South, and were near land

of most inviting appearance. They sailed 230 leagues along

the North coast of this land, and believing it not to have been

before discovered by Europeans]:, they named it Nueva Guinea

i. e. New Guinea, on account of the resemblance between the

natives and those of the coast of Guinea.

The particulars which are related respecting this navigation,

in addition to the foregoing, afford no distinct information. The
most material are, that they anchored in different ports of .

Nueva Guinea, and found wood and water. July 2 1st, they ob-

• Grijalva, E, i . c. 35. f Herrera, Dec. 7. 5. 9. % Juan Gaetan's Narrative.

I i served
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c B A p, 12. served in 3" South, being then near four islands, which they called
~" 7fZ'

~' De laMadakna ; and farther to the East, they discovered five more

islands. They continued towards the South East, and South ;

but light vari«^ble winds and currents made them lose ground

;

and they did not arrive at the termination of the land. They

stood to the North from the coast of New Guinea, in expectation

of again meeting the South West wind; but they had the breeze

from the North East. On August 19th, they saw two low

islands, in 1 V South, from which people came off in canoes who

were hostile. Finding that they could make no progress to the

North or East, they steered back for the Moluccas, and arrived

at Tidore, October 3d, to the great disappointment of the

Spaniards there, who had entertained strong hopes that the

passage to New Spain would have been eifected, as at Tidore

the weather had been fine, Avith light Southerly winds, during

the Avhole time that the San Juan had been absent *. What

added to their mortification was, that after her return, the winds

came fresh from the Westward, and continued to blow in the

same direction till the end of December.

The sequel of the proceedings of Villalobos were disgraceful to

himself, and injurious to the Spanish character in India. Jordan

de Fletes, the Portuguese commander, proposed to provide the

Spaniards with conveyance to Europe, by the way of India

;

their own vessels being too much decayed for such a service.

Villalobos summoned a council of the principal oflScers, and

demanded their opinions on the measures most proper to be

pursued in their circumstances. They recommended the remain-

ing in their present station, and adhering to the engagements that

had bieen entered into with the kings of Gilolo and Tidore, and

they pressed that another trial should be made to send to New

• Juan Gaeian did not sail in this second expedition of the San Juan ; but relates

that she went to six or seven degrees South latitude, sailing in the whole 650 leagues

without losing sight of land,

1
* Sjjain.
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Spam. Ruy Lopez, after thus obtaining the advice of his offi-cHAP. 12.

cars, concriided privately, and without their knowledge, an agree- ^ ~;~ ~'

ment with the Portuguese commander, for the Spaniards to quit villalobos

the Moluccas, on condition of beins; fiirnishcd with the means agrees to
^ depart rrom

before proposed. When the agreement was made known, both the Mo-

men and officers remonstrated Avitli their commander against
^^^^

incurring the infamy which would attend such a violation of

his engagements as Avould be the abandoning the people of

Tidore and Gilolo, who had received and assisted them in their

distress, and who, from the time that the ships of Magal-
HANEs had first visited them, had shown such constant attach-

ment to the Spanish interest. Ruy Lopez had the baseness to

allege, by way of excuse, that his engagements Avith the kings

of Tidore and Gilolo, Avere not made in the name of the king of

Spain, and therefore Avere not to be considered as binding to the

Spaniards: and he not only persisted in his plan of returning

by India, but assisted the Portuguese with men and ammuni-

tion against the kins of Gilolo.

Vessels Avere provided for the Spaniards, and the Portuguese

commander sent them a supply of clothing ; but several of the

Spaniards Avould not accept of assistance from the Portuguese,

and chose to remain in the islands Avith the people of Gilolo

and Tidore. The rest embarked for India. In their passage,

they stopped at the island Amhoyna, Avhere Ruy Lopez de Villa-

lobos, consunied more by vexation than disease, died. Those Kis death.

Avho had thus far accompanied him, Avere carried to Goa, and

from thence sent to Lisbon, Avhere they arrived in the latter part

of the year 1547.

I i 2
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CHAP. XIII.

Events connected with Maritime Expeditions in the South Sea, to

the Year 1558. Ships sent to examine the Amei'ican Coast to

the South from Valdivia. Juan Ladrilleros to the Strait of

Magalhanes.

CHAP. 13. nr^HE ill success of Villalobos did not discourage the Spa-
*"'*'"—

' J^ niards from the design they had formed of gaining pos-

session of the islands now named the Philipinas. Don Antonio

de Mendofa (Ilerrera says*) ' seeing it was clearer than the

* sun, that those islands lay within the limits of the Spanish

' hemisphere,' and being strongly encouraged by the Emperor,

New determined upon another attempt, and began to make prepa-

prepara- rations for that purpose ; but before they were sufficiently
tions for the . „; i • 1 1 • ^ .

• j
conquest ofadvanccd to give effect to his plans, his attention and exer-

'*'

pi^NEs
•^' ^i®"^ ^^^"^^ required elsewhere.

From the time that discord among the Spanish commanders

in Peru first broke out into open war, there had taken place an

almost uninterrupted succession of rebellions and civil contests

in that country. The known prudence and steady character

of the Marquis de Mendoca, pointed him out to the Spanish

court, as the person most capable of quieting these disturbances,

and of re-establishing order. He was appointed Viceroy of Pen/,

and went to that province in 1551, his removal being much

regretted by the inhabitants of Mexico, both natives and Spa-

niards, as the affairs of that country, during his vice-royalty, had

been conducted with mildness and regularity.

He was succeeded in the vice-royalty of Mexico by Don Luis

de Velasco, who, as a preparatory step to the expedition medi-

* Dec. 8, 4, 13.

tated
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tated against the Philippines, sent a ship, called the San Au- chap. 13.

gustin, to search for a port * on the exterior coast of California^ '- "

which might be convenient for ships that should undertake the

passage from the Philippine Islands to New Spain ; but the San

Augustin returned without performing any thing that has been

thought worth remembering. Some other affairs of more imme-

diate concern helped likewise to divert the thoughts of the new

Viceroy into other channels ; and the whole project seemed to
(]igJon[f.

die away and to fall into oblivion. °"ed.

The number of years that elapsed without the Magalhanic

Strait being navigated, gave rise to a saying, that the passage

had closed up : a phrase expressive of the idea generally enter-

tained that the difficulties and dangers of the navigation rendered

the Strait a useless discovery. The many enterprises to the

Pacific Ocean which had miscarried, created a degree of super-

stitious prejudice against the discovery itself. It was asserted

(not indeed very correctly) that ' all who were principally con-

cerned in the discovery of the South Sea, had come to an un-

timely end : Basco Nunez de Balboa was beheaded ; Magal-

hanes was killed by infidels ; Ruy Falero died raving ; the

Mariner De Lepe, who first discovered die Strait from the top-

mast, turned renegado, and became a Mahometan,' &c. Not-

withstanding these prejudices, as the dominion of the Spaniards

in Chili became established and extended, the desire of a more

independent, if not more direct, communication with the mother

country than the one at that time practised (which was by sea

to Panama, thence by land across the Isthmus, and by a second

embarkation to Europe) brought the passage of the Strait again

into contemplation. In 1 55 1, was built in the province of Chili, in
^'^'of

the 40th degree ofSouth latitude, the city Avhich was named after Valdivia

its founder, Valdivia. Some rich gold mines were, about the same
*"""'^^'*'

* Sot. de la Calif. Part II. § 3.

time,
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CHAP. 1,3. time, found near the city of La Conception, and Pedro de Val-

1531. divia, the governor of the province, set to work with extraordi-

Scliemes of nary dihgence, to extract profit from the discovery. The scheme

Valdhriif "^^'liich ambition and avarice had suggested to his mind, was to

embark for Europe with all the treasure he could amass ; where

he hoped the consideration due to his former services, with the

assistance of so valuable a cargo, would obtain his continuance

in the government of Chili, with some honourable title, such as

had for similar services been bestowed on Cortes and Francisco

Pizarro. To forward his purposes of exaltation, the natives

were commanded to contribute their labour, and above 20,000

Peruvians were obliged to work in the mines*. With the wealth

to be thus procured, Valdivia designed to sail by the Strait of

Magalhanes to Spain ; and, to gain a previous knowledge of the

navigation, he sent two ships to reconnoitre and make observa-

tions along the coast as far as to the Strait.

He sends These ships were commanded byCaptain Francisco de Ulloa-j-,

*j[° g}',!g|j|.'^*^and sailed early in the year 1552. In what manner Ulloa exe-

1552. cuted his commission does not appear; but it is probable that

his observations contributed towards a description 1^. which, in

Herrera's history of the transactions of the same year, is given

of that part of the American coast, i.e. from the river Biohio,

and the city of La Conception to the Strait of Magalhanes.

The hard servitude imposed on the natives of Chili, provoked

them to rise in arms against their oppressive task masters, an

event which overthrew all the schemes of grandeur projected

by Valdivia. That officer, entertaining a more contemptuous

opinion of the enemy he had thus raised against himself than

•
. -there appear circumstances to justify, ventured, with a small

• Herrera, Dec. 8. 7. 5.

t Not the discoverer of the Gulf of California.

J Herrera, Dec. 8. 7. 9.

force.
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force, to give them battle. The Chilese were victors, and the chap. i,^.

Spanish general, Avith the greater part of his men, fell in the 1552.

conflict.

July the 2 1st, 1552, died Don Antonio de Mendopa, the

Viceroy of Peru. His death, Avith that of Pedro de Valdivia,

caused fresh disturbances and contests among the Spanish com-

manders in that part of Ameiica.

In 1554, Don Ilurtado de Mendoca, Marquis de Caiiete, was

appointed viceroy of Peru*, Avhere he arrived the year follow- ^555-

ing. Geronymo de Alderete was appointed governor over the

province of Chili; but Alderete died in the passage from Pa-

nama, and the new viceroy of Peru, sent his son, Don Garcia

Hurtado, who had then scarcely completed his twentieth year,

to be governor in Chili.

This is one of the latest circumstances mentioned in the De-

cades of Antonio de Herrera, whose history of the Western Indies

is not continued farther than to the year 1555. The Spanish

navigations in the Pacific Ocean, form but a small portion, and

one probably not deemed the most important, of his work :

it is not therefore to be supposed that he could bestow the time

necessary for collecting all that was worth presenting respecting

them. In some instances he has only copied from authors his

predecessors. His history nevertheless contains more information

on the subject of the early discoveries in the Pacific Ocean, than

is to be found in any other publication of equal authority.

In 1557, Don Garcia equipped two vessels of moderate bur- 1557-

then, named the San Luis, and the San Sebastian, to examine JuIn^l"-

the Southern part of the coast of Chili, as far as to the Strait J^Rilleeos
from Val-

divia,

* An order for the speedy departure of the Marquis dt Canete, was signed in

London, Nov. 5thj 1554, by Prince Philip ; of which Figueroa, in his History of

the Marquis, has given a copy. He stiles Philip, k4ng oi England and of Naples.

Lib. 1. pp. 12, 13.

of
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cuKv.15.of Magalfianes. The commander was Juan Ladrilleros, and

j.._ there went pilots with him, Hernan Gallego, and Pedro

Gallego.

They sailed from Valdivia in November 1557*, and pursued

at first the same route which Ulloa had gone in 1552.

The inexactitude, both of his own observations, and of those

which he took for his guide, occasioned him to get entangled in

various canals and openings in the coast, by which much time

and most of their provisions were expended. As their distress

increased, the people petitioned Ladrilleros to return ; and when

they found he was determined on proceeding, they entered into

a conspiracy to take from him the command of the ship ; but

their practices were discovered, and Ladrilleros ordered the

ringleader to be hanged. The two vessels afterwards were sepa-

rated by a storm, and one returned to Valdivia, with few of her

crew remaining. Ladrilleros, with the other ship, continued

his examination of the coast, making as he proceeded -very

,j^558- niinute descriptions. At length he arrived in the Strait, and
xle arrives r o '

in the anchored in a port which he named Nuestra Senora de los Meme-

dios-f, where he remained during the greater part of the winter,

(from the end of March to July 22d, 1558). He afterwards con-

tinued his examination with great diligence, till he completed

Proceeds the execution of his commission, by arriving at tlie Eastern J
to the East

guj-j-ance of the Strait, From thence he sailed back to Chili,
entrance, '

and returns, where he arrived with ©nly one seaman, and a negro, besides

* Figucroa dates their sailing in 1558. Heches de D. Garcia Hiirlado. Lib. 3.

Two copies of a manuscript journal, written by the commander, are yet existing

in the S[)anish Jrchivo Gen. de Indias, from which the author of Noticia de las

Exped. al Magallanes has given some of the most material particulars, and among

them that they sailed in the year 1557.

+ The name is not in the charts.

J In the Noticia de las Exped. al Magal, it is called a su hoca del N.

I himself.
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liimself, to navigate the vessel, the rest of his people having chap. 13.

perished by hunger, and the severity of the weather, in the 1558.

Strait. Figueroa says, that in this expedition 70 men died.

The principal geographical information which was so dearly

purchased, was some knowledge of the island CA//oe, and of

the archipelago of islands near it. This attempt was fol-

lowed by others from Chili and Feru to the South ; of which the

only remembrance preserved is, that some of the vessels so em-

ployed were lost on the coast, and that others returned without

finding the Strait.

Kk
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C II A P. XIV.

Expedition 0/ Miguel Lopez de Legaspi, from New Spain to the

Philippine Islands.

CHAP, 14. T1I7IIEN, by the retreat of the Emperor Charles V. from

» ' worldly honours and power, Piiitip XL mounted the

throne of Spain, the project of forming an establishment at the

Philippine Islands was revived. In 1559, King Philip sent or-

ders to D. Luis de Velasco, viceroy of Mexico, to prepare an

armament for the conquest of those islands ; and in the direc-

tions it was enjoined, that with the ships and forces to be em-

ployed, there should be sent ' holy guides to unfurl and wave

' the banners of Christ in the remotest parts of those islands,

* and drive the devil from the tyrannical possession which he

' had held so many ages, usurping to himself the adoration of

' those people*.' As the failure of the expedition of Villalobos

was attributed less to misfortune than to mismanagement, the

king wrote to the Padre, Pray Andres de Urdaneta, ' requesting

* and commanding
-f'

him to embark in the present one, to aid as

well with his abilities and advice towards promoting its success,

as by the performance of the duties of his holy order. To a

request so pressing and so honourable the Padre cheerfully

yielded.

The religious profession he had embraced, was a bar to his

accepting the office of Captain General ; but so great was the

estimation in which he was held, that the viceroy referred to

him the nomination to that appointment ; and he fixed upon

* F. Caspar Conquista Temp, y Spir. de las Islas Philipinas,\i\. i. c. 13.

•f I'o tos ruego, y encargo que vah en los dichos navios. Grijalva,_ Ed. 3. cap. 1.

& Miguel
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Miguel Lopez de Legaspi, a man of extraordinary prudence, chap. 14.

who was then in his 59th year.

r. Urdaneta recommended that the first object of their under-

taking should be to make a settlement in some part of Nueva

Guinea, Avhich country he believed would be found to possess

every desirable convenience. And if on examination it should

not answer to the expectations formed, yet would it be of ad-

vantage to establish a post in a land which, by its Easterly situa-

tion, would serve as a step or resting place between the Philip-

jjine or Spice Islands, and America. He suggested likewise that

Nueva Guinea might possiblj^ be a Continent, and extend East-

M'ard to the land of Tierra del Fuego.

The viceroy seemed to acquiesce in the reasonings of the P.

Urdaneta ; but the plan to be pursued had been marked out by

the Monarch himself. During the equipment, the viceroy died;

Avhich event occasioned so much delay in the preparations, that

the departure of the ships did not take place till late in the year

1564, Avhen the General received sealed orders from the Audi' 15^4-

encia Real at Mexico, which were to be opened after they should

have sailed 1 00 leagues from the coast of ISiew Spain.

' The armament consisted of two large and two small vessels, i. e.

Capifana, The San Pedro of 500 tons, on board of which ship

the Captain General, Legaspi, and the Padre Urdaneta, em-

barked ;

Almiranta, The San Pablo of 400 tons, commanded by Don
Matheo del Sauz

;

The San Juan of 100 tons. Captain Juan de la Isla;

And the San Lucas packet-boat, of 40 tons, Captain D.

Alonso de Arellano.

The whole number of persons embarked vmder the command
of Legaspi, was 450 ; among whom was a native of Tidore, who
had been converted to Christianity, and had accompanied the

people of Villalobos through India to Spain. From Spain he

K k 2 was
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CHAP. i4.Avas sent to Mexico, to serve as an interpreter in the present ex-
' ' '

pedition ; by which he completed the tour of the world. The

name which had been given to him Avas Jorge.

They sailed from Fort de la Navidod, November the Slst^

1564. 1564*, and the fourth day after, the Captain General opened^

Sail from P.j^j^
sealed instructions in the presence of all the religious, and of

J.N A V i L)A 1.}

»

JSov. 21. the principal officers. By these, their destination was marked-

for the Philippines, and their track, to pass near the islands dis-

covered by Villalobos. It was ordered that the principal part of

their force should remain at the Philippines, and likeA^'ise, all the

religious, except F. Urdaneta, who was directed to undertake the

conducting the first vessels that could be dispatched (by a route

which had not hitherto been discovered) to New Spain. Fray

Urdaneta, who expected that a preference would have been

given to the land of Papua, bore his disappointment without

repining.

To comply with the instructions, they steered West by South

till they came to the parallel of 9° North, in which they kept,

expecting to make the islands De los Keyes and Corales.

On Thursday night, Nov. 30th, the General ordered the

San Lucas packet-boat to keep a-head of the squadron, as

she was a good sailer, and drew little water. But the next

morning she was not to be seen. The Captain of the packet,

and the pilot, were both dissatisfied with the expedition, and

had kept the vessel under full sail all night, for the purpose of

separating from the fleet. Their subsequent proceedings will

be hereafter noticed.

Lopez de Legaspi continued to sail in the parallel of 9*, * a

' quarter of a degree more or less, according to the diflerence of

* the pilots in observing the sun,' till the Padre Urdaneta af-

* F. Juaii de Grijalva, and Fray Gaspar, from whose accounts the present rela-

tion is drawn up, differ in some particulars of no great import. Fray Gaspar is the

Biost full, and has been chiefly followed.

firmed
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firmed that tliey must have passed the islands De los Reyes, and chap. 14.

the Corahs. The pilots disagreed ^in their reckonings, some j-^^^

beino; oqO leagues more advanced than others*. The course

was directed to the North of West, to get into 10° North; and

©n Tuesday the gth of January, in that latitude, they disco-
jgf,^,^"

vered a small island about thi'ee leagues in circuit, covered 9^'^-

with trees ; but it was surrounded with reefs ; and they could

in no part find anchorage. They saw a small village among

the trees, and some Indians on the beach. The General sent

boats on shore ; but the natives fled into the woods. There

was on the island poultry, cocoa-nuts, potatoes and millet.

The natives who were seen had lono; hair, and lars;e beards

;

for which reason the island was called De los Barbudos. It was
jy^ ^^^

10 at night before the boats returned to the ships, and theBARBUDos^

General then continued his course to the West.

The next morning (Wednesday the 10th) they saw landr

which appeared like a large island ; but at noon, being near,

was found to be a number of islands, connected by reefs or

shoals, the whole forming a circle inclosing a large space in the

middle. They were called De los Plazeres, on account of the
5J,^"^^g

shoal banks which ran from island to island. No anchorage Plazeres..

was found near them, neither were any signs of inhabitants per-

ceived. The same evening they discovered another island,

uninhabited, which they named De Paxaros (of birds), and ^
^^

' -^ \ /' Jtaxaeos,

near it were reefs or shoals, which extended eight or nine

leagues. On Friday the I2th, they discovered other islands

similar to the former, the reefs and banks of which formed

an inclosure. These laft they named Las Hermanas, (the Sisters).
^^^ ^^^"

'' ' V y MANAS.
Sunday, January 1 4th, towai'ds evening they discovered other other

islands, which they approached the next morning, and found Islands*

to be low, uninhabited, surrounded with dangerous reefs, and

* Grijalva, E. 3. cap. 4.

without
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CHAP. 14. witliovit anchorage. Padre Urdaneta believed them to be the

^"7!^"*^ islands called by Villalobos Los Jartlincs, and that the ships were

not so far advanced as had been imagined. Some of the pilots,

however, judged that they were but a short distance from the

FliUippine Islands. On Wednesday 1 7th, the course was changed

to North West, to avoid falling in with the FhlUppines, in so low

a latitude as Villalobos had done: and when they arrived be-

tween the parallels of 12° and 13° North, they steered West,

in which course, on Monday, 22d of January, at 10 in the fore-

noon, they made land to the North West, which some affirmed

to be the Philippine Islands ; and Urdaneta, more correctly, that
Aniveatthe^jjg were the Ladrones.
Ladrones. -^

_

This great error in the reckoning of the pilots, is a proof

how much they had been deceived by former accounts, in

the distance of the Philippine Islands from New Spain. Fr.

Andres de Urdaneta, Avho had before been in those seas, and

possessed science to assist his experience, knew how erroneous

the first accounts were.

The islands discovered in this passage were all seen within a

short time of the arrival at the Ladrones. A comparative view of

the dates may assist in forming an idea of their situations.

November 21st, sailed from P. de la Navidad.

January 9th, saw the island Barbndos.

Made sail fi'om it, at 10 P. M.
lOth, A. M. saw Los Plazeres.

P. M. saw the island De Paxaros.

January 12th, Las Hermanas.

14th, P. M. saw islands supposed to he Los Jardines

of Villalobos. Staid by them till the next

morning.

17th, altered the course to N. W., and on the

22d, at 10 A. M. made the Ladrones.

The
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The average rate of sailing from New Spain to the Ladrones, chap. 14.

was 34 geographical leagues per da}'. This mode of calcula-

tion is too uncertain for any other purpose than to form con-

jectures on the general situation of the islands mentioned; from

which it may be supposed, that they are all comprehended

within a space that is distant from the Ladrones from 200 to

400 leagues. In the chart, showing the track of the Galeon

from New Spain to the Thilippines, and back, published in Com-

modore Anson's Voyage, islands, with the names Piscadores,

Arresites, (Ai-recifes) and others, are laid down between these

distances from the Ladrones, and in the same latitude which is

assigned to the islands seen by Legaspi, i. e. 9° to 11° North.

Their appearance in the chart exactly corresponds with the

accounts given in this voyage *.

It is now time to continue the relation of the proceedings of

Legaspi. Before the ships were within two leagues of the land,

the natives of the Ladrones flocked off in canoes ; but they would

not venture closer than within the distance of a stone's throw of

the ships. The General ordered knives, scissars, glasses, and

other things, to be put on a plank, to which the Indians swam.

They made signs for the Spaniards to go on shore, and, by

showing fruits which they had brought, and patting their bellies,

signified that there they would be plentifully supplied.

At sun-set, the ships were near the island Guahan-f ; but Attheisland

seeing no place to anchor, they stood towards the South part

of the island. Night came on, and the Indians returned to the

shore. The fleet ran along the coast, till they passed round

* Captain Wallh likewise^ ia i "jQ^, saw islands which he supposed to be the

Tiscadores, in latitude from 11° to 11° 20' North, and in longitude from Green-

wich i6ji to i68 degrees East.

•\ In the later charts written Guam.

by
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CHAP. 14. by a small low island, from whence, to the great island, there

*-^^"^ ran a reef or chain of rocks, forming a bay, in which the ships

GuAHAN. anchored. A creek was found, where there was fresh water, near

to which was good anchorage.

The reserve of the natives soon wore off, and they became

familiar. They had preserved the remembrance of the name

of Goncalo, (a Spaniard of Magalhanes's fleet, who was

found here by the ships of Loyasa) and frequently repeated

it. They brought provisions, in exchange for which they pre-

ferred iron to every other commodity. They are accused of

having been at this time very unfair traders, and as much in the

habit.of pilfering as at any former period. To prevent quarrels

with the natives, the General issued an order, that no person

belonging to the ships should land without his licence; that

their trees and plantations should not be touched ; and that no

pne should be allowed to traffic with them, without having

first obtained permission. This order was published in all the

ships, Avith other regulations, to prevent offence being given to

the natives; at which, says Fray Caspar, the soldiers did not

rejoice.

In a full council of all th<e religious, and of the principal

officers which the General summoned, the Padre Urdaneta

advised that they should settle at this island, which appeared

capable of furnishing them with sufficient subsistence. He ob-

served, that at the Ladrones they could much more conveniently

send to New Spain, and receive succours from thence, than at

the PhiHppi7ies; and that there were many more islands to the

North, of which they might take possession. Legaspi disap-

proved this advice, as being contrary to the orders of the King,

which were to seek the Pliilippines.

All the Captain General's care and good intention did not

prevent disagreements and mischief from frequently occurring

between
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between his people and the islanders. Fraj Caspar giA'es all chap. 14.

the blame to the Indians. "When the ships were preparing to 1 565.

sail, a boat was sent on shore to get Avater. One of the seamen r%
'""'^;

who went, fell asleep among the trees; and the boat returned

to the ships without his being missed. Either from hatred to

the Spaniards, or from some circumstance of provocation, the

Indians killed him, and his body was found by the Spaniards

who were sent on shore in search of him. When it was carried

on board, the General ordered the Maestre de Campo, Don
Matheo del Sauz, to land with 100 soldiers, to revenge the

outrage. They marched to a village a league within the shore ;

but the houses were deserted. Returning to the water side,

they set fire to some canoes ; and then leaving a party of soldiers

concealed among the trees, the rest of the Spaniards embarked,

and put off from the shore, as if with the intention to return to

the ship. The Indians believing that the whole had embarked,

descended from the hills to save their canoes from the flames

;

but when they came near, and saw the Spaniards, they fled

again ; so that, says Gaspar, all the satisfaction that was de-

sired could not be obtained, although the arquebuses killed and

wounded many, and some Avere taken prisoners, three of Avhom,

being mortally Avounded, the Maestre de Campo ordered to be

immediately hung on the spot where the body of the seaman

had been found ; a fourth prisoner Avas saved from sharing a

similar fate by the intercession of two friars. The M. de Campo,

seeing it was not possible to bestoAv more correction on the per-

sons of the Indians, contented himself Avith burning all the

houses and canoes near the landing place, Avhich having done,

he returned to the ships, taking Avith hira his prisoners. Though

the island Guahan abounded in rice and fruits, there Avas not

seen in it at this time any animal, either tame or wild. The

natives Avere not accustomed to eat flesh, nor Avould the pri-

L 1 soners,
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CHAP. Msoners, "who were carried away in the ships, eat any animal

1565. food, except fish, ' That which most caused admiration was,

GuAHAN*
* ^^^^ ^^^y would drink salt water, and were such expert

• swimmers, and passed so much of their time in the water, that,

* as among other animals, some are amphibious, in like manner
' it seemed as if these people were in their nature amphibious*/

Caspar and Grijalva, both describe the houses of these people,

that they were lofty, neatly built, and well divided into apart-

ments ; the whole raised a story from the earth, and supported

upon strong pillars of stone. Fundadas sobre fuertes pilares de

piedra. Besides these dwelling houses, they had others for their

canoes, built likewise with great stone pillars ; one of which,

near the watering place, contained four of their largest canoes-j-.

The tops of the hills were bare of trees. Sulphur was found

in the island, and signs of metal. Grijalva says, the islands

composing the groupe, called the Ladrones, are thirteen in

number.

Arrive at They left Guahan, February 3d, and steered to the West,
the Phi- • ...
LippiNE without seeing any land, till the 13th, at eight in the mornmg,
Islands, when they made the island Tandaya. In the evening, they an-

chored near the East part of the island, in a great bay in 45

fathoms, badly sheltered by some high rocks. Boats were sent

both to the North and to the South, to search for another an-

choring place ; but they returned, (those sent to the North after

being absent six days), without finding one more secure. There

were inlets to the South ; but the depth of water was not suflS-

eient to admit the entrance of vessels larger than canoes. Some of

* Caspar, lib. 1. cap. 17.

t The view of the watering place at Tinian, plate 34, in the History of Conc-

modore Anson's Voyage, contains a representation of pillars^ which answer to this

description.

the
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the natives came to the ships the day after their arrival, from chap. 14,

whom it was learnt that the place they were at Avas called the
'"

156^.
"^

Great Ybahao ; that in the Northern part of the same island was ^^^^^^^Y-
lANDAYA.

Taiidai/a'*, so named after the chief; and that it was there that

Bernardo de la Torre had formerly been.

The General treated these, their first visitors, with great

courtesy, and by them sent invitations to the chiefs of the

island. This, in a short time, procured the arrival of other

visitors, among whom were some of consequence. The chief

of these, whose name was Caubus, made olfers of attach-

ment and alliance ; Avhich he desired might be rendered in-

violable by each party taking some drops of blood from their

arms and breast :
' in which ceremony it is their custom to mix

* the blood with a little water or wine, and to drink alternately,

* till the Avhole is disposed of. The performance of this cere-

* mony is the most secure establishment of friendship amongst
* the natives of the Philippines ; for though they have sometimes
* broken their faith thus pledged, yet it has been found by ex-
* perience, that alliances contracted in this manner, are more
* to be relied on than when conducted with any other formali-

' ties whateverf/ The General excused himself from giving

this proof of friendship, as he did not think that among his

visitors there was any one of sufficient power or authority to

contract for the whole ; yet by presents and other attentions, he

so well satisfied his guests, that they did not appear offended.

He explained to these people, that the motives of the Castilians

in coming to their island were to preach the truth, to trade with

them, to assist and to defend them like true friends.

* Conq. de las Philipinas, par Fray Caspar, 1. 1. c. l8. Caspar afterwards calls

tbe whole island by ihe name Tandai/a.

t F. Caspar, 1. i. c. a8.

L 1 s Supplies
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CHAP. 14. Supplies of A^egetables and fruits were brought to the ships-

^^^TTiT!
—

' but no animal food, except one fowl. Before they left this ar>

February, choring place, the General took possession of the island, and of
ANDAYA,

^^^^^^ ^^^q]\ islands to the East of the ships, in the name of the

Kino- of Spain. By the observations of Urdaneta and the pilots,

the latitude of the small islands was something more than 1 2 de-

grees North (doze gratlos largos) *.

Tuesday, the 20th of February, they sailed by the coast to-

wards the South side of the island Tandaya. The next morning

they came to a point, near which Avere two small islands. To

the West of this point, between it and the two islands, they

had soundings in 12 and 15 fathoms, and a little farther on they

Game to anchor in a bay they named jDe San Pedro, at the mouth

of a river near which was a town named Caniongo, which could

not be seen from the sea, being hid by mangrove trees (man-

glares). Some natives, who appeared to be of distinction, Avent

on board the Capitana, one of whom said he was a kinsman to

Tandaya. With this chief, the Maestre de Campo exchanged
' the customary token of friendship. The same account was given

by the Spaniards here as at the former place, of the intent of

their coming, and the General informed the chiefs of Caniongo,

that he was charged with valuable presents from the King of

Castile for Tandaya, as a proof of his esteem for that chief, and

in return for the kindness he had formerly shown to the ships of

Villalobos's fleet. He therefore desired that they would furnisk

a canoe, by which he might dispatch a messenger to the chief

Tandaya, to request he would send some confidential person to

confer with, him,, and to receive the presents which the Spanish

monarch had sent.

AVhen the real object of the Spaniards in this expedition is

JE. Gaidar, 1. 1, c. 18.

compared;
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compared with the language the}'^ held forth, it must be acknow- chap. 14.

ledged that h}'pocrisy could not be carried farther. Their errand 1565.

was to conquer, without having received offence; and their mo- ^e^'"'»''y-

live was the desire of other men's possessions. To disguise this,

even from themselves, ' as much as it was capable of being dis-

guised by language, their object was described by the terms

predicar, pacificar, y pohlar, i. e. to preach, to make peaceable,

and to people. At every place where they came, they performed

the ceremony of taking possession of the land for the crown of

Spain ; by which it was intended to establish, against all other

claims, a right to take actual possession at any future period

which might be convenient..

Fray Caspar, the historian of the conquest of the Philippines,

evinces in his relation a constant readiness to accuse the natives

of treachery and cruelty, and, without betraying the shadow of

a doubt concerning the justice of Legaspi's undertaking, to show

that in every disagreement with his countrymen, the natives only

were to be blamed. It is certain that at this time they must

have been well acquainted with the views of the Europeans,

however friendly might be their professions : and it should be
"^

remembered, that their first reception of Magalhanes, and all

that passed between them and the Spaniards, befare the latter

were found to aim at sovereignty over them, was a civilized

intercourse ; and on the part of the natives, hospitable and

friendly. Since that time, the attempts which had been
'

made on their own islands, and the example of the establish-

ments formed by the Portuguese at the Moluccas, had given

some reason for a change in their disposition towards the

Europeans.

The islanders appear to have comprehended the cajoling na.-

ture of Legaspi's language : they would neither furnish a canoe,

nor the means of sending to Tandaya ; but they assured the

General, that he would come himself, as soon, as he knew of
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CHAP. 14. the arrival of the ships, of which they would immediately advise

''"1565."' liini- The General, not confiding in their professions, sent an
February. Qf^cgv Martin de Goyti, with two boats, and provisions for six
lANDAYA.

days, with directions to search along the West coast of the island,

for the ' river Tandaya* ;' and that he should endeavour to see

and speak with the chief, and repeat to him what had been said

in the presence of his kinsman the day before. As the island

Ahiiyo (now in the charts Leyte) was divided only by a narrow

strait from Tandaya, he was likewise, if he could find opportunity,

to contract friendship with the lord of that island. .

After Martin de Goyti departed, mass was celebrated on

shore, to consecrate the act, which followed, of taking pos-

session of the island Tandaya, in the name of King Philip.

Afterwards, the General went with his boats towards Caniongo

;

but when he arrived in sight of that town, the inhabitants were

seen armed and drawn up in Avarlike array, to oppose the land-

ing of the Spaniards. The General, by his interpreter, declared

to them that his coming was entirely in friendship : but the na-

tives ceased not to reply, that the Spaniards * gave good words,

* but bad Avorks.' The General, finding that no impression

could be made by speeches, returned to the ships. The natives

seeing the Spaniards retreat, began to throw stones, but some

muskets fired over their heads dispersed them.

To engage deeply in a history of the conquest of the Philip-

pine islands, would lead from the general subject of this work.

But having entered so far, and the proceedings of Legaspi

being interwoven with circumstances of a maritime natiu'e,

a summary account, as far as is connected with the present

voyage, may be satisfactory, and appears in some degree ne-

cessary.

Grijaka,

M. de
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M. de Goyti went to the West side of Tandaya, and passed chap. h.

a river of that name. He likewise visited the island Ahuyo. i^gg.

After 15 days absence, he returned with the information of his I^ebruary.

having found a large town, named Cahalian*, at the extremity

of the island Ahuyo, which place appeared capable of supplying

them with provisions, and that the inhabitants were of a peace- '

able disposition.

The ships left the bay of San Pedro, March 5th, and, in the March,

evening of the same day, anchored near Cabalian. Their ex-

pectations Avere disappointed in the reception given them by the

inhabitants, who were too much alarmed at the sight of such

large ships, and at the number of people they contained, to give

them encouragement to remain. With difficulty, and by having

recourse to force and stratagem, the Spaniards procured a sup-

ply of provisions.

After a short stay, it was determined to try their fortune at

Mazagua, otherwise called Dimasaba-f. The 9th of March, they Mazagwa.

left Cabalian, and sailed to the South. According to the accounts

given of Mazagua, by Bernardo de la Torre J, the town was on

the East side, and the port for ships on the West side, of the

island. It was hoped that there the natives would, as in former

times, be friendly to the Spaniards. When they were near the

island, Padre Urdaneta went, with the Maestre de Campo, in a

boat to look for the town, carrying presents Avhich were designed

for the king or chief; and the ships sailed on towards the West

of the island for the port. Urdaneta found neither towns, nor

signs of inhabitants on the Eastern side, except a single Indian,

who, as the boat ran along the coast, was seen on a rock. He

» Cabalian appears in the charts near the South East part of the island Abuyo

(Let/te).

•f Called also Lhnasaba.

X Gas^ar, 1. i. cap. 20. Hernundo de la Torre is there named by mistake.

called.
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CHAP. 14. called to them to demand who thej were? They answered

^ j'-g
-'

Castihans : upon which the Indian hastened from the rock to a

March, small liill near him, and set fire to a pile of wood which had

been disposed there for that purpose. This circumstance shows

what a general alarm the arrival of the Spaniards had spread

among the islanders. The boat rejoined the ship at the port;

and no other native having been seen than the centinel just

mentioned, it was determined to pass to the island Camiguin,

near the North of Mindanao.

Camiguin, On March 11th, thej anchored oX Camiguin, under the slielter

of a bank or reef, half a mile distant from the island. The

Spaniards landed, but the natives all fled, and kept at a distance.

They searched the deserted houses of the inhabitants, and what

jirovisions could be found, were transported to the ships.

Cainiguin is about ten leagues round, and may be known by

two high woody mountains. Its latitude was observed 9F
North.

The 1 4th March, they left Camiguin, intending to go to Bu~

tuan, on the island of Mindanao, which Avas reported to be a

place of great ti'ade ; but the winds and currents threw them

BoHOL. near the island Bohol, and there they anchored. The natives,

as soon as they observed the approach of the ships, made fires

along the coast, and the inhabitants of the villages near the

chore retired to the mountains.

The Spaniards were now reduced to the necessity of obtaining

provisions for their present subsistence by force. The General

Legaspi was not naturally disposed to violence ; and to preserve

to the Spaniards a character among the natives for integrity

and good faith, when opportunities offered, he made compensa-

tion to the islanders for the depredations which the necessities of

his fleet had induced him to commit.

The Fray Caspar ascribes the dislike of the natives, and their

shunning all intercourse vyith the Spaniards, to the practices

6 of
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of the Portuguese, the people of which nation, among many chap. 34.

other charges laid against them, are said to have passed them- i^g-.

selves upon the natives for Spaniards in various depredatory ex- ^ohol.

peditions- The evidence produced of this, is a conversation

which he relates to have passed between the General Legaspi

and the pilot of a Borneo iunk. By the assistance and media-

tion of this pilot, the chief of Bvhol was prevailed on to visit the

ships, taking hostages hrst for his security. To inspire him

with confidence in the Spaniards, Legaspi jjcrformed the ce-

remony of bleeding w-ith him, and represented that the motive

of the ships being sent to these seas, Avas to establish, in the

name of the king of Castile, a commerce between his vassals

and the natives of the islands ; and tli^y had come prepared

with merchandise for that purpose. The General added, that

as he had now exchanged friendship with the chief, he would

be ready as a friend to assist him on any occasion that should

offer. The inhabitants after this brought provisions to the ships

to sell ; and, in a few da^^s, another cliief arrived, wdio it ap-

peared was the superior ; and the General had again to contract

amity in the established form.

From Boholy the General sent the San Juan and a pinnace

that had been brought in frame, one to Mindanao, the other to

Zehii, Avhere they Avere to endeavour to trade, and to gain as

much information as they could concerning all the islands. And
at a council held, it appeared necessary that an establishment

should, as speedily as possible, be formed in one of the islands,

and that a ship should be sent to New Spain, with intelligence

of M'hat had been done.

On the return of the San Juan, and the pinnace, another

council was held, and it appeared from aH the information

that had been obtained, that Zebu w^ould be the most commo-
dious place for an establisliment, the island being fruitful, and

liaving a good port. It was accordingly determined to repair

I\l m to
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CHAP. 14. to Zebu : and if the natives should refuse to be friends with the

'""Tses^*' Spaniards, and to supply them with provisions at a just and
April, moderate price, to declare war aeainst them; which it was main-
BOHOL. ...

tained would be the more just, as the principal people of Zebuy

in the time of Fernando de Magalhanes, had given their obe-

dience to Spain ; had been baptized, and had received the

Gospel ; from Avhich they afterwards apostatized, and returned

-to their idolatry, after traitorously murdering the followers of

Magalhanes, ' whose blood called for justice against them/ This

was the general opinion of the council, to which the members

save their signatures. The author* of this account remarks,

that among other considerations of importance, one was, that,

* when the authority of the Spaniards should be properly esta-

blished, and the natives quieted, the Gospel might then be

preached, Avhich was the principal motive of the Spanish mo-

narch in sending to those islands.'

The ships left Bohol, April 22d, and M'ere five days going the

Zebu, short distance to Zebu, 16 leagues. They entered the port

firing their cannon, to answer the double purpose of salutation

and intimidation. When the ships were anchored, the General

sent boats close to the town, where a great number of the

inhabitants had collected near the water side; and the interpre-

ter, performing the office of a herald, in a loud voice gave

notice, that the Spaniards were come to contract peace and

friendship with the people of Zebu, and the Spanish General

demanded that the king or chief of Zebu would meet him for

lliat purpose. The boats then returned to the ships.

This proclamation, ushered with the parade of their entry,

created great consternation in the to^vn ; and one of the prin-

• cipal inhabitants wiis sent by the king, whose name was Tupas,

to the ships, with a message of welcome to the General, and to

* JP/rty Gaspar.

makt
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make known that the king intended to visit him the sameda3^ chap. 14.

No visit, however, was made ; and the inhabitants were ob- *~
j

•-'_
""

served to be removins; their effects ; a precaution not unne- '^P"'-

. .
Zebi,.

cessarily taken ; for tlie soldiers and mariners in the fleet, who

had with difficulty been restrained from phmdering at the other

islands, hoped that here they should be let loose to revenge the

death of their countrymen killed in the time of Magalhanes :

and it is probable that symptoms of this disposition of theirs

had been noticed by the king's messenger. On seeing that the

natives had taken alarm, they exclaimed, that no ceremony

ought to be observed with apostates who were the enemies of

Christians, and that the town ought immediately to be assaulted.

The regularity of the General's plans, however, were not to be

disturbed by their impatience. The next morning a summons

was sent in great form to require the promised visit from the

king, who endeavoured to pacify the Spaniards with excuses.

The summons was repeated three times ; but Tupas did not

choose to trust himself in the power of the Spaniards ; and

his non-compliance was termed a breach of faith. A body of

the Spaniards was landed ; and as the last act of formalit}^

Tupas and the other chiefs were requiied to yield their obe-

dience to the King of Spain, as his vassals, according to the

fidelity promised and homage yielded by them to Magalhanes.

Two hours were allowed for their determination, at the expira-

tion of which time, if their submission was not made, they

would be proceeded against as rebels. As no answer arrived

within the limited time, the town was fired upon, and the troops

aftenvards entered it without opposition, the cannonade having

terrified and dispersed the natives.

The conduct of the Spaniards on this occasion is not graced

by many of those circumstances which are thought to dignify,

and which give a colour of justice to revenge. Forty-four

years had elapsed since the bloody feast at Zebu, and the

M m 2 present
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CHAP. 14. present inhabitants, a few of the most aged excepted, could

j.g~_ have no knowledge of the ti'ansaction, otherwise than from re-

Apnl. port. Yet the cause would probably have been deemed sufficient

to justify the attack, had it been determined by- other motives

than those of interest, or if to avenge the murder of their

countrymen had been one of the prescribed objects of the ex-

pedition. But the desire of vengeance seemed to have been

obliterated by time, till the island of Zebu was found to be more

fertile, and to affoi'd more convenience for a first establish-

ment, than any other of the islands : the long neglected injury

was then taken from the shelf to be converted to profit.

With the leaders of the expedition, revenge was no other than

a pretext ; and therefore it could not be difficult to have prac-

tised forbearance : nevertheless, by the cannonade, and the inr

temperance of the soldiers, the greater part of the town was

burnt to the ground, which was some cause of regret to the

Spaniards, as by the conflagration a considerable quantity of

provisions was consumed.

In one of the houses which escaped the flames, there was

found an image, three quarters of a yard in length, sup-

posed by the Spaniards to have been designed for a repre-

sentation of an infant Christ ; which they conjectured had

been left at Zehn by some of Magalhanes's people *. The

natives declared that the image had been in the island time

immemorial, and had descended to them from their ances-

tors. The Spanish accounts however say, there could be no

doubt of the image having been intended to represent our

Saviour, as a small cross was attached to its neck. The sp©t

where they found the image v/as consecrated, and there, after-

* Pignfetta relates, in his narrative of the voy/ige of Magulhanes, (f^ide French

Edit. p. 10^,) that he presented to the queen of Zebu a small statue, which repre-

sented the Virgin Mary vvidi tlic infant Jesus. But this gift made hy Plgafctta wdl

not answer to the description of the image found in the time of Logaspi-.

wards^
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wards was founded the first monastery built at the Philippine

islands. 1565.

On St. Michael's day, (May the 8th,) the Spaniards marked ^^^J

out ground for a town. That day was particularly chosen in

compliment to the General, whose name was Miguel; and the

new town received the name of San Miguel. The wants of the

Spaniards were not Mholly relieved by their having thus

established themselves in the island Zehu.: the Indians for a

length of time approached them only for purposes of annoyance,

and the Spaniards obtained their subsistence principally by

plundering.

The people of Zchu, however, did not feel that indignation

against the Spaniards which it is natural for men to entertain

against the invaders of their country. They appear to have

been seized with the apprehension that the fleet of Legaspi had

come expressly for the purpose of revenging the death of

IMagalhanes and his companions. This idea was favourable

for the Spaniards, as it rendered the people of Zehu more dis-

posed, than otherwise they would have been, to entey inta terms

of accommodation. But before any thing of this kind was con-

cluded, a ship was dispatched for New Spain.

The Capitana being the strongest built vessel, and a fast

sailer, was repaired and equipped for that purpose. Felipe dp

Salcedo, nephew to the General, was appointed Captain : but

the direction of the navigation was intrusted solely to P. Andres

de Urdaneta.

They left the port of Zehu the 1st of June 1565. Towards P.Uidaneta

The end of September, they were near Port De la Navidad; but j^g^yp^^^

. that place having been abandoned by the Spaniards, because

the situation was reckoned unhealthy, they did not anchor

till they arrived at Acapnko, Avhich was on the 3d of October. Arrives at

In this passage, sixteen of tlie ship's company died, the 'master 0^^^^,^,.^^^

and i5fJ5-
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c II AP. 14. and the pilot being of that number. The following particulare

^-
g„ are related of the route.

mu ^ They sailed fi'om Zebu with South West winds, and made
1 nc route ^^

sailed by i\^q LadroHc islands. They had afterwards East winds, with

which they sailed to 36° North, in which latitude they had

sight of a cape of Japan. They continued to the North beyond

the 40th degree of latitude, in search of North West winds, and

at one time were so far North as 43°. No other land than

what has been mentioned was seen. The diligence and abi-

lities of P. Urdaneta, in accomplishing this passage, have

been justly extolled ; and the Spanish pilots have given the

honour of the first discovery of the navigation from the Eastern

Indies to New Spain, to his name. It is, nevertheless, necessary

to notice another return in the same track, though accompanied

with circumstances of disgrace.

The desertion of the San Lucar packet from the squadron of

Legaspi, in the passage from JSew Spain, has been mentioned.

She afterwards arrived at Mindanao-, and at one place, whilst

they lay at anchor, from the top of her mast the other ships of

the armament were seen to pass by ; but no endeavour was

made to rejoin them. The packet did not remain long at the

Philippine Islands. They departed for New Spain, when, or

•upon what course, is not related ; for those Avho sailed in her

made neither chart nor journal of their voyage. All that ap-

pears is, that they fell in with the American coast near Cape
Mendocino, and arrived at New Spain three months earlier than

the P. Urdaneta. They reported that the rest of the fleet had

perished ; and Arellano, the commander, had the assurance to

embark for Spain, to solicit reward for his actions and dis-

covery. The unexpected appearance of the Padre Andres de

Urdaneta at the Spanish court, produced a change in the pro-

spects of Arellano, v, ho was sent back a prisoner to New Spain,

* with
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with an order from the Spanish ministry, that he should be em-
barked for the Philippine Islands, to be delivered into the hands

of his General, Legaspi.

The order of past events cannot be altered ; but the honour
of proving the practicability of sailing from the Eastern Indies

to Mexico, has properly been adjudged to the P. Urdaneta,

who, in performing the voyage, was exerting his knowledge and
experience in the sen'ice of his country, who kept journals Avith

the greatest care, and who made a chart of those seas, which

for a long time served as a guide for subsequent navigators *.

To close the subject of the expedition of Mig. Lopez deTlie island

Legaspi, it remains to be related, that shortly after the depar- '^^.^^, '",^'
^ A nius to tllG

ture of the Padre Urdaneta, a formal treaty of peace was con- Spaniards,

eluded between the Spaniards and the people of Zebu ; the

terms of which were drawn up in seven articles. Of these, the

first and the third are the most remarkable. By the first, the

people of Zebu acknowledged themselves to be the vassals of

the King of Spain. The third was in the words following

:

" If Tupas and the other chiefs of ,2e&/< demand assistance of

the Spaniards against any of their enemies, it shall be given

;

and the people of Zebu are in like manner to assist the Spaniards

whenever required." This third article, which seems to place

the people of Zebu on terms of equality with the Spaniards, was

exactly calculated to separate that people in interests from all

their neighbours, and to make them the instruments by which

the Spaniards might reduce the other islands to a state of sub-

jection.

In 1566, a galcon, named the San Geronimo, was sent from

* Urdanela's chart was in use among llie Spaniards at the time Grijaha pub-

lished his History, A. D. 1623. Vide Ed. 3. cap. 10.

New
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c HAP. 14- jsf^a) Spain, and arrived at Zebu in October*. The account of

her voyage affords no geographical information.

In 1567, the San Juan (one of Legaspi's squadron) was dis-

patched for Nero Spai7i ; and the same year, two vessels from

thence arrived at the Philippines. From this time, the naviga-

tion between the islands, and New Spain, ceased to be regarded •

ac extraordinary ; the proper track m as understood, and com-

munications became frequent-j-. Very few of these are found,

in the relations of the Spanish authors, to contain any thing

material to navigation or geography.

* Labor Evangel. Sjc, dc la Comp. de Jesus en las Islas PhiUpmas, por P. Franc»

Colin, lib. 1. c. 20.

t In a few years after this, there appears to have been two regular annual returns

established from the Philippine Islands lo New Spai/i. Fray Caspar relates, that

ini 57 2, orders were received from New Spain, for one X)f the two ships which re-

turned fi-oui the Philippines, to sail by the coast of China to the North, and to keej)

iifterwards in a high latitude, to examine along the coast of Neto Spain.
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CHAP. XV.

Of the Islands discovered near the Continent of America in the

Pacific Ocean.

AN improvement which was made at this time, in the mode chap. 15.

of navigating between the ports of South America in the
'

Pacific Ocean, brought into notice some islands situated a

short distance to the West of the continent; and gave great

encouragement to the undertaking of enterprises by sea, as it

removed an apprehension which had been a great restraint on

mariners in that part of the world. Along the coast of Peru^

and part of the coast of Chili, the winds from the South are

those which most generally prevail ; and it had been a custom

invariably adhered to by vessels bound from one port to another,

to keep close to the land, from an idea, that if they were to

lose sight of the coast, the trade wind would render their return

impracticable. The passage from Peru to the ports of Chili

was consequently tedious and difficult. A Spanish pilot, named
Juan Fernandez, was the first who ventured to make the ex-

periment of standing to a distance from the land*, where he

found the winds favourable for getting to the South, and by

running in that diiection, till he was beyond the influence of

the trade wind, he regained the coast without diflliculty, making
the passage much more expeditiously than it could have been

* Memorial of Juan Luis Jrias, lecommeRding the conversion of the natives of
new discovered lands. Published by Jl. Dalrympk, Esq. Edinburgh i -jt^,

N n performed
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CHAP. 15. performed by the in-shore navigation. In these new and cir-

^"""'"'—^ cuitous tracks, several islands were found not far to the West

of the American continent. The order in which they became

known, is not stated here with certainty. The earliest date

concerning them that has been met with in the present investi-

oation, is given to the two islands named, one of them aft^r its

Islands discoverer, Juan Fernandez, and the other, being more distant

"^IJ-l^n^t^from the continent, Mas-a-fuera (more without). According to

aadMAs-A-|^ljg dictionary of Alcedo, these islands were first seen in 1565*»

Juan Fernandez, the largest of the two, is in 33" 42' South

latitude, and distant from the American coast 1 1 5 geographical

ieao-ues. Mas-a-fuera is 28 leagues to the West of J. FernandeZy

and in latitude 33° 48' South. Whether they were inhabited or

not, at the time they were first discovered by Europeans, is not

noticed in the accounts of them. The land is habitable ; and

the writer of Commodore Anson's Voyage mentions, that Juan

Fernandez obtained a grant of the island, which bears his name,

on which he resided some time ; but it was afterwards aban-

doned by him.

TheGA- The group of islands under the equinoctial line, named
i-APAGos.

2;^^,^ Galapagos, appears with the same name in the map of

* Diccionario Geographico Historico de las Ind. Occid. par D. Jnt" de Alcedo.

As there is not given above, any original descrij)tioa of the islands treated of in this

chapter^ it has been judged necessary to introduce a few additional remarks in the

form of notes. More full and satisfactory accounts will occur in the relations of

subsequent voyages, and will appear there with more propriety than they would ia

this place. Juan Fernandez is five leagues in length, and one in breadth; in shape

irregular. It affords fresh water, wood, and near the North East side, anchorage. The

Spaniards had a fort and garrison on the island in 1767. There is likewise anchorage,

wood, and water, to be obtained at Mas-a-J'uera, but not with the same degree of

convenience as at Juan Fernandez. The South West point of Juan Fernandez,

according to tlie observations of Captain Vancouver, is in 33° 45' South, and in

longitude 78° 51' West, from the meridian of Greenzcic/u \A'ith this position the

late Spanish charts agree.

3 America
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America and the South Sea, in the Theatrum Orbis TerrarunicuKv. 15,

of Ortehus, Edit. 1570, Map W 5 ; but as they are spread
'"""'—

'

over a wide space, it is probable that the}' were discovered long

before. So early as in the time of P. Martire, it was said that

islands had been seen in the South Sea to the West of the Fearl

Islands*^.

The Galapagos received their name from the circumstance

of those islands being much frequented by turtle. They arc

barren and uninhabited. Although they are under the equi-

noctial line, the temperature of the air there is so fine and

salubrious, that they have been called Encantadas, i. e. the

Enchanted Islands. They are distant from the continent, from

170 to 210 geographical leagues.

Malpelo and Cocos Islands, the latter not with that name, are

likewise in the same edition of Ortelius ; but the islands of Juan
Fernandez are not placed there, which is an argument, that the

date of his discoveries is preceded by that of the other islands

here mentioned.

Malpelo is a high and barren rock, surrounded with smaller Malpelo.
rocks, and may be seen in clear weather at the distance of 20

leagues. It is situated near the fourth degree of North latitude^,

and 45 leagues distant from the main land.

Cocos Island is likewise uninhabited ; but it affords anchorage, Cocos

(Avhich is best near the North East extremity,) excellent water, I^^*"^-

wood, fish, and birds, and (which is not its least advantage,

especially to ships that have been a length of time at sea) cocoa-

nut trees grow there in such numbers, as to have given rise to

* P. Martire, Dec. 3. lib. 10. See likewise page 11 of this volume.

t The Spanish charts place the island Malpelo in 3" 55' North latitude. Captain

Cohut estimated its latitude, but not from observation, to be 4° 20' North. The
name Malpelo, signifies ill covered, or bald.

N n 2 its
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its present name. It was at first named Santa Cruz, because

it was discovered on the feast day of the holy cross*. The lati-

tude of the middle of the island is about 5° 30' North, and

its distance from the nearest part of the continent, about 80

leagues-f. Several rocks or small islands lay scattered round

it within the distance of two or three miles.

The Islands San Felipe and San Ambor, are among the disco-

veries made by Juan Fernandez ; but they were not seen till

some years later, and will be noticed in their proper place.

* Jlcedi/s Dictionari/, The year is not mentioned. Cocos Island and the Gala-

pagos were formerly much frequented by the EngUsh buccaneers.

-[ The situation of the anchoring place at the North East part of Cocos Island,

was settled by the observations of Captain Vancouver and his officers to be 5" 35'

North latitude, and 86° 55' East longitude from Greenwich.
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CHAP. XYI.

'Discovery of the Salomon Islands, hy Atvaro de Mendana.

AFTER the settlement of the Spaniards in the Philippine chap. 16.

Islands, the next voyage of importancq^to the geography '—peT"*

of the Pacific Ocean, of which there appears any published re-

lation, was made by Alvaro de Mendana in 1567. Lopez Garcia

de Castro, having become, by a vacancy in the vice-royalty,

president and governor of Peru, fitted out vessels for the pur-

pose of discovering lands which Avere believed to exist in the

South Sea. It is doubtful whether or not this belief was merely

conjectural. Prom a passage in Herrera's description of the

Indies*, it may be inferred that the name of the Salomon Islands

had been applied to some discovery made at a more early

period. In the sequel it will be necessary to notice other

circumstances which give room for the supposition that voyages

of discovery were made about this time by the Spaniards, of

which no account has ever publicly appeared.

The expedition which is the subject of the present chapter,

was commanded by Alvaro de Mendana, a relation of the

president. With him went as chief pilot, Hernan Gallego,

who had sailed in the same capacity with Ladrilleros. The

fullest account that is extant of this voyage, is in lib. v. of a

work entitled Hechos de Don Garcia Hurtado de Mendoca, 4™'

Marques de Canete, written by Dr. Christoval Suarez de Figue-

roa, printed at Madrid, 1613. This work is dedicated to the

Duke of Lerma, and the approbation is signed by Antonio de

Herrera. The account given by Figueroa, of IMendana's

voyage, though defective in many parts, carries in itself suffi-

» Cap. 27.

cient
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CHAP. XVI.

Discovery of the Salomon Islands, by Alvaro de Mendana.

A FTER the settlement of the Spaniards in the Philippine chap. iG,

•*• ^ Islands, the next voyage of importancQ^to the geography *—p^—

'

of the Pacific Ocean, of which there appears any published re-

lation, was made by Alvaro de Mendana in 1567. Lopez Garcia

de Castro, having become, by a vacancy in the vice-royalty,

president and governor of Peru, fitted out vessels for the pur-

pose of discovering lands which were believed to exist in the

South Sea. It is doubtful whether or not this belief was merely

conjectural. From a passage in Herrera's description of the

Indies*, it may be inferred that the name of the Salomon Islands

had been applied to some discovery made at a more early

period. In the sequel it will be necessary to notice other

circumstances which give room for the supposition that voyages

of discovery were made about this time by the Spaniards, of

which no account has ever publicly appeared.

The expedition which is the subject of the present chapter,

was commanded by Alvaro de Mendana, a relation of the

president. With him went as chief pilot, Hernan Gallego,

who had sailed in the same capacity with Ladrilleros. The
fullest account that is extant of this voyage, is in lib. v. of a

work entitled Hechos de Don Garcia Hurtado de Mendoca, 4"'"

Marqnes de Canete, written by Dr. Christoval Suarez de Figue-

roa, printed at Madrid, 1613. This work is dedicated to the

Duke of Lerma, and the approbation is signed by Antonio de

Herrera. The account given by Figueroa, of Mendana's

voyage, though defective in man}' parts, carries in itself suffi-

* Cap. 27.
~

cient
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CHAP. 16. cient evidence that it was drawn up from the journals of the

1567. discoverers.

AYhat ships or force Mendana had ^nth him, Figueroa has not

otherwise specified than by making mention of two ships in the

course of his narrative. This being the only account which has

been met with of the voyage, it has appeared necessary to give

from it a translation nearly literal, and particularly in the state-

ment of the geographical facts, some of which are ambiguously

expressed. In the narrative of Figueroa, there are frequent and

abrupt transitions to new subjects ; but his expressions are brief

and to the purpose.

ITiey departed from Callao (the port of Lima) January the

10th, 1567*. After sailing 1450 leagues, a small island Avas

Ide de discovered in latitude 6° 45' South, which they named Isla de

Jesus, of which nothing farther is said, than that it was inha-

bited by people who in colour resembled Mulattos. The

weather began here to be unsteady, with thunder and lightning.

At 160 leagues distance from the I. de Jesus, they discovered

reefs, in the midst of which were small islands. They were seen

to extend 1 5 leagues, and lay in a direction North East and

South West. The middle part was in latitude 6° 15' South:

*^^f^°!,"^' They were named Bo.ros de la Candelaria (the Shoals of Candle-
LA \_/AN DL- •' ^

LARiA. mas). From the island De Jesus, to these, the ships were 17

days in navigating.

Tbcy had sight of other land, (whether seen from Candelaria,

or after leaving those shoals, is not specified,) which they went

to examine, and found a port where the ships anchored, to

Santa which Avas given the name of S'" Ysabel de la Estrella (S" Ysabel

of the Star.) This land Avas of large extent. It Avas inhabited

by people who Avere of the complexion of Mulattos, and had

* In Figueroa erroneously printed 1568. Herraa dates the departure of Men-

dana in 15G7; and Figueroa liimself makes the return to Peru in January 1568.

curly
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cnrly hair. They wore scarcely any covering; and they Avor- chap. i6.

shipped serpents, toads, and similar creatures. Their principal 1567.

diet was cocoa-nuts and roots, particularly a root they called

venous. There appeared among them a scarcity of animal

food ; and it was believed that they eat human flesh ; for the

Chief sent to the General a present of a quarter of a boy with

the hand and arm. The General ordered this gift to be buried

in the presence of those who brought it, which appeared ta

give them much offence. These people had frequent wars

with their neighbours, and made captives. The Spaniards per-

formed mass on shore ; and, finding good materials here, they

built a brigantine, in which the General sent the Maestre de Abrigan-

Campo, Pedro de Ortega, with 1 8 soldiers, 1 2 mariners, and ^"^^ ^"^''

the pilot Hernan Gallego, to make farther discoveries.

The brigantine sailed to the South East, the coast of 'S''" she is sent

Ysabel running in that direction, and being on their right hand. °" '^]^^^'

Six leagues from the port, they found two small islands, with

tall palm trees, in latitude 8° ; and afterwards, in the same di-

rection, many others. They likewise saw a great bay with

eight small islands, all inhabited by people, whose weapons

were clubs, bows, and arrows. To the East of this bay,, at 1 4-

leagues distance, they saw a large island, w^hich was called by

the Indians Malaita. In the midway lay two small islands, in Island

latitude eight degrees. It being Palm Sundaj^, one of the islands

was named I. de Ramos.

As they proceeded along the coast of *S''' Ysabel, they came to

a port and a cape in nine degrees latitude, about 14 leagues

distant from the bay they had passed ; they named the cape,

Frieto, (i.e. the Black Cape). To the South East* from this

* In Figueroa, it is South West (Edit. 1613) : but the subsequent account sliows

that it ought to have been South East, and it has been so rendered bj M. FUurieu,

in his Account of Discoveries to tlie South East of New Guinea.

capeJ
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cii AP. ]6.cape, about nine leagues distant, they found several islands.

.j^g,. They went to the first, which was five leagues in circuit, and
LaGalera surrounded with reefs. They called it La Galera. A league

beyond La Galera, and South East nine leagues from cape

Prieto, is another island, of 12 leagues extent, which appeared

fertile, and was well peopled, the natives living in regular villages

BuENA- QY towns. They named this island Buena Vista : its latitude is
VJSTA. "^

. 1-1
«9 f degrees. In its neighbourhood Avere seen many other mha-

bited islands, and five that lay in a chain East and West. They

-landed at the first. The natives dyed their hair red : they were

much afraid of fire arms : when they collected together, or gave

alanns, it was by the sound of conch sliells and drums. They

eat human flesh. This island is 25 leagues in circuit, its lati-

Florida. tude 9° 30'. The Spaniards named it Florida. The names

San DiMAs. given to the three* others, were San Dimas, San German, and

man/' Guadalupe. To the South of the five islands, there lay another,

GuADA- ^vhich was named Sesarga : [probably on account of its shape,

Sesarga. Sesga, in the Spanish language, signifying a slope or declivity].

It is about 8 leagues in circuit, in latitude 9i° ; and lies South

East from Buenavista, 5 leagues distant. It is high, round,

and well inhabited. This island produced yams and bread-fruit

(panays) in great plenty, and some hogs were seen. In the

middle of the island was a volcano, which continually emitted

smoke.

Island Beyond this, was seen an island of great extent, in which

CANAH. was a deep and broad river, from whence many natives, men,

women, and children, came in canoes to look at the Spaniards.

The IVfaestre de Camj")o went on shore at a village, Avhere he

found baskets with green ginger and other good roots; and

likewise some hogs. This island the Spaniards named Guadal-

canar, and the river, De Ortega. From this place the brigan-

By which it appears that Buaiarista was one of the five.

tine
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tine turned back to seek the port where the ships had been chap. i6.

left. ]567.

They were [then] ordered to sail round the island -S'" Fsa^e/. The biigan-

They passed close to Cape Prieto, and from thence towards the
rolfnd'stl

West. Seven leagues from the cape to the West South West, Ysabel.

[the account in Figueroa adds likewise, ' at the distance of five

leagues,' but from what place has been omitted,] is an island,

to which they gave the name of San Jorge. The channel formed

by this island with S'" Ysahel, is six leagues broad at the South

East entrance, and but one league broad at the Western. Here

was found a port, with depth of water from 8 to 12 fathoms,

clear, and sufficient]}' capacious to contain 1000 vessels: the

entrance was to the South East, and the passage out, to the

North West*, at which part there was a town consisting of more

than 300 houses. Pearls were seen in the island San Jorge,

which the Indians held in small estimation, and gave many to

redeem a canoe which had been taken from them.

The brigantine pursued her course along the coast of S"

Ysabel; and having gone 40 leagues, came to extensive reefs,

among which were many canoes with Indians fishing. The

canoes all advanced, and the Indians shot their arrows at the

brigantine, and then retreated. Among these reefs, there are

many small islands, some inhabited and others not. And near

the point or end of Santa Ysabel, which runs to 7f degrees

[latitude], there were many inhabited islands. The length of

this island was reckoned 95 leagues, the breadth 20, and the

circuit more than 200 leagues -j-.

* The w ind being at the time from the South East, must have occasioned this port

to be thus described ; for without some pecuhar circumstance of wiud or current,

ever}' entrance into a port must be an outlet, and vice versa.

\- This measure is much too great for the island Santa Ysabel. It may be sus-

pected that the distances were designed for the whole of the islands failed round by

the brigantine : and so applied, they would be tolerably correct.

O o Bats
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CHAP. 16. Bats were seen, which, between the tips of the wings when

g extended, measured five feet.

Having coasted the whole length of the South West side of

the island, and arrived at the North West extremity, they found

the winds blowing regularly from the East and South East ; and

they had to navigate in that direction, to arrive at the port De
Estrella, where the ships lay. They could not at first make any

progress against the winds. The M. de Campo therefore sent

forward a canoe with nine soldiers, one mariner, and a native

whom he had made his friend, to inform the General where

the brigantine was, and the cause of her detention. The canoe

proceeded along the coast, till falling in among reefs, she was

beaten to pieces. The men got safe to land. Their powder

being damaged by the water, they travelled back, by the sea

side, towards the brigantine, in constant apprehension of being

attacked by the Indians. Fortunately for them, the brigantine

advanced along the coast, and took them on board ; and after-

wards she made her passage good to the ships.

The ships companies were sickly, and some of the people had

died : the General therefore left the port, (De la Estrella,) out

of which the ships sailed by an opening between reefs, which

are at its entrance. With East winds, accompanied by squalls,

The ships ^^^^J Sailed to the island Guadalcanar, Avhere they anchored
sail to Gu A- opposite to a beach. They searched for another port, and found

one near to a river ; the river they named Gallego, and the port

De la Cruz. The next day, they took jjosscssion of the land for

the King of Spain, and erected a cross on a little hill, in doing

which they were attacked by the Indians with bows and arrows.

Two of the Indians were killed by the Spanish fire-arms, and

the rest fled. Afterwards the General sent Don Fernando

Enriquez, with the chief pilot, and 30 soldiers, to examine the

country. Whilst they were in search of a river, the natives

attacked them in such numbers, that they were obliged to give

up

DALCANAU.
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up their pursuit, and attend solely to their defence. The ma-

riners reported, that in this river there was a quantity of gold. ^^^TeT"

As the party returned, they bartered with the natives for two Guadal-
C AN A

R

hens and a cock, which being the first fowls that had been seen

among the islands, was a circumstance that gave great satis-

faction to the General. The Spaniards continued to make daily

discoveries of new lands, and to gain knowledge respecting the

country. Don Fernando, and the chief pilot, were sent in the The brigan-

brigantine to the East South East, and having sailed two leagues sent°on

in that direction, they came to the river Ortega, and found the '''scovery.

coast full of villages. They proceeded, stopping occasionally

at ' dilTerent islands and rivers, too many to particularise.' At

some places they found the natives hostile, and at others they

experienced friendly treatment. At length they returned to Returns.

the ships.

During the time that the brigantine was absent on this service,

the Indians had attacked a boat that was sent to take in Avater,

and killed the steward and nine other Spaniards. The chief of

the district where the ships lay, had, at one time, shown friend-

ship for the General ; but he was afterwards disgusted on account

of the General having seized a boy, one of the natives, whose

release the chief had demanded and had been refused. Captain

Pedro Sarmiento, was sent, with all his men, to take revenge for

the attack which had been made on the boat. They landed, and

killed twenty of the Indians, and burnt many of their habita-

tions ; Avhich having done, they returned on board. A second

descent was made, and more houses were destroyed.

June 13th, the ships sailed from port De la Cruz, and beat up June.

to windward, by the coast of Guadalcanal', in a track which

the brigantine had been before. From hence they went to

another island, to which was given the name of San Chrktoval, At the

where a port was found, and the ships anchored. At this i^Iace 'l'""^'
'^^^

* ^ ClIRISTO-

O o 2 the VAL.
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CHAP. :6. the General landed ; bufthc natives were not pleased with the

^-"^C""^ visit, and made signs to the Spaniards that they should return to

their ships ; which desire of theirs not being attended to, thej

showed their displeasure by various gestures and actions. They
scattered the sand about w ith their feet and hands, and running

into the sea, threw the water up into the air. Seeing the dispo-

sition of the natives, the General ordered the trumpet to be

sounded for a retreat; but Pedro Sarmiento landed with his

people and joined the General. The Indians advanced towards

them in order for battle, each man being armed Avith two or

three darts, and with clubs, bows, and arrows. ' The General

not being able to keep them at a distance by signs or speech,

to avoid being embarrassed by their too near approach, ordered

some muskets to be fired, by which one Indian was killed, and

others wounded ; the rest dispersed and fled. The Spaniards

entered one of their towns, and found a quanity of cocoa-nuts

and almonds sufficient to have loaded a ship, and the rest of the

day was employed in transporting these provisions on board,

the Indians not daring to interrupt them. At night the Spa-

niards re-imbarked.

The island Son Christoval is narrow and mountainous. The
port where the ship anchored is in 1 1 degrees latitude. The
brigantine was sent to make farther discoveries. She found two
islands three leagues apart from each other: one Avas named

^"lkv^.""'
'^'" Catalina, the other S'" Ana. .9" Ana is low and round, with

S'^Ana. a rising in the middle, which has the appearance of a castle.

It is well peopled and fertile : on it were hogs and fowls, and
there was a good port on the I2ast side. The discoverers landed

here, and were attacked by the natives, who were painted Avith

different colours. They carried boughs on their heads, and each

wore a band round his body. 'J'hree of the Spaniards were

wounded by them. A dart was thrown at the Spanish command-
. ing officer Avith so much force, that it pierced through both his

9 target
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target and arm. Two of the Indians being killed bj the mus-cHAp. 16.

quetry, the rest fled. The brigantine coasted along the island '

Tle^
San Christoval, and returned to the ships.

According to the report of the chief pilot, no more land was

discovered in this quarter; but to the Westward he was of opi-

nion there would be found land of laroe extent. The General

held a consultation with the officers and pilots, in which it Avas

resolved to repair the ships and return to Pei'u by the Northern

navigation, without employing more time in making discoveries,

as their provisions and stores were nearly expended. The ships,

agreeable to this determination, were repaired ; and they sailed

from the port of the island San Christoval. They were seven

days occupied in getting to windward of that island ; after

which, with Avinds from the South East quarter, they sailed to i\ienclajana

the North East and North East by East. They had afterwards sails for

at times the wind from the North East quarter.

BetAveen the parallels of 4° and 2° South, they passed some

matting of palm leaves, and burnt wood, floating on the Avater

;

which it Avas conjectured had drifted out of the rivers of New

Guinea, and that country Avas supposed to be but a small

distance to the West. Near the equinoctial, they had light

AA'inds, and Avere 11 days in advancing 25 leagues. In 5° North

they had a heavy fall of rain, and filled their Avater casks. After

this, they had the Avind steady from the EastAvard. ' They saw

land and Aventto it.' [No latitude or other mark of situation is

mentioned]. It Avas inhabited ; but the natives kept at a dis-

tance. The Spaniards found a tool made of an iron nail, a foAvl,

and some pieces of cord. They could meet Avith no Avater; but

palm trees Avere seen cut in such a manner as to collect the

juice for a beverage. They saAv farther on, a Ioav, round sandy

island, surrounded Avith reefs, on which Avere a few bushes, and

sea birds innumerable. It Avas tAVO leagues in circuit, and its jg]^„j g^j^

latitude 1
9° '20' North. They named it San Francisco. Francisco

They
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They ran to the North of 30° latitude, and (in October) met

hard gales of wind in which the Capitana was in danger of

foundering, and obliged to cut away her mainmast ; and they

lost sight of the iAhniranta (the ship of the officer next to the

commander in chief). The Capitana afterwards made the land

of CaUfornia near the Isle de Cedros, and anchored in a bay on

tliat coast. At length, on January the 22d, 1568, they an-

chored in the port of Santiago ; and three days after, they had

the satisfaction of seeing the Almiranta arrive, but without her

mainmast, and in as distressed a state as the General's ship.

P.etnniB to They sailed from Santiago, March the 2d, and returned to

Lima.

The description of the lands seen in this voyage, do not ap-

pear to have immediately excited any uncommon degree of in-

terest or expectation in the minds of the Spaniards in Feru.

The name of the Salomon Islands was however given to the

whole of the large group of islands discovered by JMendana,

from his making S'" Ysahel to his sailing from San Christoval;

but was probably not conferred on them till after the conclusion

of the voyage, as it does not occur in the account of Figueroa.

In 1572, we find that the Salomon Islands were spoken of, as

appears from a short description of New Spain, Avritten that year

by Henry Hawks, an Englishman, who had visited that country,

and which Hakluyt has inserted in his Collection of Voyages *.

Hawks gives the following short relation

:

' Four years past, to wit, 1 568, a ship made out of Peru to

' seek the Salomon Islands, and they came somewhat to the

' South of the equinoctial, and found an island with many
• black people, in such number that the Spaniards durst not go
' on land among them. And because they had been long upon
* the voyage, their people were very weak, and so went not on

• Ilakluyt, Vol. III. p. 4^7.
' land
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* land to know what commodity was upon it. And for want of chap. i6.

* victuals, they arrived in Nova Hispania, in a port called De
* Navidad, and thence returned back again unto Peru, where
' they were evil entreated, because they had not known more of
' the said island.'

Whether this relation had its origin in reports which circulated

in Mexico, concerning the voyage of Mendana, or that another

voyage of discovery was undertaken from Peru immediately after

his return, appears doubtful. It is however well established that

the islands of Mendana were not revisited by Europeans till two

centuries after their discovery, though the appellation of the

Salomon Islands encouraged romantic ideas concerning the riches

to be found there. Lopez Vaz says, in the conclusion of his

discourse, that ' the discoverer of these islands, named them
' the Isles of Salomon, to the end that the Spaniards, supposino-

* them to be those isles ft-oni whence Solomon fetched gold to

' adorn the temple at Jerusalem, might be the more desirous to

* go and inhabit the same *.'

Geographical Remarks.

The lands discovered by Mendana in this voyage are

:

The Island de Jesus,

The Baxos de la Candelaria,

The Salomon Islands,

And two Islands in North latitude.

It is doubtful whether the mention of some distance has not

been omitted between Candelaria and S" Ysahel. The distance

from Callao to S'" Ysahel is 2100 Spanish leagues. By the

Spanish reckoning in this voyage, supposing no part left out

* Hakluyt, Vol. III. p. 802.

in
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in the account, the di§tance was estimated at only 1610 leagues

;

but there are so many instances of errors, equal in magnitude,

and of a similar nature (i. e. the distances diminished), among

the reckonings of the early navigators in the Pacific Ocean, that

no inference of omission can be fairly made in the present case.

Fio^ueroa has not »iven dates, which might have assisted in sup-

plying the deficiency of other information. Herrera, in his

Description cle las Lid. OccidJ^ says ' in 7" latitude, and to the

' North of S" Ysahel, are the shoals of Candelaria.' Herrera's

information respecting the Salomon Islands was general, and not

very correct. It however may be deemed, with the addition of

the other circumstances, sufficient for admitting, that ii' S" Ysabel

was not discovered from the Baxos de la Candelaria, it was seen

very soon after quitting those shoals.

Baxos DE The discoveries of the last forty years have verified the disco-

^^AmA^^veries of Mendana, though the knowledge obtained of the

geography of the Salomon Islands is not more than sufficient to

explain their general position. Very few of the points marked

in the original account have been recognized and identified.

M. Flcurieu believes, that a shoal which the Spanish frigate La

Princesa fell in with, in 1781, and named El Uoncador, is the

Baxos de la Candelaria of Mendana. The place and circum-

stances support this conjecture ; and M. J'leurieu has calculated

the situation from such information as the journal of the

Princesa's voyage furnished ; by which he makes the South

West part of the shoal to be in latitude 6° 45' South, and lon-

gitude [from Taris 157° 45' East] 160" 05' East from the meri-

dian of the Observatory at Greenwich.

Taking this longitude for the Baxos de la Candelaria, (the

Island South AVcst part), the island De Jesus, to preserve the pro-

portion of the distances given in the narrative (1450 leagues

* Cap. 27.

from
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from Collao, and 160 leagues from La Candelaria) must be chap. 16.

placed in 172° 30' East longitude from Grecfiwic/i.
'

The vo^-age of INIendana afforded opportunities for making a

good chart of the Salomon Idaiuh, but good charts were not

among the common productions of that time, and it might be
asserted, Avithout presumption, that it good chart of the Salomon

Islands has not yet existed. The ^vhole which is at present

known of them, is ])y no means equal to what appears to have

been known by the first discoverers. From their time till after

the middle of the last century, it may in strictness of truth be
said, that the Salomon Islands were lost to the knowledge of

Europeans. Conjectures respecting their situation, varied more
than one third of the distance across the Pacific Ocean ; and it

has been thought necessary to advance arguments to prove that

the original accounts were not fictitious. 'I'he voyage of M.
Surville, in ] 769, must be said to have first put an end to this

uncertainty, and to have determined their situation; for the

islands of the North West extremity, seen by M. Bougainville

in the year preceding, were not marked by such peculiar cir-

cumstances as could establish any proof of their forming a part
of the Salomon Islands.

M. Flcurieu, v/ith much study and labour, put together the

parts of this archipelago, M'hich were seen at different times

;

the North West part by jVI. Bougainville, in 1768 ; the North
East part by M. Surville, in 1 7G9 ; and the South West side,

as delineated by Lieutenant Shortland of the British Navy, in

1788. Since that time the Salomon Islands have been seen in

different parts, by both English and French navigators.. If the
V, hole of the materials obtained by them can be collected, the
geography of those islands will be much advanced, but Avill still

be iar from perfect. These materials could not be procured
for the present purpose ; but to render more easily intelligible

both the narrative and a iew remaiks of comparison betvreen

P P the
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CHAP. 16. the first accounts and the modern discoveries, a sketch has been
''" '"*"' annexed, for the basis of which, M. Fleurieu's reduced chart

has been followed. The variations made, are chiefly in the

South East part, from the track of M. d'Entrecasteaux, as de-

scribed in Labilladiere's publication. Taking that and the lati-

tude for guides, the Capes Philip and Sidney of Shortland, have

been joined to the Eastern land or Cape Oriental of Surville,

which, by the track of M. d'Entrecasteaux, appears to be more

to the North than it was formerly laid down.

This position of the shores, and the views of the Eastern land

which were taken from M. Surville's ship, accord with the old

SanChris- accounts, which describe San Christoval to be narrow and moun-

tamous land.

S'^Cata- The Isles De In Delivrance answer to the S" Catalina and

^S" A.va'
^"' ^''" ^^ Mendana, beyond which ' in that quarter no more

land was discovered.'

Placing the Cape Sidney, of Mr. Shortland, so much to the

Eastward, renders it necessary to give extension to the whole

of his survey, by which his Mount Lammas is carried more to

the East, and additional reason given for the conjecture that it

Sesarga. is the Sesarga of Mendana.

Cape The Cape Frieto may be looked for to the North West from

the Mountain. According to the fust accounts, that cape is so

much surrounded by islands, (by Malaita and others, to the

North and Eas-t, by Btiena-vista, San Jorge^ &c. to the South

East and South West^) that probably it would not be visible

either to M. Surville, or to Mr. Shortland, who both, though

on different sides,^ sailed clear without the archipelago, and, in

the greater part of their tracks, were too far distant from the

land to distinguish and ascertain the capes and openings.

The port De La Estrella, and the island Malaita, are marked
from M. Fleurieu's sytematic chart of the Salomon Islands.

Since
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Since their V03^ages, it has been proved, by different passages chap, iii

which have been navigated, that the island S'" Ysabel, at M-hichg^^y '~
r

Mendana first anchored, cannot have the extent mentioned in

the account of Figueroa ; and it must be supposed cither that

the brigantine passed some openings without noticing them, or

that the distances, 95 leagues in length, and 200 in circuit, were

intended to include all the islands which she had at that time

circumnavigated. One of the late penetrations was made to

the East of Cape Nepea?i, and passing through, came out near

the harbour which M. Surville has named Port Praslin, giving

7° 18' South, for the latitude of the North "West part of

S" Ysabel.

The foregoing observations do not entirely agree with , the

opinions formerly held by M. Fleurieu. The subjects of differ-

ence, however, are points merely of conjecture ; and the varia-

tions, such as the additional information obtained since those

opinions were formed, might naturally produce. ]\I. r]eurieu's

reputation for geographical knowledge and penetration, are

established upon too good a foundation to render any explana-

tion of this nature necessary upon his account*

The islands seen to the North of the equator by Mendana,

in his return to Nezv Spain, are not entitled to any notice in the

charts, from the account given in the relation of Figueroa. A
small island surrounded with rocks, with the name of Sati

Francisco, is placed in the chart of the track of the Galeon, in

Commodore Anson's voyage, in ]9f" North latitude, and 84° of

longitude East from the Strait of San Bernardino ; but this is

not to be supposed the San Francisco of Mendana, as his track

in crossing the trade wind from the Salomon Islands, could not

have been so far to the East in that parallel.

Pp 2
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C II A P. XVII.

Frogress of the Spaniards in the Philippine Islands. The Islands:

San Felix and San Ambor discovered. Enterprise of John
Oxnam, an Englishman, in the South Sea.

T N the Philippine Islands, the Spaniards did not remain con-
-*- tented with the possession of the single Island of Zebu. They
extended their ' pacification'^ to other islands, and, in 157],

established themselves in Lticonia, under the direction of Miguel

City of I^opc;i de Legaspi, ^rho, that year, founded the city of Manilla^
Manilla ^yhich has since been, and is at present, the capital of the

Spanish settlements in the Philippine Islands.

Islands In 15 74, the pilot Juan Pernandez, discovered two more

and San inlands in the neighbourhooil of the An-ierican Continent, which
Amboe -^vere named San Felix and Sa\i Ambor. They are described by

. discovered^
,

. . . .

1574. the Spanish accounts to be sjnall, uninhabited, and uninha-

bitable, being without fresh water ; and that they were the resort

of birds, sea calves, and fish. Their latitude 25° 20' South,,

and their distance. to the West from Copiapo, 154 leagues
-f-.

* G.rijalva, Edad 3. cap. 20. fol. 137, col. 4. It ought to be remarked, but not

as an apology for the Spaniards, though it is unfortunately true, that bad actions

mutually lend countenance to each other, that the concUict of other European

nations, in their treatment of the Indians, was upon a model very similar. The
patent of Henhy VI[. of England, to the Cahois, grants licence (plenum ac liberam

authorilatcm) to him and his three sons, to inake discoveries of countries inhabitetf

hy Gentiles and Infidels :
' and the towns, cities, castles, islands, &,c. which they are

' able to subdue, occupy, and possess, to subdue, occu])y, and possess them accord-

' ingly, (qiix. subjitgari, occiipari, possictcri possinf, siihjiigare, occupare, ^c.) as our

lieutenants and governors.' llukhn/t's Collcdion of I'oi/agcs, Navigations, £cc-

Vol. III. p. 4,

-j- J inge at Estrecho de Maga/laiifn, por el Cap,,, Pedro Sarmiento de Gamhoa en.

io^ annos 1 579, 1 380, p. 50. Captain Colnct, who visited them in 1 793, has laid down;

.

their positions
;

San Felix, in 26» 14' South, and longitude 10,° 24' AVest from Giecnivieh.

SaiiAinbor— 26° 17' South, - - 79° 10'

By the Spanish charts they are placed three miles more to the South, aod o' 42'

'

cf longitude more to the West, than by Captain Colnet.

The
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The English at this time first began to project enterprises in chap. 17.

the South Sea. England and Spain were not in a state of open

war; but the circumstances and events of the reigns of Philip

the lid, and of Queen Elizabeth, were such as did not foil

to produce a strong degree of animosity between the two

nations ; which neither Mould be at the pains to conceal. Acts

of aggression were committed by individuals of both, and con-

nived at, sometimes encouraged, by the Sovereigns. During a

great part of Queen Elizabeth's reign, the two countries may
be said to have been in a state of open (though not declared)

enmity, and of private warfarc

With these dispositions, a number of English adventurei-s

entered into schemes for enriching themselves at the expense

of the Spanish settlements in America; in Tevenge, it is said,

for injuries done either to themselves, or to some of their coun-

trymen, by the Spaniards in that part of the world. John

Oxnam, or Oxenham, of Plymouth, was the first Englishman

who extended these schemes to cruising against the Spaniards

in the South Sea. He had accompanied Captain (afterwards

Sir Francis) Drake, in 1572-3, on an expedition to the West
Indies, in which that commander left his ship on the North

side oi Dorkn, and, being joined by the Indians who inhabited

that part of the country, marched across the isthmus with the

intention of intercepting the Spanish treasure that was expected

to have been sent upon mules from IPanama to Nombre cle Dios.

'j'lie drunkenness of one of the English seamen prevented this

attempt from succeeding *.

In the account of Captain Drake's journey across the isthmus,

there is the following passage: ' it gave a special encouragement
' unto us all, that we understood there Avas a great tree about

* Sir Francis Drake Revived, p. 58,

' the
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CHAP. 17. < the midway^ from whence we might at once discern the North

Sea from whence we came, and the South Sea whither wc were

going.

' The fourth day following, [this was the eighth day of their

journeys] we came to the height of the desired hill, (lying East

and West, like a ridge between the two seas,) about ten of

the clock ; where the chiefest of the Symerons * took our

Captain by the hand, and prayed him to folloAv him. Here

was that goodly and great high tree, in which they had cut

and made divers steps to ascend near to the top, where thej

had made a convenient bower, wherein ten or twelve men

might easily sit ; and from thence we might see the Atlantic

Ocean we came from, and the South Atlantic so much de-

sired. South and North of this tree, they had felled certain

trees, that the prospect might be the clearer.

' After our Captain had ascended to this bower, with the

chief Symeron, and having, as it pleased God at this time bj

reason of the breeze, a very fair day, had seen that sea of

which he had heard such golden reports ; he besought Almighty

God of his goodness, to give him life and leave to sail once in

an English sliip in that sea. And then calling up all the rest

of our men, acquainted Jolvn Oxnam especially with this his

petition and purpose, if it would please God to grant him

that happiness : who, understanding it, presently protested,

that unless our Captain did beat him from his company, he

would follow him by God's grace-f-.'

* The name by which the independent Indians who then inhabited the Isthmus

of Darien were called. They were people who had fled from the dominion of the

Spaniards; and living on that account in a state of continual warfare with their

fonuer masters, they willingly joined themselves with the English. The hill up

which Drake was conducted, might probably be the same from whence Nurinez de

Balboa first saw the South Sea.

f Sir Francis Drake Revived, p. 54. Quarto Edit. 1653. London.

6 . To
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To both was granted the desired boon of saiUng upon tlie c ii ap. 17.

So^lth Sea ; but they went by different routes, at different times,
^*—'~'~'

and their enterprises finished with different success.

The following testimony is borne to the ability and fidelity with

which Oxnam served under Drake. There was occasion to send

a part}' of men on shore, for a purpose which the people would

not consent that their Captain (Drake) should undertake. The
relation says, ' John Oxnam and Thomas Sherwell were put in

' trust for our service, to the great content of the whole com-
' pany, who conceived greatest hope of them next our Captain,

' whom by no means they would condescend to -suffer to adven-

* ture ao-ain this time*.'

Drake's return to England from the voyage just noticed, was

in August 1573. In 1575, Oxnam was again in the West Indies, 1575.

having under his command a ship of 120 tons burthen, and 70

men. The history here given of his adventure, is extracted

from An Account of the West Indies, and the South Sea, written

by Lopez Vaz, a Portuguese, which, with its author, fell into the

hands of the English, in Rio de la Plata, in i586, Portugal at

that time being a part ©f the Spanish monarchy, and at war

with England. An abridged translation of the work of Lopez

Vaz, is in Hakluyt, Vol. III. p. 778.

Oxnam went among the Symerons, (the Indians before de-

scribed,) who were equally well disposed to the English as on the

former occasion. When he was informed that a new regulation

had been made by the Spaniards,, and that the treasure was now
always conducted by a strong guard of soldiers, he determined

on an enterprise equally bold and extraordinary.

He landed his men in the same place where Captain Drake crosses the

had before landed, and laying his ship ashore, covered her with
J^

Isthmus of

AB.1ZS.

* Sir Francis Drake Revived, p. 81...

boughs
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boughs of trees, and buried all his guns in the ground, except

two small pieces of ordnance, which he took with him, besides

muskets, and a sufficient store of provisions and necessaries.

Thus furnished, without leaving one man in tlie ship, he departed

for the other sea, accompanied by a number of the Indians. When
they had marched 1 2 leagues, they arrived at a river which ran

into the South Sea. In a wood by the side of this river, Oxnam
Puilds a cut timber, and built a pinnace, which was 45 feet long by the

^and' keel. When the pinnace was finished, he embarked with his

launches people, and fell down the river into the South Sea*, takino; six
iHio t!ie 1

i
'

r •
1

SouthSea. Indians with him for guides. They sailed to the Fearl Islands,

and remained near them ten days, at the end of which time

•they captured a small bark from Quito in Pej-u, in which were

60,000 pesos of goldf, and a quantity of wine and bread.

Shortly after, they made prize of a vessel from Lima, with

100,000 pesos of silver in bars. These riches were all taken

into the pinnace, and they yx&ui to a small town on one of the

Fearl Islands, inhabited by Indians, from whom it was hoped

pearls would be obtained ; but the Indians had not many.

I^ctiirns lo From the Fearl Islands, they went towards the main land, a,nd

thelsthauis.
^^^.gj, (^igmissij^g the two pHzcs, the pinnace re-entered the i-iver

from which she had sailed. Some of the Indians at the PeorZ

Islands, as soon as the Englishmen had departed, hastened in

their canoes to Panama, to give notice of what had passed.

* We read of an inhabitant, of Britainj who embarked on the South Sea, before

this expedition of Oxnam ; but it was only as a passenger, and in a Spanish vesseh

This was JoA« C/«7<07; in the year 1572, who sailed from Panama to Foit.

It is probable that other Britons were on the Suuth Sea beibre Chilton, as itaj>[)cars

that a North Briton, Thomas Blake, settled in the city of Mexico, so early as the

year 1536. ii«A;/«j/^, Vol. HI. p. 450- and 458.
'

+ The peso of gold was 16 Spanish rials, nearly equal to eight shillings English:

the peso of silver was half of that value.

The
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The Governor of that place, within two days after receivino- chap. 17.

the intelhgence, sent four barks in search of the Enghsh, with ^~T^j^
100 soldiers, and a number of Indians, under the command of I'^ P"''f'ed

bv the

Juan do Ortega. Ortega went first to the Fearl Islands, and Srianiaids.

was there informetl Avhat course the Englishmen had taken

;

and continuing his pursuit, he met the vessels that had been

captured and dismissed. By them he M'as directed to the

Tiver. ^Vhen he came to the entrance, he was at a loss

which way to take, as the river fell into the sea by three

different mouths. Whilst he was deliberating, a caiantity of

feathers of fowls were observed floating out of one of the

lesser branches; and that way Ortega entered. The fourth

day, according to the account, of his advancing up the river,

-the pinnace of the Englishmen ^vas descried lying upon the sand,

with only six men near her, one of whom was killed by the

Spaniards, and the others fled. The pinnace was searched ;

but there was nothing in her except provisions. Leaving

twenty of his people to take care of the barks, Juan de

Ortega landed with 80 men, armed wdth musquetry. When
they had marched half a league from the river, they found
a place that was covered with boughs of trees, where the

Englishmen had hid all their booty, Avhich the Spaniards duo-

up, and Avith it returned to their barks, well satisfied Avith

their success, and not intending to trouble themselves farther

about the English. But Oxnam, with all his men, and 200
Symerons, eager to recover the treasure, followed the Spaniards
to the river's side, and attacked them wdth more impetuosity
than good management. Ortega disposed his men advan-
tageously among the bushes ; and the English were repulsed
with the loss of eleven men killed, and seven taken pri-
soners ; whilst, on the part of the Spaniards, only two were
killed, and a few Avounded. The prisoners were questioned,

Q q how
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CHAP. 17, liow it liappened that they had not departed Avith their trea-

*- r^~ '-'
sure, havins been fifteen days unmolested. They answered,

that their Captain had commanded his men to carry all the

oold and silver to the place where the ship was, and had

promised them a share ; but the seamen demanded an imme-

diate division ; upon which the Captain, being offended at

their distrust, would not suffer them to carry it ; but said he

would get Indians to undertake the business. The delay oc-

casioned by these disagreements, gave time for the Spaniards

to overtake them. Oxnam received the first notice of their

approach by the men who fled from the pinnace. He then

came to an agreement with his people, and got the Indians to

join with him ; but in the attack, having lost several of his best

men, he purposed to return to his ship.

The Spanifli Captain, with his prisoners and the treasure,

returned to Panama, the Governor of Avhich place immedi-

ately dispatched messengers to Nombre cle Dios, with intelli-

gence where the English ship lay concealed ; in consequence

of which, before Oxnam arrived at the place, his ship, ord-

nance, and stores, were taken.

In this desitute condition the Englishmen lived some time

among the Indians ; and had begun to build canoes on the

North side of the Isthmus, as the means by which they might

escape from their present situation ; but having lost all their

tools, their work was advancing very slowly, when 150 Spa-

niards, sent by order of the Viceroy of Peru, came upon

them, and put an end to their occupation. Fifteen, who were

sick, were at that time taken prisoners ; and, in the end, they

all fell into the hands of the Spaniards, and were carried to

Panama. Oxnam was questioned whether he had the Queen's

commission, or a license from any other Prince or State }

To which lie replied, that he had no commission ; But that

he
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be acted upon his own authority, and at his own risk. <'"^^- *7-

Upon this answer, Oxnam and his men were all condemned 1375.

to death ; and the whole, except five boys, were executed.

Thus unfortunately did the first exploit of the English in the

South Sea terminate. Of Oxnam, their leader, it has been

remarked, that if the same spirit of enterprise and resolution

had been exerted by him in a legal cause, he would have

been entitled to lasting praise.

Qq 2
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C: H A P. XVIII.

Reports concerning the Discover^/ of a Southern Continent.

n AP. iS. A BOUT this period, a discovery is attributed to Juan Fer-

-^TCT^ -^^ nandez of (greater importance than any of those formerly

made by him ; but the accounts that appear concerning it, are

brief and obscure. The recent enterprises of other Europeans

in the South Sea, must have rendered the Spaniards more than

usually circumspect in preventing all knowledge concerning

their possessions and discoveries in that part of the world from

being made public : and it is supposed that the apprehension of

more serious attempts being meditated, was the reason that the

farther prosecution of the discovery and estabUsbraent of the

Salomon Islands was for the present suspended.

Concerning the discovery just alluded to of Juan Fernandez,

there appear, in a memorial written by Doctor Juan Luis Arias,

the following short notices, which exhibit a curious mixture of

the probable and the fabulous. No date is affixed to the me-

morial : but it Avas written after the English had settled in the

Bermudas (which was in I609), and that event is mentioned as

an incitement to the Spanish monarch to form establishments at

the islands discovered in the Pacific Ocean, lest the English or

Diitch should take possession of them, and introduce among the

natives the venom of their heresy.

Arias says, ' The pilot Juan Fernandez sailed from the coast

' of Chili, a little more or less than 40 degrees, in a small ship,

* with certain of his companions ; and navigating upon courses

* between the West and South West, arrived in a month's time

* at a coast, which, as far as they could judge, appeared to be

' continent (tierra firme), the land fertile and pleasant, in-

* habited
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' habited by white people, well made, of our own stature, dressed chap. i8.

' with very good woven cloth (muy huenas tdas), and so peaceable

' and kind, that by every way in which they could make themselves

' understood, they offered theSpaniards entertainmentof the fruits

' and riches of their country, which appeared to be in all parts

« good and fruitful. But having gone so lightly equipped, they

' were fully content for this time, with having discovered the coast

' of this great continent (gran tierra Jinne) so much desired ;

' and they sailed to Chili with the intention of again returning

' to the same land, better provided ; and determining, till that

« could be done, to keep the discovery secret. But the matter

' was delayed from day to day, till Juan Fernandez died ; and,

* with his death, this important business fell into oblivion. But

' it is to be noticed, that many have reported this discovery of

' Juan Fernandez in the following manner, affirming that they

' heard it from himself. That is to say, that steering to the

' West from Lima, being bound to Chili, and having departed

' from the coast to a certain longitude, which in proper season

' would be declared, and afterwaids steering nearly on a South

* course, he discovered the aforesaid coast of the Southern con--

* tinent, in a latitude which likewise, when convenient, would

* be made known ; from whence he made his voyage to Chili.'

[It is to be remarked that tlie most material point in which

these accounts differ, is respecting the outset, which in one is

stated to be from the coast of Chili, and in the other, from Lima.

Both agree that from the discovered land, Juan Fernandez sailed

to Chili ; and, except in the first particular, the two accounts

serve to illustrate each other]. Juan Luis Arias continues

;

' Other relations, Avell worthy belief, place the discovery as

' at first stated; but Avhether it be in this or in the other manner,

' or that there were two different discoveries, it is a thing certain

* that the coast of the Southern continent was discovered ; for

* this has been testified by persons of great credit and authority,

* to
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CHAP. 18. < to whom the said Juan Fernandez communicated the account,

' Avith the abovementioned descriptions and circumstances of the

' coast and of tl^e inhabitants. And one of these witnesses who
' has affirmed this to your Majesty, and who heard it from the

* said i>ilot, and saw the description which he drew of the coast,

' was the Maesse de Campo, Cortes, a man of well known credit,

' and who had been employed in Chili near 60 years.—On the

' coast of this land were seen the mouths of very large rivers/

Some particulars in the foregoing accounts, oppose their

being wholly rejected. The mode of navigating described in the

relation, is exactly conformable to what would naturally be

practised on such an occasion, and with such views. When Juan

Fernandez first made the experiment of a new route from Lima

to Chili, it may be supposed he did not go farther from the coast

than was necessary for getting to the Southward. Increasing

confidence in the new navigation, with the hope of making dis-

coveries, appear to have afterwards encouraged him to venture

to greater distances. In such cases, he would of course sail as

far as he iutended to go Westward, within the limit of the trade

Avind, and afterwards steer to the South to put himself in the

way of variable winds.

The only land at present known, that in any respect answers

to the description of the Tierre Firme of Juan Fernandez, is Nez0

Zealand ; but the distance from the American continent, (above

100 degrees of longitude,) though it does not exceed the powers

of a good vessel with favourable winds, is full great for a month's

sailing; yet it is not sufficient to be conclusive against the pos-

sibility of that country having been seen by Juan Fernandez.

It is necessary to remark that Juan Luis Arias, the writer of

the memorial from which the report is extracted, was not a man
possessed of much geographical knowledge, or who had made
ejiquiry on the subject. In speaking of the discoveries of Men-
dana, he has confounded dates, names, and situations. He

says,
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says, Mendaua, besides the Salomon Islands, discovered in the chap. 18.

year 1565 the island of San Christoval; its middle, in latitude
from seven to eight degrees*. Respecting the Continent of Juan
Fernandez, Arias speaks only from reports, which are yet more
liable to variation. Nevertheless, the authorities on which he
gives them, as well as the circumstances, are such as must be
supposed to have some foundation in facts.

Another observation to be made on this subject is, that there
remain intermediate spaces, not traversed by any track at present
known, capable of comprehending lands much larger than New
Zealand.

The belief of the existence of a Southern continent had gained
great strength. A writer of that time, speaking of the land of
Guadalcanar, says, ' yet they know not perfectly what to make
of it, but think it may be part of that continent which extends
to the Strait of Magalhanes.' The geographers of the same pe-
riod, likewise, were not less prepossessed with similar ideas, and
have represented the Tierra del Fuego, as part of a great conti>
nent extending both Eastward and Westward to New Guinea,
and round the South Pole, occupying nearly all the space whiclr
had not been cut off by the tracks of European navigators ; and
this ideal continent they have not left destitute of its capes and
gulfs.

Page 16.
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CHAP. XIX.

Voyage 0/ Francis Drake round tlie TVorlct

CHAP. 10.JN 1577, was undertaken the celebrated voyage of Francis

«-—^—^ A Drake into the South Sea. England and Spain still pre-

served the appearance of peace with each other, and the justice

of Drake's undertaking has accordingly been a subject of much

question. Arguments, indeed, may more readily be found in its ex-

culpation than in its defence. Drake had himself first received in-

jury from the Spaniards, he being one of those who accompanied

Sir John Hawkins to St. Juan de Ulloa, in 1567-8. It is true that

he had afterwards made himself some amends by reprisals upon

the Spaniards : but he had seen the South Sea, and the golden

dreams which that sight presented to his imagination, M'ere a sti-

- mulant not easily to be resisted by a man of his enterprising and

adventurous spirit.

Drake did not embark on this expedition without encourage-

ment from his superiors. In a relation, entitled. The World En-

compassed, it is affirmed that he had a commission from Queen

Elizabeth, his sovereign, and likewise that she deUvered to

Lim a sword, with this remarkable speech, " We do account

•*' that he which striketh at thee, Drake, striketh at us." That

he had a written commission, is not very probable : but there is

reason to believe that she favoured and promoted his under-

taking. Sir Christopher Hatton, who Avas vice-chamberlain, and

a privy counsellor, introduced him to her Majesty* ; and, it is

said, he communicated to her the plan of his voyage, and that

• Stowe's Annals, p. 807,

it
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it received her approbation. By this, and the countenance pub- chap. 19.

hcly shown to him aftenvards, whatever blame may be imputed 1577.

to the expedition, the Sovereign shared equally with Drake. »

The vessels employed in this expedition were the property of

private individuals, his friends, with Avhose assistance he equipped

the following light squadron:

The Pelican, which was the Admiral's ship, burthen 100 tons.

The Elizabeth, of 80 tons, Captain John Winter.

The Marigold, a bark of 30 tons, Captain John Thomas.

The Swan, a fly-boat of 50 tons, Captain John Chester.

The Christopher, a pinnace of 1 5 tons, Captain Thomas Moone.

These vessels carried 164 men, and were furnished with provi-

sions, arms, and stores for a long voyage, and with the frames

of four pinnaces in separate pieces, to be put together as oc-

casion might require. During the out-fit, pains were taken to

conceal their destination ; and, to prevent suspicions, it was

publicly given out that they were bound for Alexandria *.

The smallness of this force for an enterprise of such magni-

tude, is not so extraordinary as that a navigation, which, on ac-

count of its difficulties and dangers, had been many years dis-

continued, fliould be undertaken in vessels so diminutive.

On the 15th of November, 1577, this fleet sailed from

Plymouth with a fair wind ; but the next morning, being off the

Lizard, the wind came from the South West, and they put

into Falmouth, where a violent gale obliged the Pelican and

the Marigold to cut away their main-masis, on which account

they returned to Plymouth ; and, having repaired the damages

sustained in the gale, they set sail a second time, December ^^'^^j^^™^'^

the 13th. Dec. i3ll»-

Relation in Hakliii/t's Collection, Vol.111, p. 730.

R r ^Yhcn
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When they were out of sight of land, the General* first gave

"7577~' occasion to his people to conjecture the route intended, by ap-
Pecember. pointing for the place of rendezvous, in case any vessel should

be separated from the fleet, the island Mogadore, on the coast

of Borbari/.

December 25th, they made Cape Cantin, on the coast of

Barbary, and, on the £7th, they anchored between the island

"MoGADo^^ Mogadore and the main land, having first sent a boat before

them to sound the depth, which was five fathoms clgse to the

rocks
-f-.

The island Mogadore is of moderate height, and about a

league in circuit. It is an English mile distant from the main

land, the space between forming a good harbour. The best

entrance is to the North, for the South channel is dangerous,

having but eight feet at low water, and is full of rocks
J.

The island was not inhabited ; but the arrival of the ships w^as

soon perceived by the Moors on the main land, many ofwhom came
down to the nearest part of the shore. A white flag was waved

to them, and, in return, they made signs that they desired to be

taken on board. The General sent a boat to them, and in

her, one of his people, who had formerly been a captive in the

country, and understood a little of the language. Two Moors,

who appeared to be above the common rank, returned with the

boat to the Admiral, one Englishman being left on shore as a

pledge for their safety. They were well entertained and feasted

by the General, who made them presents of some linen, shoes.

* In the early relations of this voyage^ the commander in chief is constantly

called the General, or the Captain General ; and his ship is called the Admiral

:

in which particulars, the custom of the English and Spanish marine was the

same.

t Voyage of Mr. John Winter, by Edze. Cliffe, Mariner. Hakluyt,\ ol. III. p. 74S.

t Ibid.

and
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and a javelin. They promised that the next day they would chap. 19.

brins; merchandise of the country to exchano-e for that which '—-«~—

'

. . , 1577-
was in the ships. AVhen they returned to the shore, the December.

Englishman, Avho had been left as a hostage, Avas quietly
°^'^°'^^^

restored.

The next day, at the time appointed, the Moors came
again to the sea side, and with them camels, which seemed to

be laden M'ith wares. They called for a boat, and one was im-

mediately sent. As soon as she arrived at the landing place,

which Avas among rocks, a seaman, named John Fry, leaped

on shore, intending to become a hostage as on the preceding

day : but he was immediatel}^ seized by the Moors, who laid

him on a horse, and carried him awa}^ whilst the boat's crew,

seeing a number of armed men start up from behind the rocks,

found it necessary to consult their own security by returnino- to

the ships.

When the General Avas informed of this outrage and breach

of faith, he landed with a party of his people, and marched a

small distance into the country, in the hope of being able to

redeem his man, br to obtain some satisfaction ; but the Moors

kept at a distance, and neither offered to resist his progress, nor

would they approach to treat with him ; and he Avas obliged to

return to the ships Avithout having intercourse of any kind AA'ith

the natives.

In this port, one of the pinnaces Avhich had been brought

from England in pieces, AA'as set up ; and Avhen finished, a\ hich

was on the last day of December, the fleet left Mogadore, sail-

ing out at the Northern passage, by Avhich they had entered.

The occasion of the violence committed by the Moors, Avas a

desire of their King * to be informed Avith certainty Avhat ships

* This was the famous Mttlej/ Moloch, who overthrew Sebastian, King of

Portugal, in 1578.

R r 2 these
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these were, and to obtain intelligence concerning the Portu-

guese, from whom an invasion was then expected, (and which

in fact did happen in the course of the year following). Fry

was, taken to the King's presence; and Avhen he had given an

account of the fleet and its destination, he was dismissed ; and

tlie King gave orders for his being conducted back to the ships

with offers of friendship and assistance to the General. But

before Fry arrived, the fleet had departed. He was not long

afterwards sent to his own country, in an English meccliant

ship.

At the port of Mogaclore, the ships took on board a supi)ly of

wood. Whether or not they found water is not mentioned. At

the South side of the island, were three hollow rocks, under

which were ' great store of very wholesome, but ugly fish to

' look at*.'

J 578. The fleet continued to the South, keeping near the coast of
January,

^fj-j^^ j^ j^^gij. j-^y^ iq Cape Blanco, they fell in with, and

captured three Spanish fishing boats, called caunters, and two

Cape caravels : and on their arrival at that Cape, January 17th, they

took a Spanish ship, which was lying there at anchor, with only

two men on board.

They remained five days at Cape Blanco, where they caught

plenty of good fish. Fresh water appears to have been very

scarce in the neighbourhood of the Cape at this season. It is

related, that one day some natives came down from the moun-

tains with leathern bags, bringing with them ambergrease and

other gums, with which they wanted to purchase fresh water

from the English: but the General, compassionating the misery

* The World Encompassed, p. 4. Edit 1652. The latitude of Mogadore in The

World Encompassed, is given 3
1
" 40' Nortii. hxCiifes Accountj it is 31* 30' ]S 01th;

and the course from Cape Canlin to Mogadore, Soutli South \\ est, iS leagues: but

whether it is the true course, or the course by compass, is not specified.

of

Blaxco.
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of tlieir condition, gave them M'ater whenever they asked for chap. 19.

it, and likewise food, without allowing them to make any 1573.

return. January.

Four of the prizes were released here, after taking out of them

such necessaries as were wanted for the fleet. A caravel, bound

to St. Jago for salt, was afterwards dismissed. One of the caun-

ters of about 40 tons burthen was retained, in lieu of which

was given to the owner, the Christopher pinnace.

January 2Cd, they sailed from Cape Blanco. On the f28th, Island

they anchored near the West side of the Island Mayo; and some

of the people were sent on shore in liopes of finding fresh water;

but the inhabitants, most of whom Avere the servants of the

Portuguese in the island St. Jago, salted the wells near the

landing place, and fled from their houses. A party of the

English marched through the islands, and found fruits and

good water ; but too far from the sea side for the ships to be

supplied.

On the 30th, the fleet sailed from Mayo, and in passing by

the South West part of the island St. Jago, they made prize of a

Portuguese ship, bound to Brasil, laden with wine, clothes, and

other commodities, and having on board many passengers. The

charge of this prize was committed to Mr. Thomas Doughtie,

with £8 men under him ; but he was soon after removed on a

complaint of his having received, and kept to his own use, some

things which had been presented to him by some of the Portu-

guese prisoners*; and Mr. Thomas Drake, the General's bro-

ther, \\ as inade Captain of the prize.

• They next sailed to the island Brava, which is' thus described Island

in the relations of the voyage :
^ About tAvo leagues from the ^"'^^^•

' island of Togo, lieth a most sweet and pleasant island. The

* Manuscript relalioa of Francis Fletcher, minister. In the British Museum.

' trees
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CHAP. 19. « trees thereon are always green, and the soil almost full of trees;

1578. ' so that it is. a storehouse of many fruits and commodities, as

' figs always ripe, cocos, plantains, oranges, lemons, cotton, &;c.

' From the banks into the sea do run in many places the silver

* streams of sweet and wholesome water, which with boats may
* easily be taken in. But there is no convenient place or road

* for ships, nor anchoring ground to be had, the sea being above
* 120 fathoms in depth close to the shore.'

Whilst the fleet was near Brava, the General dismissed all

the prisoners taken in the Portuguese ship, except the master,

Nuno da Silva, who Avas detained, because it was discovered

that he was a good pilot for the coast of Brasil*.' To the rest

of the Portuguese, the General gave the pinnace, Avhich had

been set up at Mogadore, with a butt of vdne, provisions, and

their wearing apparel.

February. They took on board a small supply of water at Brava, and

made sail from the island on February 2d. In their passage

across the equinoctial, the rains supplied them with more

water.

March, On March the 28th, the ' Portugal prize' was separated from

the rest of the fleet, and was missing all that day ; but the next

day she was again seen, and rejoined company, to their great

satisfaction; for the wine and provisions with which she was

laden, were the most valuable part of their stores.

April. April the 5th, they made the coast of Brasil, in 31 f" South,

I^. dt; la and, on the 14th, anchored within the entrance of the river De
Plata, la Plata, the General having appointed that river to be the next

place of rendezvous in cases of separation, after leaving the

Cape de Verd Islands : and here the caunter, which had been

separated a week before, rejoined them.

* Relalion of a voyage made by Nuno da Silva. Haklui/t, Vol. Ill, p. 743.

5 The
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The fleet afterwards removed to an anchorage 18 leagues chap, ic

within the river, where they killed seals which resorted to the

rocks in great numbers. ' These were good and acceptable

' meat, both as food for the present, and as a supply of provi-

* sions for the future*/

April 20th, they sailed yet farther up the river, till they

found but three fathoms depth, where the ships rode in fresh

water.

The 27th, the fleet departed from the river De la Plata, pur-

suing their course towards the South. That same night the

Swan parted company. On May the 8th, the caunter was once j^j

more separated.

May the 1 2th in the afternoon, the rest of the fleet being near

the coast in latitude 47° South, they saw a bay within a head-

land, which appeared like a commodious port; but as there

were many rocks near the entrance, the General did not think

proper to stand in with the ships without a previous examina-

tion ; he therefore anchored at three leagues distance from the

land, and the next morning went, for that purpose, himself in-

a boat. As he approached the shore, a native made his ap-

pearance by the sea side, singing and dancing to the noise of

a rattle which he shook in his hand, and, by his manner, .seem-

ing to invite them to land. But suddenly a thick fog came on,

and the weather became tempestuous. The General, though

he was three leagues from his ships, thought it necessary to re-

turn immediately without staying to land ; the fog however

thickened, and the ships could no longer be seen. In this

perplexity. Captain Thomas, in the Marigold, anxious for the

General's safety, ventured to stand with his vessel into the bay

;

and the General Avent on board of her, and came to an anchor

* World Encompassed, p. 16.

in
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CHAP. 10. in a secure situation. The other ships which had been left at

]j^-8, anchor without, by the increase of the storm, were obhged to

^^y- get under sail and stand out to sea.

The next day (the 1 4th) the weather being fair, and the fleet

not being in sight, the General went on shore, and caused fires

to be made, which might serve as signals to the dispersed

ships ; and soon after, they were all assembled, except the

Swan, and the Portuguese prize, which had been named

the Mary.

Some natives Avere seen, to whom signals were made by waving

a white cloth. They answered by gestures and by speech ; but

kept at a distance.

Near the rocks were found, in places constructed for the pur-

pose, above 50 ostriches, besides other birds, dried, or drying^

for provisions for the inhabitants. The thighs of the ostriches

were equal in size ' to reasonable legs of mutton*.' These pro-

visions, with a bag containing small stones of various colours,

the General took on board. Clifte relates, that they were placed

as if designed by the natives for a present to the Europeans.,

It is probable, however, that something was left in lieu of them

.

by way of compensation, as the natives afterwards became fami-

liar and friendly.

The ostriches do not fly ; but, with the help of their Avings,

run swiftly, taking such large strides that no man can overtake

them. The natives decoy them with plumes of feathers fixed on

the end of a staff, the fore part being made to resemble the head

and neck of an ostrich, behind Avhich they hide themselves, and

move towards their intended prey, till they have driven or allured

them within some neck of land near to the sea side, across which

they spread large and strong nets to prevent their return, and

then set dogs upon them-j-.

The World Encompassed, p. 1 9. t Ibid.

This
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This place was not found convenient for the ships, and May chap. 19.

15th, they departed. On the 17th, a good port Avas found in '^'T^^^
~'

'•47°^ South latitude, in which the fleet anchored. Immediately May.

after giving orders for the dispatch of the necessary business of seals.

the fleet, the General sent out the Elizabeth, Captain "Winter,

to search to the Southward for the two missing ships, the Swan

and the Mary ; and he sailed himself, ' in the Admiral', for the

same purpose to the Northward. He met with the Swan the

same day, and brought her into harbour. As separations had

been so fi-equent, he determined to lessen the number of ships,

that their force might be more compact, and the more easily be

kept together. Every thing, therefore, that could be of service

to the other ships, was taken out of the Swan, and she was

broken up for fire wood.

The sliips had been some days in this port before any natives

were seen. One day some of the English being upon a small

island, from whence to the main land there was, at low v.ater,

a dry passage, a number of the natives shoAved themselves upon

the part of the main land nearest to the island, who called out,

danced, and made other signs inviting communication. It being

then high Avater, the General sent a boat to them, furnished

with bells, cutlery, and such things as he thought would be

most acceptable.

As the boat approached, the natives assembled together

upon a hill at a distance from the water's side, and sent doAvn

two of their company, who descended swiftly and gracefully

:

but they stopped short before they arrived at the English. To

remove as much as possible all cause of apprehension, some

things were tied to a pole, which Mas struck in the ground at a

small distance from the lauding place, and left for them. The

Indians came and took the things, and put in their stead s(>ino

carved bones, and feathers, which they wore about their heads.

Many of the natives afterwards came and traflicked ^itli the

S s English

;
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CHAP. 19. English; but they would not at this time receive any thing by
^^~'~Q~' hand, or in any other manner than by its being placed on the

May. ground for them, which they expressed by the word toi/t : zussiis

'*^'
signified to exchange, and their dislike of any thing was ex-

pressed by the word coroh. They gave, in exchange for the

English wares, their arrows, which were made of reeds pointed

with flints, and such feathere and bones as have been before

mentioned.

These people had no other covering than a skin, which,

when they were sitting or lying in the cold, was thrown about

their shoulders ; but when they were in motion, it was disposed

round their loins like a gii"dle. They painted themselves all

over ; and in the manner of doing it, indulged in a variety of

fancies. Some had one shoulder made white, and the other

black ; and similar contrasts were exhibited with their sides and

legs. In the black parts were drawn white moons, and in the

white part, black suns : but it was supposed that the custom of

painting themselves was not so much for the sake of decoration,

as to serve for protection against the cold. Dr. Johnson, in this

part of his Life of Sir Francis Drake, says, ' It is observable

* that most nations, amongst whom the use of clothes is un-

' known,, paint their bodies. Such was the practice of the first

* inhabitants of our own country. From this custom did our

' earhest enemies, the Picts, owe their denomination. As it is

' not probable that caprice or fancy should be uniform, there

' must be, doubtless, some reason for a practice so general and

' prevailing in distant parts of the world, which have no com-

' munication with each other. The original end of painting

' their bodies was, probably, to exclude the cold ; an end,

' which if we believe some relations, is so effectually produced

' by it, that the men thus painted never shiver at the most

' piercing blasts. But doubtless any people so hardened by

* continual severities, would, even without paint, be less sensible

6 ' of
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' of the cold than the civihzed inhabitants of the same climate, chap. 19.

* However, this practice may contribute, in some degree, to 1578.

* defend them from the injuries of winter, and, in those chmates g /^^^^^

' where httle evaporates by the pores, may be used Avith no

' great inconvenience ; but in hot countries, where perspiration

' in greater degree is necessary, the natives only use unction to

' preserve them from the other extreme of weather : so well do

* either reason or experience supply the place of science in sa-

* vage countries*.'

The voyagers themselves disagree in their descriptions of the

natives seen in this port. ClifTe says, they were people of mean
stature, well limbed, but very sly. He relates, that one of them,

as the General stooped, snatched oft^ his hat, which was of

scarlet, with a gold band, and ran away with it ; and that the

General would not suffer his people to hurt any of them by way
of resenting the injury. Mr. Fletcher, on the contrary, writes,

that the people seen at this place were of large stature ; that

the hat was a gift from the Geneml, and that the Indian, proud

of the gift, wore it every day. In other particulars, they are

described as being well made, handsome, strong ; swift of foot,

and very active. The number of men Avho frequented the port

amounted to about fifty. No canoes were seen among them.

They fed on seals and other flesh, which they ate nearly raw.

' They would cast bits of 6 lbs. weight each into the flame, till

' it were a little scorched, sxnd then tear it in pieces with their

' teeth, like lions, both men and women^-.'

Their dispositions were cheerful, and they were much ad-

dicted to merriment. The sound of the trumpet delighted them,

and they danced with the Enghsh seamen. Mr. Fletclier relates

the folloAving anecdote. ' One of tloe giants, standing with our

* Works of Sam' Johnson, L. L. D. vol. xii. p. iii. 8vo. Edit. 1792.

t Manuscript of Mr. Francis Fletcher^ in the British Museum.

Ss2 men.
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CHAP. iq. ' men, taking their morning's draught, showed himself so fami-

^"75787^ ' Jiai'» that he also would do as they did, and taking a glass in

Way. i
]^jg hand (beino; strons; Canary wine) it came no sooner to his

' lips, than it took him by the nose, and so suddenly entered

' his head, that he was so drunk, or at least so overcome, that

' he fell on his bottom, not able to stand, yet he held the glass

' fast in his hand, without spilling any of the wine, and when he'

came to himself, he tried again, and lasting, by degrees got'

' to the bottom ; from which time he took such a liking to tlje

wine, that having learnt the name, he would every morning

' come down the mountains with a mighty cry of Wine, Wine,

' Wine ; continuing the same till he arrived at the tent/

This port was named Seal Bay. In the inner, or Southern-

most part, there was a river of fresh water, and several islands,

where the ships found a plentiful supply of provisions, such as

seals, penguins, and birds.

June. June the 3d, the fleet sailed from Seal Bay. The 12th, they

anchored in a small bay, where they unloaded the caunter, and

abandoned her, letting her drift to sea.

The 14th, they weighed, and on the 1 7th anchored in another

bay in 50' 20' Soutji ; but they put to sea the day following,

keeping a constant look-out for their Portuguese prize. On the

19th, they had the good fortune to meet her ; and on the 20th,

Port San their whole force being joined, they anchored in Port San Julian,

which the account, in The World Encompassed, places in latitude

49° 30' South.

As soon as the ships were secured, the General, -with his

brother Thomas Drake, Captain Thomas, Robert Winter, Oliver,

the Master Gunner, and two others, Avent in a boat to search

for a convenient M'atering place, and to discover what provisions

the port could furnish. At a place where they landed, two of

the natives, men of large stature (Patagonians) came to them,

and appeared pleased with their arrival. The Genei'al made

them.
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tliem several small presents, which they received with marks chap. uj.

of satisfaction ; and in ac short time Avere perfectly familiar.
^~

jT-T'"^

Oliver, the gnnner, shot Tin arroAv out of an Enslish bow, to June,

show them how far it would carry. The natives tried with their Julian!'

bows, but could not reach to the same distance, and Avere much
pleased at seeing Ohver shoot. Some time after, another of the

natives came, ' but of a sowrer sort,' He disliked the intimacy

which had grown between his countrymen and the strangers

;

and appeared very angry, making signs to the English that they:

should depart*. Mr. Robert Winter, partly in sport, and partly

that the native who last arrived might see a specimen of English

dexterity, tried to shoot an arrow at full length, as Mr. Oliver

had done before ; but the string of his bow broke. As he was'

busied in fixing the string again, the natives, without the English

having any previous apprehension that they were meditating

mischief, shot their arrows at him, and wounded him first in the

:

shoulder, and afterwards one of their arrows pierced his lungs, '^

but he did not fall. The Gunner took aim at them with his

calliver; but it missed fire, and he was slain outright by an

arrow.

The General immediately gave directions to those that were

on shore with him, to cover themselves with their targets, and

under that defence to approach the enemy (whose numbers in-

creased), but not in a regular line, and that they should break

the arroAvs that Avere shot at them, lest the Indians should pick

them np to use again ; for he had observed that they had but

small store of arroAvs. At the same time, he took the piece

Avhich had just missed fire, and with it shot at the man Avho

had killed the gunner, and Avho Avas the same that had began

this quarrel. He aimed so aa'cII that he shot the Indian 'in the

Narrative hy Edward Cliffe.

belly.
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CHAP. 19. belly, who, with the pain, roared so hideously that his com-

*

—

"^ ' panions were terrified and fled, though many more of their

June, countrymen appeared in the woods advancing to their assistance.

Port San rpi
Qg^ei-a], on account of the wounded man, Robert Wmter,

Julian.
hastened to the ship, that he might have speedy succour ; never-

theless, Mr. Winter lived but two days. The gunner's body,

which had been left on shore, was sent for the next day, and

was found stripped of the upper garment, with an English arrow

sticking in his right eye.

The writer of The World Encompassed, speaking of the size of

these people, supposes the name given them to have been Penta-

gones, to denote a stature of ' five cubits, viz. seven feet and a

' half:' and remarks, ' that it described the full height, jf not

* somewhat more, of the highest of them.'

It is remarkable after such an affray, and may be receivetl as

a proof that the dispositions of the Patagonians were not in

general mischievous and revengeful, that they attempted no

farther injury, nor offered any kind of molestation to the Eng-

lish, who, during the remainder of their stay in this port, a

space of nearly two months, suffered no interruption on shore

in their watering, wooding, or other avocations.

A greater evil than Aat which has been just related, we are

told was ready to oreak forth at Port San Julian, which* says

Tli£ World Encompas&ed, if it had not been detected and pre-

vented in time, would have extended itself not only to the vio-^

lent shedding of innocent blood, by the murder of the General

and his most faithful friends, but to the -overthrow of the whole

expedition.

Mr. Thomas Doughtie was accused of plotting to the above

effect. In all the English relations published, this business [9

mentioned in terms so general and so barren of circumstance,

that the specific act on which the charge was grounded does

not appear : and though the propriety of the proceedings

has
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has been much canvassed, no settled opinion has been esta- chap. 19.

bhshed. o1576.

The relation in The World Encompassed, proceeds to state, Por^ San

that these plots were laid before they left England ; and that

the model of them was shown to the General at Plymouth: but

he would not credit ' that a person whom he so dearly loved

would conceive such evil purposes against him ; till at length,

perceiving that the manifold practices grew daily more and

more, and that lenity and favour did little good, he thought

it high time to call these practices into question : and there-

fore, setting good watch over him, and assembling all his-

captains, and gentlemen of his company together, he pro-

pounded to them the good parts which were in the gentleman,

the great good will and inward affection, more than brotherly,

which he had ever, since his first acquaintance, borne him^

not omitting the respect which was had of him, among no

mean personages in England; and afterwards delivered the

letters M'hich were written to him, with the particulars from

time to timCy which had been observed, not so much by himself,

as by his good friends ; not only at sea, but even at Pit/mouth ;

not bare words, but writings ; not writings alone, but actions,,

tending to the overthrow of the service in hand, and making

away of his person.

* Proofs were required and alleged, so many, and so evident,,

that the gentleman himself, stricken with remorse of his in-

considerate and unkind dealing, acknowledged himself to have

deserved death, yea many deaths ; for that he conspired,

not only the overthrow of the action,, but of the principal-

actor also.'

When the evidence had been fully discussed, ' they all, above

40 in number, the chiefest in place and judgement in the

whole fleet, Avith their OAvn hands, under seal, adjudged that,

he had deserved death ; and that it stood by no means with

* their
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Such is the account given of the transaction in The JVorld^^f^^-^O-

Encompassed ; where it is detailed at sufficient length to have 1578.

^ 1 J r i
• Port San

atiorded more iniormation. Julian.

Lopez Vaz, in his discourse on the Western Indies, mentions

that he learnt from Nuno da Silva, the Portuguese pilot, that

at Port San Julian, a gentleman was put to death because he

would have returned home*.

The narrative, entitled, The Famous Voyage, contains only the

following short remark concerning this affair. ' At Port San

' Julian, our General began to enquire diligently into the ac-

' tions of Mr. Thomas Doughtie, and found them not to be such

' as he looked for, but rather tending to contention or mutiny,

' or some other disorder.'

Cliffe, yet more summarily relates, * the last of June, Mr. T.

' Doughlie was accused and convicted of certain articles, and by

* Mr. Drake condemned.'

The manuscript relation of Mv. Francis Fletcher, diifers ma-

terially from the foregoing representations. Nothing appears in

it of any choice given to Mr. Doughtie, between death and

living upon any terms : and, so far from confessing guilt, Mr.

Fieteller relates, that ' he utterly denied the truth of the charges

' against him upon his salvation, at the time of his communi-

' eating the sacrament; and at the hour and moment of his

* death.'

Mr. Fletcher, after remarking upon the circumstances of his

former disgrace, adds, ' but now more dangerous matter is

* laid to his charge, and by the same persons, (John Brewer,

* Edward Bright, and others of their friends,) namely, for words

' spoken by him to them, being in England, in the General's

' garden at Fli/?nouth, long before our departure, which had "

Hakluijt, Vol. III. p. 791.

T t
"

' been
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* been their part or duty to have discovered them at the time,

' and not to have concealed them for a time and place not so

* fitting. How true it was wherewith they charged him upon

' their oath, I know not; but he utterly denied it, affirming

' that he was innocent of such things whereof he was accused,

* judged, and suffered death for.'

It is evident that Mr. Fletcher speaks of Mr. Doughtie in

terms of more than common regard ; and, in giving his

character, has described him as a man of extraordinary en-

dowments.

The account of this transaction, as far as the circumstances

are known, has been given at some length, as it forms one of

the principal objections which have been made to the conduct

of the commander in this expedition. Such imperfect state-

ments, however, are not calculated to fix opinion ; and the

subject perhaps cannot be better closed than by the reflections

Avhich they produced in the mind of Dr. Johnson. ' How far it

is probable that Drake, after having been acquainted with this

man's designs, should admit him into his fleet, and afterwards

caress, respect, and trust him ; or that Doughtie, who is repre-

sented as a man of eminent abilities, should engage in so long

and hazardous a voyage, with no other view than that of de-

feating it ; is left to the determination of the reader. What

designs he could have formed with any hope of success, or to

what actions worthy of death he could have proceeded with-

out accomplices, for none are mentioned, is equally difficult

to imagine. Nor, on the other hand, though the obscurity

of the accoimt, and the remote' place chosen for the dis-

covery of this wicked project, seem to give some reason for

suspicion, does there appear any temptation from either hope,

fear, or interest, that might induce Drake, or any commander

in his state, to put to death an innocent man upon false

pretences.' •

5 The
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Tlie bodies of Mr. Douglitie, and of those who had been c ji a p. 19.

killed by the Patagonians, were buried on an island in the '^ "7"*
•' o '

1578.

harbour; and upon their graves, says Mr. Fletcher, I set up a Port San

stone, whereon I engraved their names, and the day, month,

and year of their burial.

That Drake should take shelter during the winter season,

in the same port where Magalhanes had wintered so many years

liefore, and, like him, should there execute one of his officers

upon a charge of mutiny, are circumstances of coincidence

which have not escaped notice in the early accounts.

The Portuguese prize, the Mar}', being leaky and troublesome,

was unloaded and broken up, and the fleet reduced to the num-

ber of three ; the Pelican, the Elizabeth, and the Marigold.

Having completed their watering, wooding, and repairs, on

August the 1 7th, they sailed from Port San Julian. August.

August the 20th, they made Cape Virgenes, which at the

distance of four leagues, was remarkable for its high and steep

gray cliffs, full of black spots. Here the General changed the

name of his ship, out of respect, it is said, to his friend Sir

Christopher Hatton, calling her, instead of the Pelican, the

Golden Hind.

August 24th, the ships anchored, 30 leagues, by their account, in the

within the entrance of the Strait, near three islands ' laying Strait.

* triangle-wise.' To the largest of them was given the name
Elizabeth Island. They remained by these islands one day, and

killed a great number of [penguins] ' a kind of fowl, whose

flesh is not far unlike a fat goose here in England. They
* have no wings, but short pinnions, which serve their turn in

<

* swimmino-*/

In the passage through the Strait, the ships were frequently

* Narrative ofEdward Cii(ff.

T t 2 obliged
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CHAP. lo. obJiged to anchor, and sometimes in separate places. The land

1^-8. on both sides is described as mountainous, with high frozen

^trai^ P^''^^^ '
t>ut the low and plain grounds, as fruitful. The tides

were observed to rise and fall above five fathoms perpendicu-

lar *. When they approached the Western entrance, a number
of channels were observed towards the South, upon which ac-

count the ships anchored near an island, and the General Avent

with some of his officers in a boat, to discover the best passao-e«

Natives of As they returned, they met a canoe, in which were Indians of

suu^re. ^™^^' stature, but well made f. This canoe w^as made of the

bark of trees, and had a semicircular high prow and stern. The
body M-as handsomely moulded, and the Mwkmanship excel-

lent. It had no other closing up or caulking of the seams, than

their being stitched with thongs made of the skin of seals, or

some other animal, and yet were so close that scarcely any water

entered the canoe. The tools which they used, were knives made
of muscle shells (which in the strait are of an extraordinary size,

some of them 20 inches in length). The thin brittle edge of the

shell is broken off, and a new edge made, by rubbing or grind-

ing upon stones, which is so sharp and well tempered, that it

Avill cut the hardest wood, and even the bones of Avhich they

make fishgigs. They had a house on the island, which Avas

simply a few poles covered Avith the skins of beasts. The vessels

in Avhich they kept Avater, and their drinking cups, were made of

the bark of trees, of good shape and workmanship.

In the AVestern part of the strait, the ships Averc near the

South shore, and the number of openings Avith the broken land

• World Encompassed, p. 35.

t Drake appears to be tlie first voyager who met with small people in the Strait.
If he had not seen likewise the Patagonians, his account would have raised great
doubts of the veracity of the Spanish relations. The size of the people now met with,
is not otherwise particularised than by the term ' of mean stature.'

there
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there seen, are described in the relations ' to be no strait at all, chap. 19.

but all islands*/ By their observations, Avhich are not, more*"—^7"^

than others of that age, to be commended for their accuracy, September,

' the entrance of the Strait was in 52° South, the middle in 53°

' 15' South, and the going out in 52° 30' South.

September the 6th, they cleared the Strait, and entered the Three ships

South Sea, 1 7 days after making Cape Dc tos Virsenes. It was P?^^ *.*^^

the intention of the General to have steered to the North, to

get as speedily as he could out of ' the nipping cold/ The winter

they had passed, however, had been thus far mild ; the tempera-
ture of the air appearing to them hke that of England.

The second day after they were out of the Strait, they had
sailed to the North West about 70 leagues f, Avhen a gale of
wind came on from the North East, which blew with such vio-

lence and constancy, that for more than a fortnight the ships

could carry no sail, and were driven to the West South West,
till they were in 57° South latitude, and ' above 200 leagues in

* longitude' + to the West of the Strait. This wind, to a ship

intending to cross the Pacific Ocean, might have been esteemed
favourable ; but Drake's plan was to get to the North, without

departing from the American coast.

September 15th, at 6 P. M. the moon was partially eclipsed,

and continued in that state for an hour. On the £4th, the wind

became favourable, and they made sail steering to the North

East,, on which course they continued seven days §, when they

came in sight of land ; but the weather would not permit them

to anchor.

* World ¥jIIcompassed, p. 39.

•\ Cliffe, and A'hho da Silva.

X The Famous Voyage, of Sir Francis Drake. Haklui/t, Vol. III. p. 734. See also

the Relation hy Nuno da Silva.

§ Relation by Nuno da Silva, in Ilakluyt, Vol. III. p. 744.

On
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CHAP. 10. On the night of the 30th, having made the land, the wind

^i^'-S. blcAv strong, and the Marigold, Captain John Thomas, was
Septcuiber. obliged to bear away before the gale (the direction of the wind

Marigold at the time is not mentioned) ; and Avas separated from the other
separated. , i •^ two ships.

October. ^" ^^^^ '^^^^ ^^^ October, towards night, the Admiral and the

Elizabeth, under low sail, stood into a bay, near the Western

entrance of the Strait, a small distance to the North of a Cape
they had before passed*, where they hoped to have found

shelter from the bad weather; but a few hours after coming to

an anchor, the cable of the Admiral broke, and she drove out
The other to sea, and was thus separated from the Elizabeth, which ship
two ships

• J • •

separated, remained in the port, without making any attempt then or after-

wards to follow the Admiral. On the contrary, the next day,

October the 8th, taking advantage of his absence, Captain

Winter re-entered the Strait.

ClifFe relates, ' the 7th of October, falling into a dangerous

* bay full of rock^, we there lost company of Mr. Drake the

* same night. The next day, very hardly escaping the danger

* of the rocks, we put into the Streights again, where we an-

* chored in an open bay for the space of two days, and made
* great fires on the shore, to the end that if Mr. Drake put into

* the Streights again, he might find us. We afterwards Avent

' into a sound, and staid three weeks, naming it The Port of
* Health ; for there our men, being the most part of them before

' very sickly, did recover. Here we found great muscles, some
* 20 inches long, pleasant meat, and many of them fidl of seed
* pearls.

We came out of this harbour the first of November, giving

* over our voyage by Mr. Winter's compulsion, full sore against

* the mariners' minds.'

* World Encompassed, pp. 38 and 40.

To
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To return to the General's ship

—

Driven from « the hay ofparting offriends,' into the open sea, ^^"7^
and separated from all the other ships by a continuance of the October,

tempestuous weather, she was carried back again into 55° South,
' in whicli height they ran in among the islands before men-
' tioned, lying to the Southward of America, through which
' they had passed from one sea to the other*,' (i. e. the land of
Tierra del FuegoJ and there anchored. They remained in

quietness two days, and found Avholesome herbs and good
fresh water.

The winds, however, returning to ' their old wont,' they were
once more forced from their anchorag-e, and their shallop, which
had been put out for necessary purposes, lost sight of the ship.

In the shallop were eight men, who had provisions only for one
day; but they had the good fortune on the third, to regain the

shore, where they subsisted upon fish and roots; and Avithin a fort-

night after their separation from the ship, they re-entered the •

Strait f. What afterwards became of them will in the sequel

be related.

The General's ship was driven farther to the Southward, and
ran in again among the islands ; and ' at length,' says The World

Encompassed, ' fell in with the uttermost part of land towards Southern-

* the South Pole ; which uttermost cape or head-land of all these
^o^tP^'-^^f

* islands, stands near in the 56th degree, without which there is Fuego dis-

' no main nor island to be seen to the Southwards; but the
' Atlantic Ocean and the South Sea meet in a large and free

' scope:]:.'

On the 28th of October, the storm, which with small inter-

missions had continued 51 days, ceased, and at this Southern

* World Encompassed, p. 41.

t Vurchas, his Pilgrimes, Vol. IV. p. 1188.

X IVoild E)tcompassed, p. 44.

extremity
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.CHAP. 19. extremity of the land they found an anchoring place, at which

, ^-8. they remained two days.

•October. 'X'^e circumstances here related from The World Encompassed,

are corroborated by the other accounts, from which it appears,

that this anchoring place was at the island, the South part of

which has since been named Cape Horn.

Nuno da Silva says, being under 57 degrees, they entered

into a haven of an island, and anchored about the length of a

cannon shot from the land, in 20 fathoms.

Mr, Fletcher relates, ' myself being landed, did, with my
' boy, travel to the Southernmost point of the island to the

* sea on that side, where I found the island to be more
* Southerly, three parts of a degree, than any of the rest of

* the islands,'

Among these islands, families of natives were frequently

seen passing in canoes from one to another ; the children

wrapped in skins hanging at their mother's back. To all tli^

islands which lay without, and to the South of, the Strait, the

General gave the name of the EUzahethides.

It has been necessary to trace minutely the navigation of

Drake immediately after his entrance into the South Sea ; in

order to examine upon what foundation an idea was for so great

a length of time entertained of his having discovered lands to

the westward of Tierra del Fiiego'*. This belief seems to have

been created by the uncouth and unconnected manner in which

the author of The Famous Voyage of Sir Francis Drake to the

' South Sea, and there hence about the whole Globe of the Earth,

has drawn up his narrative. But Avhether the accounts are ex-

amined separately, or taken in the aggregate, they furnish clear

evidence for the establishment of two points. One, that no

• Islands are laid down to tlie West of Tierra del Futgo, wilii the name
Elizabelkides, in some of our best modern geographical gramjiiars.

land
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land was seen by Drake to the Westward of Tierra del Fuego chap. ig.

in that parallel ; the other, that he was the discoverer of the land '

—

T^^^s^

which is now named Cape Horn, from accidental circumstances, October,

similar to those which occasioned the discovery of the land

afterwards named Staten Island, by one of the ships of Loyasa's

fleet*.

The discovery of Drake made the first reduction of the Terra

Incognita ; but the Tierra del Fuego was still retained as forming

a part of it, in the charts. Mr. Fletcher, however, in his

journal, says, ' We altered the name from Terra Incognita to

' Terra nunc bene Cognita.'

On the 30th of October, the wind coming fair from the South,

the General weighed anchor, ' departing hence from the South-

* ernmost part of the Avorld known, or like to be known-f-.

They sailed first to the North West. The next day, they took

in provisions of birds at two islands, and continued from thence »
,

steering to the North West. Afterwards, to keep in with the

land, they steered to the North, and sometimes to the East of November.

North %.

They coasted the American shore, till they arrived at the islaad

island Mocha, where they anchored November the 25th.
Mocha,

In the evening, the General went on shore. The island ap-

peared well stored with maize (Indian corn) ; with sheep, and

other cattle. The inhabitants, who were Indians, came to the

boat, and presented the General with two fat sheep, and some

fruits, for Avhich he made a suitable return. The Indians having

appeared so friendly, the General went again the next morning,

taking some empty casks in the boat, a convenient place for

* Vide pages 133, 134, preceding.

+ Manuscript Journal ofMr. Francis Fletcher, in the British Museum.

J The World Encompassed. The direction in which they sailed from the Southern

haibour, is additional confirmation of the preceding account.

U U filling
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CH A p. 19. filling water having been pointed out by them. Two of the

1578. seamen landed Avith the casks : but they had scarcely left the
November,

j^q^^^ when they were suddenly attacked and slain by the na-

tives, who had treacherously prepared an ambush for the rest of

the English. They afterwards shot their arrows, and Avith such

effect, that every one in the English boat Avas Avounded, the

General in the face under the right eye. It Avas Avith some

difficulty they got clear from this unexpected attack, the Indians

pursuing their advantage so closely, that they seized and took

aAvay four of the boat's oars.

The English relator, who possessed a full share of the opinion*

and prejudices entertained at that time by his countrymen

against the Spaniards, ascribes this attack of the natives to their

hatred of that nation. He mentions, that one of the English,

asking for water, used the Avord agua, Avhich made the natives

suppose them to be Spaniards*. Drake, probably believing

this to be the case, did not seek to revenge the injury he had

received from the natives, but sailed the same day. All the

Avounded men fortunately recovered, though they had lost their

principal surgeon.

They made diligent search as they sailed along the coast for

the missing ships, the General having appointed, in case of

separation, that the ships should endeavour to rejoin each other

on the coast of Pen/, in or near the latitude of 20 degrees

South.

November the 30th, they anchored in a bay ' in 32", or

' thereabouts,' Avhere the country did not at first appear to be

inhabited ; but cattle Avere seen, supposed to be wild. A boat

was sent to examine the place. In returning, she met a canoe,

in Avhich Avas an Indian fishing, Avho was taken to the General.

World Encompassed, p. 48*

This
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This Indian had long hair upon his head, but no beard, and chap. 19.

was dressed in a white garment that reached to his knees. He ^^""-g."''

seemed gentle and tractable. The General gave him some linen, November.

a butcher's chopping knife, and other things ; and made him
comprehend that the ship wanted provisions, and would pay
for any that should be brought. He Avas then released, and
went on shore in his canoe ; the ship's boat being sent at the

same time. His treatment on board the ship, and the sio-ht of
the gifts he had received, gave so much content to the natives,

that they brought doAvn to the sea side a fat hog, some poultry,

and other provisions, which they carried to the ship in one of
their canoes; and an Indian, who was supposed to be the prin-

cipal person among them, ' having sent back his horse*,' went
on board in the ship s boat. From this Indian, who spoke the

Spanish language, they learnt that they had passed the port of
Valparaiso, six leagues, and that a Spanish ship was then lying

there at anchor. He undertook to pilot the English to Valpa-

raiso ; but it does not appear that he knew, or suspected, they
were enemies to the Spaniards.

December 4th, with their Indian pilot on board, they sailed ; December.

and called the bay they left, FliiUps Bay, in compliment to their

conductor, whose name w^as Felipe. The next day they ar-

rived at Valparaiso Bay, wdiere they found at anchor, a ship Valpa-

named (in the English accounts) The Captain of Moriall, or

The Grand Captain of the South, Admiral to the Islands of Salo-

mon f. They made prize of this ship, and found in her 1770
botijas, or jars full of Chili wine; 60,000 + pesos of gold, with
some jewels, and other merchandize. The Spaniards of the

RAISO.

* The World Encompassed.

t World Encompassed, p. 51. It is probable that by these titles Alvaro de Men-
dana was designed.

% Lopez Faz.

' U u c town.
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CHAP. 19. town, Avlio were not more than nine families, abandoned the

^'
1578.

^
place ; and it was rifled by the English seamen, who took the

December,
oi-^aments out of the church, which however consisted only of a

silver chalice, two cruets, and an altar cloth. These things the

General caused to be delivered to Mr. Fletcher, the minister.

Wine, bread, bacon, and other provisions, were found in the

warehouses, from whence the ship was well furnished ; and, on

the 8th, they sailed from Valparaiso, taking their prize with

' them, and one of her men, who ^ras a Greek by birth, and went

by the name of Juan Griego, to serve as a pilot to Lima. The

rest of her people the General set on shore. Felipe, the Indian

pilot, was rewarded for his services, and landed at the part of the

coast most convenient to him.

They continued to search for the missing ships as they sailed

along the coast. The General's ship was too large to examine

close to the shore, and a boat was not of sufficient strength to

defend herself if attacked by the enemy : it was therefore deter-

mined to set up a pinnace, which might with safety look into

every bay and creek, to try if they could again meet their coun-

trymen. With this intention, on December the 19th, they an-

CoguiMBo.chored opposite the mouth of the river Coquimbo, in six fathoms,

about a cannon shot distance from the entrance. Not far to the

North, was a town named Cyppo *, where the Spaniards had a

considerable force, of which the English were not apprized. The
General sent 1 4 men to the shore to get water. They had filled

fix pipes, Avhen they perceived a large body of Spanish horse-

men, accompanied by Indians on foot, approaching them. The

English had kept so good a watch, that they had full time to

retreat to a rock in the water, and thence into their boat, which,

conveyed them out of the reach of the enemy. One man, how-

* Not in the charts by that name ; but the Spanish names are very incorrectly

jiven in the old English relations of this voyage.

* ,

ever>
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ever, Richard Minivy, was so obstinate and fool-hardy, that he chap. jg.

resisted every endeavour to make him retreat with the rest, and '—~^—

'

when the Spaniards came near, he killed one of their horses December.

with a halberd, and was himself run through with a spear. The
Spaniards laid the dead body upon a horse, and it was taken

to their town.

This place not suiting their purpose, ' nor the entertainment
* being such as they desired*,' the General weighed anchor,

and the next day, December 20th, anchored in a bay in 27° 55'

South, Avhere the pinnace was set up ; and as soon as she was
completed, the General embarked in her, leaving his ship at

anchor, and sailed back towards the South, to make search for

his scattered ships. After one day's trial, finding no prooress

could be made in that direction, being opposed by the wind, he
rejoined the ship. At this anchorage, a great quantity of fish

was caught, of a kind like that called the gurnet in the English

seas.

They remained in this bay till January the 19th, and then 1570.

proceeded slowly along the coast. On the 22d, at an island J**""^'"/*

near the coast, a small distance to the North of a mountain
called Morro moreno (the brown mouiitain), they found four
Indians fishing, who shewed theni a place on the main land,

where there was fresh water ; but it was at a distance from the
sea-side, and the water not in great quantity.

Farther to the North, they landed at a place called I'ara^jffco, Tarapaca!
and whilst they were looking for water, they found a Spaniard
lying asleep, and near him ] 3 bars of silver, Avorth 4000 Spanish
ducats, which they took. A small distance from the same
place, they again landed, and met a Spaniard and an Indian
driving eight Pej-uvian sheep, which are the beasts of burthen

The World Encompassed.

of
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CHAP. ip. of that country, each laden with an hundred pounds weight

(^"TsTQ*^ f>f silver. The sheep and treasure the English conducted to

January.
^I^q[^. boat.

These seizures are related in the JVoj-ld Encompassed, in a style

of exulting jocularity. The sleeping Spaniard they ' freed from

' his charge, and left him to take the other part of his nap in

' more security :' and afterwards, they ' could not bear to see

' a gentleman Spaniard perform the office of carrier ; therefore,

' without intreaty, offered their service.' The following passage

in the same relation, shows the extravagant ideas entertained

by its author of the riches of Spanish America. ' Hereabout,

' as also all along, and up the country throughout the province

* of Cttzco, the common ground wheresoever it be taken up,

* in every hundred pound weight of earth, yieldeth 25 shillings

' of pure silver, after the rate of a crown an ounce.'

From this part of the coast, many Indians went off to the

ship, in canoes, which were frames covered with the skins of

seals, who exchanged fish for knives and glasses: and at an

Indian town, where two Spaniards resided as governors, the

Peruvian English obtained, in the way of traffic, some Peruvian sheep.
s eep. rjij^ggg

animals are described to be al^out the size of small cows,

having strength more than proportioned to their stature. One

of them bore the weight of three stout men and a boy, without

appearing oppressed. They have necks like camels, and heads

" that have some resemblance to those of other sheep. Their wool

is fine, and their flesh good. They supply the place of horses,

and travel with heavy burthens over mountains, Avhich no carriage

or other animal laden can pass*.

rebruary. February the 7th, they arrived at Arica, where two Spanish

ships were lying at anchor ; from one of which they took above

* The JVorld Encompassed, p, 56.

forty

Arica.
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forty bars of silver ' of the bigness and fashion of brickbats/ chap. 19.

in Aveieht about 20 lbs. each ; and from the other 200 jars ^ 7"~" '^

of Avine. February.

The town of Arica is situated in a pleasant valley abounding

with all good things, the soil being the most fruitful of any that

was seen along the coast*.

The next morning they sailed in pursuit of a ship which they

were informed Avas not far before them, and richly laden. They

took Avith them one of their prizes, and a negro of her crcAV.

The General sailed in the pinnace close to the shore, and the

ships kept on their course a league Avithout him.

At Areqiiipa they found the ship, the object of their chacejAKiigmpA.

laying at anchor ; but she had received notice of Drake's being

on the coast time enough to land 800 bars of silver belonging to

the king of Spain. This vessel, and two others of their prizes,

they discharged here, by first setting all their sails, and then

committing them, Avithout any person on board, to the guidance

of the elements.

They sailed on for Callao, the port for Lima, and in their route

met a vessel laden Avith linens, of which they took a part. AVhen

the English first made their appearance at Valparaiso, messen-

gers had been dispatched from that place to spread the alarm

along the coast ; but the great distance of Lima, and the diffi-

culty of the roads, gave opportunity to Drake, sIoav as his pro-

gress had been to the North, to give the first notice of his OAvn

arrival at Callao. Callao.

He arrived there on February 15th, Avhen it Avas near night.

SeA'enteen vessels Avere lying in the road, 12 of Avhich Avere

moored, and had all their sails on shore. These Avere examined

by the Englishmen, Avho took out of them a chest of silver, some

* The World Encompassed gives for the latitude of Arica 20" South, which is

above a degiee and a half more South than its position in tlie present charts.

silks,
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CHAP. 10. silks, and linens. In boarding a ship from Panama, one Englisli-

*~
i^7q,~''iiian was killed. The General made enquiry of the prisoners

February, taken in the vessels, what ships had lately sailed for Fanama;

;for to that city gold and silver Avas sent by sea from every other

port on the coast. ]3y these enquiries, he gained intelligence

that a ship called the Cacafuego had left Callao the 2d of Fe-

bruary, laden with treasure for Panama.

As the coasting navigation of the Spanish vessels in these seas

was seldom very expeditiously performed, it being usual for

them to stop and transact business at the different ports Avhich

lay in their route, the General determined to endeavour to over-

take this ship before she should reach her intended place of

destination. Previous however to leaving Callao, he cut the

cables of all the ships in the port, leaving them to drive as the

winds should direct ; and the masts of the two largest ships he

ordered to be cut away. He then departed towards the North

under full sail, and when the wind failed, the ship was towed by

the boats.

The damage done by Drake to the shipping along the coast,

appears not to have been the effect of wantonness, but of provi-

dent foresight ; and committed upon motives of self defence,

to disable them from being used in pursuit of him. The cir^

cumstance of cutting away the masts of the largest ships is re-

lated by Nuno da Silva, who was under no temptation to favour

the English. The precautions thus taken, and the expeditious

manner of pursuit practised by the English, proved fortunate

for them in more than one respect. The liglitness of the winds,

notwithstanding all their diligence, rendered the first of their

progress from Callao very slow ; and they were yet in sight of

the port, Avlien the Viceroy of Peini, Don Francisco de Toledo,

arrived there, who gave inmiediate directions for the equip-

ment of two ships*, in each of Avhich 200 armed men were

* Lopez Vaz, aiid the lielation of Nuno da Silva.

embarked

;
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embarked ; and they left the port of Callao in pursuit of Drake, chap. lo.

intending to board his ship if they could come up with her; for 1.579.

they were unprovided Avith artillery. The fame night that they *^
'^"^'^^'

quitted the port, a fresh breeze fprung up, of which the English

made all the advantage in their power, and they looked forward

too eagerly to be overtaken. The Spaniards, who were no better

furnished with provisions than with cannon, were not qualified

for pursuit, and returned to Callao. The Viceroy, as speedily

afterwards as he could, sent out a force more properly equipped,

under the command of Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa * ; but this

could not be done time enough to interrupt the proceedings of

the enemy. •

In the way to Tayta, the English met a small vessel, from

which some ornaments of silver were taken, and Ihe was dis-

missed. On February the 20th, they passed the port of Payta.

The pinnace boarded a vessel at anchor there, from which she

took some provisions ; and, what was of more consequence to

their purpose, learnt, that the ship they were in quest of, had

sailed from Payfa only two days before.

They afterwards met two other vessels ; from one they took a

negro ; the other was a ship bound to Panama, in which they

found about 80 lbs. weight of gold, a gold crucifix set with eme-

ralds, and some silver; besides which, she had a cargo of cordage,

and ships' stores. The crew and passengers were sent away in a

boat for the land : the ship was kept till the next day, when the

English, having taken out of her such things as they wanted, left

her to drive in the sea.

February 24th, they crossed the equinoctial line, impatient

to come up with the object of their pursuit, and the General

* The same Sarmiento who sailed with Mendana on tlie Discovery of" the Salomon

Islands.

X X promised
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CHAP. iq. promised to reward liim, whose fortune it should first be todes-

^i^'-Q. cry her, with a golden chain.

Marcii. March 1st, they made Cape San Francisco* ; and the same

day, at three in the afternoon, a sail was feen about four leagues

before them, which proved to be the ship they were in search of.

It is said she was first seen by John Drake
-f, from the top of

the mast. The Spanish Captain, Juan de Anton, having no

suspicion that an enemy was so near him^ stood towards the

strange ship, supposing her to be one of those that traded along

the coast. When they were near each other, Drake hailed

them to strike, which the Spaniard refused to do, till after

one of his masts was shot away, and himself wounded with

an arrow J.

As soon as possession was taken of the Spanish ship, Drake

made sail with his prize, steering a direct course from the land,,

all that night, and all the next day and night ; when, thinking

they were at a safe distance from the coast, they stopped, and

lay by their prize four days, taking out her cargo, and loading

their own ship. The treasure found in this Spanish vessel con-

sisted of 13 chests of ryals of plate, 80 lbs. weight of gold; 26

tons of uncoined silver; and a quantity of jewels and precious

stones. The value of the whole was estimated at 360,000

Pesos%; of which, 300 bars of the silver belonged to the King

of Spain, the rest M'as the property of private merchants.

The English having removed this treasure to their own ship,

* which now might well be called the Golden Hind,' on the 7th,

* In o" 40' North latitude.

t The Famous Voyage, Kc. A brother of Francis Drake, of the name of John,

lost his life in the expedition to the Isthmus of Darieii, in 1 572. Whether the John

Drake, who sailed in the present voyage, was related to the General, is not mentioned.

J Relation of a voyage by Nuno da Silva. Ilaklutft, Vol. III. p. 747.

§ The Pesos de Oro must have been here meant (See note +, page 296), as the

uncoined silver, at five shillings per ounce, would be worth £. 2i'2,ooo.

1 made
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made sail, and the Spanish ship was allowed to proceed on chap. 19.

her voyage to Panama, little compensated for the loss of her ^ ""
'

cargo by the witticisms which were liberally bestowed by the March.

captors.

To make farther search for their associates from whom they

had been so long separated, seemed vain, and they had no other

motive for protracting their stay in this part of the world : on

the contrary, it would have been highly imprudent in them,

after the purpose of their voyage was so fully satisfied, to have

remained longer in the seas where they had committed so

much mischief and depredation. Their wishes naturally tended

homewards, and the route which first presented itself, was to

return by the Avay they came. But besides that the time of

the year Avas unfavourable for a passage round the South of

America, there was reason to apprehend that the Spaniards

would station ships to wait there, in the hope of intercepting

them.

The plan which the General determined upon, and which

is not less creditable to his abilities than to his spirit for enter-

prise, was, to attempt the discovery of a passage by the

Northern parts of America, from the Pacific to the Atlantic

Ocean. The relation, entitled The World Encoinimssed, says,

* All of us willingly hearkened and consented to our General's

"^ advice ; which was, first to seek out some convenient place

* to trim our ship and store ourselves with wood and water,

' and such provisions as we could get ; and thenceforward

' to hasten on our intended journey, for the discovery of the

' said passage, through which we might with joy return to our

' longed homes.'

Drake accordingly steered for the land of Nicaragua. On
the 16th, they made the coast near a small island named Canno, Canno.

two leagues distant from the main land, in a small bay of

X X 2 which
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<;hap. 19. which they anchored in five fathoms, close to the shore*, and

1579. near a fresh water river. This place was chosen to refit the

On the 20th, the pinnace was sent in chace of a Spanish

vessel that was passmg close by the island, and brought her

in. She was ladea with sarsaparella, butter, honey, and va-

rious other things. The General ordered the sarsaparella to be

landed, and the vessel Avas made to serve as a warehouse to

lodge the stores of the English ship, which was laid on shore^

and her bottom examined.

The island Canno supplied them with wood and fish. There

were alligators and monkies on the island. Whilst the

ship remained near it, a violent shock of an earthquake waa

felt..

March the 24th, the repairs, wooding, and watering, being

completed, they sailed to the Westward, with their last prize in

company, which they kept with them two days longer ; and de-

tained some of her crew to serve as pilots. Among the papers

of this vessel, were letters from the King of Spain to the Go-

vernor of the Philippine Islands, and ' the sea cards wherewith

' they should make their voyage, and direct themselves in their

' course
-f-.

* Nuno da Silva. The World Encompassed says, ' we settled ourselves in a fresh-

river between the main land and the island of Caines.' In William Funiiera account

of that coast (see Dampier's Foi/agts, Vol. IV. p. 89), the ishind Canno is described

to be in latitude 10° North, and about 15 leagues distant, in a direction nearly South

East by East, from the Gulf 0/ Nicoi/a : it is a league in circuit ; and there is good

anchorage, with a watering place on the North East side. In D. Antonio de Ulloa's

Chart, Canno is placed twice that distance from the GulfofNicoi/a, and in latitude

about 8°!; North.

+ Relation bi/ Ntmo da Silva. Whether these sea cards were charts of those seas,

or only the cards of steering compasses, is not explained.

April
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April the 6th, they met another vessel, laden with linen chap. 19.

cloths, silks, fine Avhite China dishes, and other commodities. 1579.

Of these they took such things as suited them, among which -^P"''

was a falcon of gold, handsomely Avrought, with a large

emerald set in the breast *. They took likewise a negro out of

this vessel, and one of her seamen to pilot them to some place

where fresh A\^ater might be obtained; after which, they dis-

missed her, and in her, the Spanish seamen who had been taken

out of the former prize.

On the 15th, they anchored at Guatulco, which town they Guatulco

plundered. They released here all their Spanish prisoners.

Nuno da Silva, the master of the Portuguese ship taken near

the island St. Jago, and who had been brought thus far with

the English, was likewise dismissed. An hour or two before

they sailed, he was put on board a Spanish ship that lay in the

harbour.

This dismission has been represented as an act of cruelty, as

if Nuno da Silva had been left among his enemies. Spain and

Portugal, however, were not at war with each other, either when

Drake sailed from England, or at the time Da Silva was dis-

charged ; neither does it appear to have been done contrary to

his inclinations. In a short time after, Spain and Portugal be^

came subject to the same monarch. According to Hakluyt,

Nuno da Silva wrote his Relation of a Voyage, giving an account

of the proceedings of the English during the time he was their

prisoner, for the Viceroy of Mexico, and it was afterwards sent

to the Portuguese viceroy in India. How Hakluyt obtained

his copy, he has not mentioned. Da Silva's relation is plain.

. * 111 Camden's, Life and Reign of Queen Elizabeth, it is said, that a negress

was taken out of this veffelj who became pregnant in Drakes ship, and was after-

wards put on shore at some ishrnd (in tlie East Indies). No such circumstauce is

Baet with in the otlier relations of the voj'age.

concise^
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CHAP. 10, concise, and not tinctured with prejudice or resentment against

jg-p, the English. It differs httle in material points from the English
Apnl. accounts.

Drake sails April the 1 6th, they left Guatulce, steering * directly off to
from New i ^gg^ ^nd (the accounts say) they sailed 500 leagues in Ion-

* gitude to get a wind * :' (meaning a favourable one) from

which it is to be supposed that they went so far with Northerly

winds.

June. On June the 3d, they had sailed in different directions, since

leaving Guatalco, 1400 leagues without seeing any land, and

had arrived in 42° North latitude -j-. The night of the 4th, a

great alteration was experienced in the temperature of the air.

The cold was so piercing that the people, being recently come
from a climate exceedingly warm, wer» quite benumbed with

the sudden change: and it increased ' to that extremity in sail-

' ing two degrees farther North, that meat, as soon as it was
' removed from the fire, would presently be frozen, and the ropes

' and tackling of the ship were quite stiffened
J.'

Makes Ui£ The 5 th day of June, they were forced by contrary winds to

America to^i^ ^^ ^ith the land, Avhich was then first descried §, and unex-
the Noitli. pectedly, as they had not imagined the land of America, in that

latitude, to extend so far to the West. They stood towards the

shore, and anchored in an open ill-sheltered bay. The wind

was strong and in gusts ; upon any intermission, there came a

thick, stinking fog, in which they were enveloped, till it was dis-

persed by the renewed strength of the wind.

* World Encompassed, p. 62. The Famous T'oj/age says, 600 leagues; but it

muft be observed of that account in general, that it is evidently the work of a person

very little acquainted with the circumstances of the voyage ; and who seems, on
some occasions, purposely to have introduced confusion as a veil to ignorance. The
description of Drake's Navigation on the coast of New Albion, in Hahluyt, Vol. Ill,

p. 440, is an extract from the Famous P'oyage.

t World Encompassed, p. 62. J Ibid. p. 63. § Ibid.

They
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They could not remain here, and the direction of the wind, chap. 19.

with the severity of the cold, not only discouraged them from ' T"""*

persisting in the attempt to go farther North, but ' commanded June.

* them to the Southward whether they would or no.' ^9",^^®
•^ W estern

From the latitude of 48 detrrees, to Avhich they had advanced, coast of
North

to 38 degrees, the land along the coast appeared to them to America.

be of moderate height * ; but every hill (many were seen, and

none very high) was covered with snow, and this in the month

of June.

In 38° 30' North, they found ' a convenient and fit harbour/

where they anchored on June the 1 7th.

The foregoing is the account of Drake's discovery of the land

to the North o£ California, as given in the World Encompassed.

The Famous Voyage, &c. has omitted to notice the first anchor-

ing near the coast. It is there said, ' The 5th day of June being

* in 43 degrees North, we found the air so cold, that our men
* complained ; and the further we went the more the cold in-

' creased upon us ; wherefore we thought it best for that time

' to seek the land, and did so, finding it not mountainous till

* we came within 38 degrees towards the line.' In this relation,

it appears that they went to the North of 43 degrees, but not how

far beyond.

The following paragraph, however, in The World Encompassed,

is explicit on the subject. ' Though we searched the coast di-

* ligently, even unto the 48th degree, yet found we not the land

' to trend so much as one point in any place towards the East.'

Sir William Monson, likewise, commends the resolution of

Drake for having ' after almost two years spent in unpractised
,

' seas, kft his known course, and ventured upon an unknown
' sea in 48% to which latitude he arrived, thinking to find a

' passage into our seas-f-.'

* World Encompassed, p. 64. f Sir W. Monfon's Naval TraSs, Book IV.

A portion

/
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CHAP. 19. A portion of the range of coast seen by Drake is described

1579. in the voyage of Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo, to be high and
June, mountainous, which agrees Avith the descriptions of modem

coast of navigators. When Cabrillo was there, the sky was remarked

America. ^^^ ^^^ clearness during the continuance of North West winds.

Drake sailed alonsj the same coast at a different season of the

year, Avhen the atmosphere was foggy, and the inland moun-

tains consequently obscured ; and by the remark that every hill

was covered with snow in the month of June, it may be sup-

posed that the land, at least the mountainous part, Avas higher

than to the English it appeared.

The land at which Drake now arrived, was inhabited, and as

the ship sailed into the harbour, houses of the natives Avere seen

close to the Avater's side.

The day after they anchored, a number of the natives shoAved

themselves on the shore, and a single man in a canoe Avas sent

off" to the ship. Immediately upon leaving the shore, though

at a considerable distance from the ship, he began to speak, and

continued so to do, as he roAved or paddled on, addressing his

discourse to those on board. When he Avas Avithin a moderate

distance of the ship, he stopped, and made a long and more

formal oration, Avhich Avas accompanied Avith much action

;

and Avhen he had finished his harangue, Avith great shoAV of re-

• ^ verence he retired to the shore. Soon after, he came a second

time in the same manner; and again a third time, bringing then

a bunch of feathers, and a small basket made of rushes. The

feathers were much like those of a black crow, and Avere neatly

fastened together, clean, and handsomely cut. The basket was

filled with an herb Avhich they called tahah. These things he

tied to a short rod or stick, and cast them into the ship's boat.

The General would have made him some return ; but he would

receive nothing e^ccept a hat, Avhich being thrown from the

ship into the Avater, he took up; refusing to meddle Avith other

tliino;s
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tliinss which were put on a plank m the water, and pushed to- chap. 19.

wards him. 1579.

It is not related that any farther intercourse immediately
^^^^^^-^^

took i-)lace in consequence of the advances thus made by the Coastof

natives : but when any boat afterwards went from the ship, they ^^^^^
would follow, and regard every thing the people in her did, with

curiosity and admiration.

It is remarked, that the complaints made by Drake's people

of the cold were not to be attributed to the tenderness of their

bodies, coming so lately from a warm cljsnate, but to the severity

of the season itself : ' for the inhabitants of the place, who had

never been acquainted Avith warmer climates, in whom custom of

cold was as it were a second nature, used to come shivering in

their warm furs, croAvding close together, body to body, to receive

heat one from another, and to shelter themselves under lee

banks ; and afterwards (when they became more familiar AVith

the English) they endeavoured, as often as they could, to shroud

themselves for warmth under the garments of the Englishmen.'

This extreme cold, it is more reasonable to ascribe to a season

unusually severe, than to the general temperature of the climate

at so advanced a season of the year, in a country situated under

the same paiallel of latitude as the Southern parts of Europe.

The ship had sprung a leak at sea, and to lighten her to come

at the leak, it was found necessary to land the stores and goods:

On the Gift, the ship was for that purpose brought to anchor

close to the shore, and the General landed his men, with tents,

and such things as were necessary for building a fort for the

defence of themselves and their effedts. When the people of the

country observed that the strangers Avere thus establishing them-

selves on the land, they began to collect towards the spot with

their arms, and in large companies : yet, when they drew near,

they stood with an appearance of great resped and awe, atten-

tively observing what was doing, and manifesting no symptom

Yy of
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CHAP. 19. of hostile intentions. Signs were made to them to lay aside

'~''C~^ their bows and arrows, which they did immediately on being so

June, desired. The General, wishing to obtain their good will, dis-
Western
Coast of tributed presents among them, and they in return presented the
North

Qgngi-al with feathers, network, and some gave their gar-

ments, which were skins of beasts. In the evening, they retired

from the tents, apparently well satisfied. But when they re-

turned to their houses, they began to make loud lamentations,

crying for a length of time together, so that the Englifli, from

whom their dwellings were not less than three quarters of a mile

distant, heard them very distinctly, especially the women, Avho,

raising their voices, shrieked in a most miserable and doleful

manner.

These expressions of grief might have proceeded from some

cause entirely resting among themselves, and with which the

strangers had no connection ; but the circumstances certainly

countenanced the probability that they were occasioned by an

apprehension that the errand of the new comers was to dispute

with them the possession of their country. Not trusting there-

fore to their present peaceable and humble demeanor, the Gene-

ral fortified the tents by building round them a stone Avail, that

the business of repairing might be carried on with security.

For two days after the night of lamentation, no native came

near the tents. At the end of that period, a more numerous as-

semblage than had before been seen, appeared on the top of

the hill which was nearest to the English fort. From this station,

one of their orators delivered a loud and long speech, in doing

which he made such violent exertions, and ' his words fell so

' thick one on the neck of the other, that he could hardly fetch

* his breath again.' When he concluded, all the natives present,

bowing their heads in token of reverence, spoke together aloud,

or rather chanted in a solemn and lengthened tone the mono-
syllable Oh ! Avhich was supposed by the English to express their

assent
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assent to all that their orator had uttered. After this prelude, c h a p. jp.

the men, leaving their bows on the gi'ound, descended the hill,

and with bunches of feathers and baskets of the herb tabah* June.
Western

came to the fort to offer these gifts to the General, which he Coast of

accepted, and made them presents in return.
North

,

^ America.

In the mean time, the women, who remained on the hill, as if

from apprehension for the safety of their husbands and relations,

began with shrieks and lamentations to tear their cheeks and

bosoms with their nails ; and putting off their upper garments,

they dashed themselves repeatedly against the ground till they

were almost covered with blood, holding their hands over their

heads that the violence of the falls mis:ht not be broken.

The General, struck with sorrow at this miserable spectacle,

ordered all his people to prayers. During the performance of

divine serAace, the natives sat looking on with silent atten-

tion, except that at every pause, they chanted their oh of assent.

With the singing of the Psalms they were most delighted, and

afterwards they frequently requested the English to sing, wliich

they called ' gnoah.'

The author of Noticia de las Exped. Magal. says, that Drake,

to acquire the friendship of the natives, read to them various

chapters in the Bible, though by no method whatever they could

make themselves understood. Such a comment on this occasion

is not doing justice to the motives of Drake. He hoped that

the solemnity of the ceremony would have the effect of {mtting

a stop to the barbarous rites they were performing ; and in-

stances are afterwards related of the same means being repeated

for that purpose with success.

When the service was ended, the natives rose to depart ; but,

before they went, they restored the presents which had been*

* It is said iu the Famous Voyage that the natives brought bags of tobacco. •

Y y 2 made
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CHAP. 19. made them; and no one could be prevailed on to carry M-itb

*^i1'~Q. him a single article of the things he had received.

June. rpi^g English relations report, not very wisely, that the natives
Western ^

Coast of regarded Drake and his people as gods ; and ' they returned the

AmeiLa
' presents,' says tlie JVorld Encompassed, ' because they thought

' themselves sufficiently enriched and happy, that they had

' found so free access to see us.' This construction of the be-

haviour of the natives prepared the way for another, M'hich was

made in the sequel, with no better foundation.

From the facts related, which are here collected without va-

riation, it appears more credible, that the natives were in doubt

respecting the intentions of the strangers, whether their visit

was merely of a temporary sojourn, or that the purpose of

their coming Avas to establish themselves in the country. Their

refusal of presents might be either in compliance with some ac-

customed ceremonial on similar occasions, or, which is a reason

of a more substantial nature, because they judged it dangerous

under such circumstances to retain the gifts of strangers, whom
they could not understand well enough to comprehend, whether

their offerings Avere intended gratuitously, or made with some

condition annexed.

The news of the ship being on the coast spreading into the

country, the number of the natives at the port where she lay

increased, and among others whom it attracted, was the chief or

king. On the 26th, two men in quality of ambassadors, or rather

heralds, arrived at the fort with a message to the General. One

spoke aloud what the other softly prompted, and the delivery

occupied half an hour. By their speech, and by signs, the pur-

port of their errand was comprehended to be, that their Hioh

or King intended to visit the fort, and that he desired some

token of peace and friendlhip should be first sent to him.

This ceremony the natives had observed towards the English at

their arrival, and the demand was willingly complied with;

what
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what was thought proper for the occasion being dehvered to the chap. 19.

messengers. i^-q.

The Hioh was soon after seen approaching with a numerous ^,""^-

train. In the front, came a man ' of a large body and goodly coast of

' aspect,' beai'ing a statF or club of dark coloured wood, about
^j^gl-i^-a.

a 3'ard and a half in length, to Avhich were fastened two pieces

of net-work. The staff, with the pieces of net-work, the relations

have dignified with the appellations of the sceptre or royal mace,

and two crowns. There were likewise attached to the staff, a

bag of the tabah, and three chains of great length made of a

bony substance, ' every part thereof being very little, thin,

' finely burnished, with a hole pierced through the middle

:

' the number of links making one chain, being in a manner

* infinite.' It seemed to be the privilege only of the superiors

among the natives to possess chains of this kind, and the num-

ber of them which any person wore, marked his quality or im-

portance.

Next to the mace-bearer came the Hioh, who was a handsome

man, and of good stature. His dress was a'caul of net-work

upon his head, similar to those just described, and on his

shoulders he had a garment made of the skins of rabbits. He

was attended by a guard of about 100 ' tall and warlike men/

who had each a coat shaped like the one worn by the Hioh, but

made of different skins. Some of them wore feathered cauls,

and the heads of others were covered with a very fine down

Avhich grows in that country upon a herb much like our lettuce.

The face of every one was painted, but not alike, and each

man brought something in his hand for a present. Next came

a number of the common people, who had featliers in their

hair, which they gathered up in a bunch behind. The rear of

the train was composed of women and children. The women

likewise brought each a round basket or two, with bags of tabah,

broiled
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CHAP. 19. broiled fish, and a root they called petah, of which vras made a
^"""'^—^ kind of meal to be either baked or eaten raw. ,

June. 'fhe General perceiving the number of his visitors, ordered all

coa^stof his people under arms, to be prepared for defence if any mis-

North chief should be attempted. When the Hioh drew near, a ge-
Amenca. • 1 i

neral silence was observed, and the mace-bearer, with the as-

sistance of a prompter, pronounced, in an audible voice, an

oration, which, at its conclusion, received the general assent of

all the natives present. The men and women then advanced ;

but the children remained behind. Being arrived at the foot

of the hill, the mace-bearer, with composed countenance, and

stately carriage, began a song, and approached with a measured

step, in a kind of dance ; the chief and all his men joining in

both the song and the dance ; but the women preserved the

same measure in silence. The harmless manner of their ap-

proach, took from the General all doubts : directions were given

for their being admitted without interruption, and they entered

the fort singing and dancing in the manner described.

When their dance was finished, they, by signs, desired the

General to be seated. The Hioh and others of the natives made

speeches, after which, the singing was renewed ; and whilst they

all joined in full chorus, the Hioh placed one of the feathered

caps of net-work on the General's head, the chains about his

neck, and saluted him by the name of Hioh.

These honours paid to a stranger, have more than a shade of

resemblance to the custom Avhich has been found among so

many Indian nations, of exchanging names with those Avhose

alliance or friendship they desire. The General, to have mani-

fested an equal return of consideration, might have decorated

his visitor with some ornament, and have saluted him by the

name of Drake. Bat the compliments and ceremonials of the

native chief were differently understood ; and it was imagined

4, that
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that he had invested Drake with the insignia of ro3'alty, and chap. 19.

that the natives, with ' true meaning atid intent,' had resigned to 1579,

him their right and title in the whole land, and made themselves yy,"'^^'
estern

and their posterity his vassals. coast of

The invariable custom adopted by Europeans, of claiming and American

taking formal possession of every new land they meet with,

whether it is inhabited or uninhabited, never entering into the

consideration, no doubt disposed Drake to credit (if it is true

that he did credit it) that these people simply and for no

cause, value received, or other consideration, made a volun-

tary gift of themselves and their country to him, a perfect

stranger.

Such, however, is stated to have been the fact : and as against

allegations of fact, incredulity is no proof, that the reader may
examine the evidence, and judge for himself, an extract from

the original relation of the circumstance, which, as well in the

manner as in the matter contained, is such as seems to require

little comment, is given in a note underneath*.

These things which were understood to be so freely given, the

accounts say, were accepted by the General, in the name and

to the use of her Majesty.

* ——They made signs to our General to have him sit down^ unto whom, ' both

the king nnd divers others made sereral orations, or rather indeed, if we had

understood them, supplications that he would take the province and kingdom into

his hand, and become their king and patron'; making signs that they would re-

sign unto him their right and title in the whole land, and become his vassals in

themselves and his [their] posterities : which that they might make us indeed be-

Ueve that it was their true meaning and intent, the king himself, with all the rest

with one consent, and with a great reverence, joyfully singing a song, set the

crown upon his head, enriched his neck with all their chains, and offering unto

him many other things, honoured him by the name oi Hijoh. Adding thereunto

(as it might seem) a song and a dance of triumph ; because they were not only vi-

sited of gods (for so they still judged us to be) but the great and chief god was
now become their god, their king, and patron, and themselves were become the

only happy and blessed people in all the world.' World Encompassed, p. yd.

After
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CHAP. 19. After the performance of the ceremonies which have been de-
*~

J

"
scribed, the Indians mixed famiHarly with the English, and the

June. Hioh remained with the General, without attendants, and with
Western ,- ^ ,- 1

coast of perfect contidence,

America
Some of the natives appeared to conceive a strong degree of

attachment for individuals among the English, and the youngest

were most generally the objects of this regard. To express their

feelings, they would begin to cry, and tear their flesh ; nor was

this practice abandoned till after repeated experiment of the

displeasure it produced.

This kind of behaviour, extraordinary as it may appear, is

not to be considered as a peculiar characteristic of the people

of this country. Among many unlettered nations, the expres-

sions of strong emotions are not so much dictated by nature, as

taught, and in some instances prescribed, by custom ; so that

in this respect, they are much farther removed from a state of

nature than the inhabitants of civilized countries. The English

were certainly regarded by the natives here with an uncommon
degree of favour, for which two very natural reasons may be

assigned. This part of the American continent had been visited

by Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo, and by no other European. His

intercourse with the natives was of the most friendly kind. No
intervening circumstance could have occurred to change the

nature of the impressions left by Cabrillo; and this disposition,

so favourable to Europeans, the conduct of Drake, friendly and

humane towards them, confirmed.

The houses of these people were dug in the earth, and of a

circular form. From the edge of the excavation, pieces of

timber extended towards the center, forming a roof; and near

the center, an opening was left which resembled the scuttle of a

ship, and served the double purpose of door and chimney.

The rest of the roof was covered Avith earth, so as to keep out

both cold and wet. Their beds were rushes, strewed on the

ground
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ground near the sides of the house, the fire-place being in chap. 19.

the middle. 1579.

The greater part of the men went nearly naked. Their cha-
^^^l'^^

racter is tluis given in one of the accounts :
' They are a people coast of

* of a tractable, free, and loving nature, without guile or America.

' treachery. Their bows and arrows Mould do no great harm,

' being weak, and fitter for children than for men ; and yet

' the men were so strong of body, that what two or three of

' our people could scarcely bear, one of them would take upon

' his back, and without grudging, carry it up hill and down

* hill, an English mile together.'

The dress of the women was a loose kind of garment, tied

round the waist, made of bulrushes combed in the manner of

hemp ; and about their shoulders they wore deer-skins. It was

remarked that the women were * very obedient, and serviceable

* to their husbands.'

When the repairs of the ship were finished, and she was nearly July,

ready for sailing, the General, with others of his company, made

an excursion into the country ; in doing which, there was the

less reason to apprehend danger, as the natives must have dis-

covered, long before this time, that the visit of the English to

their country was only casual and temporary. The soil was re-

marked for its fertility. Near the villages of the natives were

seen lar^e herds of fat deer, a thousand in a company : and ia

every part of the country, there were great numbers of a

species of rabbit, ' about the size of a Barbary rat; their

* heads and bodies like other conies, but smaller; their tails

' like that of a rat, and their feet like the paws of a mole.

* Under their chins on each side they have a bag into which

* they gather their meat Avhen their bellies are fail, to feed

^ their young, or serve themselves another time.' Their flesh

was good eating ; and their skins Avere much esteemed by

Z z the
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the natives, the state dress of their king being made of

them *.

The General caused a post to be set up on shore, to which

was fixed a plate of brass, with the name of her Majesty en-

graven on it, and also hqr picture and arms. Underneath was

placed the General's name, Avith the year and day of his arri-

val. To show respect to his own country, and because white

cliffs were observed on the coast, Drake gave to all the land

he had seen in this part of America, the name of iVear

Albion.

When the time for sailing approached, the natives appeared

sincerely to regret the departure of the English, and to wish

for their speedy return ; and the separation was accompanied

with every token of mutual good will towards each other.

According to the information given by Captain Vancouver
-f-,

the harbour in which Drake anchored, is supposed by the

Spaniards, in that part of the world, to be a small bay in lati-

tude 38° North, about 4 leagues to the North of Part San Fran-

cisco, Such a supposition is paying more attention to the lati-

tudes given in the accounts of Drake's Voyage, than to local

circumstances, the narration of which were not equally liable

to error. The bay mentioned by Captain Vancouver, and

marked in his chart with the name of Sir Francis Drake, he

describes to be a place not capable of affording shelter to ships

• The World Encompassed; and The Voyages of the Ever Renowned Sir Francis

Drake, 12™ p. 100. Edit. 1683. A paper inserted in the Transactions of the Lin-
nean Society, presented by George Share, M- D. contains a description of an animal,

which seems to be of the same species, under the name of Mus Bursarius ; with a
drawing conununicated by Major General Thomas Davies. ' This quadruped was
* taken by some Indian hunters in the upper parts of Interior Canada, and scut to
* Quebec. It is in the possession of Governor Prescot.' Vol. V. p. 228.

t Captain Vancouver's, Voyage, Vol. I. p. 430.

from
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fvom all winds. A bay of that description could not be deemed g h a p. 19.

' a convenient and fit harbour'* for such repairs as required the *"^
;;~ '

unloading a ship and landing her cargo. Drake remained 36 July.

da3's in port, and seems to have been in a place so perfectly

secured against storms, that the winds in all that time are not

once noticed.

There is much more reason to conclude, that the Port of Drake

was that Avhich is now known by the name of Port San Fran-

cisco. The latitude given in The Famous Voyage, is 38° North ;

and in The World Encompassed, 38" 30' North. The latitude of

Po7-t San Francisco, is 57° 48'| North. The observations of the

early navigators were subject to greater errors, of which the-

present voyage has furnished instances
f-.

July the 23d, Drake sailed. As long as the ship continued Sail from

in sight, the natives kept fires on the tops of the hills. Near Duakk.

the port the English quitted, are some islands, by which the ship

remained the whole of July the 24th, and caught a good store

of seals and birds. They were named the Islands of St. James, Islands of

and are, no doubt, the same islands or rocks which appear in j^'^jg,

the late charts near the entrance of Port San Francisco, with the

name of Farellones.

The Northern summer season was now thought too far ad-

vanced for renewing the pursuit of their original plan, and the

wind was then blowing from the North West ; for which reasons

the design of seeking for a passage to Europe by the North of

America was, 'with general consent :|/ given up; and it was

* Tfif World Encompassed.

f Allowing Port San Francisco to be the Port ofDrake, it is remarkable^ that both

tjhe most Northern and the most Southern port atwliich he anchored in the course

of his -voyage, should aiterwards by the Spaniards (doubtless without any intended

reference to the name of Francis Drake) be named Sati Francisco.

% World Encompassed,

Z z 2 determined
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determined to quit the American coast, and to steer for the-

Molucca Islands.

The part of the American coast discovered by Drake, is to be

reckoned as beginning immediately to the North of Cape Men-

d&cmo, and extending to 48° North latitude. Whether or not

Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo anchored in Port Sa7i Francisco is un-

certain ; but to him, and to Francisco de Ulloa, is to be attri-

. buted the discovery of all the coast South from Cape Mendocino^

(including that Cape) to the Southern extremity of California.

The track in which Drake ran to the Westward, is not told^

nor otherwise noticed in any account of the voyage, than that he

sailed 68 days without seeing land.

September. ^^^ September the 30th, he fell in Avith some islands in S"^

North, which were inhabited; The natives, as soon as the ship

was perceived, came off in their canoes, bringing cocoa-nuts,,

fruits, and fish. The first that came, trafficked peaceably, and

made signs of invitation for the ship to go nearer the land ;

but others that arrived, did not act so honestly ; they received,

but would make no return, neither would they restore any thing-

that once came into their hands. The English, to shoAv their

resentment, refused to deal any more with them ; and they, ta

manifest theirs,, began to attack the ship with stones; for which

purpose it appeared that they had come well provided. A great

gun Avas fired over their heads, the noise of Avhich frightened

them aAvay ; but in a short time others eame, who behaved still

more rapaciously. The General was piobably here provoked

out of his usual forbearance; for it is said, ' they could not

' be got rid of, till they were made to feel smart as well as

• terror.'

These people had ' the lower part of their ears cut round,

hanging down on their cheeks ; the nails on some of their

fingers were an inch long, and their teeth were rendered black

by eating an herb with a kind of powder, which they ahvays

carry
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cany about them.' Tlie cuftoms of these islanders indicate their ch a p. 19,

neighbourhood to the Philippine Idands. Their canoes \vere ^^-g_

made of a single tree hollowed, and were high at each end, so October,

as to be of a semicii'cular form ; they had outriggers, and were

ornamented Avith the shining parts of shells. Some of them

carried 15 men.

The English called these islands The Islands of Thieves. They Islands of

could not get clear of them till October the 3d, probably havino-

light winds. The ship then continued her course to the westward

•without seeing any more land till the l6th, when they made the

Philippine Isla7ids in 7° 05' N. Though no distances are given,

the circumstances above related, if it were allowable to entertain

so unfiivourable an opinion of the dispositions of the Pekw
islanders, would have encouraged the belief, if not authorized the

assertion, that Drake's Islands of Thieves are the same which

in the present charts are named the Pelezv Islands, discovered first

by Da Rocha^ and by him named the Islands de Sequeira.

The sailing from the Islands of Thieves and the arrival at the

Philippine Islands is thus mentioned— ' Till the 3d of October
' we could not get clear of these consorts, but from thence we
* continued our course without sight of land till the l6th of the

• same month, when we fell in with four islands standing in

' 7° 5' to the nQi'th of the line. We coasted them till the

'21st day, and then anchored and watered at the biggest of

' them, called Mindanao^.' From this passage it is to be infei'red,

that islands of considerable magnitude were seen near the east-

ern side of Mindanao.

The 22d, they sailed to the south, ' and passed between two

islands about 6 or 8 leagues south of Mindanao'Y

.

* The World Encompa»ed, p. 84.

\ Ibid, These islniids must, have been Sarangun and Candigar, between which,

it is not generally knowu that there is a navigable passuge.

November
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c H A p. 19. November 3cl, they had sight of the Moluccas, and steered for

1570. Tidore, having purposed to anchor there: but being near the
November, jgi^j^^j

j^lgfir, a boat came from thence to the ship, by which

Islands, they were informed that tlie Portuguese had been driven out

of Terrenate, and had taken up their quarters at Tidore. When
the natives, who came from Motir, which island was subject to

the king of Terrenate, found that Drake was not a friend to the

Portuguese, they entreated him to change his destination, and to

go to Terrenate. They had no difficulty in prevailing : the course

was immediately bent thither, and the General sent a messenger

with a velvet cloke to the king of Terrenate, acconjpanjdng

his present with a request to be furnished with provisions,

and to be allowed to trade for spices.

Teure- Before the ship anchored, the King himself came off. He was

preceded by three large and magnificent canoes, each of which

had 80 roAvers, who rowed or paddled to the sound of brass in-

struments, which were struck one against the other. Along the

sides of these vessels stood a row of soldiers, every one armed

with a sword, dagger, and target ; and in each was a small piece

of artillery mounted upon a stock.

AVhen the kino- arrived, he was received with a salute of ffreat

guns, with trumpets sounding, and other displays of state. For

such occasions Drake was well provided, having brought from

England what v/as thought necessary both for commerce and

for show ; and his stock of such things had been increased by his

captures.

The king of Terrenate was tall, corpulent, and had a good

countenance, his attendants showed him great respect, and no

one, during his visit, spoke to him in any but a kneeling posture.

As soon as the ship anchored, the king took leave, promising to

Tisit the General again the next day, and that the ship should

be supplied with provisions. The latter part of the promise

^ was
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was immediately made good; rice, poultry, and fruits, being chap. 19.

procured from the shore, and hkewise a few cloves.
^^.^^

The next day, when the king was expected, his brother came November,

with an excuse and an invitation to the General to land. The nate.

behaviour of this prince created suspicions, and as the king

had failed in his engagement, the ship's company objedled to

trustino- their commander on shore. Some of the officers, how-

ever, were sent to wait on the king, and his brother was detained

gs a pledge for their safety.

The king's house stood near the castle formerly built by the

Portuguese, in which were at this time only two cannon, both of

them unserviceable. The kins' received Drake's officers with

much parade, being covered with ornaments of gold and jewels.

After a short visit, and delivering a comphmentary message,

they returned to the ship.

It does not appear that the General went on shore at Terre-

7iate. He received many offers of friendship from the King, and

proposals, that if the English would enter into engagements of

amity and commerce with Terrenate, the trade of that island

should be reserved exclusively for them. It was by this king,

that the Portuguese had been dispossessed of the dominion they

had so long enjoyed at Terrenate.

The following story, which has too much the air of romance,

as well as of imitation, to obtain easy credit, is related *. Whilst

the ship lay at Terrenate, many natives visited her from motives

of curiosity. Among these, one came on board, who was not

a native of the Moluccas, ' a goodly gentleman,' accompanied

by an interpreter. His dress was neat, and something after the

European fashion. His carriage was respectful, and his be-

haviour discreet. He told the General, that he was a native

of China, and was related to the family of the reigning Em-

• The World Encompassed, p. 9^.

peror

:
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CHAP. 19. peror ; tliat having been unjustly accused of a capital crime,

*" ,,•" and afraid that he should not be able to make his innocence

November, appear, he had made suit, before trial, to the Emperor for per-

mission to travel, which he obtained, on the condition that if

he could bring home any important knowledge or intelligence,

he should again be allowed to live in his native country ; other-

wise, that he was to remain for ever an exile. The narrator

continues, ' he accounted himself a happy man that he had

' seen and spoken with us-; the relation of which might perhaps

' recover him favour in his country. He endeavoured to prevail

* with our General himself to go thither, not doubting but it

' would be a means to obtain him advancement and honour with

' his king'. The General resisted the persuasions of the discreet

S'tranger, ' and he departed sorry*.'

Drake

' * Chaucer's Wife of Bath's Tale is not very unlike the above. Among stories OQ

tte same model, one of the most curious, and possibly the most true, is the follow-

ingj related by Herodotus^ the circumstances of which are siiid to have happened

140 j'ears after the vessels sent by Necho, king of Egypt, had sailed round Africa.

Sataspcs, the son of Teaspis a man of the Achasmenides (the royal family of

Persia), ' did not sail round Li/bia (Africa) though he was sent on purpose to do

it : but being terrified at the length of the voyage, and the desert (appearance of

the country) he turned back ' He had committed violence on a virgin daughter

of Zopi/nis, the son of Megabi/zus. He was to have been crucified for this crime;

but his mother (a sister of Darius) obtained from Xerxes admission of the punish-

ment, by promising that he should sail round Lybia, ' until, having Sciiled round it,

' he should return to the Arabian gulf.'

Xerxes, having assented to these proposals, Sataspes went to Egypt, and took

vessels and mariners, and sailed to the Pillars of Hercules. When he had sailed

through them, winding round the promontory of Li/bia, which is called Soloes, he

sailed towards the South ; and, having passed overmuch sea in many months, when

still more was wanted, he sailed back to Egypt. After this, returning to King

Xerxes, he said, that in the most remote part of his voyage, lie came among little

men, who wore garments made of the palm tree. [Three different significations

have been assigned to the word (pommn, used in the original ; i. e. made of palm tree,

of a reddish colour, ai>d Phoenician. It is possible, that tlie vessels of Necho touch-

ing there, the memory of the Phoenicians might still have been jjreserved, and their

dress be imitated. Arguments indeed may easily be found for any one of the thiee

meanings: made of the palm tree, seems to be the most natnral.] \\ hen the

Egyptiau vessels were bjought to the shore, the inhabitants deserted their villages

and
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Drake furnished his ship at Terrenate with provisions, and chap. lo.

procured as large a quantity of cloves as was desired ; and, on 157Q.

November the 9th, sailed from the Moluccas.

The 14th, they anchored at a small island, in 1° 40' South,
^^^'^^'^^_

near the Eastern part of Celebes. This island being uninhabited,

was deemed a secure and good place for repairing the ship

;

and here they remained four weeks undisturbed, with tents

erected, and a forge set up on shore ; taking the precaution

to intrench round the tents, that they might be prepared against

unwelcome visitors, if any such should arrive.

The island was one continued wood ; most of the trees were Crab

large, lofty, and straight, without branching out till near the top.

Among the trees were bats innumerable, ' equalling, if not ex-

' ceeding, a good hen in bigness.' There were likewise in the

woods, great numbers of land crabs. In The World Encom-

passed, they are described to be ' a kind of cray fish, of such a

« size, that one was sufficient to satisfy four hungry men, and

' were very good meat. They are, as far as we could perceive,

' utter strangers to the sea, living always on the land, where.

' they work themselves earths, or rather they dig huge caves

* under the roots of the largest trees, where they lodge by com-

' panics together. Sometimes, when Ave came to take them,

' for want of other refuge, they Avould climb into the trees to

' hide themselves, where we Avere enforced to follow them.'

The English, on account of the number of these animals, named

this spot Crab Island.

No fresh water was found on Crab Island, but a supply of

and fled to the mountains; but no injury was committed, and nothing disturbeb,

except that they took some sheep. He said, the cause of his not saihng entnely

round Lybia was, that the ship could not be made to advance any farther, but was

kept back. But Xerxes, not allowing that he spoke true, crucified him for his

former crime, as not having performed the task enjoined him.

3 A ^^'^^
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CHAP. 19. that necessary article was obtained from another island which
' "^7^^^^ lay a small distance to the South.

December. December 12th, they sailed towards the West, by which

course they got entangled with a number of islands and shoals

near the coast of Celebes. With the intention of getting clear

of them, they steered towards the South. On January the 9th,

1580, they thought themselves in a clear sea; but early in th6

first watch*, that same night, as the ship was running under

full sail, with the wind large
f-,

and blowing moderately fresh,

she came all at once upon a rocky shoal, and stuck fast. Boats

were got out to examine if an anchor could be placed in any

direction by which they might endeavour to draw the ship oflf

into deep water; but at the distance only of a boat's length

without them, no bottom could be found with all their lines.

The ship had not become leaky in consequence of the shock,

but she remained all night fixed, without their being able to

invent any means by which they could attempt to extricate her

from her situation. When day-light appeared, another exami-

nation was made for ground to lay out an anchor ; but this was

fruitless as the former. In this state of distress, every one was

summoned to prayers ; and when that duty was performed, that

no means which they could think of should remain untried, it

was determined to lighten the ship of part of her lading. This

was quickly executed. Three tons of cloves, eight of the guns,

and a quantity of meal and beans, were thrown irrto the sea ; but

without producing any visible benefit^.

* The time beUveen eiglil in the evening and mithiighl is so called at sea.

f \V hen the direction of the wind is favourable to the course a ship is steering.

% It does not nppear that during their apprehension of danger, the idea was once

entertained of lightening the ship at the expense of any part of the treasure on

board, which was the lieaviest part of the cargo.

The
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The ship had grounded on a shelving rock, and where she chap. 19.

lay, there was, on one side, only six feet depth at low water ;
1579"*^

and it required 1 3 feet depth to float her. The wind bloAving December,

fresh directly against the other side, had kept the ship upright

during the time she was left by the tide; but in the afternoon,

when the tide was nearly at the lowest, the wind slackened, and
the ship losing this prop, suddenly fell towards the deep water

:

with the shake, her keel was freed from the rocks, and not less

to the surprise than to the great jo}' of every one on board, she

Avas once more afloat. Thus were they unexpectedly delivered,

at the very time of the tide which appeared least favourable to

their hopes, and wlien effort was deemed most useless.

This slioal is three or four leagues in length; its latitude

1' 56' South*, and is not far distant from the coast of Celebes^

which they did not get clear of till many days afterwards ; ' in-

' somuch,' say the accounts, ' that we were utterly weary of 1580.

" this coast of Sillebis.'

The Southernmost part of Celebes, according to their reckon-

ing, was in 5 degrees South. They stopped at different islands

for provisions and Avater, and passed between four or five large

islands in 9° 40' South.

On March 12th, they anchored at a port on the South side of March,

the island Java, Avhere they remained till the £6th, and procured Java,

every necessary supply. The Avhole of this time Avas passed in

feasting and jollity, the greatest familiarity subsisting betAveen

the General and the native chiefs of the part of the island Avhere

the ship lay.

From Java they steered for the Cape of Good Hope, close by

Avhich Cape they passed June the 15th. The 22d of July, they

put into Sierra Leone on the coast of Africa, Avhere they Sierra
Leone.

* World Encompassed, p. 103.

3 A 2 stopped
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OH A p. 10. Stopped two days to take in water ; and obtained there oysters

j;^8o. and fruit.

Arrival at The 24th, they again put to sea, and on the 26th of Septem-

SepLiS™ ber, they anchored safe at Plymouth, after an absence of two

years, and almost ten months. By the account of time in the

ship, the day of their arrival was Sunday ; with the people on

shore it was Monday.

How many men returned from this voyage is not told in the

relations ; but when the ship was on the rocks near the coast of

Celebes, it is said, that the number of persons then on board

was 58*; after which, we read not of any sickness or ac-

cident.

Drake immediately repaired to court, and was graciously re-

ceived by the Queen ; but she, nevertheless, commanded that

the treasure he had brought home should be put under seques-

tration, that if any demands were made by the Spaniards, Avhich

it should be judged necessary to comply with, the means might

be at hand to satisfy them. When Don Bernard ine de Men-

doca, the Spanish ambassador in London, demanded restitution

of the property, and made complaints against the English for

sailing in the South Sea, the Queen ansAvered, that satisfaction

should be made for the injuries committed ; but with respect

to the second complaint, ' she denied that by the Bishop of

Homes donation, or in virtue of any other claim, the Spaniards

had a just title to debar the subjects of other princes from the

Indies ; the donation of that which is another man's, being of

no validity in law. That theiv touching here and there upon

a coast, and naming a river or a cape, could not entitle them to

the propriety, nor hinder any other prince from trading into

World Encompasstd, p. lOO.

those
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those countries, or transporting colonies into those parts which chap. 19.

the Spaniards did not inhabit*/

A considerable sum of the money brought by Drake's ship,

was afterwards paid to one Pedro Lebura, a Spaniard, who

made application in the character of agent for the Spanish

claims : but this was afterwards discovered to be a false pre-

tence, and connived at by the Spanish government, as the

money, instead of being restored to tiie rightful claimants, was

employed to pay the Spanish soldiers then serving in the Nether-

lands. The remaining part of the riches, it may be supposed,

was divided among the captors.

Her Majesty, who appears to have had much regard for

Drake, to show her approbation of his enterprise, dined on

board his ship at Deptford, and conferred upon him the honour

of knighthood. The ship was preserved at Deptford many

years, and when at length she was quite decayed and broken

up, a chair Avas made of one of her planks, Avhich was presented

to the university of Oxford -)-.

The conduct of Drake in this expedition is, in many particu-

lars, highly to be extolled. Among the commendations which

are due to him, the humanity with which he treated the natives

of uncivilized countries is not the least. To strangers in general

his behaviour was affable and hospitable : towards the Indians,

* Camden's Life and Reign of Qhccji Elizabeth, Book II.

t Comlei/ made this chair the subject of an epigram, which is printed m his

works. Some verses upon the voyage are hkewise preserved in the Biographia Bri-

tarmica ; among which performances^ the following lines seem to be the best

:

Si taceant homines, facient te sicJera notitm :

' Sol nescit comitis non memor esse sui.'

Which^ in the same work, are thus translated into English :

' The Stars above will make thee known,

' If men were silent here :

' The Sun himself cannot forget

* His fellow traveller.'

his
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CHAP. 19. his forbearance, and the various instances of his kindness, were

the spontaneous effects of genuine good will. He has been cen-

sured for ignorance as a navigator ; but there is no evidence to

establish such a charge, and much to refute it. A Spanish

writer says, that his ignorance is fully manifested in the scarcity

of information which appears in his journal*. This can only

have been said from misapprehension, in attributing to him the

defects of others. The accounts published of his voyage, it is

true, are as erroneous and defective in the geographical parti-

culars, as those of any of the early navigations : but none of

these accounts were written by Drake. The purposes of Dis-

covery, or the advancement of Science, were not among the

motives of his voyage. Whatever journal or account he kept

himself, the doubtful complexion of his undertaking would

render him more solicitous to conceal than to make public. In

the attachment of his people towards him, is evinced the full

confidence they placed in his abili.ties : and among those Avho

most censured his expedition, he is praised ' for conducting it

* so discreetly, patiently, and resolutely -j-:' and certainly, what-

soever may be said of his undertaking, the character of his

abilities may be pronounced superior to attack. It is said of

Drake, that he was a willing hearer of every man's opinion, but

commonly a follower of his own. If he had not been a well

qualified navigator, as well as an expert mariner, it is not to be

imagined that he would have projected, and, being under no

controul of orders from any superior, would have attempted the

execution of so arduous a plan as the seeking for a passage

from the Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean, by the North of

America: upon which attempt, it is justly observed in the

* En las ningunas noticias que se dan en su Diario, Noticia de las Exp. Magal.

t Sir William Monson's Naval Tracts, Book IV.

Biographia
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Biographia Britannica, that ' his coasting 'North America to the chap. 19.

* height of 48 degrees, and endeavouring on that side to find a

* passage back into our sea, is the strongest proof of his con-

* summate skill and invincible courage.'

Before closing the narrative of this A-'oyage, it is proper to give

an account of what is known concerning those who embarked

in it from England, and were afterwards separated from their

commander.

It has been related that the ship, the Elizabeth, after her se- The

paration, re-entered the Strait of Masalhanes from the South Elizabeth,
* ./ o Captain

Sea, October 8th, and that Mr. John Winter, her Captain, de- J. Winter.

spairing of meeting, or not M'ishing to meet, the Admiral again,

determined to sail homewards, though his men Avere desirous of

persevering in their enterprise. He sailed through the Strait

Eastward, and went to the river De la Plata ; at an island near

the entrance of which river, he set up a pinnace. On the 20th

of January 1579, he anchored at an island on the coast of

Brasil, near the town of St. Vincent, Avhere, by bad weather,

the pinnace and eight men were lost. The ship escaped with,

the loss of an anchor. She stopped at another part of the coast

of Brasil, and with difficulty obtained a scanty supply of provi-

sions from the Portuguese. On June 2d, 1579, slie arrived in

England *.

* Relation of Edward Cliffe, TNIaiiner. Hakhiyt, Vol. lit. p. 753. Winter-

is said to be the first who returned Eastward through the Strait of Magalhancs to

Europe. The circumstances of his return are not to his credit : and the possibility

of passing the Strait from the South Sea to the Atlantic, had already been proved

by Ladrillens, who, in 1558, sailed from Chili to the Eastern entrance.

The



VOYAGE OF FRANCIS DRAKE
The shallop belonging to the General's ship, which separated

"T^SoT*' from him near the South West part of Tierra del Fuego, (vide

J.^^
page 327) having taken shelter in the Strait, and no prospect

longboat remaining to her crew of being able to rejoin the ship, they

"^

ship.^* salted and dried penguins for their future provision. From the

Strait they Avcnt to Port San Julian, and from thence to Rio de

la Plata, where they put into a small river on the North side.

Six men went into the Avoods to seek for food, whilst two re-

mained to take care of the boat. The party in the woods met

ivith a large body of Indians, who shot at them with arrows, by

which they Avere all wounded, and four were taken prisoners.

The other two reached the boat, and they put off from the

shoi-e. The Indians followed them to the sea side ; and those

who had staid by the boat were, Avith the rest, Avoundcd Avith

arroAvs. They then Avent to an island three leagues distant

from the main land, Avhere tAvo of the four died of their

AA^ounds ; and the shallop was beaten to pieces against the

rocks.

-Peter Carder and William Pitcher, the remaining tAvo, staid

on this island, Avhich Avas only a league in compass, tAvo months.

They found for their subsistence, small crabs, eels, and a fruit

like an orange ; but no fresh Avater.

' We Avere driven,' says Carder, ' to drink our own urine,

' Avhich Ave set out all night to cool, to drink in the morning

;

' and being often drank and often voided, became exceeding
* red.' At length, they found a large plank 10 feet long, on
which, providing themselves first Avith paddles, they embarked
for the main land ; but they were three days and two nights in

reaching it. On coming to land, Carder relates, ' Ave found
* a rivukt of SAveet Avater, Avhere William Pitcher, my only

* comfort and companion, (although I endeavoured to dissuade

* him,) being before pinched Avith extreme thirst, overdrank
*

,
• himself.
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* himself, and, to my unspeakable grief, died within half an chap. 19.

* hour, whom I buried as M'ell as I could in the sand*. ' 1580!"^

The next day. Carder met with some of the natives, whom
he did not endeavour to avoid; and they did him no injury.

When he had lived with them some time, the Chief gave him

leave to depart, and conducted him to the Portuguese settle-

ments. After a variety of adventures, in an absence of nine

years, he returned to his native country.

The fate of the Marigold is not mentioned in the accounts, t^q

and there is much reason to believe it was never known. Mangold.

* Purchas, who rejoiced in a conceit, and seldoin permitted an opportunity to

escape, whatsoever the occasion, in relating this catastrophe has remarked, by way
of note in the margin, ' Pitcher breakes.'

Vol. IV. p. 1188, PurchaS) his Pilgrimes.

3 B
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CHAP. XX.

Some Account of the Charts to this Volume, with Miscellaneous

Observations on the Geography of the Idth Century. Evidence

in favour of the prohabiiity that the Country, since named New
Holland, was discovered by Europeans within that Period.

c H A p. 20. T N the interval between the voyage of Magalhanes and that

-* of Drake, the art of navigation appears to have received

very little improvement. About the latter period, the instrument

called the log, for ascertaining the rate at which a ship is sail-

ing, according to the mode at present practised, is supposed to

have been invented. The errors of keeping a reckoning by the

method of a plane chart, began to be generally acknowledged,

but the remedy was understood by few. In the Pacific Ocean,

the Spaniards had discovered, after a long train of unsuccessful

experiments, the method of sailing from West to East : in ge-

neral, however, voyages do not seem to have been performed

with greater facility, nor were observations taken with greater

correctness, in the time of Drake, than in the time of Magal-

hanes. Geography, however, had greatly advanced. The

figure of the New Continent was nearly completed : many other

countries had been discovered; and the Map of the World

assumed an appearance very much resembling that which 'it

at present bears. In local charts, inclinations Avere given to

meridians, as well to those represented by straight lines, as to

the circular meridians. But the parallels of latitude, even in

hemispheres, were generally represented by straight lines; a prac-

tice which is not yet entirely discontinued.

3 Some
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Some readers may be of opinion, that a history of the early chap, ao,

discoveries should properly have been accompanied, either with
'

copies of the charts drawn by the discoverers themselves, or,

where those could not be obtained, with the earliest that were

published from the accounts. The charts of the original disco-

verers, even when known to be erroneous in the geograph}^, are

always curious, and may sometimes be valuable for information,

both in that and in other respects, of which there may €xist no

other authentic document ; and attention is to be paid to them

accordingly. But it must be allowed, that when a correct chart

can be obtained, the account of a discovery cannot by any other

means receive such good illustration. This does not preclude

the insertion of original charts, if recommended by any pe-

culiar quality or circumstance. Nothing, however, that can

be called original, worthy of notice, has been met with among

the authorities examined for the voyages narrated in this

volume.

In giving an account of the manner in which the general Account of

chart to this volume was composed, it is intended to compre-

hend those of smaller extent, and by that means to prevent the

necessity of repetitions.

The part of the coast of Tierra del Fuego, without the Strait T. del

of MagalhaneSf extending Eastward from Landfall Island, strait of

round Cape IIoiii, and to Staten Land, is copied from the Magal-

chart of Captain Cook; except in a few places, where some

additions have been made, principally from the Spanish chart

of the Southern coast of America, published in 1798, which

additions seem warranted by the nearness of the track to the

coast, as drawn in that chart.

The Strait of Magalhanes is taken entirely from the Spanish

chart constructed in 1788, as it is published in the Relacion del

Ultimo Viage al Estrecho. The four fathoms bank is laid down
from the chart of the Strait by Olmedilla, 1 769.

3 B2 The

HANES.
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CHAP. 20. The coast on each side, to the North from the Strait, is taken
''" '^ from the Spanish chart of 1798.

The lonoitudes in such a mixture of authorities might na-

turally be supposed not exactly to coincide: but the differences

are greater than could have been expected. The greatest di&-

Cape agreement is in the position assigned to Cape Deseado, Avhich is

Deseado. 1^-^ j^^^,^_

By Captain Cook in - - 74.° 40' West from Greenwich^

In the table of latitudes and'J
longitudes, published with f , „/

the requisite tables, by the I

Board of Longitude - -J

By the chart in Relacion del 7 „.o ,0/

Ult.Viage - - - - -\^^ ^^

And by the Spanish chart 7 ^,0 ^w
of 1798 - F* ^^'

The difference between the English and the S])anish longi-

tudes appears to have arisen principally from the Westernmost

land seen by Captain Cook, being believed to be the Cape
Deseado. The longitude, accordingly, between Cape Deseado

and Landfall Island, in Captain Cook's chart, does not exceed

I of a degree; and by the Spanish charts it is I of a degree. It

likewise appears from the latitudes, that the Westernmost land

seen by Captain Cook was considerably to the South of Cape
" Deseado. By folloM'ing the Spanish charts between Landfall

Island, and the Western entrance into the Strait, and making a

proportional distribution of the remaining differences, the au-

thorities above cited have been connected, without materially

affecting the relative position of any part of the coast.

The bay De San Francisco, near Cape Horn, is taken from
the chart of Don Antonio de Ulloa.

The West coast of South America, from the Strait of Magal-
hanes towards the North, is taken from the Spanish survey,.

published
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published in 1798, which extends as far as to the isthmus, and chap. 20.

to Point De Burica, the South East point of Golfo Duke. ,„

From thence to Acapulco, has been supphed from the chart coast of

of D. Ant. de Ulloa.
^'"^"^^'

From Acapulco to Cape Corrientes, the chart of Alzate y
Ramirez, and a manuscript chart in the possession of Mr. Ar-

rowsmith, have been consulted and occasionally followed ; but

that part of the coast is drawn chiefly from the descriptions of

Dampier, and those in the account of Commodore Anson's

Voyage. The descriptions by William Funnel are confused,

and obviously too inaccurate to be trusted.

The situations of Cape Corientes and Cape San Lucas, having

been settled by Captain Vancouver, serve for a base for the

Gulf of California. For the Eastern side near the entrance of

the gulf, and for the Marias Islands, the accounts of Dampier

and of Captain Vancouver, furnish some good materials ; to

which may be added the French plan of the Bay De Van-

deras.

For the gulf itself, the charts in the Noticia de California,

the chart of Miguel Costanso, and the narrative of Francisco de

Ulloa's voyage to the head of the gulf, have each contributed :

what degree of credit has been given to each, has been noticed

in the account of Ulloa's voyage.

To the materials which have been taken on the authorities

here enumerated, it has been deemed nbcessary to make occa-

sional additions on the authority of the original accounts. The

instances are not numerous, and will appear in the perusal of

the narratives.

The exterior part of California, and the continuation of the

coast to the North, have been drawn from the charts and re-

marks of Captain Vancouver, and from the chart of Costanso.

The small portion of the coast of China, which appears in

the chart, is laid down from Mr. Dalrymple's chart of the China

(Sea;
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CHAP. 2o. Sea; and the Corea from M. D'Anville, with the corrections

'
"^ ' which the voyage of M. de la Perouse have furnished.

The situation of the Japanese Islands is marked, on the East

side, from the observations made in the ship Resolution, in

Captain Cook's last voyage : and the Island Tsiissma has been

taken for a governing point for marking the Western parts of

Japan.

Of the The longitude of the town of Nangasaki has for a great length
situation of ^f ^.j^^g

jij^gj^ g^j. (Jqwu in the best tables of latitudes and longi-
JNANGA-

_ _
_

'^

sAKi. tudes, as settled by astronomical observations, to be in longitude

1£8'' 46' 15'' East from the meridian of Greenwich. The ob-

servation which obtained this result, was of an eclipse of the

moon in the year 1 6 1 2 ; the following account of which is

preserved in the Memoires de I'Acadamie Royale des Sciences,

depuis 1666, jusqu'd 1699- tom. vii. partie ii. p. 706. Paris,

Edit. 4to. 1729.

* In 1612, the fathers D'Aleni and Ureman observed an
* eclipse of the moon at Macao, the 8th of November

;

'the beginning S" 30", the end ll" 45"'.

' The father Charles Spinola, qui eut le hotihew detre hrule

* d petit feUf who had the happiness to be burnt by a slow

* fire in Japan, for the Christian faith, which he Avent there

* to preach, observed at Nangasaki the beginning of this

' eclipse at 9" 30".*

One hour from Macao ; Avhich, according to the longitude at

present assigned to that place, gives for the longitude of Nan-

gasaki 128° 35' 15" from Greenwich.

The old charts (which, properly speaking, are the only charts

that have been made of the Western parts of Japan), and

modern observations, differ from the longitude of father Spinola:

and it is reasonable, that the relative positions assigned for a

length of time to places, should not be destroyed on the authority

of a single observation, even of the most correct observer. Tlie

North
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North end of Tsussima, is placed by the map of Japaii to c h a p. 20.

Kaempfer's history, 0° 40' to the West of Nangasaki; and by —"^'—

'

Valentyn's chart in the Oucl en nieuw Oost-Indien, 0° 25' to the

West. M. D'Anville, hkewise places Tsussima to the West of

the meridian of Nangasaki. The North part of Tsussitna Avas

seen by M. de la Perouse, and its longitude determined to

be (127° 17' East from Paris) 129° 37' East longitude from

Greenwich; which is confirmed by Captain Broughton, in a more
recent navigation, who observed the North end of Tsussima in

129° 30' East.

The father Spinola observed only the commencement of the

eclipse, a part in which different observers have been very apt

to difagree; and the manner of computing the time may be

supposed to have been less correct then, than it is at present.

Trusting therefore to the long established positions combined

with the later observations, 130° 06' has been assumed for the

longitude of Nangasaki.

The island Formosa is entered in the general chart of the dis- Pekan, or

coveries made by Europeans previous to 1579, and is found in
'°^^"°^'^'

the Theatrum Orbis of Ortelius, though nothing concerning it has

been met with in the accounts of the antecedent navigations.

Some accounts of Formosa pretend that it Avas not knoAvn to the

Chinese till the year 1 430 ; but when it is considered that Formosa

is a mountainous country, above 60 leagues in extent, situated

within 25 leagues of the coast of China, inhabited, Avith inha-

bited islands laying between, and that both in China and in

Formosa, navigation is practised ; it is not in the least credible

that the people of two countries so circumstanced, should have

remained in mutual ignorance of the existence of each other to

so late a period *. Its first appearance in the history of the

* [n the second voyage of Captain Pring to the East Indies, A. D. 1616^ is the

following remark :
* At noon, this day, we had sight o£ Formosa, above the clouds,

the highest part bearing South East by East, about 18 leagues ; the coast of China
' beiug at the same time North West from us seven leagues.' Purchas, Vol. I.

p. 652.

Chinese
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Chinese might possibly have l^een in the year 1430. The name

Formosa or Hormosa Avas given to the island by the Portuguese,

on account of the beauty of its appearance. The native name

is Pekan.

Philip- In placing the Philippine Islands, the longitudes given in

JVloi.uccA Captain Robertson's chart of the Eastern Islands, have been
Islands.

foiiQ^ygj in those parts which are approached by any good track

there laid down. The longitudes of the Eastern and South East

part of Mindanao are laid down to accord with the remarks and

observations of Captain Hunter in 1791.

The chart designed for showing the track of the ship of Magal-

han-es among the Philippine and Molucca Islands, is formed by

connecting and adapting to the limits prescribed by the longi-

tudes just mentioned, the following materials :

The surveys of INIr. Dalrymple. The plans of Captain For-

rest. The remarks of Captain Carteret and of Captain Hunter,

The parts of Captain Robertson s chart Avhich are sanctioned by.

the tracks he has laid down. To these have been apphed many

of the plans of ports and of particular portions of coast Avhich

have been published by Mr. Dalrymple. What remained to be

filled up has been furnished from the chart of Pedro Murillo

Velarde, and from a chart pubhshed in Madrid, date 1699-

The The position of the Ladrones has been regulated by the
Ladrones.j^^^,.^^^^

observed of Tinian in the voyage of Captain Wallis,

and by that of the Northern Islands seen by M. de la Pe-

rouse.

The other islands in the Pacific Ocean, are laid down upon

data which will be found explained at length in the accounts of

the several discoveries.

The knowledge that had been gained, within the time to

Papua, which the general chart is limited, of the North coast of Papua

or New Guinea, does not seem to have comprehended more

than its general situation and direction. The sketch given is

answerable
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answerable to this idea. Very little more is at present known chap. ao.

with precision ; and what has been seen by different navigators,
"""^ '

has been too negligently described to admit, that, with the
most careful examination, their discoveries can be fatisfactorily

connected. The general chart having been designed for the
purpose only of exhibiting discovery at a particular point of its

progress, to construct it on a scale of the same magnitude as
would have been requisite for a more complete chart, did not
appear necessary.

The country at present called New Holland is entirely Inquiry

omitted; and this is a subject which demands explanation. threTiieS
The first discovery of that land by Europeans, has been attri- discovery of

buted to the Hollanders, who sailed along part of theWest coast in Ho!!la'I.d.

1616. Evidences however exist, which leave very httle reason to
doubt that it was known at no late period of the 16th century.
The earliest claim to the original discovery is made by M. deOftheSieur

Brosses, in favour of the Sieur de Gonneville, upon the evidence ^hiS dis-of an account given in a work, entitled, Memoires touchant I'eta- covery.

hlissement d'une mission chretienne dans le troisiime Monde, ou Terre
^ws^ra/e, printed at Paris, 166S.

M. de Brosses has inserted this account in liis Navigatiotis
aux Terres Australes *. It states, that some French merchants,
being tempted by the success of the Portuguese under Vasquez
de Gama, determined upon sending a ship to the Indies by the
same route which he had saUed. The ship was equipped at
Honfleur. ' Le Sieur de Gonneville, qui en itoit le commandant,
' leva Hamre an mois du Juin, 1503, et doubla le Cap de Bonne
' Espirance, oh il fut assailli d'une furieuse tourmente, qm hiJit

* Tom. I. p. io6.

3 C ^ perdre
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CHAP. 20.
« perdre sa route et Vahandomia an calme ennuyeux d'lme mer in-

connue.' i. e. ' The Sieur de Gonneville, who commanded
* her, weighed anchor in the month of June, 1503, and doubled

« tlie Cape of Good Hope, wliere he was assailed by a furious

' tempest, which made him lose his route, and abandoned him
' to the wearisome calm of an unknown sea/ ' Not knowing

* what course to steer, the sioht of some birds comins; from tlie

' South, determined them to sail in that direction in the hope

* of finding land. They found what they desired, that is to say>

* a great country, which, in their relations, was named the

* Southern India, according to the custom of that time, of ap-

' plying indifferently the name of the Indies to every country

' newly discovered/ They remained six months at this land ;

after which, the crew of the ship refused to proceed farther, and

Gonneville was obliged to return to France. When near home,

lie was attacked by an English corsair, and plundered of every

thing, so that his journals and descriptions were entirely lost.

On arriving in port, he made a declaration of all that had hap-

pened in the voyage, to the Admiralty, which declaration was

dated July the 19th, 1505, and was signed by the prmcipal

officers of the ship. -

In one part of the relation, this great Southern land is said to

be not far out of the direct route to the East ladies, ' non lorn

' de la drolte navig-ation des Indes Onentales *.' The land of

Gonneville has been supposed to be in a high Southern lati-

tude, and nearly on the meridian of the Cape of Good Hope

;

and Duval and Nolin placed it on their charts to the South

West from the Cape, in 4*8° South. M. de Brasses conjec-

tured that it was South from the Moluccas, and that it was

* Nuvig. aux Tcrres Austraks, Tom. I. p. 105.

ill
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in fact the first discovciy of the T. Australis, smce named chap. 20;

New Holland.

Let the whole account be reconsidered without prepossession,

and the idea that will immediately and most naturally occur, is,

that the Southern India discovered by Gonneville was Mada-

gascar. De Gonneville having doubled (passed round) the

Cape, was by tempests driven into calm latitudes, and so near

to this land, that he was directed thither by the flight of birds.

The refusal of the crew to proceed to the Eastern India, would

scarcely have happened, if they had been so far advanced to the

East as Nexv Holland.

There are, however, claims to the Terra AustraUs for the

16th century, which seem much better founded than the one

made by M. de Brosses. There is, in the British Museum, a

manuscript map of the World (as much of it as was known)
without date. The character of the writing is of the l6th

century : and instead of the islands of Japan, a large country,

with the name Zipangri, is placed to the East of China, at the

distance of more than 500 leagues. With these circumstances,

the other parts correspond, and Mr. Dalrymple (who has in-

serted in his collection a fac simile of the Eastern part of this

curious manuscript) inferred from thence, that it was made early

in the l6th centurj^ The explanations, and those names which

custom has allowed to be convertible, are in the French lan-

guage, and the arms of the Dauphin of France are in one corner.

The projection is of the plane; and the scale 2.1 inches (Eng.)

to every 10 degrees. From the Strait of Magalha?ies, Eastward,

to the Eastern part of China, is made 230 degrees. A represen-

tation of some of the instruments in use at the time, is affixed

at one end, among which is the cross-statf with a single trans-

verse piece.

Since Mr. Dalrymple published the fac simile, a discovery has

3 C 2 been
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CHAP. 20. been made in the King's library in the British Museum, which

ascertains the date. A set of charts drawn on vellum and bound

together, are found to form a copy, perhaps the original, of the

French chart. There is an exact agreement between the two in

the most material particulars ; but the names and explanations

to the one in the Royal library, are in the English language, and

it is dedicated to the King of England. At the beginning is

written, • This book of Idrography is made by me Johne Rotz,

* sarvant to the King's Most Excellent Majesty.' The date is

1542. The dedication is' in the French language, of which

country Rotz Avas probably a native. In.it, he says, his chart

was composed from his own experience and that of his friends

and fellow navigators. The parts are extremely well filled ; the

general outlines of the sea coasts are drawn with more appear-

ance of correctness, and the whole is executed with better judg-

ment, than the credit which is given to that date for geographical

knowledge afforded reason to expect.

The following are among the characteristic particulars which

have relation to this work.

A clear passage is given to the sea round the North of Terre

du Lahoureur. (Labrador.) The Tierra del Fuego is drawn as

part of La Terre Atistrale. On the coast ofAmerica in the South

Sea, between the latitude of 25° South, and the Strait, no names

appear; the establishment of the Spaniards in Chili being then

too recent to have become generally known. South of Borneo^

and the Eastern Archipelagos, in latitude about 8 degrees

South, begins a large countr}^, with the name of Jave le Grand

(the Great Java). From the North part, the coast one way, is

drawn to the South West, and afterwards to the South, to the

28th degree of South latitude, where it is made to turn off

towards the South East; and thus far names are given to many

different capes and bays. The other direction of the coast from

the
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the North part, is to the South East, where there are few names ; c n a p. 20.

and this part seems to have been intended for New Guinea, (as

that country is not otherwise laid down,) on the supposition that

New Guinea was a portion of the same land. The coast here,'

however, has nearly the same direction with the corresponding

part of New Holland, but is continued far to the South ; and by

a very extraordinary co-incidence, immediately beyond the

latitude of 30 degrees, the country is named Coste des Herhaiges,

answering in climate, and in name to Botany Bay. The many
instances of similitude to the present charts, which are to be

found in the general outline of this land, it is not easy to imagine

were produced solely by chance.

Within the outlines of the different countries are coloured

drawings of the natives and their dwelHngs, of various animals,

and other productions. The whole is well worth description,

as an excellent specimen of the geography of that early

period.
^

The French Chart is in one entire roll, and it is probable was

originally designed for Henry, the son of Francis I. of

France. It became part of the collection of the Earl of Oxford,

but at his death was taken away by one of his servants, and re-

mained in concealment till it was discovered by the President of

the Royal Society, Sir Joseph Banks, who purchased and re-

stored it to the Harleian library.

The Book, which is in some respects less perfect than the roll,

contains representations of two hemispheres, where the parallels

are circular, and are described through equal divisions of the

right circle, and of the primitive circle; a method of projection

which, notwithstanding its advantages for purposes of geogra-

phy, has smce been so much, out of use, that when M. De la

Hire
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CHAP. 20. Hire revived it 150 years afterwards, he was supposed to be the

original inventor.

It is particularly observable, that the great Terra Australis of

the geographers of the l6th centurj', in all the charts, is brought

farther to the North near the Eastern islands, than in any other

part of its progress round the Antarctic Pole. That Rotz, or

some of his intimates, visited the ' Great Java,' appears proba-

ble, from the coast being delineated in his cliart, with greater

resemblance to that of New Holland, than is to be found in the

charts of many 3'cars later date. All these circumstances justify

and support the opinion, that the Northern and Western coasts

of New Holland were known, and were the Great Java of the

1 6th century. There are likewise reasons for supposing that the

Eastern coast had been seen ; but they ai'e not sufficient to au-

thorize the insertion of any part of it, in a chart of the disco-

veries made previous to 1579.

tlnceitain Besides the islands which are laid down in that chart, some

in the islands appear in tlie early charts, of which no accounts have
Charts, been found. In 16 degrees South, and 12 degrees West from

the coast of Feru, are placed a group of islands, called Insuloi

Incognita;, the Unknown Islands. It is certain that if islands

really existed near that situation, they would not have remained

till this time unknown. In latitude 36° South, and much nearer

the American coast, are islands Vistas de lexos (seen from afar).

In the Theat. Orb. of Ortelius, Chart N' 3, between the latitudes

of irr and 20° North, and 35 degrees East from the Philippine

Islands, are a groupe of islands, with the names La Vezina (The

Neighbour), La Besgraciada (The Unpleasant), and Los Monjes

(The Monks) . These last islands have the appearance of being

founded upon some real discovery; but the uncertainty respect-

ing them is increased, by islands with the same names, and

6 nearly
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CHAP. 20. Hire revived it 150 years .afterwards, lie was supposed to be the

original inventor.

It is particularly observable, that the great Terra Australis of

the geographers of the 1 6th centurj^ in all the charts, is brought

farther to the North near the Eastern islands, than in any other

part of its progress round the Antarctic Pole. That Rotz, or

some of his intimates, visited the ' Great Java,' appears proba'

ble, from the coast being delineated in his chart, with greater

resemblance to that of New Holland, than is to be found in the

charts of many 3'cars later date. All these circumstances justify

and support the opinion, that the Northern and Western coasts

of New Holland were known, and were the Great Java of the

I6th century. There are likewise reasons for supposing that the

Eastern coast had been seen ; but they are not sufficient to au-

thorize the insertion of any part of it, in a chart of the disco-

veries made previous to 1579-

Uncertain Besides the islands M'hich are laid down in that chart, some

in the inlands appear in tlie early charts, of which no accounts have
Charts, been found. In 16 degrees South, and 12 degrees West from

the coast of Pe? «, are placed a group of islands, called Insula.

Incognitce, the Unknown Islands. It is certain that if islands

really existed near that situation, they Mould not have remained

till this time unknown. In latitude 36° South, and much nearer

the American coast, are islands Vistas de lexos (seen from afar).

In the Theat. Orb. of Ortelius, Chart N" 3, between the latitudes

of 171" and 20° North, and 35 degrees East from the Philippine

Islands, are a groupe of islands, with the names La Vezina (The

Neighbour), La Desgraciada fThe Unpleasant), and Los Monjes

(The Monks). These last islands have the appearance of being

founded upon some real discovery; but the uncertainty respect-

ing them is increased, by islands with the same names, and

6 nearly
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nearly in the same latitude, being found in the chart of the

track of the Galeon, pubhshed with Commodore Anson's vo3'age,

where they are placed within 25 degrees of longitude from the

South Cape of Califoirnia.

The chart and dedication of Rotz, as well as the account cited

by M. de Brosses, are proofs that, at that early period, many
voyages were undertaken; and, it may be concluded, many
discoveries made, of which no account Avas ever published ;

that of som^, every remembrance has died away ; and the

various indications that appear in the old charts, to which no

clue can be found, may be the remains, and possibly the only

remains^ of others.

END OP PART I.
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APPENDIX.

Remarks on the Projection of Charts, and particularly on the Degree

ofCurvature proper to be given to the Parallels of Latitude,

TH E general Chart of the South Sea, or Pacific Ocean, at the

beginning of this vokime, is constructed on the principles of

the method called the Globular Projection ; i. e. of making equal

divisions of the Right Circle, to correspond with equal divisions of

the Primitive. This method appears, in many respects, better adapted

than any other hitherto practised for geographical delineations ; and
chiefly because it preserves, to equal portions of siiperfcies on the

globe, more equality in the representations, and requires in measure-

ment less variation of scale.

It may be noticed, that the measurement of distances by the arc

of a great circle, is scarcely ever practised for purposes of geography.

To describe an arc of an oblique great circle through two given

points, is itself a process too tedious to be used in any common case,

and where accuracy is required, it is obtained with equal facility, and

Avith greater precision, by calculation.

The Chart of Cff///br«irt, and its Gulf, is constructed, in its general

principle, as part of a planisphere, whose centre is the pole ; the me-
ridians are represented by straight lines, and the parallels of latitude

by circles nearly concentric.

The greatest (but unavoidable) error in an hemisphere projected

on the plane of the equator, is, that the degrees of longitude at and
near the equator, considerably exceed in length the degrees of lati-

tude. Indeed, in every projection of a hemisphere, Avhatever part

falls near the primitive circle, will be represented in the same dispro-

portionate manner j but many of the disadvantages which must be

3 D fub-
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submitted to in the representation of a whole hemisphere, are avoided,

or in part remedied, in charts of more limited extent.

The intersections of meridians at the poles, form angles equal to

the number of degrees of longitude comprehended between them ; and

when the meridians are represented by straight lines, any two drawn

from the pole to the same parallel circle of latitude, will form an

isosceles triangle with the chord of the intercepted arc of the parallel

circle. The angles made by the chord with the two meridians, will

each be equal to a right angle lessened by one half the degrees of

longitude included. For let the arc Imn, re-

present a given quantity of longitude in any

parallel of latitude. Draw the chord In, and

the meridians at / and at n (the pole being

supposed the center of projection) must each

form with the chord, angles which will be less

than 90° by one half the degrees of longitude

they include. Upon this reasoning was detemiined the points

Ihrougli wlui;li the parallel circles of latitude were described.

For example, it was required to pioject lines for a chart extending
10 degrees in longitude, and from the 20th to the 35th degree of
North latitude, within which limits California aird its gulf are com -

prehended. The central meridian being

first drawn, (which let N S represent,

s= 900 miles, N being at 35° North,

and S at 20° North,) to place meridians

at 5 degrees distance, lines were drawn

from Nand S, the two extreme latitudes,

making angles Avith the central meri-

dian on the side towards the elevated

pole, = 87| degrees (90° — 2°|);

and on each were measured as many
miles in length as are equal to five de-

grees of longitude in their respective

parallels. This gave the points xv, xo, e, e, for describing the parallel

* '^^ arcs
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arcs tiy N e and to S e. ze> w, and e e, were then joined by straight Hnes,

which completed the outline of the chart. The three meridians Avere

afterwards divided into as many equal parts as were thought necessary,

and arcs described through the corresponding points for the parallels

of latitude.

[N. B. Short arcs of extensive radii, can be drawn most
readily, and Avith sufficient accuracy, M'ith the instrument

called the Shipwrights Bow.]

This method of projection, considering its facility, may be allowed

to possess a great degree of comparative correctness.

Having said thus much of its merits, the defects require to be

considered. One of the principal errors of measurement in this chart,

is the want of extension at the intermediate parallels, of 2.5° and 30*

latitude, where the degrees of longitude are too short about 0,4 of a

geographical mile in each degree.

There is however another error of more material consequence. By
making all the meridians right lines, they are supposed to have the

same constant inclination towards each other in all their parts. The

fact nevertheless is, that near the equator, the meriflians being all

nearly parallel to the polar axis, are in a very small degree inclined to

each other. The inclination increases with every additional degree of

latitude, till near the poles they point directly to a common center. It

is to be noticed in the Chart of California, that by giving to the two

extreme parallels their due proportion of length, the original hypo-

thesis, of the inclination of the meridians being every where the same

as near the poles, is departed from ; and it is likewise rendered appa-

rent, that the angles made by the chords of the parallel arches with

the central meridian, are drawn too acute, and differ in quantity from

the angles made by the same chords with the next meridian. This

defect of symmetry increases with the distance from the central

meridian, and is entirely attributable to an error in the curvature of

the parallel circles.

3 D 2 The
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The difference of the lengths of the chords of parallel arcs whicit'

are intercepted between the same meridians, shows the quantum of

approach or of recession of those meridians in different parallels.

In arcs, not exceeding five degrees of a circle, the arch and the

chord, not differing in length i^th part, may reciprocally be used

for each other, without occasioning any perceptiblie variation ; and
it can seldom, if at all, be necessary, that the meridians, whose

inclination to each other are to be determined, should be taken

more apart than 5 degrees, or at most 10 degrees, of longitude at

one time ; and this limitation is advantageous in point of correct?

Hess, when the longitude is to be set off from a scale of equal

parts upon the arcs of parallel circles.

According to these premises, suppose

it is required to find the inchnation of

two meridians between two given pa.-

rallels, tlieir difference in lontritude be-

ing lijiewise given, mo, np, represent.

two meridians ; mn, the given portion

of longitude at the higher parallel, and op at the parallel nearest the

equator. Draw mq parallel to np; there will be given in the triangle

moq, the three sides
; oq being the difference between m n and op ;

and 771 q not differing in a perceptible quantity from the meridians

mo, np.

Then (moq being considered as an isosceles triangle) mo : radius

: : — : sine of half the angle omq. And o q being the subtense of

so small an angle, it may be said m o : radius : : o q. to the sine of

"the angle o m q ; that is, radius is to the sine of the inclination of

tvfo meridians, as the distance between two parallels is to the dif-

ference in the lengths of the parallel arcs:

The length of all parallel arches, between the same meridians,

having one and the same proportion to the co-sines of their latitudes,

their differences will likewise be to the differences of the co-sines in

the
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the same proportion
; /. e. as the distance of the meridians measured

at the equator, is to radius.

Let A = the distance hetween two meridians at the equator ; B=
the distance between two parallels (their difiFerence in latitude),

and .r= the diflference of the co-sines of the two latitudes. A.X^ will be the difference of the lengths of the parallel arcs, and B :

From this (rather complicated) calculation, results the followino.

easy method for finding the inclination of meridians between two
given parallels of latitude. Multiply the difference of the co-sines

of the parallels, by. the number of the degrees of longitude to be in^

eluded betM'een the meridians ; and the product divided by the num-
ber of the degrees of the meridian contained between the parallels, will

give tire sine of the inclination required.

N. B. The inclination thus found, will be that of the chords of the
meridian arcs, which best answer the purposes of projection when the
meridians are to be represented by straight lines..

Example. Required the inclination of meridians that are 5 deo-rees

of longitude apart, between the parallels of 20° North, and. 33' North:
20° Nat. co-sine - 93969
35' - - - - - SI915

12054

5

15)60270

Inclination required 2° 18'' Nat. sine - 401

8

Consequently, it appears that in the Chart oi California, the angles

made by the central meridian with the chord of 5 degrees of the pa.

rallcl arcs, instead of 87° 30' should have been 88° 5 1'; and this angle

would have preserved uniformity in the direction of the meridians

with
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Avitii the parallel arches. These considerations did not occur till after

the Chart was engraved.

The principal use proposed in finding the inclination of the meri-

dians to each other, is to determine the curvature of the parallels.

The method M'hich has been described, is proposed to answer that

purpose, ^hen the meridians are to be represented by straight lines.

When extension is to be given to the intermediate parallels, and the

meridians are to be made circular, diflferent degrees of curvature wili

be requisite for the different parallels.

Tangents applied to meridians at the same parallel of latitude,

will meet at the line of the polar axis produced, in an angle equal to

the inclination of the meridians. With two tangents so placed, the

distance between the meridians at the proposed parallel, Avill form the

base of an isosceles triangle. The kngth of any parallel arc (not ex-

ceeding tlie limits before specified) expressed by its equivalent in de-
^

grees and minutes of the great circle, may be atlmitted as the arc of a

great circle ; thus in latitude 30 degrjees, a degree of longitude may

be said to be o» 51^ 5 8" of a degree of the great circle ; and 5 degrees

in the latitude of 60, may be reckoned as 2° 30' of the great circle.

The length of the parallel thus reckoned, may be called the arc of

longitude. And the co-tangent of the latitude : sine of radius : : the

sine of half the arc of longitude : the sine of half the angle of incli-

nation of the meridians. *

To make a Chart ofauy considerable extent, when the curvature of the

two extreme parallels and of the intermediate parallel are determined,

and described through a right lined central meridian, the longi-

tudes may be set oft' with their proper lengths, by as many measure-

ments of 5 degrees on each side the central meridian as are required
;

and thus are marked three points for each of the other meridians. To

enter into more minute explanations, would be lengthening this dis-

quisition beyond reasonable bounds. Upon examination it will be

found, that this mode of projection possesses many advantages, and

is
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fs susceptible of several auxiliary contrivances, by which accuracy

and equality of proportion may be preserved.

The Chart of Terra del Fuego and the Strait ofMagalhanes, might

be offered as a specimen of projection upon this principle, if the space

comprehended were not too small to afford opportunity for comparison

between the advantages of different methods.

The Chart of the Philippines is drawn on the Mercator's projection,

the defects of which are the less- visible, for the space occupied being

so near to the equator.

Of the Mercator's projection, it may be said in general, to be more

recommended by its facility than by the consideration of any other

advantages. In charts where the principal extent is in latitude, the

]\Iercator's projection is peculiarly unfitted (unless for the use of the

mariner, to whom it furnishes a ready method of estimating his lon-

gitude and the course he is to steer), and they must be tolerable good

geographers to \A'hom it does not convey false ideas of magnitudes

and positions. This remark may be exemphfied by two pieces of land

of equal dimensions, one 60 degrees, the other so degrees from the

equator, laid down in the same chart by ]\Iercator*s projection. The

former will occupy in the chart just three times the quantity of space

which is given to the latter. The degrees of latitude being lengthened

as they are removed from the equator, and the degrees of longitude

not being diminished, the proportions are increased equally in latitude

and in longitude, which amounts in the area to a duplicate propor-

tion ; accordingly equal superfcies of the earth at 60° latitude, and at

the equator appear as four to one.

THE END.

Luke HansariJ, Printer,

Great Turnstile, Lincoln's-Inn Ficldst
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